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CHAPTEE I

INTRODUCTORY

Posterity, this is an impartial pictwre. I am neither

dazzled by the blaze of the times in which I have lived, nor,

if there are spots in the sun, do I deny thai I see them. It

IS a man I am describing, and one, whose greatness will bear

to have his blemishesfairly delivered to you—notfrom a love

of censure in me, but of truth ; and because it is history I am
writing, not romance.

Such was the judgment passed on Chatham by a

hostile contemporary, whose Memoirs were withheld

from the public eye for nearly a century after their

compilation. In these words Horace Walpole sums up

his incisive character of " the terrible cornet of horse
"

whom Sir Eobert Walpole attempted to muzzle, of

the aspiring orator who contributed so much to the

fall of Sir Robert, of the imperious statesman who
finally succeeded to more than the power of Walpole

at his zenith, reversed his policy, and entirely recast

the international position of Great Britain in the

world.

In eight centuries our country has known but four

great creative statesmen : men who, to use the words

of a well-known historian, have been "founders or

creators of a new order of things." William the

A
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Conqueror made all England an organic nation.

Edward the First conceived the union of all Britain.

Cromwell made the United Kingdom and founded our

Sea Power. Chatham made the Colonial System and

was the founder of the Empire. For good and for evil,

through heroism and through spoliation, with all its

vast and far-reaching consequences, industrial, economic,

social, and moral—the foundation of the Empire was

the work of Chatham. He changed the course of

England's history—nay, the course of modern history.

For a century and a half the development of our

country has grown upon the imperial lines of Chatham's

ideals ; and succeeding statesmen have based the key-

note of their policy on enlarging the range of these

ideals, in warding off the dangers they involved, in

curbing or in stimulating the excesses they bred.

Frederick of Prussia said of Chatham, " England

has long been in labour, and has suffered much to

produce Mr. Pitt : but at last she has brought forth

a man." By France, the rise and fall of Chatham was

watched as equivalent to the loss or the gain of a

decisive campaign. His hyperbolic self-will, his

almost grotesque arrogance, seemed excused by the

deference of all with whom he acted, and the timidity

of all whom he confronted. Contemporary memoirs

ring with anecdotes of his personal ascendency and

the terror he inspired at home and abroad. When
Chatham said to a colleague, " I know that I can

save this country, and that no one else can," it

was not regarded as arrogance and presumption, but

was treated as simple truth, which no doubt it was.

Walpole's famous character of Chatham, from which a
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sentence heads this chapter, runs thus :
" The admirers

of Mr. Pitt extol the reverberation he gives to our

councils, the despondence he banished, the spirit he

infused, the conquests he made, the security he affixed

to our trade and plantations, the humiliations of

France, the glory of Britain carried under his minis-

trations to a pitch at which it never had arrived—and

all this is exactly true."

In his own age and in ours, Chatham has cast a

spell "bVer men's minds, and has usually been spoken

of in superlatives of praise and of blame. In West-

minster Abbey we read, that it was during his adminis-

tration that Great Britain was exalted "to a height

of prosperity and glory unknown to any former age."

In the Guildhall we read that William Pitt was raised

up by Providence "as the principal instrument in

this memorable work." Both these public monuments

were erected many years after the statesman's fall and

retirement. The first was ordered by Parliament

under the ministry of Lord North, whom Chatham

so fiercely opposed and denounced. The second in-

scription was composed by Edmund Burke, his opponent

and severe judge. The French Abbe Raynal, in his

History of Indian Commerce (of 1780), declared that

Chatham "raised the heart of England so high, that

his administration was nothing but a chain of con-

quests." Lord Brougham, in his Historical Sketches,

tells us that Chatham "is the person to whom every

one would point if desired to name the most successful

statesman and the most brilliant orator that this

country ever produced." Lord Macaulay, in many
thiiigs his severest critic, in his fine description of the
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monument in the Abbey, concludes that "history,

while for the warning of vehement, high, and daring

natures, she notes his many errors, will yet deliber-

ately pronounce, that, among the eminent men whose

bones lie near his, scarcely one has left a more stainless,

and none a more splendid name." In our own time

Mr. J. E. Green is fascinated by " the personal and

solitary grandeur " of Chatham, " by the depth of his

conviction, his passionate love of all he deemed lofty

and true, his fiery energy, his poetic imaginativeness,"

"his purely public spirit." "He loved England with

an intense and personal love. He believed in her

power, her glory, her public virtue, till England learned

to believe in herself." Mr. Lecky has said :
" AVith all

his faults he was a very great man— far surpassing both

in mental and moral altitude the other politicians of

his generation." As Lord Shelburne, the colleague

and successor of Chatham, records that he was a man
" of a most extraordinary imagination," so the descen-

dant and historian of Shelburne speaks of the great

orator "as the eternal monument of the highest

eloquence employed on the noblest objects."

The reverberation of these achievements has passed

away. The long and crowded epoch of Chatham's son

tended to make men forgetful of the father, who far

outlived the span of his own power ; and the tremen-

dous events that followed the French Revolution and

the Empire of Napoleon overshadowed the reign of

George ii. But history will continue to dwell with

praise or with blame, with sympathy or with sorrow,

on the lonely chief who breathed a new soul into his

countrymen, who planted the saplings which have
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grown into a mighty forest, who inspired that j)assion

for transoceanic expansion which has led to such

energies, such miseries, such glory, and such heart-

burning.

There seem to be peculiar difficulties in attempting

to write the life of a statesman whose work so many

of our statesmen have sought to imitate, whose

methods and doctrines so many others have con-

demned. Chatham is usually regarded as pre-eminently

a "war minister." And undoubtedly he "organised

victory " on a scale greater than that achieved by any

other English statesman. Though he never saw a

battle-field in his life, he is reported to have said that

" he loved honourable war." If he loved war for itself,

as Alexander and Napoleon did, it is an indelible blot

upon his name. The great-grandson of Chatham's

colleague and successor, speaking before Chatham's

monument in the Guildhall of London, has in our

generation denounced " the scourge and calamity of a

needless war." But it must not be forgotten that

Chatham's wars were singularly sparing of blood,

suffering, and ruin, to the victors as to the conquered.

They have resulted in permanent conquests and

settlements unexampled in modern history. The

memory of these results has too often obscured the

magnificent and far-seeing efforts of Chatham towards

international justice, domestic reform, and peaceful

progress. In many of the aims of good government

he anticipated the work of his successors. In ages to

come, this perhaps will be his true glory. Mr. Lecky

has said: "No minister had a greater power of

making a sluggish people brave, or a slavish people
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free or a disaffected people loyal." Of how many of

our statesmen could this noble eulogy be passed 1

But, as Walpole reminds us, such a man must be

painted as he was, with all his faults and all his

failures. The glamour of his personality is nothing

to us now. We have "to write history, not romance."



CHAPTEE II

EARLY LIFE

William Pitt was born on the 15th of November 1708,

of an honourable and wealthy family, settled in the

West of England. Until he entered Parliament at the

age of twenty-six, nothing but a few bare facts have

been recorded of his life ; nor have eulogists or critics

given us a very definite picture of his boyhood and

youth. It seems as if the majestic personality, which

so deeply overawed his contemporaries, had caused

his biographers to abstain from searching into the

story of their hero's life, until he had become a strik-

ing character in the political world. " Of his infancy

and early youth I have not been able to collect any

authenticated information," sighs the most obsequious

of his biographers. For biographical purposes, "The

Great Commoner" had no youth. The bare facts

extant are soon told.

William was the younger son of Eobert Pitt, M.P.

for Old Sarum, who was the eldest son of Thomas

Pitt, of Swallowfield, Berks, and of Boconnoc in Corn-

wall, who was also M.P. for Old Sarum, his own

borough. In the genealogy prefixed to the authorised

Life, the Pitt family is traced back to Nicholas Pitt,

7
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temp. Henry vii. (or Henry vi.), through a John Pitt,

clerk of the Exchequer, tern]). Elizabeth, a Thomas
Pitt, seated at Blandford, Dorset, and another John

Pitt, rector of Blandford, who was great-grandfather

of the statesman. Lord Shelburne, who was himself

a Fitzmaurice, in his autobiography says that Pitt

was a younger son " of no great family." Lord

Chesterfield called it a "very new family." But in

the fulsome biography compiled by the Rev. Francis

Thackeray—an uncle, by the way, of our great satirist

—the "respectability " of the Pitt family is vouched by

the intermarriages of that house with men and women
of rank and condition. The historian, whom his

nephew might have classed as a "clerical snob," is

indignant that the Earl of Chatham should be called a

novus homo. He gives us a Sir William Pitt, 1636,

ancestor of Lord Rivers, two Thomas Pitts, father and

son, and a Ridgeway Pitt, all three Earls of London-

derry, uncle and cousins of the statesman. He records

also another uncle, John Pitt, as marrying the sister

of Viscount Fauconberg, and an aunt, Lucy, who
married James, first Earl Stanhope. "Be this as it

may "—to use the formula of genealogists—it is clear

that the Pitts were a race which, not being of the

highest influence or descent, had been allied during

some generations with families of rank and name.

The most conspicuous of Chatham's ancestors was

his grandfather, Thomas Pitt, who in an adventurous

life of seventy-three years (1653-1726) amassed fortune

and reputation abroad. There are so many traits of

likeness between this bold adventurer and his grand-

son, that the study of atavism demands a few words
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on his career. Thomas Pitt as a youth engaged him-

self first as a sailor, and then in a miscellaneous trade

in India, settled in Bengal, and for twenty years

carried on a battle with the East India Company as

an "interloper" on their monopoly. On one occasion

he was bound over not to engage in illicit business in

£40,000, on another he was fined £1000. He remained

impenitent, irrepressible, and triumphant. Having

brought the Company to terms, he was for twelve

years Governor of Madras, which he successfully

defended against the Nawab of the Carnatic.^ He
purchased estates in England, and was elected to the

Parliaments of 1689, 1690, and 1695. From 1710 till

1715 he represented Old Sarum. He was appointed

Governor of Jamaica, but he did not go out to the

island. " He always knew what to do, and he did it."

He was a man of indomitable energy and infinite

resource, by which he amassed considerable fortune,

which he invested in English estates.

Governor Pitt married Jane Innes, who, we are

told, traced descent from James Stewart, Earl of

Moray, natural son of James V. of Scotland ; and

1 During his stay at Madras he kept up a constant search for large

diamonds, from which he obtained the name of "Diamond Pitt."

His great coup was the purchase of the historic Pitt diamond, which

he acquired iu 1701 for £20,400. He sold it in 1717 to theEegent

of France for £135,000. It weighed, before cutting, 410 carats, and

it now weighs 136 carats. It is the second diamond in the world, and

is still preserved in the State Jewels of France in the grand Apollo

Gallery of the Louvre. It was recently valued at £480,000. Under

the Empire, it was set in the hilt of Napoleon's sword of ceremony.

Thus, by one of the ironies of history, the stone which bought a seat

in Parliament for Chatham adorned "the sword of Austerlitz,"

which broke the heart of Chatham's son.
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patriotic Scots have made much of this legendary-

descent. Having amassed great fortune—and no

doubt other speculations of his besides the diamond

returned him seven hundred per cent, on his outlay

—

he settled in the West of England, and purchased from

the widow of Lord Mohun, the famous duellist, the fine

estate of Boconnoc in Cornwall. It lay on a tributary

of the Fowey, four miles east of Lostwithiel, near the

scene of the Royalist victory of Bradock Down in

1643. Boconnoc—which is said to have the finest

grounds in the county—is, however, but incidentally-

connected with Chatham. He was certainly not born

there, as used to be said, for he was ten years old

when his grandfather purchased the estate. Governor

Pitt, who died in 1726, before Chatham was eighteen,

devised Boconnoc to Robert Pitt, his eldest son, who
died in the following year; and then the estate

descended to Thomas, the statesman's elder brother.

It passed ultimately through the Grenvilles by mar-

riage to the Fortescue family, who scrupulously pre-

serve the Chatham memorials and portraits that remain

there.

It would appear from the Fortescue Papers {Hist.

MSS. Com.) that the Governor himself was some-

thing of a rough diamond. His spelling is original,

and his style abrupt. And his family seems to have

been both quarrelsome and thriftless. Robert Pitt,

the father of the statesman, the eldest of three

sons of Governor Pitt, married Harriet Villiers,

daughter of the fifth Viscount Grandison, of Ireland.

They had two sons, of whom the statesman was the

younger, and five daughters. Three of these daughters
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married gentlemen of good estate, and one of them

became Maid of Honour to Queen Caroline. The

critical Lord Shelburne declared that they were pro-

flio^ate and mad. Thomas, the elder brother of

Chatham, married the sister of the first Lord Lyttel-

ton, of Hagley in Worcestershire, and became the

father of the first Lord Camelford. Chatham himself,

as we shall see, married the sister of Eichard Grenville,

the first Earl Temple. This sketch will show us at

once the family connections between the houses of

Pitt, Villiers, Stanhope, Temple, Grenville, and

Lyttelton.

It is certain from the books of Trinity College,

Oxford, that Chatham was born in the Parish of

St. James, Westminster. Along with Chaucer, Bacon,

Milton, Pope, and Byron, he serves to refute Carlyle's

empirical law that "it is impossible but that a London-

born man should not be a stunted one." Of the boy-

hood of Chatham almost nothing is recorded, except

"a family tradition " which we fain would accept on

the authority of an eminent relative. The first Earl

Stanhope, general and statesman, who in courage,

energy, and sagacity, bore some resemblance to Chat-

ham, noticed the genius of the boy, his nephew by

marriage, and would call him "the young Marshal."

The "young Marshal" was sent to Eton at an early

age, was on the foundation, and had for schoolfellows

the first Lord Lyttelton, Henry Fox, the first Lord

Holland, Henry Fielding, author of Tom Jones, and

Charles Pratt, Lord Chancellor Camden. Lord Shel-

burne, his colleague, relates that Chatham was "distin-

guished at Eton," but that he took an unfavourable
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view of the school system. One of his sayings was

:

" He scarce observed a boy who was not cowed for

life at Eton—a public school might suit a boy of

a turbulent forward disposition "—a temperament

which Chatham was not himself conscious that he

possessed. But he certainly was not "cowed for life

at Eton." From Eton he went to Trinity College,

Oxford, where he entered as a gentleman-commoner

in January 1727, when he was just eighteen. He
was subject to gout even as a boy; and he suffered

from it so severely whilst at Oxford that he left the

University, and was advised to travel. He did not

take a degree, and spent some time in France and

Italy. But he could not shake off the disease. During

life he remained a martyr to it, and we shall see how
cruelly the affliction reacted upon his whole nature and

his public career.

Feeble health, we are told, made young Pitt a

reader, and he gave himself to history and the classics.

The Latin verses he published at Oxford on the death

of George i. in 1727, if we allow for a few solecisms

or misprints, are not below the standard of such college

exercises. Lord Stanhope tells us that the favourite

authors of the young orator were Thucydides, Demos-

thenes, and, in English, Bolingbroke and Barrow. He
would translate the classics into fluent English prose

;

he read and re-read Barrow's sermons, till he could

repeat them by heart. He was also a constant reader

of Spenser's Faery Queen. And he would read Shake-

speare aloud to his family. Chatham never was a

scholar in the strict sense : like most great orators,

he was rather a poor writer, too often stilted and
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usually bald. Nor is there any evidence that he

possessed any serious learning or natural gift for

literature. But it is plain that his powerful mind

had assimilated such history and poetry as was most

akin to his nature. As Lord Stanhope tells us, he

was early " warmed by the flame " of the records of

the past and by the great books of the ancient and

the modern world.

Chatham's letters show us that he was full of the

familiar classics, which he quotes continually and

aptly. His letters to his nephew, the first Lord

Camelford, give us the picture of a noble mind well

read in the best authors. He assists him in translat-

ing Virgil's Eclogues into verse. He insists on his

reading the Aeneid "from beginning to ending." He
hopes that he loves the Iliad and the Aeneid: they

contain "lessons of honour, courage, disinterested-

ness, love of truth, command of temper, gentleness of

behaviour, humanity, and in one word, virtue in its

true signification." He recommends Locke, Burnet,

Bolingbroke, Lord Clarendon's History^ May on the

Parliament. Lord Granville, editing these letters,

very aptly quotes Milton:—"I call that a complete

and generous education which fits a man to perform

justly, skilfully, and magnanimously, all the offices

both public and private, of peace and war." That

complete and generous education Chatham had.

After his father's death, the elder brother having

succeeded to the family estates, William Pitt embraced

the profession of arms, and at the age of twenty-three

he obtained a commission as Cornet in the Blues,

apparently by the interest of its colonel. Lord Cobham,
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whose niece was the wife of his brother Thomas.

Lord Chesterfield tells us that the income of the

young soldier at this time was but .£100 a year. Of

his military career, which lasted only four years, we

know nothing, nor need we indulge the speculations

of his reverend panegyrist and his martial uncle that

he would have gained glory as a great commander.

He applied himself to the art of war with char-

acteristic ardour, for he told Lord Shelburne that,

as Cornet, there was not a military book he had not

read through. If he had any such dreams himself,

they were cut short in an unexpected and quite

dramatic way. On February 7, 1735, William Pitt

was returned as member of Parliament for Old

Sarum, the proverbial "rotten borough," which had

been bought by Diamond Pitt, and had been repre-

sented by him and by Robert Pitt, his son. William

entered the House of Commons in the later years

of Walpole's long administration, a time when a vehe-

ment and determined opposition was led by William

Pulteney, whose party were known as the "Patriots."

The reign of Sir Robert AValpole was now being

slowly undermined, though his consummate skill as a

tactician still maintained a dull, venal, fickle majority.

His insatiable grasp of power had driven from his

side all men of ability and force. The sinister genius

of Bolingbroke scattered broadcast the seeds of dis-

content. Wyndham led the opposition in a tone of

fierce denunciation. Townshend, Pulteney, Chester-

field, Carteret had left the veteran. His sagacious

scheme of Excise had aroused such indignation in the

nation that it was withdrawn to avoid an outbreak;
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but the Duke of Bolton and Lord Cobham, who

opposed it, were cashiered and deprived of their regi-

ments by a scandalous abuse of ministerial pressure.

The great minister's most successful policy— peace

abroad and quiet business at home—had enriched

the nation by leaps and bounds, whilst it irritated

the King, alarmed the patriots, and met ceaseless

ridicule from the public and the press. The Prince

of Wales, the unlucky "Fred" of the Memoirs, natur-

ally became the centre of opposition to his father

and his father's counsellor. Round him gathered the

leaders of the Opposition, claiming to be the true

"Old Whigs of the Eevolution," whose historic policy

it was to curb the power of the Crown. Swift, Pope,

Gay, Thomson, and Arbuthnot supplied the malcon-

tents with brilliancy and satire ; and both within and

without the Parliament, spasmodic attempts were con-

tinually hatched to bring about a coalition with the

Jacobite factions. In face of all these opponents, Sir

Robert still contrived to maintain his sinking autho-

rity by a marvellous union of courage, energy, sagacity,

and tact.

It was the hour for the rise of a great orator, and

the greatest orator who has ever trod the floors of

Parliament had now appeared on the stage. When
Sir Richard Temple, of Stowe, had succeeded to a

splendid estate and great influence by his family con-

nections, he revived the title of Lord Cobham. His

sister Hester married Richard Grenville, and his sister

Christian married Sir Thomas Lyttelton. Thomas Pitt,

the elder brother, married a daughter of Sir Thomas,

a sister of George, the first Lord Lyttelton, whilst
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William Pitt, the Chatham that was to be, married the

second Hester, the daughter of Richard Grenville, the

sister of George, the first Earl Temple. This was

the famous cousinhood of the "Boy Patriots," who
now formed a brilliant clique in society and in Parlia-

ment. Leicester House, the abode of the Prince of

Wales, was their Court. Their rendezvous in the

country was the royal domain of Stowe, whose master

was the uncle of George Grenville and of George

Lyttelton, and whose two nieces married the two Pitts.

William Pitt, Cornet in the King's own horse,

entering the House of Commons as member for the

family borough of Old Sarum, did not immediately

show his powers. It was not till 29th April 1736

that he made his maiden speech, when he supported

Pulteney's motion for an address of congratulation to

the King on the marriage of Frederick, Prince of Wales.

The speech has been reported with absurd encomiums

by his flatterers, and is denounced as "empty and

wordy " by Macaulay. Empty and wordy it is, if we
look on it as the conventional compliments on a royal

marriage. If we consider the circumstances and the

persons, it was a political attack of curious insolence.

The marriage had been forced on the Prince by the

King. Congratulations were moved, not by the King's

friends, but by the bitter opponent of the dominant

minister. It was supported with fulsome exaggera-

tions by the avowed partisans of the Prince, a son who
hated his father, and whom both his parents detested.

To rise up and talk, as young Pitt did, of the King's

"tender, paternal delight in indulging" his odious

heir, of "the humble request of his submissive and
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obedient son," when that son was meditating rebellion

and the father was meditating how to disinherit the

traitor—this was not the language of official compli-

ment. And if we imagine this fierce irony rehearsed

with all the sonorous dignity and the dramatic

emphasis which gave such thrilling power to Chat-

ham's eloquence, we can easily understand the effect it

produced.

At any rate the great minister took it as a formid-

able challenge. We know from his biographer that

the debate " gave great offence and tended still further

to widen the breach"—between Prince's friends and

King's friends, between the minister and his opponents.

The "warm panegyric bestowed on the Prince," "the

cold praises given to the King "—say rather, the out-

rageous laudation of a mischievous fool, and the savage

irony poured on a jealous monarch—struck home.

"VValpole, they tell us, declared, " We must muzzle

this terrible Cornet of horse." Pitt was at once

cashiered and his commission cancelled. Within a few

weeks, "the supersession of Cornet Pitt" was recorded

just as the command of Lord Cobham had been

cancelled three years before for opposing the Excise.

Walpole had already tried seduction ; for Pitt himself

told Lord Shelburne that Sir Eobert " had offered him
the troop which was afterwards given to General

Conway." As promises and rewards had not availed,

the great corrupter now tried penalties.

Sir Robert's cynical worldly wisdom did not quite

measure the heroic temper of the tiro. He did not

muzzle the terrible young cornet. He merely whetted

his taste for blood.
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The soldier who thus had bounded into the front

rank of parliamentary forces was now in his twenty-

eighth year. Nature had given him every physical

advantage. He was tall, with an elegant and com-

manding figure. Grace and dignity marked every

gesture and attitude. It is clear that Chatham from

youth had studied to improve his natural gifts.

Writing to his nephew at Cambridge, being himself a

bachelor in middle life, he says, "Behaviour is of in-

finite advantage or prejudice to a man." " Behaviour

is certainly founded in considerable virtues." " As to

the carriage of your person, be particularly careful,

as you are tall and thin, not to get a habit of stoop-

ing." Politeness, he says, is "benevolence in trifles

or the preference of others to ourselves in little,

daily, hourly occurrences in the commerce of life."

"To inferiors, gentleness, condescension, and afl'ability,

is the only dignity." Good servants are ^'humiles

Amid, fellow Christians, Conservi."

We have ample records of the orator's person. The

head was small and the countenance thin; the nose

was aquiline and long; the eye "that of a hawk."

All the descriptions record the wonderful power of

that eye, in language which would be treated as ex-

travagant were it not that its effect is vouched by so

many competent witnesses. A Catholic lawyer who
had seen Pitt thus describes him in that oft-cited

passage : "In his look and gesture grace and dignity

were combined, but dignity presided ; the ' terrors of

his beak, the lightning of his eye,' were insufferable.

His voice was both full and clear ; his lowest whisper

was distinctly heard, his micldle tones were sweet, rich,
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and beautifully varied ; when he elevated his voice to

its highest pitch, the House was completely filled with

the volume of the sound. The effect was awful, except

when he wished to cheer and animate ; he then had

spirit-stirring notes, which were perfectly irresistible.

He frequently rose, on a sudden, from a very low to a

very high key, but it seemed to be without effort.

His diction was remarkably simple, but words were

never chosen with more care "—" the terrible was his

peculiar power. Then the whole House sank before

him,—still, he was dignified; and wonderful as was

his eloquence, it was attended with this most im-

portant effect, that it iinpressed every hearer with a con-

viction that there was something in him even finer than his

wm-ds ; that the man was infinitely greater than the orator."

That is the peculiar keynote of Chatham's power

of speech. It had great defects. He was called a

tragedian, and no doubt he was a consummate actor.

A wit declared that he was "the Cicero and the

Roscius of his age in one." His enemy, Horace Walpole,

said that he was equal to Garrick. Macaulay says

that "on the stage he would have been the finest

Brutus or Coriolanus ever seen.'" He knew the in-

stantaneous efi"ect upon such an audience of real

dramatic passion. And Chatham let his passion boil

over. He was no subtle debater, artful to follow out

an argument in all its reasoning and refute it step by

step. But he would crush an opponent with a fierce

retort, a burning sarcasm, or a thrilling appeal. His

style was at times florid, forced, hyperbolic : but even

then it was no piece of studied rhetoric ; it was the

turgid inspiration of the moment. It has been well
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said: "He was the slave of his own speech"—"no

English orator was ever so much feared."

Of the effect of his oratory we have unimpeachable

evidence. Walpole tells how " he crushed " Lyttelton,

" crucified " Murray, "lashed" Granville, "punished"

Newcastle, "attacked" Fox. Lord Chesterfield, a

keen and sardonic judge, relates that "his invectives

were terrible, and uttered with such energy of diction,

and such dignity of action and countenance, that he

intimidated those who were the most willing and the

best able to encounter him. Their arms fell out of

their hands, and they shrunk under the ascendant

which his genius gained over theirs." Lord Walde-

grave said, "He has an eye as significant as his words."

Wilkes, whom Chatham despised and rebuffed, wrote

of him : "He was born an orator, and from nature

possessed every outward requisite to bespeak respect,

and even awe. A manly figure, with the eagle eye of

the famous Conde, fixed your attention, and almost

commanded reverence the moment he appeared, and the

keen lightning of his eye spoke the high respect of his

soul, before his lips had pronounced a syllable. There

was a kind of fascination in his look when he eyed any

one askance. Nothing could withstand the force of that

contagion. The fluent Murray has faltered, and even

Fox shrank back appalled from an adversary ' fraught

with fire unquenchable,' if I may borrow the expres-

sion of our great Milton."

As hardly a single adequate specimen of Chatham's

oratory has been fully reported, and even as we read

the bald reports that survive, we have no means of

calling up the tones, the gestures, and the look which
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filled them with living fire, we must accept the con-

current witness of those who heard him, as to the

direct power of his words. Mr. Goldwin Smith has

finely said, "only a few flakes of his fiery oratory

remain." The Memoirs abound in stories of the abject

silence in which the House would submit to Pitt's

mandates, in anecdotes of his opponents cowering

under his invectives. We who read the speeches of a

public man by our fireside, or catch some distant

echoes of his voice in a crowded hall, are ready to

smile at the tale of members of Parliament cowering

before a minister, as if they were boys in the lower

school before the inexorable Dr. Keate. But we may
remember that in the first half of the eighteenth

century the House of Commons was a close corpora-

tion of gentlemen who were believed to be still under

the spell of noble deportment and full of respect for

the lofty bearing of the vieille cour of Kensington and

Versailles.

An age which values itself on being nothing if not

practical, commonplace, free-and-easy, and sceptical, is

wont to sneer at the value of eloquence, and to despise

it as a literary artifice. But eloquence is of two kinds.

There is the verbose advocacy of Cicero before the

Praetor ; there is the heroic appeal of Demosthenes to

his fellow-citizens. The first is literature ; the second

is statesmanship. How does a statesman achieve his

ends, unless it be by using words which convince

others and fill them with his own convictions and

spirit? Speeches may be rhetorical displays; they

may also be the trumpet of battle, the springs of

action the determining cause of great policies and far-
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reaching deeds. The speeches of Mirabeau, Danton,

of Washington, of Patrick Henry, or Charles Fox, were

not rhetorical exercises ; they were strokes of state-

craft and calls to action. So in the main were those of

Chatham.

All contemporary evidence bears out the decisive

judgment of Charles Butler that, quite apart from his

eloquence, there was in the speeches of Chatham that

which made men feel there was "something in him

finer than his words ; that the man was infinitely

greater than the orator." It was not so much the

rhetoric, it was not even the intellect, which conquered

and dominated his hearers. It was the moral power,

the man himself. Frederick of Prussia said, "England

has brought forth a man" The Duke of Cumberland,

the King's brother, said "that is a man." "His great-

ness will bear to have his blemishes fairly delivered,"

said Horace Walpole. He was, said the critical Lord

Chesterfield, "what the world calls 'a great man.'"

Of no orator in ancient or in modern times have we

more definite testimony of the direct power of his

personality over those who heard him. In the words

of a contemporary :
" Those who have been witnesses

to the wonders of his eloquence—who have listened to

the music of his voice, or trembled at its majesty

—

who have seen the persuasive gracefulness of his

action, or have felt its force ; those who have caught

the flame of eloquence from his eye—who have

rejoiced at the glories of his countenance, or shrunk

from his frowns,—will rememl^er the resistless power

with which he impressed conviction."

Of modern historians Carlyle, with all the hyper-

bolic fanaticism of his creed, has best expressed this
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sense of power in the man, of the conviction impressed

by his words on those who heard him speak. Pitt's

speeches, he writes, "are not Parliamentary Eloquences,

but things which with his whole soul he means, and is

intent to t/o." " Pitt, though nobly eloquent, is a Man
of Action, not of Speech ; an authentically Royal kind

of Man. And if there were a Plutg-rch in these times,

with a good deal of leisure on his hands, he might run

a Parallel between Friedrich and Chatham. Two
radiant Kings; very shining men of Action both."

Pitt's speeches, the historian of Frederick concludes,

"are full of genius in the vocal kind, far beyond any

Speeches delivered in Parliament : serious always, and

the very truth, such as he has it ; but going into many
dialects and modes ; full of airy flashings, twinkles

and coruscations. A singularly radiant man."

Many years had to pass before the orator became

master of the State. But, from the first, Pitt's

speeches in Parliament were rather actions than

orations. It was not parliamentary eloquence, such

as was that of his son, of his son's rivals, of Fox, or

Sheridan, or Burke. From the first, the words of

William Pitt were the strokes of a man of action, of

the fighting man, of the leader of men, of the states-

man. We need no longer regret that the words have

not been recorded. It was the man, not his words,

which mastered the nation. The genius of the man
was expressed in acts, in results, which reacted upon

Europe, on the East and the West. It is the career of

the statesman, not of the orator, that we have now
to follow. It is Pitt, the creator of the Empire

:

Chatham, the one man who might have saved it from

humiliation and disruption.



CHAPTER III

THE RISING ORATOR

The young orator, who had won the ear of the House
of Commons and incurred the ill-will of King and

Ministers by his maiden speech, steadily advanced in

reputation both in Parliament and in the press. His

dismissal from the Cornetcy gained him fresh favour

from the Prince of Wales and from Lord Cobham,

and it caused excitement amongst officers of the army,

who saw how deep official resentment could descend.

Early in the following year, 1737, Pulteney, the Oppo-

sition leader, moved for the settlement of £100,000

a year on the Prince, a project which Walpole and

George resisted almost as if it were an act of treason.

Again Pitt supported the motion with all his force in

a speech which was said to be masterly, and which

certainly caused intense irritation in the Court. The
organ of the Government attacked him "as a young

man of overbearing disposition," and with coarse jibes

told him that, though his neck was long and his body

lean, he must not therefore fancy himself a "new
Tully." Thereupon the Opposition organ compared

him to Demosthenes in his youth. Lyttelton in

clumsy verse hailed his friend as destined to "lead the

24
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patriot band." The poet Thomson hymned praises to

the "pathetic eloquence" that moulds " the attentive

Senate" and "shakes Corruption on her venal throne."

Another bard found in him "a Eoman's virtue with a

courtier's ease." Lord Cobham told a friend that in a

short quarter of an hour Pitt " can persuade any man
of anything." After a fierce debate, the settlement on

the Prince was lost by a small majority. The King

drove his son from St. James's Palace. The Prince

retaliated by making Pitt groom of the bed-chamber,

and Pitt's cousin, Lyttelton, his private secretary.

The question which raised Pitt from the level of a

brilliant orator to that of a political power was the

great issue which absorbed the whole of his career and

justifies his claim to creative statesmanship. It was

at bottom the formation of a transatlantic dominion

:

the problem as to whether the North American sea-

board and commerce should be under British or

Spanish and French control. The international ques-

tions were complex and inveterate, the rights were

disputed, and the facts were uncertain. Nor is this

the place to unravel that tangled business. By ancient

treaties, confirmed at the Peace of Utrecht in 1713,

the trade of England and of Spain with the Atlantic

colonies was limited and regulated. Spain possessed

vast territories in Central America, most part of the

West Indies, and Florida. She asserted a strict

monopoly of commerce wuth her own colonies, to be

secured by the right of search and of seizing contra-

band goods even on the high seas. She had cross-

claims against the South Sea Company for the supply

of negro slaves to her colonies, and had conceded to
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Englishmen the privilege of sending one ship yearly to

trade in her ports.

All through Walpole's time the trade of England

had been growing by leaps and bounds. She had

thriven under a policy of peace, whilst the European

powers were intriguing and fighting. Along with

trade, her settlements in America had been greatly

enlarged. And ever since the victory of La Hogue in

1692, when the French fleet had been annihilated, she

had made good her predominance at sea. In spite of

treaties, an immense illicit trade with the Spanish

colonies had been developed. Contraband had become

a system. The one ship was simply the blind for a

whole fleet of attendant merchantmen. For a time

it suited the Spanish Government to submit to the

British system of smuggling ; but at last very violent

and savage reprisals were made by the Spanish coast-

guard. These again were bitterly resented and grossly

exaggerated, so that the whole country, the City and

exchanges, the navy, the press, and Parliament were

filled with incessant stories of outrages, insults and

spoliations, of which some were fictions, some were

exaggeration, and some were undoubtedly true. True

or false, the nation from end to end was quivering

with wrath and humiliation. The American historian

of Sea-Power has said :
" Walpole was now face to face

with one of those irrepressible conflicts between nations

and races to which compromise and repression can only

be employed for a short time. War arose out of the

uncontrollable impulse of the English people to extend

their trade and colonial interests."

Thei-c were causes much deeper and more solid.
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When at last the union of France and Spain under

Bourbon princes had become a working reality—that

union against which William iii. and Marlborough had

fought so long—a secret treaty was made between

France and Spain, the Family Compact of 1733, an

essential aim of which was an alliance of the two

powers to destroy the maritime ascendency of England,

and to cripple her transmarine possessions. The

treaty itself was not known, but its effects were soon

seen, and its existence was suspected. A long series

of disputes between England and Spain gathered up

:

—outrages on British merchants, the boundaries of

Florida with Georgia and Carolina, the debts of the

South Sea Company, Gibraltar, Minorca, and cross-

claims of many kinds. The right of search is always

odious, and a source of irritation when temporarily

exercised in war. A permanent right of search apart

from a state of war, rigorously exercised against peace-

ful commerce on the high seas, could not long be

endured by a great trading nation, especially by a

nation which claimed to be predominant at sea. It

was idle to appeal to the clauses of treaties twenty-

five years old, which had long been suffered to lie

dormant. The King, the merchants, the people, the

seamen, were all eager to end the quarrel by war.

Walpole, still resolute to maintain his policy of

peace and industrial development, resisted the clamour

with his usual energy and skill. Deserted or betrayed

by his own colleagues, and deprived of the help of the

Queen, he still kept his majority in Parliament, whilst

he met the storm of opposition by masterly sagacity,

firmness, and diplomatic genius, till, in spite of his own
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judgment, and by a gross sacrifice of principle, he was

at last forced into declaring war with Spain himself.

There can be no doubt that, under the letter of

treaties, the gravamen of the Spanish claim, the right

in peace to search merchant ships on the high seas

and confiscate their cargo at will, was technically to

be justified. In truth, it cannot now be doubted that,

on a balance of Spanish illegalities with British, the

burden lay on our country. Nor was it long concealed

that much of the outcry was extravagant and artificial.

But a question far wider and deeper lay behind. The

real issue was this. Was England to have the pre-

dominant share in settlinsj the American continent and

in developing the trade of the New World 1

It is plain that the war with Spain could not be

justified on moral grounds, hardly by any view of

international law. But we can now see that it was

inevitable, and Ave can fairly decide what have been

the practical results of the war of 1739 and of the

succeeding wars of George ll.'s reign. The conquest

of England by William I., the conquest of Wales

by Edward I., the trial and execution of Charles I.,

and the Revolution of 1689, like the seizure of Silesia

by Frederick li., had great and permanent results, but

they cannot be judged by abstract or legal tests.

Had Walpole's policy of peace and industry succeeded

in stifling the indignation of the nation, had it been

consistently carried out by him and by his successors

during the reign of the Georges, the nineteenth

century would certainly have found the larger part

of the transatlantic colonies French and Spanish : the

dominion and trade of the seas not very unequally
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shared by the great European powers : and England

conceivably in the position of a greater Holland.

Some believe that this result would not have been

injurious to the progress of general civilisation.

There can be no doubt whose brain and will it was

that contrived and elfected a very different issue.

As a device for calming the growing irritation at

Lome, Walpole made a convention with Spain whereby

the questions at issue as to trade, as to the limits of

Florida and Carolina, and the minor issues, should be

settled by a Conference ; that Spain would pay an

indemnity of .£95,000, and even this sum was reduced

by a Spanish counter-claim at the last moment to

£27,000. The announcement of this Convention

roused a perfect fury in the nation. They had to

pay a heavy sum for what the public had regarded as

a glorious victory ; the claims to indemnity for outrage

and spoliation, trifling as they were, had to be set off

against the debts of a trading company on the slave

traffic ; the limits of Georgia were left undefined

;

above all, the right of search was entirely omitted, for

the finesse of Walpole had made the fatal blunder of

dropping out of sight the real issue at stake.

It was on the 8th of March 1739 that the House of

Com.mons met for the grand attack on this feeble

expedient to delay the inevitable war. Such was the

excitement that 400 members took their seats at

eight o'clock in the morning. The Minister's brother

moved a somewhat fulsome address of congratulation

on " the final determination " of the disputed claims,

on obtaining " speedy payment " for losses, with reli-

ance that the King would protect his subjects from
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search on the open seas, and would settle the limits of

his American dominions. This was what the nation

demanded, but the Convention did nothing of the

kind. Amidst the torrents of indignant eloquence

poured out by the Opposition, that of Pitt is the most

famous. The substance is this :

—

*'We have here the soft name of a humble address to the

Throne, and for no other end than to lead to an approbation

of the Convention. Is this cursory disquisition of matter of

such variety and extent all we owe to ourselves and to our

country ? When trade is at stake, it is your last entrenchment ;

you must defend it or perish. . . . Here we are taking sanctuary

in the "Royal name, instead of meeting openly and standing

fairly the direct judgment and sentence of Parliament upon
the several articles of this Convention.

" You are moved to vote a humble address of thanks to his

Majesty for a measure which is odious throughout the king-

dom. They try a little to defend it on its own merits ; if

that is not tenable, they throw out general terrors—the House
of Bourbon is united, who knows the consequence of a war?
Sir, Spain knows the consequence of a war in America ; who-
ever gains, it must prove fatal to her ; she knows it and must
avoid it ; but she knows that England dares not make it. If

this union be formidable, are we to delay only till it becomes
more formidable, by being carried further into execution and
by being more strongly cemented ? But be what it will, is this

any longer a nation? Is this any longer an English Parlia-

ment, if, with more ships in your harbours than in all the

navies of Europe, with above two millions of people in your
American colonies, you will bear to hear of the expediency oj

receiving from Spain an insecure, unsatisfactory, dishonourable

Convention? It carries fallacy or downright subjection in

almost every line.

*'As to the great national objection. Sir. the searching of

your ships, it stands merely in the preamble of the Convention,

but it stands there as the reproach of the whole, as the

strongest evidence of the fatal submission that follows. On
the part of Spain, an usurpation, an inhuman tyranny, claimed
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and exercised over the American seas. On the part of England,

that which is an undoubted right by treaties, and from God
and nature declared and asserted in Parliament, is referred to

plenipotentiaries to be discussed, limited, and sacrificed.

"The Court of Spain has plainly told you that you shall

navigate by a fixed line to and from your plantation and in

America ; if you draw near to her coast (and this is an un-

avoidable necessity) you shall be seized and confiscated. If

upon these terms only she has consented to refer disputes,

what becomes of the security which we are flattered to expect?

I will take the words of Sir William TevniAe:—It is vain to

negotiate and to make treaties if there is not dignity and vigour

enough to enforce their observance. Under the misconstruction

of these very treaties, this intolerable grievance has arisen.

It has been growing upon you, treaty after treaty, through

twenty years of negotiation. Spain seems to say, We will

treat with you, but we will search and take your ships ; we
will sign a Convention, but we will keep your subjects prisoners

in Old Spain ; the West Indies are remote ; Europe shall

witness in what manner we use you.

" The right claimed by Spain to search our ships is one thing,

and the excesses admitted to have been committed under this

pretended right, is another. Giving an indemnity for excesses

is no cession of the claim to search. The payment of the sum
stipulated (seven and twenty thousand pounds, and that, too,

subject to a drawback) is evidently a fallacious nominal pay-

ment only. I will not attempt to enter into the detail of a

dark, confused, and scarcely intelligible account. Can any

verbal distinctions, any evasions whatever, explain away this

public infamy ? To whom would we disguise it ? To ourselves

and to the nation ? I wish we could hide it from the eyes of

every court in Europe. They see that Spain has talked to you

in the language of a master.
" This Convention, Sir, I hold from my soul to be nothing but

a stipulation for national ignominy ; an illusory expedient, to

baffle the resentment of the nation. A truce without a sus-

pension of hostilities on the part of Spain, but with a real

suspension on the part of England. As to Georgia, it is a

suspension of the first law of nature, self-preservation and

self-defence. It is a surrender of the rights and trade of
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England to the mercy of plenipotentiaries. The complaints of

your despairing merchants and the voice of England have
condemned it. Be the guilt of it upon the head of the adviser.

God forbid that this House should share the guilt by approving

These thunderous invectives, the essential points in

which were real and true, shook the House and excited

the nation. The Minister fought on with his back

to the wall; his skill and his prestige secured him

still a narrow majority. But within a few months

he was driven into a war reluctantly undertaken and

feebly conducted. We may wonder to-day that a

statesman of the experience and sagacity of Walpole

should imagine that diplomatic verbiage could stem

the torrent of such passion and such pride. Sound

sense, consummate adroitness, elaborate dispatches,

are not the last words in the ruling of states : nor are

peace and plenty the sole life-blood in the organism

of nations.

The war was ill-managed, and the Opposition called

for an inquiry into the orders given to the Admiral.

Pitt again thundered in support of this investigation

(October 1740):—

"Our time cannot be more usefully employed, during a war,

than in examining how it has been conducted, and settling the

degrees of confidence that may be reposed in those to whose

care are entrusted our reputations, our fortunes, and our lives.

"There is not any inquiry, Sir, of more importance than

this ; it is not a question about an uncertain privilege, or a

law which, if found inconvenient, may hereafter be repealed.

We are now to examine whether it is probable that we shall

preserve our commerce and our independence, or whether we
are sinking into subjection to a foreign power.

"But this inquiry. Sir, will produce no great information, if
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those whose conduct is examined are allowed to select the

evidence ; for what accounts will they exhibit but such as have

often already been laid before us, and such as they now offer

without concern ? Accounts, obscure and fallacious, imperfect

and confused ; from which nothing can be learned, and which

can never entitle the Minister to praise, though they may
screen him from punishment."

Such was the language used by the "Great Com-

moner " to a government which was seeking to hood-

wink the nation and to burke inquiry. Such was the

responsibility of ministers in a war as understood by

one who was fated to "organise victory" himself.

William Pitt was certainly not too ready to be satisfied

with the assurances " of the right honourable gentle-

man," nor was he in the least afraid of being accused

of want of patriotism, if he presumed to attack the

government during the course of a war.

At this time, it must be admitted, Pitt allowed

himself a violence, we may even say a fury, which

would shock our more decorous days. In 1741, a Bill

was brought in "for the encouragement and increase

of seamen, and for the better and speedier manning of

his Majesty's fleet." In fact, it authorised search-

warrants to arrest seamen even in private houses, by

day or by night, and to press them into the service.

Although Pitt was a warm friend of the navy and a

supporter of the war, he could not stand this. He
said :

—

*' Will this increase your number of seamen ? or will it make
those you have more v/illing to serve you ? Can you expect

that any man will make himself a slave if he can avoid it?

Can you expect that any man will breed up his child to be a

slave ? Can you expect that seamen will venture their lives or

their limbs for a country that has made them slaves ? or can

C
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you expect that any seaman will stay in the country, if he

can by any means make his escape ? If you pass this law, Sir,

you must do with your seamen as they do with their galley-

slaves in France—You must chain them to their ships, or

chain them in couples when they are ashore. . . . For God's

sake. Sir, let us not put our seamen into such a condition as

must make them worse than the cowardly slaves of France or

Spain.

*'I say, and I do not exaggerate, we are laying a trap for

the lives of all the men of spirit in the nation. Would any

of you. Gentlemen, allow this law to be executed in its full

extent ? If, at midnight, a petty constable with a press-gang

should come thundering at the gates of your house in the

country and should tell you he had a warrant to search your

house for seamen, would you, at that time of night, allow your

gates to be opened ? I protest, I would not. Would any of

you patiently submit to such an indignity ? Would you not

fire upon him, if he attempted to break open your gates? I

declare I would, let the consequences be never so fatal ; and

if you happened to be in the bad graces of a Minister, the con-

sequence would be, your being either killed in the fray, or

hanged for killing the constable or some of his gang."

This specimen may serve to show the passion that

Pitt imparted into debate. He was no braggart, nor

was he thought to be mouthing. He always spoke

without preparation, and gave full rein to the tempest

of his feeling at the moment. At the time, he no

doubt fully believed himself willing to shoot the

constable and defend the sanctuary of his home. And
we may note how his eloquence boiled over with

interrogations. From the days of the Philippics and

Quousque tandem, Catilina? impassioned oratory has

ever rested more in questions than in bald asseveration.

Other well-known examples of the sharpness of

Pitt's tongue may be mentioned here. When ^yalpole's

brother taunted the orator with his youth (by the way,
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he was thirty-two), the terrible cornet replied—or

Dr. Johnson put in his mouth, the famous retort :

—

"The atrocious crime of being a young man, which the

honourable gentleman has with such spirit and decency charged

upon me, I shall neither attempt to palliate nor deny, but

content myself with wishing that I may be one of those whose

follies may cease with their youth, and not of that number

who are ignorant in spite of experience.

"

The rest is surely rank Johnsonese, as when he

went on :

—

"The wretch who, after having seen the consequences of a

thousand errors, continues still to blunder, and whose age has

only added obstinacy to stupidity, is the object of abhorrence

or contempt, and deserves not that his grey head should secure

him from insults.

"Much more is he to be abhorred, who, as he has advanced

in age, has receded from virtue, and becomes more wicked with

less temptation ; who prostitutes himself for money which he

cannot enjoy, and spends the remains of his life in the ruin of

his country.

"

Alas ! Sir Robert Walpole did not succeed in

muzzling the terrible cornet. And this is how he met

the charge of his theatrical gestures :

—

" If any man shall, by charging me with theatrical behaviour,

imply that I utter any sentiments but my own, I shall treat

him as a calumniator and a villain ; nor shall any protection

shelter him from the treatment which he deserves. I shall on

such an occasion, without scruple, trample upon all those forms

with which wealth and dignity entrench themselves, nor shall

anything but age restrain my resentment ; age, which always

brings one privilege, that of being insolent and supercilious

without punishment.

"The heat that offended them is the ardour of conviction,

and that zeal for the service of my country, which neither hope

nor fear shall influence me to suppress. I will not sit uncon-

cerned while our liberty is invaded, nor look in silence upon
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public robbery. I will, at whatever hazard, repel the aggressor,

and drag the thief to justice, whoever may protect them in

their villainy, and whoever may partake of their plunder.

And if the honourable gentleman "

Here the orator was interrupted by a call to order,

but lie seems to have silenced and overwhelmed his

accuser.

It is impossible to say how much of this was really

spoken by Pitt. We may take it that, if most of the

rhetoric was Johnson's, all the passion was Pitt's. It

is plain that the Parliament of the Walpoles, of the

Pelhams, and the Pulteneys was not very tolerant of

oily evasions, that fine art of modern ministers ; and

it was perfectly familiar with downright accusation

and gross personalities.

The ill success of the war with Spain increased the

irritation against Walpole, and in February 1740 an

address was moved to request the King to dismiss his

minister for ever. The excitement was great. The

passages and galleries of the House were thronged.

Five hundred members attended, many of them at

six o'clock in the morning. Pitt took an active part

in the great debate. Unfortunately, his speech has

been reported in sententious and stilted Johnsonese,

which can give no true idea of what he said. That its

substance was a searching denunciation of Walpole's

ministry, and its form a fierce philippic of impetuous

indignation, is clear enough.

Pitt said the Treaty of Hanover was now discovered

to be for the advancement only of the House of

Bourbon—our armies were kept up only to multiply

dependence and to awe the nation—Spain had been
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courted only to the ruin of our trade—the Convention

had been an artifice to amuse the people—the Minister

had alienated us from the Empire, our only friend, and

thus had endangered the liberties of Europe. Why
was the Plate fleet spared 1 Why were our ships

sacrificed to the worms ? Why were our sailors

poisoned in an unhealthy climate? Why do the

Spaniards laugh at our armaments and triumph in our

calamities ? The lives of Hosier and his forces are

charged against this man. They were murdered to

pacify the British and to gratify the French.

A minister who betrays an army to defeat, who
impoverishes a nation, who compels our armies to

perish without a blow in sight of our enemies—

a

minister who has doomed thousands to the grave,

who has co-operated with foreign powers against his

country, who has protected its enemies and dis-

honoured its arms—such an one should lose not only

his honours, but his life ; at least he should be stripped

of those riches he has amassed during a long career

of successful mckedness ; he should be stopped from

increasing his wealth by multiplying his crimes.

" But, Sir, no such penalties are now required. We
do not recommend an Act of Attainder or a Bill of

Pains and Penalties. We ask only that he be removed

from that trust which he has so long abused."

Here at last we can hear the roar of Pitt's wrath

in the solemn apophthegms of the pseudo-Johnson.

All this was, no doubt, outrageous violence, but it was

not empty rhetoric. At the time, Pitt believed all

this, and all the hot spirits in the nation felt the same.

Walpole's majority carried him through this onslaught.
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But in a few months he was forced to appeal to the

nation. The issue went against him. On 2nd February

1742 he quitted the House of Commons. On the

11th, as Earl of Orford, he resigned office for ever.

During the election of 1741 Pitt had been again

returned for Old Sarum He took a dark view of the

state of the country. In a private letter to Lord

Chesterfield he said : "I think the scene abroad a most

gloomy one. Whether day is ever to break forth

again, or destruction and darkness is finally to cover

all

—

imjnaque ceternam meruerunf scecula nodem—must

soon be determined." "France by her influence and

her arms means to undo England and all Europe."

Pitt was perfectly sincere even in his most violent

moods. And in his most private hours he was ever

meditating heroics in what our critic used to call " the

grand manner." It was the man's inborn temperament.

Walpole's resignation by no means abated the ran-

cour with which he was pursued, and no one was more

bitter than Pitt, who hotly supported the motion for

a secret inquiry into the acts of the late administra-

tion during the last twenty years. They are pleased

to call it rhetoric, he said, but a man who speaks from

his heart in the cause of his country naturally uses

vehement expression. When there is a general clamour

without doors, an inquiry is the only means of satisfy-

ing the public. We are not pressing for an impeach-

ment on specific charges. We insist on an inquiry in

order to see what specific charges have to be made.

The people will become disaffected to their Sovereign

if they find him obstinately employing a minister who

oppresses them at home and betrays them abroad.
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They confess that our affairs both at home and abroad

are at present in the utmost distress. But, say they,

you must free yourselves from this distress before you

inquire into the causes of it. If so, a minister who has

])lundered and betrayed his country, has nothing to do hut

to involve it in a dangerous war or some other great distress,

in order to j^reveiU an inquiry into his conduct, just as a

thief, after plundering a house, sets it on fire that he

may escape in the confusion. For twenty years we
have been under one man, and now find ourselves on

a precipice. He is no longer at the Treasury, but he

is not removed from Court, nor will his influence be

withdrawn until he is sent to the Tower.

In the same strain of violence Pitt denounced the

government measures as to the South Sea Company, as

to public credit, as to the Civil List, as to the abortive

Excise scheme, as to the Sinking Fund, as to the Salt

duty, and as to "the weakness and wickedness" of

many other measures of " our late (I fear I must call

him our present) Prime Minister." When he turned

to foreign affairs, Pitt was even more violent. He
said the Treaty of Hanover was the source of the

danger to which Europe is exposed, for assenting to

which ministers must have had some secret, perhaps

some corrupt, motive. They excuse themselves for

shrinking from war with Spain. But we iuere at war.

Spain was carrying on war with our trade during the

whole of their negotiations. Spain knew that nothing

could provoke that minister to go to war, or, if any-

thing did, it would be conducted in a weak and miser-

able manner. He behaved as if the House of Austria

were our real enemy. Our warlike preparations were
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a mere electioneering device ; they were not intended

to overawe Spain or France. And then " the infamous

convention with Spain," which sacrificed our trade and

free navigation, abandoned Georgia, and reduced the

indemnity of £500,000 or £600,000 to a paltry £27,000.

We acquired nothing ; we gave up everything.

" By these weak, pusillanimous, and wicked measures we are

become the ridicule of every court in Europe, and have lost

the confidence of all our ancient allies." "We are upon a

dangerous precipice, and we cannot get off it, whilst our

councils are influenced by the late Minister who still has access

to the King's closet. His punishment, be it ever so severe,

will be but a small atonement of the past. His impunity will

be the source of many future miseries to Europe as well as to

his country. Let us not sacrifice our liberties to the preserva-

tion of one guilty man."

This thunderous philippic so nearly succeeded that,

in a division of 486, AValpole only escaped by two

votes. He was in imminent danger of impeachment.

But his consummate skill in tactics, his prestige and

sagacity, the confidence of the King, and divisions

amongst his enemies, saved him from trial, and he

gradually regained much of his influence and fame.

A second attempt to obtain an inquiry was made
shortly afterwards ; and Pitt again was in the front of

the attack. He began by repeating many of the same

arguments for investigation, but he added some out-

rageous suspicions floating about, as that Walpole had

given Spain and France secret information. What is

very remarkable in Pitt's attitude was this—that he

insisted on the existence of public rumour and

popular indignation as an all-suflicient ground for

parliamentary inquiry. "The general voice of the
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people of England ought always to be a sufficient

ground." Here was the germ of one of the new

ideas which Pitt was to infuse into political life.

"The ill posture of our affairs both abroad and

at home ; the melancholy situation we are in ; the

distresses to which we are now reduced, are sufficient

cause for an inquiry. The nation lies bleeding, per-

haps expiring. The balance of power has been fatally

reduced." There was a suspicion too that public

money had been applied to corrupt influence in elec-

tions. Had not posts, pensions, and preferments been

the bribes offered for votes in Parliament ? Had not

officers in the army been promoted or cashiered

according as they supported or opposed any measure

of the Court *? Whilst a commission remains at the

absolute will of the Crown, the officers of our army

will be the slaves of a minister, and will help him to

make slaves of us all. The orator wound up with

fierce insinuations about misapplication of the civil

list in bribing the electors, about the need of a

general account of past treasury payments, how the

steward of the nation had built sumptuous palaces

whilst living beyond his visible income, and amassing

great riches. And when young Horace Walpole spoke

in defence of his father, Pitt cried out, " He does well

as the child of his father, but we are the children of

our country
!

"

In a house of 497, the secret Committee was carried

by a majority of seven. Pitt himself served on it;

but nothing resulted from its proceedings. And the

iniquitous attempt to obtain witnesses by offering

them an indemnity was properly extinguished in the
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House of Lords. Such is a sketch of Pitt's first

great political achievement—hastening the fall of

Walpole. Furious as was his attack, and savage as

were the suspicions he chose to make himself respon-

sible for in Parliament, there was no personal malignity

in his accusations. He believed them to be well-

founded : a majority of politicians in the country

believed them to be well-founded. Some of the

charges certainly were well-founded. However high

we may rank the peace policy of Walpole's long

administration of twenty years, however great his

services to the growth of prosperity, order, and

stability in the kingdom, it cannot be denied that

much of his influence had been cynical and grossly

corrupt. It was impossible to govern a nation which

was boiling with irritation, and had just grounds of

irritation. And at last Walpole committed the un-

pardonable crime of entering into a war which he

regarded as a wanton and useless aggression ; and,

what was even worse, remaining to carry it on with

half a heart and culpable indifference.

Pitt had acted with unreasoning passion in a kind

of patriotic delirium; but his pleasant altercation

across the floor of the House, first with the elder, and

then with the younger Horace Walpole, seemed to

show that he was not actuated by personal malice.

The story that he was a party to an underhand

intrigue to screen Walpole upon certain terms has

been too hastily accepted by Macaulay, who found it

in a later edition of Coxe's Memoirs. A vague bit of

backstairs gossip repeated five j^ears after date by a

quarrelsome fribble like Frederick, Prince of Wales,
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to a loose-tongued scandalmonger like the poet

Glover, is not sufficient guarantee for a story as

utterly inconsistent with the character of Pitt as it

is with the circumstances of Walpole. To me, the

tale is as unintelligible as it is worthless.

Pitt lived to regret some of the violent things he

had said, and was quite as bitter towards Walpole's

successors as he had been towards Walpole himself.

And the large-hearted and sagacious Orford lived

long enough to recommend Pitt to Henry Pelham for

office in his ministry. He wrote to the Prime Minister

just forming his new government—"Pitt is thought

able and formidable ; try him or show him." Pitt

had to wait twelve years more before he was even

tried. But in the eighteenth century the only adminis-

trations which stand forth in the history of England

after that of Walpole, are those of Pitt and then of

Pitt's son.



CHAPTER IV

THE ASPIRANT FOR OFFICE

The four years that elapsed from the retirement of

Walpole until Pitt at last, in his fortieth year, forced

himself into a minor office, were years of incessant

intrigue and change, both at home and abroad, of

European wars, coalitions, and compacts, of dissolving

parties, alliances, and administrations. Pitt all this

time fought desperately for his own hand. He was

in the zenith of his powers, acknowledged as the

greatest orator in Parliament, conscious, perhaps too

conscious, of his genius, with a great reputation in the

country, but with office closed to him by the rooted

antipathy of the King and his own subordinate place

in that intensely oligarchic world. Power was the

monopoly of a set of great and wealthy nobles, who
had their own clans, their nominees in the Commons,

and their protectors in the Royal Family, itself divided

into different branches and cliques. The only one

of the great peers who stood by Pitt was the famous

Earl of Chesterfield, in some ways the finest intellect

of them all, but a peer who acted apart and controlled

no such powerful combinations as did the Russells, the

Pelhams, the Cavendishes, and the Grenvilles. It was
44
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a cruel chance that this alDle and honest man was

permanently debarred from office by incurable deafness.

The rest feared Pitt more than they desired his

alliance. His proud independence and his passionate

self-assertion were qualities ill-fitted to succeed in that

babel of small intrigue, and insidious fawning on the

Court and the magnates.

It would serve no purpose to rehearse all the

kaleidoscopic changes in the politics and the ministries

of the time. And he would be a daring friend to

Pitt who attempted to justify all the shifts and in-

consistencies of his restless activity. As Macaulay

showed, the gushing Thackeray only made himself

ridiculous when he painted his hero as "a finished

example of moral excellence." Pitt could not be

right, as his eulogist pretends, both when he sought

to send Walpole to the Tower and also when he

extolled him, when he denounced the Spanish right

of search in opposition and when he submitted to it

as minister, when he attacked Newcastle and when

he joined him, when he thundered against subsidies,

and when he lavished them on foreign allies beyond

all other ministers.

Pitt's career, especially at this time, was full of in-

congruities. He was above all things an opportunist, as

we say to-day ; and in times of change a real states-

man must be opportunist, as were Cromwell, "William

of Orange, Henry iv., and Richelieu. Walpole's fall

was in part due to his obstinate consistency in grasp-

ing sole power for twenty years, in governing by

corruption and intrigue, and in staving off war at

any sacrifice. In an age of change and confusion,
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consistency may become a grave political fault. It

is a fault with which Chatham certainly cannot be

charged. He was a man of passionate impulses,

sudden to condemn, arrogant, proud of his own virtue

and patriotism. Conscious of his own high aims and

his great superiority to the men around him, whose

jealousies and intrigues were crushing him, Pitt made
not a few blunders, some of which he had the grace

to acknowledge in his later and cooler moods. But

with all his outbursts, we may almost say his in-

coherences, with his fierce ambition, which in so great

a man was almost a virtue, Pitt remains a man of

honour, a patriot of a grand nature, who towers

above his rivals in an age of sycophancy, corruption,

and treachery, as much in his stormy faults as he

does in his heroic ideals.

Walpole's retirement from office, but not from

influence, did not mean any great change in policy,

and not very much in men. The brilliant Carteret,

the vacillating Pulteney, the tricky Newcastle, the

learned Hardwicke, the corrupt Henry Fox, could not

control the great party which had been formed by

the energy and sagacity of Walpole. Chesterfield and

Pitt were both excluded from the new administration

;

and Pitt was as loud as ever in opposition. For a

time Carteret was the leading minister, engaging in

European wars and entanglements with reckless un-

wisdom. When he proposed to Parliament to take

16,000 Hanoverian troops, Pitt broke out. Far from

attempting to conciliate the King, he sought to wound
him in his most sensitive place.
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"Why should we squander public money, he asked, on

armies which are only intended to make a show to our friends

whilst they are a scorn to our enemies ? These Hanoverians

marched into the Low Countries as a place of security, to

be farthest from the reach of their enemies. In the next

campaign we shall be asked to hire Hanoverians to eat and

sleep. They tell us that we are bound by England's signature

to the Pragmatic Sanction to defend the Queen of Hungary.

But the Elector of Hanover was equally one of the parties to

that treaty. Why does he not send his own troops to defend

the Queen ? And why should we pay his troops for doing that

which Hanover is bound to do? This great, this mighty

nation, Sir, is considered only as a province to a despicable

Electorate. These troops are hired only to drain us of our

money. Every year shows this absurd, ungrateful, and
perfidious partiality towards the German interest, yearly

visits to that delightful country, sums spent to aggrandise

and enrich it. Let us perform our duty as representatives

of the people : and if ministers prefer the interests of Hanover,
Parliament regards only the interests of Great Britain."

On the fulsome address to the King on his return

after the battle of Dettingen, December 1743, Pitt

again thundered against the Hanoverian policy of

war in defence of the Empress-Queen.

"From one extreme our administration have run

to the very verge of another. Our former minister

[Walpole] betrayed the interests of his country by
his cowardice ; our present minister [Carteret] would
sacrifice them to his quixotism. Our former minister

was for negotiating with all the world ; our present

minister is for fighting with all the world. Our
former minister was for agreeing to every treaty,

however dishonourable ; our present minister will give

ear to none, although the most reasonable that can be

desired. Both are extravagant. The only difference
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is that the wild system of the one must subject the

nation to much heavier expenditure than ever did

the pusillanimity of the other."

The inconsistency of this from one who became

the greatest of war ministers is more apparent than

real. Pitt's interest from the first was, and remained

through life, in the transoceanic empire of Britain,

and not in European complications. To him the

wars and combinations between the states of Central

Europe—wars and combinations so dear to the German

heart of George ii. and to the vapouring ambition of

Carteret—were sheer waste of English strength and

wealth. Pitt's ideals were based on British commerce,

navigation, sea-power. India, the Atlantic provinces

from Cape Breton to Florida, the West Indies, were

the aim of his schemes and hopes. For them he

would fight and tax his people. To waste them and

their resources on the Elbe, the Khine, and the

Danube he ever regarded as a criminal folly. France

and Spain, from whom he wrested their Indian and

Atlantic supremacy, were the true enemies. Prussia,

Austria, or Italy did not concern us. And from

the point of view of the founder of our transmarine

empire Pitt w^as undoubtedly right.

Pitt went on to complain that we had not pressed

the Queen of Hungary to come to terms with Frederick

of Prussia when he seized Silesia. He complained of

our joining the coalition against Frederick. It was

done in the interest of Hanover. What should have

been done was to bring about a reconciliation between

the Princes of Germany, in order to establish a new

balance of power. We ought to have embraced the
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opportunity of peace and have insisted on it, instead

of urging the Queen to resist Prussia and France,

when we might have arranged things on the terms of

Uti possidetis.

He then fiercely attacked the conduct of the war,

going so far as to say that the ardour of the British

troops had been restrained by the cowardice of the

Hanoverians, that we had left to the enemy after our

fortunate escape and so-called victory the burial of

our own dead. And he actually sneered at the

assumption that the King had been exposed to any

real danger in battle. Nay, it is reported that in

his fury Pitt called Carteret "an execrable, a sole

minister, who had renounced the British nation, and

seemed to have drunk of the potion described in

poetic fictions which made men forget their country."

AVith all its exaggerations, Pitt's policy in the matter

was sound. George II. and Carteret were indeed pur-

suing an aim which was not British, but Hanoverian.

Walpole himself might have made the speech with a

cooler judgment, more tolerance, and less violence.

But Pitt was here in substance the true English

statesman.

A few days later Pitt resumed his attack on the

whole Hanoverian policy. His Majesty, he said, stood

on the brink of a precipice. It was the duty of

Parliament to snatch him from that gulf where an

infamous minister had placed him. The general of

the English army had not been consulted. The great

person himself (the King) had been hemmed in by

German officers, and one English minister. Every

symptom of some dreadful calamity attends the nation.

D
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Again he said, "It would be happ}^ for this country if

the sober maxims and well-weighed councils of the

Dutch government had an influence upon ours, which,

he insinuated, were under the direction of a desperate

and rodomontading minister." Mr. Gladstone never

used such language of Mr. Disraeli in 1879, nor did

Mr. Morley use such language of Lord Milner in 1899.

In January 1744 it was again proposed to vote

£634,344 to send 21,000 men to Flanders to be em-

ployed in support of Maria Theresa. This Pitt opposed

with his usual vehemence. He protested against

continuing to assist the Queen of Hungary in a war

with France, and especially against sending an army

to Flanders. The scheme was so absurd that it must

be a pretext to cover the maintenance of 16,000

Hanoverians and to add territory to the Electorate.

We should never assist our allies on the Continent with any

great number of men—hut only with our money and our ships.

We ought to have at home as few soldiers as possible.

Soldiers are a danger to liberty.

How all this was to be reconciled with Pitt's invec-

tives against Walpole, with his own acts as Prime

Minister, and those of his son after him, is not self-

evident. But whatever its inconsistency, Pitt's argu-

ment was the sound and patriotic policy. It was the

policy of Walpole at his best. But now, strangely

enough, the war policy of the King and Carteret was

being assisted by the fallen minister in secret. Pitt

was answered by Murray, the solicitor-general, but

he held his ground with a high spirit, covering the

Hanoverians with his sarcasms, and winding up with

the truly Dantonesque trope that "the passing the
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question will be to erect a triumphal arch to Hanover

over the military honour and independence of Great

Britain."

It was of this famous duel between Pitt and the

great Lord Mansfield (as Murray became) that James

Oswald, Adam Smith's honest friend, wrote his well-

known criticism. " The one spoke like a pleader, and

could not divest himself of a certain appearance of

having been employed by others. Pitt spoke like a

gentleman, like a statesman, who felt what he said,

and possessed the strongest desire, of conveying that

feeling to others, for their own interest, and that of

their country. Murray gains your attention by the

perspicuity of his arguments, and the elegance of his

diction. Pitt commands your attention and respect by

the nobleness, the greatness of his sentiments, the

strength and energy of his expressions, and the cer-

tainty you are in of his always rising to a greater

elevation both of thought and style. For this talent

he possesses beyond any speaker I ever heard, of never

falling from the beginning to the end of his speech,

either in thought or expression. ... I think him

sincerely the most finished character I ever knew."

That Pitt was no factious place-hunter is sufficiently

proved by his conduct at the great Jacobite raid. In

February 1744 it was clear that England was threatened

with a serious French invasion, in conjunction with a

rising on behalf of the Stuart Pretender. Pelham

moved an address to the King to raise such forces by

sea and land as he might think necessary. Pitt sup-

ported this new military increase with all the passion

that he had just poured on the expedition to Flanders.
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He did not believe there was any real danger, bnt he

heartily supported the minister in taking all needful

precautions. In fact, a French force of 7000 actually

sailed, but they were driven back by the weather at

sea, and the Pretender had to adjourn his enterprise.

In March, Louis XV. declared war in earnest. One

hundred thousand men under INIarshal Saxe carried all

before them in Flanders, and the British and their

allies were completely overpowered. Public indigna-

tion drove from ofhce Lord Carteret, who had now
become Lord Granville, but he still retained the con-

fidence of the King.

The Pelhams were now masters of the situation, and

proceeded to form a broad ministry so as to include

the Patriots and the Cousinhood of the Temples. But

all their efforts failed to shake the rooted antipathy

of the King to Pitt, though he now detached himself

from the Prince of Wales. He was left out in the

cold, though Lyttelton and George Grenville were

admitted. The hostility of the Court only added to

Pitt's popularity with the public. Sarah, the old

Duchess of Marlborough, b}^ her will left him the sum

of £10,000 "upon account of his merit, in the noble

defence he has made for the support of the laws of

England, and to prevent the ruin of his country."

The money was sorely needed by the almost penniless

patriot, and of course the wits attributed the change

in his attitude to his accession of fortune. It did

indeed require no little explanation to justify the

change, when, in January 1745, Pitt supported the

government in their demand for 28,000 men to be

employed in Flanders.
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He was ill with the gout ; but, in flannels and on

crutches, he came down to the House and opened a

grandiloquent oration that, if this were to be the last

day of his life, he would spend it in the House of

Commons, for he thought the state of the country

was even worse than that of his own health. As the

House listened with patience to this tragic opening

from a man of thirty-seven, he went on to say how

greatly the whole situation had been changed by the

retirement of Lord Carteret-Granville. He inveighed

against "that fatal influence," multiplying war on war

in romantic schemes of conquest to benefit Austria,

but not Great Britain. He rehearsed all the misdeeds

of Carteret, whom not ten men in all the nation

would follow. But he had confidence in Mr. Pelham,

his patriotism and his capacity, and believed him to

be now pursuing moderate and healing measures.

"He thought a dawn of salvation to this country

had broken forth, and was determined to follow it

as far as it would lead him. . . . Should he find him-

self deceived, nothing would be left but to act with

an honest despair." All that needs to be said about

this memorable conversion is, that Carteret-Granville,

who knew more about the state of Europe than Pitt,

or any other Englishman, was essentially reckless,

visionary, and arrogant, whilst Henry Pelham was

cautious, practical, and moderate. And the dangers

to England, which were distant and unreal when

George ii. first began to meddle in the Austrian

succession, had become very real and very close when

France had prepared to invade us, when Charles

Stuart was hovering over Scotland^ and a Jacobite

rising was imminent in England.
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During the Scotch rebellion of 1745, which might

have been serious if the French had landed their force,

and if the Pretender had possessed real energy and

skill, Pitt stood firmly by the government, and showed

ardent loyalty to the Hanoverian dynasty. This

patriot, and favourite of the people, resisted a crude

proposal for parliamentary reform. "Is it now a

time," he said, "to sit contriving bills to guard our

liberties from corruption, when that very liberty,

when everything else dear to us, are in danger of

being wrested from us in arms 1 When thieves have

burst into the mansion, the fool only would plan out

methods to prevent the fraud of his servants." In

fact, Pitt had now definitely become a friend to the

ministry in which the two Pelhams were the pre-

dominant power. He paid compliments to Henry

Pelham, and profuse court to the Duke, his brother.

The Duke of Newcastle had irritated the King by

pressing on him the appointment of Pitt as secretary

of war, and George, who had never liked or trusted

his present ministers, tried a coup de main by recalling

Granville and Bath, i.e. Carteret and Pulteney. Their

forty-eight hours ministry vanished in air before the

country knew of its existence. The Pelhams returned

stronger than ever. This time, they insisted on having

Pitt as their colleague. Others who were his political

opponents joined in the same advice. Horace Walpole,

Lord Orford's younger brother, even drew up a memorial

to the King to show the importance of making Pitt

secretary of war. At last the King gave way. He
insisted that he would not have such a man about

his person. And Pitt, with unusual humility, pro-
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tested that he did not seek to enter the royal closet.

At last, it was the 22nd February 1746, Pitt was

appointed to the office of Vice-Treasurer of Ireland.

On the 6th of the May following he was appointed

Paymaster in England. He was now thirty-eight, and

had been eleven years in the House of Commons.

Horace Walpole wrote that he had taken the place

"by storm."

This subordinate office is remarkable chiefly for the

public proof it gave of Pitt's integrity. The age, it

has been said, was one in which anything short of

actual embezzlement of public money was regarded

as fair in the game of party preferment. No one has

ever shown whence Walpole derived the enormous

sums he spent on Houghton. Henry Fox, Pitt's con-

temporary and rival, notoriously amassed a large

fortune from office. The practice in the Paymaster's

Office had long been to retain £100,000 in advance,

which brought an annual return of several thousand

pounds to the private purse of the fortunate holder.

It was considered that so lucrative an appointment

would console Pitt for his exclusion from the Cabinet.

He was a poor man, who long liv^ed on the bounty of

others; at the same time he was extravagant and

ostentatious to the point of ridicule. But he utterly

refused to touch a penny of the interest on this

£100,000, or anything beyond his legal salary.

Again, it was usual, when Parliament granted sub-

sidies to a foreign power, for the Paymaster to receive

a douceur of one-half per cent, as his perquisite. This

degrading practice, sanctioned by the most respectable

of his predecessors, revolted the spirit of Pitt. To
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have yielded to it would soon have placed him in

great wealth. He rigidly refused to avail himself

of the rule. When a subsidy was voted to the King

of Sardinia, Pitt declined to retain the usual commis-

sion. The foreign king, with many expressions of

admiration, begged to be allowed to offer him the

amount as a royal present from himself. This Pitt

firmly and respectfully declined. On no occasion was

he even suspected of the slightest attempt to benefit

by his official trust. And his absolute integrity

throughout his public career is vouched for by his

enemies and his satirists. Pitt was not the man to

let his burning zeal for public duty remain under

a bushel. It greatly enhanced his reputation in the

nation. But it stands recorded that Chatham was

the first great statesman to extinguish that curse of

corruption which had afflicted English politics since

the Eestoration, as William Pitt, the son, was the

statesman M'ho finally established strict honour in the

public service.



CHAPTER y

IN SUBORDINATE OFFICE

The ten years that passed from Pitt's attaining to

subordinate office until he was at last admitted to

the Cabinet, formed a time of petty intrigues at home,

European complications abroad, inglorious war, and

public discontent. It is the period of Pitt's career

which is marked by his most glaring inconsistencies,

wherein it is least possible to acquit him of factious

manoeuvres and a purely self-interested ambition. He
thirsted for power, not for money nor for influence,

but with a gnawing passion to be able to carry out

his great designs, and to put an end to the sordid

bungling of his official chiefs. He found the way

barred to him by the personal antipathy of the King

and the jealous rivalry of the oligarchic clans. He
would yield neither to the Court nor to the magnates

;

he would hold firm to the nation, not to its sovereign

;

he would stand by his own independence, and never

sink to be a docile placeman. In this dilemma, he

struck out right and left at the Ministry he now
served, or at the Opposition he had now quitted, as

for the time it seemed to offer a chance for his forcing

his way to power, for his making the official parties

fear his attacks, or for convincing the King at last

67
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that he was indispensable. If his conduct was dis-

honourable, it was the kind of dishonour with which

all English politicians have been charged, and of which

few have been entirely guiltless. I shall not attempt

the task of defending all these manoeuvres. I shall

state them fairly, not seeking to palliate them, nor

pretending to judge them from a true standard of

honour and patriotism.

It can hardly be gainsaid that Pitt was now resolved

to throw himself heartily into the party of the

Pelhams. Henry Pelham was a man of sense and

character, a mild edition of Walpole, with a timid

wish to carry on much the same policy. His brother,

the Duke, was an arch time-server, whose secret pur-

pose was to gain the favour of the King In the result

King George managed to continue the Hanoverian

policy of subsidies, wars, and European imbroglios.

And in effect Pitt, who held a minor office without any

control of general policy, is found to be passionately

advocating what was practically the very system he

had so long denounced. His eulogist tries to show

that, feeling himself powerless to resist, Pitt consented

to remain silent. But he did not at all remain silent

or obscure. His eloquence, he being the tool of New-
castle, who was the tool of the King, carried through

Parliament the very measures he used to assail. There

are some excuses for this desertion of all the principles

on which his great reputation had been based. The

Jacobite rising, a French war and prospect of invasion,

had thoroughly roused him to the need of supporting

the old Whig connection. He had become a warm
friend to the Hanoverian dynasty, had parted with a
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factious Prince of Wales, and had attached himself to

the fighting Duke of Cumberland. The foreign policy

of Pelham, in spite of all its subsidies and treaties, was

a totally different thing from that of Carteret. It was

much less wanton, and had more purpose and excuse.

These things may have enabled Pitt to persuade him-

self that he was acting in good conscience. They are

not enough to acquit him at the bar of history of time-

serving and insincerity.

However subordinate and detached was the office he

held, he was the greatest living force in debate, and

the ministry relied on his support. Pelham told his

brother, the Duke, that Pitt had the dignity of Wynd-
ham, the wit of Pulteney, the knowledge and judg-

ment of Walpole. It needed, indeed, a preposterous

compliment to explain away Pitt's supporting the pay-

ment of 18,000 Hanoverians in Flanders; his defend-

ing the treaties with Spain and Bavaria ; his recanting

his resistance to the Spanish "right of search." All

that can be said of this is, that he loudly asserted now
that he had been entirely wrong. The one thing he

would not surrender was his resistance to any reduc-

tion of the fleet. He opposed the government on this

point, as he constantly did, but he did so with profuse

protestations of his devotion to the great party to

which he said he would hold on through life. Here

again is a mark that all Pitt's inmost hopes and ideals

lay beyond the narrow seas. He could play fast and

loose with European politics. He was ever true to his

pursuit of Sea Power. "The sea is our natural

element," he had said in his great speech of 1744

against the expedition to Flanders.
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From this time begins the long rivalry between Pitt

and Henry Fox, such as was renewed between their

sons half a century later. Both Pitt and Fox were

straining every nerve to gain power—Fox all wit,

adroitness, cynicism, and greed; Pitt all passion,

patriotism, arrogance, and indiscretion. For the

moment both found it their interest to rally round the

Pelhams and support the cause of the King. Pitt was

now an ardent ministerialist—be the measures under

debate large or small, old or new, liberal or tory. The

acute and cool Pelham wrote again to Newcastle, "I

think him (Pitt) the most able and useful man we

have amongst us ; truly honourable and strictly

honest." Was it a bill to subject half-pay navy

officers to martial law ?—Pitt supported it ! The " New
Mutiny Bill" subjected half-pay soldiers to martial

law. Pitt supported the clause with his usual fury.

" We must trust to the virtue of the army : without

this virtue, even should the Lords, the Commons, and

the people of England entrench themselves behind

parchment up to the teeth, the sword will find a

passage to the vitals of the Constitution." It is not

easy to see where the vitals of the Constitution come

in. But in the heroic, or what Horace Walpole called

the Pittic, style, the Bill seemed big with military

despotism. Pitt was willing to risk this in reliance on

" the virtue " of our army. He did not remember that

but a year or two before he had thundered out that

"the man who solely depends upon arms for bread,

can never be a good subject, especially in a free

country."

Did the ministers propose a grant of ^10,000 to the
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City of Glasgow to indemnify it from the exactions

made by the Pretender in 1745, whilst they left

Carlisle and Derby without compensation 1 The

thunder of Pitt again resounded through the House

in support of the grant. " I am shocked, Sir, that

such a question should stand a debate in a British

House of Commons. Had the rebels succeeded in

their flagitious attempt, and called a slavish Parlia-

ment, I should not have wondered to see such a ques-

tion opposed in a House of Commons assembled by

their authority." And so forth in a long and passion-

ate speech, calling all who opposed him Jacobites,

ending with, "Their ruin must be inevitable, or the

relief must be granted
!

" All this about a grant of

£10,000 to the corporation of a city, the valuation of

which is now some five millions sterling. The "march

to Derby" and the French invasion made a real

revolution in British politics ; but one of its incidental

effects was to make Pitt the first lieutenant of the

Pelhams, and for the time even "a King's man."

When it was moved that no soldier should be

punished unless by court-martial, Pitt, even in this

"free country," would not hear of the conduct of the

army or soldiers' complaints being mentioned in Parlia-

ment. "We have no business with such matters;

those are subjects which belong to the King." Did
Lord Egmont, now "the Prince's man," move for

papers relating to the demolition of Dunkirk, Pitt

defended the ministry for refusing them. " It was not

only impolitic, but dangerous, tending to involve the

nation in another war with France." The fire-eating

and terrible cornet of horse now had a conscientious
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horror of war such as Walpole might have envied.

The Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle was "absolutely neces-

sary for our very being."

In January 1751 Pitt made a speech in favour of the

annual subsid}^ of £40,000 to the Elector of Bavaria.

"The treaty with Bavaria was founded in the best

political wisdom ; it was a wise measure, tending most

effectually to preserve the balance of power in

Germany, and of course the tranquillity of Europe."

" The treaty with Spain was a wise and advantageous

measure." Lord Egmont, an opposition leader, re-

minded him that this wise treaty made no mention of

the British resistance to the right of search. Yes

!

said Pitt, he had once been for No Search—"but he

was a young man then ; he was now ten years older,

and considered public affairs more coolly"; and now
he saw that the claim for No Search could not be

maintained against Spain. Pitt never, at any time of

his life, considered things coolly, unless this astounding

avowal may be considered "cool." Tempora mutantur

{i.e. administrations) nos et 7nutamur in illis. In one

thing only did Pitt not change his coat to please a

minister. The government asked for 8000 seamen for

the year. Motion made for a vote of 10,000. Pitt

supported the amendment, minister as he was himself,

and Paymaster. "The fleet," said he in his grandiose

way, "the fleet is our standing army." Pitt was the

Captain Mahan of his own age.

The petty struggle went on now with three princi-

pal factions—first, the Pelhams together with Pitt

;

then, the Duke of Bedford's party, with the Duke of

Cumberland and Fox; thirdly, the Prince of Wales's
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set, with Lord Bute, Lord Egmont, and the wrecked

genius of Lord Bolingbroke—him whom Pitt once

spoke of as "the late Bolingbroke of impious memory."

The sudden death of the Prince in March 1751 caused

a new shuffling of the cards. As the young George

was but twelve, a Regency Bill became urgent. The

struggle took place between the partisans of the

Princess Mother and those of the Duke of Cumber-

land. Pitt stood by the Princess, Fox stood by the

Duke ; and a lively oratorical duel resulted, in which

it would seem that Pitt had the best of it both in

temper and in eloquence.

The Prince's death and the Regency Act so com-

pletely shattered the opposition that the Pelhams

contrived to get rid of the Duke of Bedford and his

followers, and actually made the once fiery and

brilliant Carteret-Granville President of the Council.

Pitt's "execrable minister" was now an extinct

volcano and a drunkard ; and Pitt and he had no

difficulty in remaining peaceful colleagues. For some

time the Pelham administration led the most tranquil

existence ever known to Parliament—Henry Pelham,

timid, moderate, wise ; the Duke, his brother, restless

in petty manoeuvres ; Pitt, Fox, Murray, all support-

ing the government for the hour, while each aspired

to succeed it. In the midst of the calm, Henry
Pelham^ a strong man of sixty, was carried off by a

sudden attack.

The wild struggles for place which thereupon

ensued fill many a lively page in the memoirs and

correspondence of the time. Pitt was at Bath very

ill of the gout ; but he wrote to his friend Lyttelton,
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urging him to push his claims to Hardwicke, the

Chancellor, "whose wisdom, firmness, and authority"

he extols. He wrote imploringly to Newcastle as the

"unalterable humble servant to your Grace." The

overbearing Pitt indeed now prostrated himself before

all who held the keys to the Cabinet. It was in vain.

The King was inexorable. All Pitt's passionate

advocacy of the subsidies, all his defence of the

Hanoverian dynasty, could not wash out the old

affronts. Pitt might overawe the House of Commons,

but he had neither party nor clan at his back. New-

castle wanted him as a colleague, but he feared him as

a rival ; Lyttelton, from misunderstanding or jealousy,

served Pitt but ill, and they became bitterly estranged

when Lyttelton and Grenville were taken and Pitt

was left outside the Council.

Pitt was deeply mortified. He wrote to Newcastle

a letter full of pride and despair. He was manifestly

excluded from office, he said, by a personal veto. He
had no wish but to retreat—"Not a retreat of resent-

ment, but of respect, and of despair of being ever

accepted to equal terms wdth others, be his poor

endeavours what they may." Very few had been the

honours and advantages of his life. He hopes that

some retreat neither dishonourable nor disagreeable

may be opened to him. To Lord Hardwicke he wrote :

" My Lord, after having set out under suggestions of

this general hope ten years ago and bearing long a

load of obloquy for supporting the King's measures,

and never obtaining in recompense the smallest

remission of that displeasure I vainly laboured to

soften, all ardour for public business is really ex-
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tinguished in my mind, and I am totally deprived of

all consideration by which alone I could have been of

any use. The weight of irremovable royal displeasure

is a load too great to move under : it must crush any

man ; it has sunk and broke me." Let those who are

ready to sneer at Pitt's humiliation and to moralise

over his ambition, think of "whatever records may
leap to light," when the private letters of the

politicians of our own age will ultimately be given

to the world.

'Tis pitiful reading these letters of Pitt to his

friends and the ministers all through these months

of March, April, and May. He was detained at Bath,

racked with pain, hardly able to stand, to write, or be

carried about. He was bursting with desire to be

Secretary of State and to lead the House of Commons,

to which he justly thought himself entitled. He could

not move from his invalid chair, and he wrote with

his lame hand illegible scrawls to George Grenville, to

Lyttelton, to Lord Temple, urging tactics, a plan to

force their claims on the Court, on the Chancellor, and

on the Duke, ''to talk modestly, to fish in the troubled

waters, to act like public men in a dangerous con-

juncture for our country." In the meantime Lord

Temple was to rally the Cousinhood, muster their

friends in Parliament, and make the magnates under-

stand that they must satisfy their claims or prepare

for their hostility. It is not very lofty, nor quite in

the vein of Aristides and Cato. But it is what is

often done (they say) even to-day, in a ministerial

crisis.

The shifty Duke of Newcastle contrived to be
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Prime Minister himself, and put in his creature, a dull

respectability, Sir T. Kobinson, to lead the House.

" He might as well send us his jackboot to lead us," said

Pitt. But this manoeuvre cost him the angry opposi-

tion of Pitt and of Fox, as soon as a new Parliament

was elected, and even for a time, a sort of coalition of

Pitt with Fox, in combined opposition. Pitt retained

his office, as Fox did his ; but neither of them thought

this any reason for abstaining to attack Sir Thomas, as

often as they chose. A more useful public service

was the new Chelsea Pensioners Relief Act, which Pitt

devised and carried, to protect the poor old soldiers

from the scandalous extortions to which they were

exposed.

Pitt was not long in formally attacking the Duke
himself. It was one of his most famous outbursts

;

and, by good fortune, we have accounts of it from two

most competent, though both unfriendly, sources—no

less than Fox himself and Horace Walpole. In a

letter to Lord Hartington, Fox says :
" It was the finest

speech that ever Pitt spoke, and, perhaps, the most

remarkable." A young member, whose seat was

attacked for bribery, treated the accusation with

"buffoonery, which kept the House in a continual

roar of laughter. Mr. Pitt came down from the

gallery, and took it up in his highest tone of dignity.

He was astonished when he heard what had been the

occasion of their mirth. Was the dignity of the House

of Commons on so sure foundation, that they might

venture themselves to shake it 1 Had it not been

diminishing for years, till now we were brought to

the very brink of the precipice where, if ever, a stand
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must be made 1 High compliments to the Speaker,

eloquent exhortation to Whigs of all conditions, to

defend their attacked and expiring liberty, etc. Un-

less you will degenerate into a little assembly, serving

no other purpose than to register the arbitrary decrees

of one too powerful subject (laying on the words one

and subject the most remarkable emphasis)." So writes

Fox. Horace Walpole tells it in almost the same

words, and adds :
" This thunderbolt, thrown in a

sky so long serene, confounded the audience. Murray

crouched, silent and terrified," etc. etc. "It was

observed," wrote Fox, "that by his first two periods,

he brought the House to a silence and attention, that

you might have heard a pin drop." And Fox adds

that the Duke of Newcastle was in the utmost fidget,

and that "it spoiled his stomach." But the craven

minister, thus flouted by his subordinate, dared not

call for his dismissal.

Pitt and Fox both continued to pour heavy shot

into the Duke and his Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Then Pitt turned on Murray (the future Lord Mans-

field, and a great Judge). Fox wrote : "I sate next

Murray ; who suffered for an ho2ir." Though the Duke

dared not dismiss Pitt, he saw that he must detach

him from Fox. Thereupon a mysterious three-cornered

game of finesse took place between Newcastle with

Hardwicke, Fox and the Duke of Cumberland, and

Pitt by himself. In the end, Newcastle induced Fox

to leave Pitt, and enter the Cabinet. Pitt's friends

and eulogists praise his dignity and self-command.

Fox's friends say the same of him, with cross-accusa-

tions of the other side. Whatever may be the whole
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truth, Pitt considered that he had been left in the

lurch, and he never forgave Fox, though it is far from

clear that Fox had played him false, or had ever

pledged himself to be his friend. Pitt said he would

not serve under Fox; but added, they would not

quarrel.

Newcastle still tried to pacify Pitt without admitting

him to the Council. He sent the elder Horace Walpole

to him : on which Pitt told the Duke flatly that he

expected cabinet office at the first vacancy. When
Lord Hardwicke's son, Charles Yorke, went to Pitt

with protestations from the Duke of friendship and

confidence, Pitt cut him short, and said friendship and

confidence there was none between them ; if there ever

had been, it was at an end. He would take nothing

as a favour from his Grace. The Duke tried a third

envoy, the illustrious Chancellor in person. Pitt was

obdurate. He would have no subsidies, nor give any

foreign power aid, unless Hanover was attacked owing

to its sovereign being England's King. One subsidy

he might consent to support : two would be as bad as

twenty. He would not accept "a sj^stem" of sub-

sidies. Pitt was still fiercely defying the King and the

government. He was still Paymaster of the Forces;

and the Prime Minister did not have the courage to

call for his resignation. Ministerial joint responsibility

is said to be lax to-day. It evidently had not begun to

exist in those times.

But at last, in November 1755, the cup was full.

On the address Pitt rose after uninteresting discourses,

Horace Walpole tells us: "his eloquence, like a torrent

long obstructed, burst forth with more commanding
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impetuosity—haughty, defiant, conscious of injury, and

of supreme abih'ties." He inveighed against the use of

the King's sacred name in Parliament. He had long

seen the dignity of the House dwindling, sinking. He
asked, must we drain our last vital drop and send it to

the North Pole 1 (A squadron was going to the Baltic.)

He protested again and again against burdening Eng-

land with the interests of Hanover. They talk of the

law of nations, but Nature is the best writer—she will

teach us to be men, and not truckle to power. " I,

who travel through a desert, and am overwhelmed

with mountains of obscurity, cannot catch a gleam to

direct me to the beauties of these negotiations." And
then he burst into the famous simile of the Rhone and

the Saone (which seems to us to-day merely a bit of

rhetoric, and not at all the true fire of the real

Pitt).i

He continued that " these incoherent, un-British

measures were adopted in place of our proper force

—

our navy. Were these treaties English measures 1

were they preventive measures '? were they not

measures of aggression ? Would they not provoke

Prussia, and light up a general war 1 All our mis-

fortunes were owing to those daring, wicked councils.

He could imagine the King abroad surrounded by

affrighted Hanoverians, with no advocate for England

near him. AYithin two years his Majesty would not

1 " I remember that at Lyons I was taken to see the conflux of the

Rhone and the Saone—the one a gentle, feeble, languid stream, and

tliough languid, of no great depth ; the other a boisterous and im-

petuous torrent ; but different as they are they meet at last—and

long may they continue united, to the comfort of each other, and to

the glory, honour, and secuinty of their nation."
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be able to sleep in St. James's for the cries of a bank-

rupt people." This was too much even for Newcastle.

Pitt was dismissed from his place. AVith him too

went his allies, Legge and George Grenville.

To some it seemed that Pitt, now a man long past

middle life, now a third time debarred from power, in

a hopeless minority, almost friendless, penniless, a con-

firmed invalid, tortured with gout, and forced to resort

to long spells of retirement, was finally to be reckoned

a political ruin. It was not so. Within twelve months

he was First Minister of King George, and the head

of the most powerful government of the eighteenth

century.

It was in the midst of these public cares that there

came to Pitt almost the one perfectly unclouded happi-

ness of his stormy life—his marriage to Lady Hester

Grenville, the only sister of his friend, Earl Temple.

It seems to have been a rather sudden engagement,

followed immediately by marriage, which took place

on 15th November 1754, a few months after his terrible

illness at Bath. The only sister of his intimate friends,

the Grenvilles, the cousin of George Lyttelton and of

Thomas Pitt's wife, had of course been known to Pitt

from her childhood. He was himself a bachelor of

mature age, and he was married on his own forty-sixth

birthday. Lady Hester lived into the nineteenth

century, until nearly half a century after this date,

and she.was a young woman at marriage. She seems

to have possessed grace, virtue, and good sense in

abundance. Assuredly the marriage proved to be one

of unalloyed happiness and mutual affection. Nothing

in Pitt's whole life was a more perfect success.
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By the fresh alliance with the wealthy and powerful

family seated at Stowe, Pitt greatly strengthened his

political position. His wife brought him every happi-

ness that a good and able woman could bring to the

husband she adored. They had two daughters, beside

three sons, of whom the second was William, the illus-

trious Prime Minister of George ill. There is not a

cloud or a defect in any aspect of Pitt's private life.

He was abstemious, affectionate, thoughtful, and gene-

rous. As Lord Brougham wrote—" To all his family

he was simple, kindly, and gentle." The archives

of Stowe have preserved for us the letters which

Earl Temple received from his sister and her future

husband. They are couched in the solemn (and to us

the stilted) style of that age. Lady Hester writes to

"her dearest brother," with "millions of thanks for

your love to him, to me." She feels " that pride and

pleasure in his partiality for me which his infinite

worth not only justifies, but renders right." Pitt on

his side tells Lord Temple, " You sent me from Stowe

the most blessed of men." He tells G-eorge Grenville,

the other brother, that he must " count every moment

till the world sees me the most honoured and blessed

of men !

" Yes ! they are what we now regard as

artificial and cumbrous for love-letters. But their

meaning is sound, warm, and true in feeling. The

form was that of the "polite-letter," it is true ; but the

substance was sincerity, honour, and love.

The letters of Pitt have always been regarded as

stiff and awkward. The King said Pitt's letters were

affected, formal, and pedantic. He was not an adroit

penman ; and too much has been made of the anecdote
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that he asked a young lawyer to correct his mistakes.

Pitt was not a Horace AValpole, just as Horace Walpole

was not a Pitt. The genius of the one lay in his pen, that

of the other in his voice. But in substance the letters

of Pitt are manly, dignified, wise, and wholesome. If

one would know what Pitt was as a man, one should

turn to his familiar letters to his nephew, the son of

Thomas Pitt, and afterwards the first Lord Camelford.

They were published exactly one hundred years ago

in a dainty volume by Lord Grenville, George's son,

who dedicated the collection to William Pitt, then

Prime Minister, in 1804. The letters begin to "My
dear Child" at Cambridge in 1751, when Pitt was

struggling for office, and are continued until 1757,

when he was first minister and the greatest personage

in Europe.

We should call such letters to-day solemn common-

place, affected erudition; but I confess to a real

enjoyment in their affectionate interest in a promising

lad, and in their keen zest for the old classical tags.

This mature bachelor, the terrible gladiator of Parlia-

ment, writes long disquisitions on study to his

brother's clever boy. He corrects his verse transla-

tion of the Eclogues. He insists on his going through

ihQ Aeneid ivom. beginning to end. "God bless you,

my dear child, your most affectionate uncle"—before

whom, he might have added, Fox and Murray cower.

"Love the Iliad, and Yirgil particularly." "Drink as

deep as you can of these divine springs

—

ilJe impiger

hausit spummdciii, paleram^^ etc. etc. " He should fix

on the curtains of his bed, and on the walls of his

chamljcr, the maxim — V'danda est improha Siren^
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DesidiaJ' Else early, keep regular hours for study.

Your books should be Euclid, Logic, Experimental

Philosophy, Locke, Horace, Virgil, Tully, the history

of England, Burnet, Moliere, Addison—there is no-

thing about Brunck or Schiitzius, or German erudition.

" If you are not right towards God, you can never be

so towards man

—

ingratum qui dixerif, omnia dixit.
'^

" Remember the essence of religion is, a heart void of

offence towards God and man ; not subtle speculative

opinions, but an active vital principle of faith."

Then follow precepts as to Behaviour—quite as

sound and less superficial than those addressed by

Lord Chesterfield to his son. Do not be above such

trifles as taking manly exercises with grace and

vigour. Do not give way to idle laughter, risu inepto

res ineptior nulla est. Politeness is "benevolence in

trifles." "I cannot tell you better how truly and

tenderly I love you, than by telling you I am most

solicitously bent on your doing everything that is

right," etc. etc. Stale truisms enough, in the style of

Thackera}' 's Colonel Newcome, but written by a man

racked with gout and hardly able to hold a pen, in the

midst of his great struggle with the Duke. In May
1754, after his bitter disappointment, he writes from

Bath with his lame hand as to a general course of

English History—Burnet, Bolingbroke, Bacon, Lord

Clarendon, May, and so forth—all sadly antiquated,

and not a word about original research in the Record

Office or the British Museum—but merely such

meagre compendiums as nourished the great genius

who made so much of English history.

In 1755 he writes from the Pay Office, praising his
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nephew's remarks, " natural, manly, and sensible," on

some West Saxons, and on his declamation on the

thesis Omne solum forti Patria est— " a maxim that may
have supported some great and good men in exile,

Algernon Sidney, Ludlow—but what fatal casuistry

may lie therein, to such a villain as Bolingbroke." So

moralises the mature "Boy Patriot," who lived to be

the Veteran Patriot of the American War, he who has

ever on his lips the maxim

—

ingenti patriae perculsus

amore.

He continues his affectionate letters, and his scheme

of reading, after his own marriage and when his

nephew's academic career was closed. " I ever intend

learning as the weapon and instrument only of manly,

honourable, and virtuous action upon the stage of the

world." Again he writes as to history, mentioning

Lady Hester and her child, or again, he mentions in a

characteristic sentence

—

^^ Finitimus Oratori Poeta."

"Substitute Tully and Demosthenes in the place of

Homer and Virgil; and arm yourself with all the

variety of manner, copiousness and beauty of diction,

nobleness and magnificence of ideas of the Roman
consul, and the close and forcible reasoning, the depth

and fortitude of mind of the Grecian statesman."

Even in the intimacy of family life, Pitt's mind ever

turned to the memory of Demosthenes. These familiar

letters have not the sparkling wit of Horace Walpole,

nor the pellucid incisiveness of Chesterfield. They

are ponderous in form and trite in expression ; but

they come from a greater nature, and picture to us a

loftier ideal.



CHAPTEE VI

FIRST MINISTRY

The month of November 1755 found Henry Fox the

Leader in the House of Commons ; Newcastle, still the

head of a discredited government in a national crisis,

full of disasters at sea and on land ; and Pitt, Legge,

and George Grenville dismissed from their offices,

having long been in opposition to a chaotic adminis-

tration. Pitt was now resolved, not simply to be

admitted to the ministry, but to supersede it. And
he took care to explain to the nation and to public

men the policy which he intended to enforce. His

pecuniary condition was gloomy. Deprived of his

salary, without hereditary fortune (and he had strictly

resisted the temptation to make any profit out of his

official opportunities), married to a lady of title but

not of wealth, Pitt was unable to maintain a suitable

position.

In this emergency. Lord Temple came to the rescue

with great generosity; and the correspondence be-

tween him, his sister, and his brother-in-law is so

characteristic of the persons concerned and of the

Grandisonian style of the age, that we may give it in

their own words. On the very day of Pitt's dismissal

76
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(20th November), Earl Temple writes to Lady Hester

Pitt :—

"My dear Lady Hester,—I cannot defer till to-morrow

morning making a request to you upon the success of which I

have so entirely set my heart, that I flatter myself you will

not refuse it me. I must entreat you to make use of all your

interest with Mr. Pitt to give his brother Temple leave to

become his debtor for a thousand pounds a year till better

times. Mr. P. will never have it in his power to confer so

great an obligation upon, dear Lady Hester, your most truly

affectionate brother, Temple."

Lady Hester writes from her bed (her first child,

the future Lady Stanhope, was hardly a month old)

in the vein of the "accomplished Miss Byron," to

assure her dear brother how highly she is his obliged

and most affectionate sister. Pitt to his credit frankly

accepted the generous offer. Lord Temple whites to

his sister that he is infinitely happy :
" This proof of

his kindness and friendship to me is the only remain-

ing one that he could give me." " How decline, or

how receive so great a generosity so amiably offered,"

writes Pitt, " to the best and noblest of brothers ? " A
correspondence which, in spite of formalities and

compliments, does honour to all three.

Though now in fierce opposition to his late col-

leagues, there was nothing really factious in Pitt's

attitude. He held the situation of the country to be

desperately bad, the ministers to be incapable, himself

to be at once inevitable and indispensable; but he

was willing to support any measures that were needed

by the country, until he should be called to power.

Though he still sat in Parliament for what was called

one of Newcastle's boroughs, he did not consider that
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any reason for holding his peace. It is indeed to his

honour that he declined to recognise any allegiance to

the Duke, who had so long made use of his services

whilst excluding him from office.

Accordingly, Pitt supported an amendment to raise

the seamen for the ensuing year to 50,000. He
shuddered that our resources for the sea service were

so narrow. He recalled the fatal reduction of 1751

to 8000. He would pursue the authors of such

measures as make the King's Crown totter on his

head. Never was a noble country so perniciously

neglected, so undone by the silly pride of one man,

or the timidity of his colleagues. Broad shame stared

them in the face. Shame and danger had come to-

gether. He concluded with a prayer for the King,

for his posterity, for this poor, forlorn, distressed

country.

"When the secretary at war moved to add 15,000

men to the army, Pitt seconded the motion with

ardour. Our whole force was necessary. It was not

enough to send two miserable battalions as victims to

America. He wished to alarm the nation, to make the

danger reach the ears of his Majesty. He turned from

the venerable age of the King to his grandson lorn an

Englishman. He drew a picture of a French invasion

of London and the horrors ensuing. How could men
so guilty face their countrymen ? The decay of the

country was caused by the little spirit of domination,

the ambition of being the only figure amongst cyphers

—[Newcastle (1), Fox (0), Lyttelton (0), etc., etc.,

etc. (0).] He wanted to call the country out of that

nerveless state, that 20,000 men from France could
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shake it. He wished to see that breed revived which

had carried our glory so high. It needed no Burleigh,

no Richelieu to have foreseen all that had happened.

He did not ask for the punishment of ministers. Our

calamities no doubt were owing to the weakness of

their heads, not to their evil intent.

Before the year (1755) had ended, Pitt moved his

famous scheme for a militia :—a half-trained terri-

torial army of 60,000—with a standing army never

less than 18,000. They would be exercised or^

Sundays and one other day in the week for 110 days,

at 6d. per day—with no deductions. The officers to

have no pay, but to be drawn from the landed gentry

—four sergeants (from the regular army) to each

eighty men—the total cost under ,£300,000. Really

a clear, practicable, well-thought scheme which Pitt

ultimately carried out when in power. All through

the session Pitt constantly attacked Fox and poured

out scorn on Newcastle, even professing his honour for

Sir Robert Walpole, whom he respected—after his fall

—what ! do any laugh ?—was it not more honourable

to respect a man after his fall, than when he was all-

powerful ? " Sir Robert," said Pitt, " thought well of

me, died in peace with me." " He was a truly English

Minister, he withstood Hanover, and kept a strict hand

on the closet."

When treaties with Russia and Hesse and Prussia

were submitted to Parliament, Pitt opposed. He
opposed the grant for the Hanoverian troops. This

was not an administration, he said. " They shift and

shuffle the charge from one to another. Says one,

I am not general. The treasury says, I am not
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admiral. The admiralty says, I am not minister.

From such an unaccording assemblage of separate

and distinct powers with no system, a nullity results.

One, two, three, four, five lords meet—if they cannot

agree :—Oh ! we wall meet again on Saturday. Oh !

but, says one of them, I am to go out of town." Such

was a cabinet council in 1756. We trust nothing like

it ever did or could occur in 1904.

When the country was seething with panic about

a French invasion and the expected loss of Minorca,

Pitt thundered again at the feeble and distracted

ministry. We had provoked before we were able to

defend, and had neglected defence after the provoca-

tion. He would not have signed the treaty with

Prussia for the five great places held by those who

signed it. If he saw a child (the Duke of New-

castle) driving a go-cart on a precipice, with that

precious freight of an old king and his family, surely

he was bound to take the reins from his hands. He

prayed to God that his Majesty might not have

Minorca, like Calais, written on his heart

!

Minorca, as we know, was lost. The unlucky Byng

made a poor fight with the French and sailed away in

the night, though he had more ships than the enemy.

Calcutta was stormed by the Nawab of Bengal, and

the British prisoners were stifled in the Black Hole.

The French in Canada captured Oswego on Lake

Ontario, with 1200 prisoners, 130 cannon, stores,

ammunition, two sloops, and 200 barges. The country

was in a tempest of indignation, and in fact these

disasters were all primarily due to ministerial blunder-

ing and inaction. The child driving the go-cart now
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saw the precipice, which at uny rate confronted himself.

He saw that his time was come. Fox deserted him,

and offered a coalition with Pitt, which was the desire

of the King. " You mean you will not act with me
as minister?" asked Fox. "I do," said Pitt. The

agitation was intense. The King was in alarm, talked

about Pitt sending him to the Tower. The Duke of

Devonshire, an honest neutral, was summoned to form

a ministry, as Dukes of Devonshire both then and now

usually are summoned in a crisis. Pitt " behaved with

haughty warmth " ; stated his own terms ; Newcastle

must be entirely out of it ; Fox also ; he must name

the places for his own friends ; but, says Walpole, he

wanted friends for places more than places for friends.

Pitt found it difficult to place his demands before the

King, who would not see him. So, for the first time

in his life, he went to Lady Yarmouth, the King's

German mistress, with whom Newcastle, Fox, Hard-

wicke, and the rest were in regular communication.

The visit was noted as singular, only in that he had

never been to her before. Popular addresses for a

new ministry continued to pour in. The City of

London demanded to have supplies stopped. A wild

scramble ensued, delightfully and maliciously told by

Horace Walpole, who quotes Addison's remark on

Virgil, adding ^' Fitt tossed about his dirt loith an air of

majesty.^'

At last, after infinite manoeuvring by Fox, Newcastle,

and minor men, a ministiy was formed, nominally

under the Duke of Devonshire, with Pitt "First

Minister," as Walpole says; Lord Temple, at the

Admiralty; Mr. Legge, Chancellor of the Exchequer •
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and George Grenville, Treasurer of the Navy. What
with Pitt's haughtiness, and his indifference to any-

thing but foreign affairs, says Walpole, the Duke
retained the patronage whilst Pitt had the power.

But he remained prostrated with gout all the winter.

He had no accession of new friends but from the

Tories who hated Fox. And an inveterate paper

war was opened with unlimited abuse directed at his

gout and his supposed new friends. In truth, he

had not now, and never had, any political friend but

himself.

Pitt was now in high office, but hardly yet in power.

His difficulties were extreme, his hold precarious, and

his enemies unbroken. He had, says Carlyle, all

England at his back ; but he had the King, the Duke
of Cumberland, the great magnates against him ; Fox,

the Duke of Newcastle, and the bulk of the Parliament

AYhigs plotting to ruin him. The old gang, who with

Newcastle and Fox had formed what Horace AValpole

called the worst administration in his memory, still

retained their offices and embarrassed their chief.

The condition of the country was as bad. After

half a century of possession, Minorca had been lost

to the French ; a British army had capitulated ; and

a British fleet had been disgraced. The Seven Years'

War had begun. France, Austria, Eussia, with Saxony

and Sweden, were at last united to crush Prussia

—

ninety millions against five. They threatened Hanover,

the King's German dominion ; for George was now at

last the ally of Frederick. England was at war with

France, which threatened to become paramount in the

whole North American continent. The treaty of Aix-

F
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la-Chapelle, which had restored the island of Cape

Breton to France, had omitted to define the boundaries

that separated the peninsula of Nova Scotia from

Canada proper. For years a bitter and irregular

struggle had been carried on between the French and

the British settlers in North America. The British

colonists were said to number 1,200,000 ; the French

about 52,000. But the British were unorganised in

separate colonies, with distinct governments, and had

very slight help from the mother country ; the French

had a single rule, competent soldiers from France, and

a chain of well-placed forts.

France now boldly asserted her claim to the whole

valley of the St. Lawrence and its tributaries, and to

the whole valley of the Mississippi and its tributaries.

She insisted on hemming in the British to the Atlantic

seaboard, east of the Alleghany Mountains. That is

to say, that except Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and

what are now the Eastern States, the whole North

American continent was to be French ; and this,

though the colonists numbered but one in twenty-

four of the British. The French had secured the

support of the principal Indian tribes. The defeat

and death of Braddock, the capture of British stockades

and settlements, and the small results of the fleet

sent out to intercept the reinforcements from France,

seemed to portend that the British colonies were to

be hemmed in along the coast. France now blocked

their extension to the north, to the west, and to the

south. Had this ambitious vision of French states-

men ultimately succeeded, the English language would

not be spoken today throughout the vast American
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continent on any more territory than the strip between

the sea and the Blue Mountains, little more than three

hundred miles broad. The issue—one of the most

momentous in modern history—was determined other-

wise by the energy and genius of one man.

It has been well said that for some years the

biography of Pitt is to be read in the history of the

world. His influence was felt in Europe, in India,

in Africa, in America : from the Baltic to the St.

Lawrence, from the Mediterranean to Bengal—for a

time even more potent than that of Frederick him-

self—inasmuch as Pitt controlled the greatest sea-

power in the world, and thoroughly understood its

ubiquitous force. If Frederick had been crushed in

the Seven Years' War, Central Europe would have

become the prey of Eussia, Austria, and France. And

Frederick well knew what he owed to Pitt. As the

Kins: of Prussia wrote—"C'etait la meilleure tete de

I'Angleterre." Had Dupleix been able to extend and

consolidate the empire he w^as so near founding in

Madras, France, and not England, might have become

the suzerain of Hindustan. If Montcalm had suc-

ceeded in establishing the French control of the

St. Lawrence, the Lakes, and the Mississippi valley,

France, not Britain, would have been the mother

country of America. How^ different would the aspect

of the world be to-day ! In 1755, all these three

possible results were far from improbable. In 1761,

they had become utterly impossible.

The biography of Pitt in these years has to he read

in the history of the world, a history which it is

obvious cannot be even sketched in outline in these
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pages. All that can be done here is to note the

occasions wherein is visible the master-hand of the

British statesman. During the year 1757, Pitt was

hardly master of his own government. The ejected

ministers still retained a dominant influence in the

House. The people were irritated and suffering.

Every measure he proposed was resisted by the in-

trigues of his rivals. But he set to work resolutely

to meet the crisis. As Carlyle insists, Pitt's eye was

ever on America. He saw the need of sending out

to Canada something more than the "two miserable

battalions," which he had formerly denounced. He
now adopted an expedient which was a stroke of

genius, inasmuch as it gave new blood to the British

army, whilst it pacified and employed the angry

blood in the Scotch Highlands. Two battalions of

Highlanders—each one thousand strong—were at once

enrolled, and the command given to chiefs of their

own clans. His design was to recover Cape Breton

and Quebec and drive the French from Canada.

Stringent orders were sent to the naval and military

commanders across the Atlantic to make every effort

to strengthen the army and the fleet. Eight battalions

were sent to America. Fleets were also ordered to

the West Indies, to the Mediterranean, and to India.

Votes for the year 1757 were for £8,355,320 : 55,000

men for the navy ; 45,000 for the army.

One of the first difficulties was the fate of the

unfortunate Admiral Byng, in which the conduct of

Pitt must be pronounced to be wise, generous, and

bold. After Byng's ignominious retreat before the

French fleet, leaving Minorca to its fate, the rage
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and shame of the nation had forced Fox and Newcastle

to order the Admiral home for court-martial. He was

not tried until six months after his return. The court

consisted of four admirals and nine captains. By

the twelfth article of war every seaman who, through

cowardice^ negligence, or disaffection, should not do his

utmost to take or destroy an enemy's ship with

which he was engaged shall suffer death. The four

admirals and the nine captains heard evidence and

the defence, and then acquitted Byng of cowardice

and of disaffection ; but they unanimously found him

guilty of not having done his utmost, and accordingly

condemned him to be shot. They added a recom-

mendation to mercy, on the ground that his offence

was " an error of judgment."

Thereupon violent agitation arose in the public,

and debates in Parliament. The King, and apparently

officers in both services, as w^ell as the general public,

felt that Byng had brought disgrace upon the navy by

a fatal act of weakness. Politicians hoped that the

recommendation to mercy would prevail; but nearly

all of them hesitated to urge it on the King. Fox,

who was Leader of the House when Byng was recalled,

tried to throw the onus on Pitt. Stern disciplinarian

as he ever was, Pitt affirmed in Parliament that he

desired mercy to be shown. He went to the King, and

told him that the House of Commons desired a pardon.

The King cut him short by saying, "You have taught

me to look elsewhere than to the Commons for the

sense of my subjects ! " It was stated in the House

that Captain Keppel, one of the court, had doubts

about the sentence. Pitt procured a respite from the
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King. He carried a Bill to release the members of the

court-martial from their oath of secrecy (by 153

against 23).^ The Bill went to the House of Lords,

where each member of the court-martial was separately

cross-examined by Lord Hardwicke and Lord Mans-

field, the greatest living lawyers, who asked each

officer if he thought the sentence unjust. They all

answered in the negative. Thereupon the Lords

threw out the Bill, and left Byng to his fate. He was

shot on the 14th March 1757, having shown the utmost

intrepidity and dignity of bearing.

On this famous incident, so ill-understood even noM%

one may observe :

—

1. That Byng was not executed in Jiasfe : he was

shot nine months after his arrest, and three months

after his trial, after long debates in both Houses and

frequent respites.

2. He was not executed simply from popular clamour,

for the House of Lords were his worst opponents ; and

two of the greatest lawyers who ever sat there were

his severest judges.

3. The Court, the politicians, and the nation were

all agreed that Byng had lowered his country's flag,

and merited severe punishment—degradation, if not

death. The Article left no alternative but death.

4. The cooler minds saw that the admiral's offence

1 It was on the debate of this Bill that Pitt said: "May I fall

when I refuse jjity to such a suit as Mr, Keppel's, justifying a man
who lies under captivity and the shadow of death ! I thank God I

feel something more than po2tularity—I feel justice ! " Lord Temple,
at the head of the Admiralty, had refused to sign the death-warrant

until its legality was referred to the judges. This was done. It was

pronounced to be legal.
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was fatal error of judgment rather than "negligence,"

and they were willing to give him the benefit of the

doubt.

5. Pitt and Temple fairly did their best to save his

life at the risk of facing the anger of the King, the

contempt of the people, and the intrigues of political

rivals.

Pitt now accomplished what was perhaps the most

conspicuous volte-face in the whole of his many-sided

career. He who for twenty years had stormed against

German entanglements and subsidies to foreign sove-

reigns, he who had won fame as a youth by sneering

at Hanover and the King, now opened his own ministry

to George ll. by advising an alliance with Frederick of

Prussia, and by proposing a vote of £200,000 for the

war. It must be admitted that the change was strong,

for Pitt had condemned this very treaty with Frederick

only the year before ; and so far as his policy can be

said to have regular principle, it was to establish

British ascendency at sea, and across the ocean, but

not to meddle in the centre of Europe. The critics

were ready to sneer. Fox was equal to the occasion

and to himself, when he reminded Pitt of his famous

trope that "the German measures would be a mill-

stone round the neck of the minister," and he could

but hope this German measure would prove to be an

ornament round the neck of the present minister.

This was a very pretty bit of parliamentary satire.

But the case was now changed ; the men were diiferent

;

and the purpose was not the same. Pitt cared little

for rigid consistency, for unchangeable alliances and
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eternal enmities. He would not have been a great

statesman if he did. He saw that he had been wrong

in opposing the alliance with Frederick, that he had

not understood the man. He saw it, and he frankly

admitted it. To prevent Prussia being crushed by the

gigantic confederacy of five Powers was a very different

thing from assisting Maria Theresa to regain her ances-

tral dominions. Lastly, to protect Hanover from being

absorbed by France, because the Elector of Hanover

was King of England, was a very different thing from

flinging away English blood and treasure to promote

the ambition and second the quarrels of the Elector of

Hanover. Pitt's policy, as he clearly showed, was

this :—he would not sacrifice British interests for

Hanoverian objects, but he Avould not let Hanover

be sacrificed solely by reason of its connection with

England. This was a perfectly intelligible policy

;

and it was a sound policy. Pitt's change of front was

startling ; but it has an adequate defence.

When Pitt was at last admitted to the closet of his

ungracious King, he behaved with ostentatious, perhaps

preposterous, humility ; would not be seated in the

royal presence ; and, when unable to stand for his

gout, would address his sovereign kneeling on a stool.

Carlyle will have it that Pitt " had some reverence for

George." Not for the man, one thinks ; but Pitt, in

his imaginative and tragedy-king \ein, seems to have

felt the visiljle presence of his Sacred Majesty as a sort

of consecration of his own power. His Sacred Majesty,

at any rate at first, showed small reverence for the

odious minister who forced himself on his King, and

grumbled at the debating sjjeeches he was required to
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listen to from his counsellor. Queen Yjctoria, it is

whispered, complained that Mr. Gladstone "talked to

her as if she were a public meeting." Pitt, we may

be sure, talked to George as he had talked to the

ministry of Walpole or Granville. George said Pitt

was tedious and pompous, and had never read books

on International Law. He was "alternately harsh and

subservient to his sovereign," they said. As to Temple,

—who was free and easy, treated the King as if he

were Newcastle or Granville, and dared to say that

Byng had merely shown the same prudence as George

had shown at Oudenarde—the King found him unbear-

able. He said, "Xow ministers are king."

Cumberland, who was to command the army sent to

Germany, almost stipulated that Pitt should be dis-

missed before he sailed. Newcastle, who still con-

trolled a great party in the Commons, and Fox, Avho

was thirsting for place, carried on a set of incessant

intrigues, M'hich fill the Memoirs and make them as

amusing as any romance. George at last saw an

opportunity to strike his blow. Temple was sum-

marily dismissed from the Admiralty. Pitt refused

to resign. The King sent for his seals and those of

Mr. Legge, the Chancellor of the Exchequer. Pitt's

friends in the government followed him and resigned.

For eleven weeks the game of ministerial combina-

tions went on with as many surprises and changes as

any in the Comedy of Errors or the Fourheries de Scajnn.

The public excitement was intense. The Stocks fell.

The City voted Pitt its freedom in a costly casket.

The other great towns followed suit. AValpole says

—

" for some weeks it rained gold boxes." The agitation
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was almost like that which carried the Eeform Bill of

1832, Endless combinations of Peers and Commoners
were tried and torn up in a day. In the meantime

Parliament was sitting ; a war was being waged at sea

and land ; there was no government ; the King, the

Duke of Cumberland, the Prince of Wales and his

mother—all had their own partisans pulling different

ways. In the House, an inquiry was being forced on,

to fix the responsibility for the loss of Minorca and other

disasters. If Pitt had used all his fire, it is thought he

might have crushed for ever both Newcastle and Fox.

The amazing and amusing result of all such serio-

comedy was this. Instead of crushing Newcastle and

Fox, who had just driven him from power, instead of

defying the King, who had rudely dismissed him, Pitt

became his absolute First Minister, and that in coali-

tion with Newcastle, with Fox, and even with that

"execrable minister," Carteret-Granville. The won-

derful peripeteia has been told by Macaulay with such

truth and such conciseness, that it is well to borrow

his account. Pitt, he says, had found by experience

that he could not stand alone. Without rank, without

fortune, without borough interest, hated by the King,

hated by the aristocracy, he was still a person of the

first importance in the state. He had formed a

ministry, had excluded his chief rivals from it—these

the most powerful Whig Peer and the ablest debater

in the Commons.

He now found that he had gone too far. He had

the people, but no majority in the people's House.

Newcastle had wealth, rank, parliamentary influence,

prestige, long practice in intrigue. Fox in oratorical
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power was only inferior to Pitt, and in adroit debating

even his superior. The King preferred Newcastle;

Cumberland held by Fox; the public clamoured for

Pitt. Newcastle had been turned out by the public

indignation. Pitt had been turned out by want of

parliamentary backing. Newcastle wanted patronage

more than power. Fox wanted money more than

power. Pitt wanted nothing but power, and refused

to share it with Newcastle or with Fox. Newcastle,

Fox, or Pitt each could turn out the other two.

Neither could maintain a government alone. United

they would be irresistible. Pitt, Fox, and Newcastle's

nominees need fear no opposition in the House. The

Duke could answer for the army of place-hunters and

the benevolent neutrality of the magnates. Pitt could

rouse the cities, the services, and the nation to a white

heat of enthusiasm. In face of such a coalition, the

King, the royalties, and the factions could do nothing.

After infinite negotiations and shuffling of the cards,

in which Lord Chesterfield, Lord Hardwicke, and

Lord Mansfield played important parts, and Pitt

showed firmness and dignity, a combination was

secured whereby Pitt gained everything he desired.

He himself became Secretary of State, Leader of the

House of Commons, and undoubted First Minister.

The Duke was one of the Commissioners at the Trea-

sury along with George Grenville, where he could

continue to job and patronise to his heart's content.

Fox was kicked downstairs from cabinet rank into the

Pay Office, where he was content to make a vast for-

tune by illicit perquisites. Legge returned to the

Exchequer, and Temple returned as Privy Seal.
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Granville, a drunkard and a wreck, remained President

of the Council. On the face of it, this might seem to

be the old ministry of Newcastle, Fox, and Pitt. In

truth, it was nothing of the kind. It was a ministry

in which Pitt was absolute master; the rest were

ciphers. Newcastle retained jobbery without power

or dignity. Fox obtained money without power or

rank. Both were practically degraded. Pitt had

placed his friends, George Grenville, James Grenville,

Temple, and Legge, where he wanted them. He had

the sole control. He now broke with the pocket-

borough system, having sat during twenty years for

seats in the gift of his own family or of the Pelhams.

He now had himself elected for the city of Bath,

where indeed he had to pass many weary months as

an invalid. The King Avas checkmated. Parliament

became obsequious and silent ; and Pitt, freed from the

solicitations of obscure place-hunters and the worry of

a strong opposition, was able to devote his whole soul

to the nation. This ministry, for now it was really

Pitt's ministry, in four years won more temporary

glory and effected more permanent results than any

English ministry ^ within the same time.

Pitt, now in sole control at the helm of state,

devoted himself with intense ardour to all the details

of administration, so far as concerned military and

naval affairs, and foreign policy. \ In these he was all

that Frederick was in Prussia, or Napoleon was as

1 Lord Waldegrave, who Avent to Kensington to watcli the new
ministers present themselves to the King, says Pitt and his friends

were decent and sensilde : neither insolent nor awkward. The Duke
and his party showed such fear and shame that made them objects

of pity.
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Emperor. He spared no labour; nothing was too

small for his attention. His orders were exact, clear,

peremptory; his dispatches lucid expositions of defi-

nite policies. The special characteristic of his rule lay

in the choice of fit men to lead an expedition, to devise

a plan of strateg}^, or to conduct a negotiation. He
utterly discarded seniority as a ground of promotion.

He would pick out for service new men, usually young,

often unknown men. He would trust them with full

powers, and took personal care to give them resources

adequate for each task. It was his wonderful power

of judging men, of measuring the needs of each under-

taking beforehand, of insisting on rapidity and punc-

tuality, of following up each blow by another, that

secured such dazzling results in action. Civilian as he

was, Pitt filled each man he employed with that pat-

riotic passion which Frederick, Nelson, and Napoleon

infused into their officers and men. It was said—No
one ever left Pitt's cabinet without feeline: himself ao
braver man.

Though he was "constitutional minister" in a

parliamentary government, Pitt soon became as per-

emptory and despotic as Frederick or Napoleon him-

self. Many are the tales of his dictatorial ways. He
often bearded the King, as when George, in a rage at

his son's signing the surrender of Kloster-Zeven, cried

out, "I gave him no orders to treat!" "No, Sir,"

said Pitt, "but you gave him very full powers !
" The

story went that when the Duke of Newcastle hesitated

to sign Treasury orders for army stores, Pitt sent

word that he would have the Duke impeached. When
a general complained that he could not obtain the
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supplies he needed, Pitt sent round to eacli Board royal

commands to have these demands immediately satis-

fied. Lord Anson had been forced on Pitt as head of

the Admiralty by the King and Lord Hardwicke,

Anson's father-in-law. Pitt compelled the Naval Com-
missioners to countersign his own dispatches, which

he would not allow them to read. So Lord Temple

declared, and that he actually sent out fleets with

sealed orders without suffering the Board of Admiralty,

which supplied and commissioned them, to know
whither they were sent.

From the first Pitt conceived a set of grand schemes.

He found his country at war with France, and the

great Coalition of Sovereigns ready to crush Prussia

and Hanover. He decided to save both ; and, in order

to create a diversion to the west, he prepared an

invasion of France in the Bay of Biscay. At the

same time he arranged to supply Frederick with men
and money without stint. He sent strong reinforce-

ments to the East Lidies to second the efforts of the

Company, where the genius of Clive was about to

found an Empire. The French ports, both on the

Atlantic and in the Mediterranean, were to be watched

and blockaded, whilst the French fleets were to be

driven from the seas. Above all, the French settle-

ment in Canada was to be annexed, and the British

dominion secured in the valleys of the St. Lawrence

and of the Mississippi and Ohio. These mighty results,

in distant lands and in four different continents, were

all effected within a few years by one who was neither

Sovereign nor Conqueror, but a decrepit civilian who

only left St. James's Square for Hayes or the waters
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of Bath, who never "set a squadron in the field," but

who "organised victory," as was said of Carnot, by

his true and far-reaching vision, by insight into human

capacities, by fiery energy, and by infusing into a

nation his own heroic soul.

It must be admitted that the first expeditions on

the Continent were anything but successful. The

Duke of Cumberland was defeated in Germany, and

made a pitiable surrender, which his father repudiated,

disowning his son with passion. Pitt, whom the Duke
had striven to degrade, generously stood by the fallen

commander, and enabled him to escape further punish-

ment by resigning his office and retiring into civil life.

He then induced George to appoint Prince Ferdinand

of Brunswick commander of an army of 30,000 Hano-

verians, who before long drove the French from the

Electorate and protected Frederick on that side. This

at last overcame the ill-will of Kino- George ; for Pitt

was now himself become " a Hanover-troop minister,"

indeed under quite altered circumstances. "Give me
your confidence. Sire," said the minister, "and I will

deserve it." " Deserve my confidence. Sir," said the

King in turn, "and you shall have it." The King,

who wanted neither sense nor a rough wit, had the

best of the altercation. At last he saw that Pitt de-

served his confidence, and he henceforth steadily gave it.

The expeditions against the coast of France did not

effect very much. A very powerful fleet was de-

spatched to Rochefort, with sealed orders to seize

that fort. A large army was placed on board, and

great preparations for a landing were made. The
whole French coast was alarmed, and the nation
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astonished. Such secrecy was observed as to the

objective of attack that Lord Anson, at the head of

the Admiralty, was not allowed to know their destina-

tion. He told Pitt that it was impossible to comply

with his orders for the ships and their equipment.

Pitt replied that he would have Anson impeached if

they were not ready at the time ordered. In result,

the expedition was mismanaged and nothing effective

was done. A fresh expedition was organised, which

landed and attacked St. Malo, but with small results.

A third expedition destroyed the forts at Cherbourg,

capturing cannon and colours and ammunition. A
fourth expedition against St. Malo met with a dis-

astrous repulse, with the loss of a thousand men in

killed, wounded, and prisoners.

These repeated expeditions to attack French sea-

ports have been severely criticised as the weakest parts

of Pitt's schemes, and even as preposterous follies.

They were indeed very costly demonstrations. Fox

said "it was breaking windows with guineas." King

George said, "You may brag of taking their guns:

they will brag that they drove you away ! " Lord

George Sackville refused to command the last expedi-

tion, and said he "wanted no more buccaneering."

From Pitt's point of view of defeating the French,

there is something to be said to the contrary. Of the

four expeditions, the last only had ended in repulse

and defeat. The first three had been eifected abso-

lutely without loss in ships or men ; and if they had

brought no permanent advantage, they had inflicted

on the enemy humiliation and alarm. Pitt well remem-

bered the confusion and paralysis caused in England
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at the panic of a French expedition being about to

invade our shores. He no doubt counted on the effect

in France of four actual descents on French soil, and

the attack and capture of their forts and fortresses.

He could not expect to retain any footing on the terri-

tory of France. But he amply secured his main objects

—to make the Continent feel the ascendency of Britain

at sea, and to draw off French forces from Germany to

the defence of their western seaboard. Frederick of

Prussia and Ferdinand of Brunswick admitted that

this had been accomplished. Wanton and idle in

themselves, these costly attacks on the French ports

must be judged as part of the central scheme of Pitt's

policy. This now was : to destroy the vast colonial

settlements in Asia, Africa, and America which France

had been building up for a generation, and to plant

on their ruins a still vaster British Empire. And to

secure this end it was essential to crush the French

naval power, and to paralyse the naval bases of the

French fleets.

Another remarkable scheme of Pitt's, to aid in the

war on France, was his secret proposal to Spain in

1757 to cede Gibraltar, which for fifty years had been

in British possession, on condition of Spain joining the

war against France, and enabling Britain to recover

Minorca from the French. Pitt induced the King and

his cabinet to join in this momentous offer, taking

great pains with a long dispatch he wrote himself in

three days to present to the Spanish Court every

argument which might operate on their minds. The
Spanish Court declined to entertain the proposal,

having no taste for a war with France, however great

G

^
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their eagerness to recover their historic fort. Gibraltar

accordingly has flown the Union Jack for exactly two

hundred years, with all the consequences that we
know. How different many things would have been

if Spain had listened to Pitt's proposal ! That it should

have been made by such a man at such a time may
serve to illustrate the range of his ideas, and the

ascendency he had now acquired over the King and

his advisers.

"The warfare of 1758 was waged through all the

four quarters of the globe," says Earl Stanhope, in

the grand manner of his great kinsman himself.

Wherever France had laid the foundations of Empire,

—

in India, in Africa, in America,—there Pitt, not content

with bombarding her western ports, and driving her

armies out of Hanover, continued to assail her by

a British fleet and constant expeditions. The French

under Colbert had wrung from the Portuguese and

the Dutch the valuable colony of Senegal, stretching

for five hundred miles on the West Coast of Africa from

Cape Blanco to the Gambia. They held Fort Louis on the

mouth of the Senegal, and fortified the island of Goree,

which commanded the Gambia. A Quaker merchant

having proposed to Pitt an expedition to annex the

settlement, which this " passive resister," with an eye

to the main chance, assured him could be efi'ected

" without bloodshed," he straightway dispatched a

fleet with about one thousand marines and regular

troops—in what would now be called "a peaceful

mission of commerce." The French forces were over-

powered ; and for some years Senegal remained under

the British flag.
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This ministry of Pitt marks also the foundation of

the British Empire in India, which is usually dated

from the victory of Plassey in 1757 over the Nabob of

Beno:al and that of Wandewash in 1761 over the

French Lally. But these events belong to the life of

Clive or of Sir Eyre Coote, not to that of Chatham

;

and they need not be recorded here except in outline.

The record of daring, of fraud, of rapacity, of genius

and heroism by which that wonderful dominion was

rapidly achieved come only in an incidental way into

the career of Chatham. When he first entered into

power in England, the East India Company were still

struggling to hold their ground against the French,

and had merely an insecure foothold in Madras and

Calcutta. Clive was restoring their fortunes and

making his own by marvellous feats of audacity,

vigour, and unscrupulous genius both for policy and

war. He saved to the Company Madras and the

Carnatic ; he was the real founder of Calcutta ; he

secured Bengal. He struck right and left at the

French settlements or the Dutch, and made the

Hoogly a British river. The British then turned

upon the French settlement, and by the sword of Sir

Eyre Coote at Wandewash, the defeat of the brave

Lally Tollendal, and the capture of Pondicherry,

finally extinguished the prospects of a French empire

in Hindustan. Those momentous four years from 1757

to 1761 had changed the whole future of the Indian

Peninsula. But the home government had no great

share in the work, beyond supporting the Company
with able soldiers and a small fleet. It was the star of

Pitt rather than his genius which made his ministry
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coincide with the birth of that Raj which has now

made the King of England Emperor of Hindustan.

The deeds by which it was founded cannot be set down

except indirectly to increase his glory or to burden

his last account at the Judgment-Seat of human

history.

Pitt most ardently supported the Company and its

officers in their struggles, as his zealous temper in

part inspired their courage. In the famous speech he

made in the Parliament of December 1757, reported

only in fragments by Horace Walpole, we are told how

he "burst out into an Eastern panegyric. There he

found Watson, Pococke, and Clive :—what astonishing

success had Watson had with only three ships, which

had been laid up for some time on land ! He did not

stay to careen this, and condemn that, but at once

sailed into the body of the Ganges. He was supported

by Clive, that man not born for a desk ; that heaven-

horn General, whose magnanimity, resolution, deter-

mination, and execution would charm a King of

Prussia, and whose presence of mind astonished the

Indies !
" We may feel sure that these were not Pitt's

exact words. But we can see the meaning, and can

understand how the thrill of them would pass across

the ocean to Bengal and the Carnatic.

y With the conquest of Canada and the establishment

of the British name in the valley of the Mississippi it

was far otherwise. Here the design, the choice of men,

the preparation of the armaments both by sea and

land was the work of Pitt, and almost solely his direct

and personal work. This is the part of his policy

which produced the greatest and most abiding efiects
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upon the face of the world. He saw from the first the

vast possibilities in the American Continent. He saw

that the only serious rivals to be feared were France

or Spain, both powers having fleets and strong places

on the other side of the Atlantic. With a view of

detaching Spain from France, Pitt had sent friendly

overtures to Spain coupled with the dazzling bribe of

the conditional cession of Gibraltar in exchange for

Minorca. He now determined to assail the French

possessions in America on all sides at once. He grasped

the essential condition of success, and saw the cause of

the late disasters which had befallen his first attempts

and those of his predecessors. It was necessary to

send an overpowering force, and at the same time by

our superior sea-power to intercept all reinforcements

from Europe. This had failed in the year 1757. Pitt

now prepared a still larger force, which was to be

backed up with several fleets. He was bent on nothing

short of driving the French flag from the whole North

American continent.

The preparations for the eventful year 1758 were

on a formidable scale, which might make Walpole turn

in his grave. Supplies were voted for about ten

millions and a half. £1,861,000 was devoted to

foreign subsidies. There were to be 60,000 seamen

and 86,500 land forces, or, including the Irish service,

100,000 men. An immense fleet of forty-one ships

under Admiral Boscawen was sent out in February to

reinforce the fleet at Halifax. To cut oflf reinforce-

ments from France, Spain, or the Mediterranean, Lord

Hawke with seven ships was sent to blockade the

French ports ; and Osborne with fifteen ships was sent
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to cruise along the coast of Spain, and cut off any fleet

from the Spanish or Mediterranean ports. Young,

daring, and ambitious soldiers were chosen for im-

portant commands : Wolfe, Lord Howe, Amherst,

Forbes, men of the stamp of Clive, who were promoted

over all their seniors in rank. Pitt devised three

separate expeditions, two directed against Canada, one

into the Mississippi valley ; and he furnished all three

with ample forces, elaborate instructions, and peremp-

tory orders. The whole was based on exhaustive

study of the local conditions and the strategical

problems.

The first expedition was directed against Louisburg

in the island of Cape Breton, and was the most im-

portant of all. Louisburg was the most valuable port

that France possessed on the American continent. It

commanded the entrance to the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

The fleet which made this its base could effectually

close the whole length of the River St. Lawrence and

its valley, and prevent it from receiving succour by

sea. Against that cardinal point in the defences of

Canada, Admiral Boscawen and General Amherst were

sent in June with a fleet of 150 sail and an army of

nearly 12,000 men. The fortress was very strong and

amply prepared for a siege. The invaders were far

stronger in ships and in men, but were heavily impeded

by bad weather. By the heroism of the young Wolfe

and the audacity and resource of Boscawen's seamen,

Louisburg fell in July, and with it the island of St.

John's in the Gulf. The St. Lawrence was hence-

forth closed to France.

It is no part of the Life of Pitt to describe the opera-
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tions of war achieved by the fleets and armies he

dispatched. When the ships had sailed across the

Atlantic, the minister at home had no power to in-

fluence the issue. The conquest of Canada, the cross-

ing of the Alleghanies and securing to Britain the

valley of the Ohio, belong to the history of England,

to the biographies of Wolfe, Amherst, Forbes, and

Washington, but only in general design concern the

biographer of Pitt. The second expedition was aimed

at that long basin stretching northwards from Fort

William Henry at the foot of Lake George, through

Forts Ticonderoga and Crown Point to Lake Cham-

plain, and thence by the Richelieu river to Sorel in

the valley of St. Lawrence, half-way between Montreal

and Quebec. The force destined to strike this blow

consisted of some 15,000 troops, of whom 6000 were

British regulars, with more than a thousand lake boats.

They were commanded by General James Abercromby,

who owed his appointment more to political influence

than to his own energy or resource ; but Pitt had

chosen as his lieutenant and real leader the young

and gallant Lord Howe, whom he himself called

"the complete model of military virtue." Howe
was named by his men and his brother ofiicers, as

by Wolfe himself, the best soldier in the British

army; and little doubt can exist that, had he lived

to lead the expedition, its immense strength and

equipment would have given it victory. But on the

first day of landing from Lake George, in order to

approach Ticonderoga, Howe was killed in a skirmish,

possibly by a shot from his own men whilst he was

leading the attack. Abercromby was incapable of
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following up so adventurous an attack on a fort

defended by the brilliant Montcalm with 3600 good

men. After losing 2000 of his force, the feeble

Abercromby beat a retreat and was recalled home

amidst the bitter groans of the government and the

nation.

A partial, and not unimportant success, was won
by Bradstreet with a part of Abercromby's force.

Having persuaded that general to let him lead 3000

provincial troops to the westwards against Fort Oswego

on the Ontario Lake, he pushed across it and captured

Fort Frontenac, which stands at the north-eastern end

of Lake Ontario, whence the St. Lawrence river issues

to the sea. With the surrender of Fort Frontenac,

Bradstreet captured all the French ships on Lake

Ontario, which henceforward served as a British base.

By these simultaneous captures of Louisburg and

Frontenac, though separated by nearly one thousand

miles of waterway, the valley of the St. Lawrence

was closed to the French, both at its source in Lake

Ontario on the south-west, and on its outfall into

the Gulf on the north-east. And at the same time

the command of Lake Ontario brought the British

within measurable distance of the headwaters of

the Alleghany river whereon stood Fort Duquesne,

the spot where the defeat and repulse of Braddock

in 1755 had roused such just indignation and alarm.

The third expedition was to pass due west from

Pennsylvania, to cross the Alleghany Mountains and

to attack Fort Duquesne, which lies at the junction

of several rivers all flowing into the Ohio, and is

situated about three hundred miles from the Atlantic
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seaboard. This force consisted of 1400 Highlanders

and about 5000 or 6000 Colonials. It had a very

arduous task, owing to the approach of winter and

the unknown road through virgin forests and a lofty

mountain range. It was commanded by General

Forbes, a soldier of great energy and prudence,

having as his second, Colonel George Washington,

whose splendid conduct in the rout of Braddock

three years before had raised him to the command of

the Colonial troops. Forbes started from Philadelphia

in July; but his excessive caution in advancing by

stages from one fortified post to another, the moun-

tainous route, and the bad weather, delayed him so

that he did not reach Fort Duquesne until the end

of November. He found it evacuated by the French

and the fortifications blown up. Their force was

wholly incapable of resisting Forbes's army ; and the

capture of Frontenac by Bradstreet had stopped the

supplies which were to reach them by way of

the Northern Lakes. Fort Duquesne being destroyed,

Forbes, stricken as he was with mortal disease, planted

a new fort on this most dominant spot, to which he

gave the name of Pitt. He wrote to Pitt (27th

November) :
" I have used the freedom of giving

your name to Fort Duquesne, as I hope it was in

some measure the being actuated by your spirits

that now makes us masters of the place."

Pitt in his reply (of 23rd January 1759) praises in

fitting terms the well-concerted plan, the prudence,

judgment, and resolution which has won this success

"of the highest importance." He presses on the

general the need of using every efifort to retain
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control of the Ohio valley, to cultivate the loyal

co-operation and union of the Colonists, and to con-

ciliate and form alliances with the Indian tribes. The
genius of Pitt at once descried the value of this new
possession. Pittsburg stands on the junction of the

Alleghany and the Monongahela rivers with the grand

Ohio ; and with its dependencies it has to-day a

population of quite half a million. It is one of the

great industrial centres, and the point of junction

of immense lines of railroad. Neither Pitt nor

Washington, nor any man in that century, could

possibly have foreseen that the new settlement was

to grow into the greatest iron and coal centre of the

world, as little as they could have imagined how a

penniless Scotch lad would one day build up from

out its lurid furnaces a colossal business, of which

the profits were ultimately to spread across America

and Britain the means of learning and culture.^ How
few of all the toilers in those mines and steel-yards,

how few of all those citizens or tourists who pass

through the Iron City towards the Northern Lakes

or the Western plains, remember how the name of

Pittsburg recalls the fact that Pitt and Washington,

separated as they were by 3000 miles of ocean, com-

bined in planting that dominant stronghold whence

the Far West of the continent was ultimately secured

to their common race !

But an achievement far more brilliant in itself, and

1 Andrew Carnegie, born at Ditnfermline, and now of New York
and Skibo Castle, developed at Pittsburg tlie immense steel-works,

and thence accumulated the vast fortune which he has since devoted

to the cause of public education.
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even more momentous in its issue on the future of

the British Empire, was now undertaken by the/
aspiring genius of Pitt. It was nothing less than

the conquest of Canada from the French, who had

been in complete occupation of that vast district for

two centuries. The central expedition was to ascend

the St. Lawrence river and to attack the cities of

Quebec and Montreal. But this was to be supported

by three other lines of attack : one from the Lakes

George and Champlain to the St. Lawrence ; the

second from Fort Niagara on Lake Ontario to reach

the source of the St. Lawrence river ; the third from

Pittsburg to Lake Erie. This vast area of combined

operations, extending over an extent of six hundred

or seven hundred miles through a wild country with

virgin forests and unbridged rivers, could hardly be

a complete success even in the most perfect conditions

of modern war. The strategic conception was gigantic

and practically beyond the resources of the age. No
one of the three supporting movements quite effected

its object or reached the goal—which was the St.

Lawrence valley—in time. But important results

were obtained by all three ; and they greatly con-

tributed to the ultimate triumph.

The main task was entrusted to the youthful

G-eneral James Wolfe—who, though then but thirty-

two, had seen sixteen years of active service in war,

and had fought in great and desperate battles in

Germany, in France, and in America. At the age

of twenty-one he had been publicly thanked by his

commander. At twenty-two he had won his rank of

Colonel. If he had been in command at Eochefort,
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it was believed the cattack would have succeeded. The

conquest of Cape Breton was mainly his work. This

was the youthful hero—the Nelson of the Army he

has been called—whom Pitt selected to lead the

arduous task of the conquest of Canada.

The young general was put in command of an army

of some 8600 excellent soldiers, supported by a fleet

which numbered in all nearly fifty sail. They were

opposed by the gallant Montcalm, who had more than

15,000 men, mostly native levies, with a strong and

skilful contingent of Indians. The story of that

amazing victory belongs rather to the history of

England and of the British Empire than to the Life of

Pitt. What Englishman does not know that stirring

and pathetic epic 1 How, for eleven weeks, the

British force sought to pierce some joint in the vast

defences that Montcalm had spread round Quebec

—

how the fortress, towering like another Gibraltar

above the rushing tide of the St. Lawrence, seemed

to defy the attacks, whilst Montcalm, with an army

nearly double that of Wolfe, lay entrenched below its

ramparts—how Wolfe himself, racked with disease,

anxiety, and fever, having exhausted every device,

and having lost a tenth of his whole command, wrote

home to Pitt a dispatch full of ominous doubts, but

ending with the promise of one last effort—how, by a

kind of heroic intuition, he put his whole force on

barges at night and silently stole past the sleeping

enemy, till he reached the other side of the mighty

fortress—how in the darkness a few thousand High-

landers and Grenadiers scaled the precipitous crags

which rise three hundred feet from the water's edge
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and dragged up there a single cannon—how in the

morning the French general to his amazement found

the British army drawn up in line of battle on the

height which he had considered unscaleable, and had

given no adequate guard—how a desperate battle took

place under the walls of the citadel—short, sharp,

and decisive, a battle wherein the first and second

generals in command on both sides fell—how Wolfe

was thrice wounded and died in the very arms of

victory within a few yards of his noble opponent

—

how the memory of both is enshrined in one common
monument, dear to Briton as to Frank—how this

sudden, unhoped for, almost impossible triumph sent a

thrill through the whole British race, and practically

decided the mighty issue—the transfer of the Northern

half of the American continent from the French to the

English Crown. It is a household word with the

English race ; nor need the circumstances be again

rehearsed in the Life of Pitt. The hand that did the

deed was the hand of AVolfe. But the voice that

bade it to be done—the eye that saw its future possi-

bilities—the brain which conceived it, was the voice,

the eye, the brain of Pitt.

The joy of the nation, passing from the depths of

anxiety to the extravagance of triumph, but darkened

by the loss of the young leader, was well painted

in the famous passage of Walpole's Memoirs. " The

incidents of dramatic fiction could not be conducted

with more address to lead an audience from despon-

dency to sudden exultation, than accident prepared

to excite the passions of a whole people. They de-

spaired—they triumphed—and they wept—for Wolfe
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had fallen in the hour of victory ! Joy, grief, curi-

osity, astonishment, were painted in every counten-

ance; the more they inquired, the higher their

admiration rose. Not an incident but was heroic

and affecting
!

" The popular instinct coupled the

names of Pitt and Wolfe as the authors of this

astonishing success, which even inspired the gentle

soul of Cowper to celebrate them both together in

his Task—a passage wherein patriotism has almost

extinguished poetry.

The capture of Quebec, after a series of hazards and

vicissitudes as striking as any in the history of war,

was almost followed by its recapture. The French

recovered from their panic, and severely defeated the

British garrison, who were only saved by the timely

arrival of a few ships of war. The French then with-

drew up the St. Lawrence for a last stand at Montreal.

From East, West, and South, three British forces

were now concentrated on the city—one from the

St. Lawrence, one from Lake Champlain, and one from

Lake Ontario—the three concentric armies as origin-

ally designed by Pitt, and now amounting to 17,000

men. Slowly, but surely, in spite of extraordinary

difficulties from virgin forests, rapids, and rocks, the

three British armaments met at Montreal. Nothing

remained to the gallant Frenchmen but unconditional

surrender. On September 8, 1760, Canada and all

its dependencies passed to the British Crown. French

soldiers and sailors were sent back to France in British

ships. Free exercise of religion, their local French

law, and their property, were guaranteed to all

Canadians and to all Frenchmen who chose to remain.
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• Thus by a few sudden strokes, half a continent

passed over to Great Britain. And for one hundred

and forty years the vast wilderness north of the St.

Lawrence and the Great Lakes, far away to the

Pacific, has been steadily filling up with British

settlers, and forming a vigorous element in the British

Empire. But, socially and politically, the foundation

of Fort Pitt, and the expulsion of the French from the

valleys of the Ohio and the Mississippi, was an even

more momentous achievement. A few years before

1760, the French had claimed for their own sphere of

influence the whole American continent north of the

St. Lawrence and west of the Ohio. They mainly

controlled the native Indian tribes, and they held

military posts along the valleys of the St. Lawrence

and of the Mississippi. This dominion was far too

vast for France in the age of Louis XV. to maintain

or to people. From the mouths of the Mississippi to

Cape Breton, the key of the St. Lawrence, is a dis-

tance of more than two thousand miles. The claim

was not based on population, or any real power. But

it had an imposing show, and it rested on a skilfully

constructed network of forts. Had the claim been made

good, more than half the American continent would

have remained under the French flag, would have

maintained the language, laws, and political system of

France.

Mr. J. R. Green, the Historian of the English

People, tells us that " with the triumph of Wolfe, the

history of the United States began,"—"Pitt laid the

foundation of the great Republic of the West."

"Really a considerable Fact in the History of th^
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World," says Carlyle—"Fact principally due to Pitt."

This is no place to moralise over the fierce rivalry

of races and the selfish ambition of statesmen. The
historical facts are our immediate concern. And no

years in modern history are more pregnant with

incalculable issues than those closing years of the

reign of George ll., wherein it was finally decided that

the English language, common law, literature, and

Wood, should be settled on the continent of America

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, from the Arctic

Ocean to the Gulf of Mexico. The Colonies felt the

great future that was now opened to them with a

clear vision which was hardly possible in Europe.

The pulpits of New England resounded with thanks-

giving, and a young preacher at Boston declared that,

with the continued blessing of Heaven, the Colonies

"will become, in another century or two, a mighty

empire"—"not independent of the mother country,"

he added. Such are the forecasts of man !

^ Full of visions of a transoceanic Empire to be,

Pitt relentlessly pursued his scheme to crush the

maritime power of France and of Spain, the only two

powers which then had to be considered at sea. He
saw clearly, as Captain Mahan has lucidly shown,

that, if France had been driven from America and

from India, and Spain had been checked in the West
Indies, it had been effected by the naval ascendency

of Britain. And as to Pitt and to the men of his

age colonies meant exclusive Commerce, and the

monopoly of Trade meant wealth, and commercial

wealth meant national strength, Pitt passionately

aimed at barring the rivals of his country from found-
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ing colonial possessions or pushing a transoceanic

trade. He could nurse no illusion as to the possibility

of holding any French territory in Europe. But he

designed to crush any French settlement in any part of

the world ; and he thoroughly understood that France

would be exhausted in the effort to retain any trans-

marine possession ; whilst, by supporting Frederick of

Prussia, he caused her to drain herself in continental

wars. «i

These schemes were perfectly intelligible and con-

sistently followed; and whatever we think of their

justice or wisdom, they were designed by a true

master of statecraft. The conquest of French colonies

on the West Coast of Africa was followed by the

capture of Guadeloupe and Marie Galante, and of some

small islands in the West Indies. The French were

now roused to make reprisals by a home-thrust on

their enemy, and the Due de Choiseul boldly resolved

on a fresh invasion of England. Great preparations

were made at all ports; transports were collected;

ships of the line equipped; and troops assembled at

various points. They supposed that, as large fleets

and armies had been dispatched by Pitt to various

parts of the world, a descent on the English coast

might be effected. They did not rightly estimate the

difference between a Pitt and a Newcastle. In 1756

England had looked forward with alarm to a French

invasion. In 1759 it was treated with scorn.

The English minister calmly awaited the attack

without weakening his forces abroad. He proudly

reminded the Spanish government, which was being

solicited by France as an ally, that the King's regular

H
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forces in these islands amounted to more than 40,000

men, that thirty-five ships of the line, besides frigates,

were manned and equipped for home service. Over and

above this, the militia was called out in full ; bounties

were offered to volunteer seamen and landsmen.

Large sums in aid of parliamentary supplies were

subscribed by London and the principal cities. A
squadron was stationed off Dunkirk to blockade the

French in that port ; and a more powerful fleet und^r

Admiral Hawke blockaded Brest. Rodney bombarded

the French transports preparing in Havre. Boscawen

with fourteen ships watched the port of Toulon in the

Mediterranean ; and, when the French fleet had issued

through the Straits of Gibraltar, he chased them and

destroyed or took five ships off Cape Lagos, near the

southern angle of Portugal; and he drove the re-

mainder of the French ships into Cadiz, where they

were blockaded.

^ The French scheme of invasion was still persisted

in. A violent storm in October, driving away the

blockading forces, enabled two of their fleets to set

sail; one from Dunkirk, and one from Brest. The

fleet that escaped from Dunkirk was driven round

Scotland to Ireland, and finally was captured in the

Irish Channel. The larger fleet from Brest was driven

into Q.uiberon Bay, a most dangerous and rocky coast

;

where Hawke, by splendid seamanship and rare

audacity, broke up the fleet of Conflans of twenty-one

ships of the line, and practically annihilated the nav}^

of France. The naval victory of Quiberon Bay, gained

almost entirely by skill and daring in handling ships

in a gale on a treacherous coast, at a loss in killed of
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not more than forty men, ranks with La Hogue and

Trafalgar in the history of the British navy. For a

generation France ceased to be a great Sea Power. ^
Not content with tearing from France her nascent

dominion in India, her new colonies on the Senegal in

Africa, some West Indian islands, and the whole of

her vast territories on the North American continent,

Pitt resolutely supported Frederick in his war with

France and her allies, and gave him immense subsidies

year by year, and no small forces on land. He de-

clared "that America could be won in Germany"

—

meaning, no doubt, that if France was made a principal

in the Seven Years' War to crush Prussia, and thus

exhausted herself in the struggle, she would leave

Canada and the Mississippi valley to be conquered by

the British. Pitt, says Carlyle, was " King of England

for four years," and proved himself to be Frederick's

principal and almost his only help. "Blessing" is

Carlyle's phrase ; and, whether we accept that term

or not, we may take the biographer's word for it that

Frederick largely owed his salvation to Pitt's alliance,

nor was he slow to acknowledge it.

The events of that long and bloody strife belong to

the history of Europe and of Germany, rather than to

the Life of Pitt. The part played in it by England

was intermittent, subordinate, and to a great extent

financial. In four years Frederick received from

England .£2,680,000 sterling in money. Six treaties

of alliance were made in the same period. Pitt began

by taking the Hanoverian army of the Elector into

English pay. He supported George li., when the King

repudiated the treaty of Kloster-Zeven made by his
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son, which had opened Hanover to the French, and

exposed Prussia on her north-western frontier. He
then put the Hanoverian forces into the command
of Prince Ferdinand of Brunswick, one of Frederick's

best generals ; and he placed a strong British con-

tingent under the Prince's orders. At the battle of

Minden, on the Weser, Ferdinand with inferior numbers

inflicted a great defeat on the French. The English

infantry and artillery contributed to the success in no

small degree, and the enemy would have been utterly

routed had it not been for the disloyal refusal of

Lord George Sackville, the commander of the British

cavalry, to obey the orders of the chief of whom he

was jealous. Sackville was tried by court-martial,

dismissed from the army, and was never forgiven by

the King or by Pitt. The minister indeed gave the

heartiest support to the German Prince, and placed

his victory on a par with that of Hawke. The condi-

tion of France, as Voltaire says, was now disastrous

:

her armies beaten—her navy destroyed—her public

credit bankrupt.

These tremendous efforts of Great Britain in four

different continents had not been accomplished with-

out a lavish sacrifice of ships, material, and money.

When Pitt opened the session of 1758, he made no

attempt to disguise the cost and the difficulties of the

situation. He seemed to glory in his lavish estimates

—"heaps of millions," he said, "must be raised." In

that year £10,486,457 was voted; G0,000 seamen and

86,500 land forces, and 14,000 for Ireland. For the

year 1759, £12,761,310 was voted. For the year 1760,

£15,503,563 was voted, with an army of 100,000
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men, and also 20,000 militia. The year 1760 was

the crowning moment of Pitt's war ministry. Madras

was added to Calcutta; Canada and the Ohio valley

were cleared of the French ; four AVest Indian islands

had been captured, and the Senegal colony in Africa.

The French ports in the Bay of Biscay and in the

Mediterranean had been continuously blockaded, and

the navy of France had been annihilated. Lagos,

Quebec^ Minden, Quiberon Bay, were decisive victories.

And twenty thousand British troops were fighting in

Germany in support of the King of Prussia. The

instinct of the nation justly attributed these rapid

triumphs to the inspiration of the statesman who

designed them. And our historian has confirmed this

view in words of hearty applause. " The ardour of his

soul had set the whole kingdom on fire. It inflamed

every soldier who dragged the cannon up the heights

of Quebec, and every sailor who boarded the French

ships among the rocks of Brittany. The minister,

before he had been long in office, had imparted to the

commanders whom he employed his own impetuous,

adventurous, and defying character."

In the same year a sudden event changed the whole

face of the political world, and reacted profoundly on

the career of Pitt. George ii. died by a rupture of

the heart at Kensington, at the age of seventy-seven.

Having resisted the claims of Pitt for many years, and

having excluded him from many ministries, George

had at last given Pitt his entire confidence, and had

zealously seconded all his schemes. It was truly

said that Pitt had been King these four years. As

Mr. Goldwin Smith has happily expressed it: "Pitt's
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ideal was to be a 'Patriot King'—only his King was

to be William—not George." But George ir. was now

succeeded by George in., who had been trained from

boyhood by his mother to insist on being King him-

self, who was utterly out of sympathy with Pitt as

a man and with his policy as a statesman, and who

was under the influence of a feeble and ambitious

favourite. The first object of both was to undermine

and displace Pitt. From this day he ceases to wield

the power of England, and to be responsible for the

era of vacillating counsels and short-sighted measures

to which she was soon to be committed.

'^'^

^1'



CHAPTEE VII

FALL FROM POWER

From October 1760, when George IL died, until

October 1761, when Pitt resigned office, he was in

name First Minister, but he was not in power, he

was no longer "king." George IIL, destined to be

for many years the evil genius of our country, bred

up an Englishman, a Tory, and a bigot, had small

care for Hanover, little interest in continental politics,

and was resolved to have his own way in spite of the

Magnates, Parliament, or the People. His aim w^as

to free himself from the entanglement of foreign wars,

from popular pressure, and from Pitt. His first act

was to call to the Cabinet Lord Bute, the favourite

of his mother, whom he at once made his chief coun-

sellor and agent. George's first speech to his Council

was drawn up by Bute, without concert with Pitt or

other ministers. As spoken, it talked of "a bloody

and expensive war, and of obtaining an honourable

and lasting peace." Sentiments in themselves sound,

and now shared by the better part of the nation ; but

manifestly aimed at the policy of the great minister.

Pitt at once went to Bute and, after a long altercation,

had the printed report of the King's speech changed
U9
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to "an expensive, but just and necessary war"; and,

after honourable peace, he got inserted the words "in

concert with our allies."

In a few months Lord Bute was made Secretary of

State conjointly with Pitt, and virtually displacing

him ; Legge was dismissed from the Exchequer ; and

the whole Cabinet, except Lord Temple, were pre-

paring to make an end both of war and of Pitt.

France was now opening negotiations for peace.

Whether these were sincere may be doubted, as the

French minister, the Due de Choiseul, was at the

same time making secret overtures to Spain to join

France, and Spain was pressing France to continue

the war. Pitt was willing to consider the French

terms of treaty, which were on the basis of uti possi-

detis, but with different dates for India, America, and

Europe (1st September, 1st July, 1st May, 1761),

Whilst willing to send an envoy, Pitt pressed on the

attack upon Belle Isle, a rocky island lying off the

coast of Brittany. Worthless as it was in itself, its

possession would be a standing humiliation to France,

and would serve to blockade the Breton coast and the

mouth of the Loire. Thither Pitt sent a squadron

and an army of 12,000 men. After an obstinate

defence the garrison of 3500 men capitulated and

surrendered the island. With this fresh conquest in

his hands, Pitt offered peace on the terms of uti possi-

detis, either on the signature of the treaty or for the

dates of 1st July, 1st September, and 1st November.

Long pourparlers and reciprocal offers and concessions

passed between Paris and London, in which it may
be doubted if cither side was quite sincere. When
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Choiseul demanded the restitution of Cape Breton at

the mouth of the St. Lawrence, and Pitt insisted on

continuing to support Prussia in arms, it may be

taken that the two diplomatists were playing a game

of bluff. ^
At the end of July, Pitt's demands for a Treaty

were :

—

(1) The cession of all Canada, its dependencies,

and all islands in the Gulf and river of

St. Lawrence, with the exclusive right of

fishing there. He rejected the French terms

as to Louisiana.

(2) The cession by France of Senegal and Goree in

Africa.

(3) Dunkirk to be reduced as stipulated at Utrecht

in 1713.

(4) Equal partition of the four Neutral Islands in

the West Indies.

(5) The island of Minorca to be restored to Eng-

land.

(6) All French conquests in Germany, whether taken

from Hesse, Brunswick, Hanover, or Prussia,

to he restm'ed and evacuated.

In return England would surrender the islands

of Belle Isle, and Guadeloupe and Marie Galante

in the West Indies. ^
These terms, as might be expected, were rejected

by France.

Pitt held firm, resolved that "no Peace of Utrecht

should stain the annals of England," continuing to use

the imperious tone in which he had received all over-

tures. And he now became aware that an attempt was
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being made to drag Spain into the quarrel. Choiseul,

indeed, committed the fatal blunder of insisting that

Spain as well as France had grievances to be redressed.

He had the impudence to send a dispatch formulating

a series of demands on behalf of Spain. It M'as indeed

a gross diplomatic offence for France, when treating

for peace, to propose new hostile demands in the name

of a power with whom England was ostensibly on

friendly terms. Whether definitely so informed or

not, Pitt divined the existence of concert between

the powers. His indignation boiled over in language

which he might have used to Newcastle or to Fox,

but which was strange to the conventions of diplo-

matic intercourse. "His Majesty will not suffer the

disputes with Spain to be blended in any manner

whatever in the negotiation of peace between the

two Crowns.—It will be considered an affront to His

Majesty's dignity. It is expected that France will not

at any time presume a right of intermeddling in such

disjmtes between Great Britain and Spain."

Pitt now saw clearly that neither France nor Spain

desired peace on any terms which he would accept.

And, in fact, on 15th August the "Family Compact"

was signed. It was nothing less than an ofi*ensive

and defensive alliance between the two Bourbon

Monarchies, binding them to make no terms with their

common enemies except by common consent. And, by

a separate and secret treaty, Spain undertook, in ex-

change for the restoration of Minorca by France, to

declare war on England on 1st May 1762, if France

and England should l)e then engaged in hostilities.

This was in fact the very alliance of the House of
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Bourbon which had led to the War of the Spanish

Succession. The treaty and its terms were kept secret;

but Pitt soon understood its meaning; and, by the

middle of September, he was warned by his agents of

the preparations for war then being made in Spain.

He immediately broke off the negotiations with

France, recalled his envoy from Paris, and dismissed

the French envoy from London. Pitt now kept strictly

in his own hands the negotiations which had been pro-

tracted for some four months. They are very intricate

and continually varied, raising many important pro-

blems, amongst them the Newfoundland Fisheries

question, which has embarrassed diplomacy for some

two centuries and was settled only in our own day.

But it is not necessary here to describe these elaborate

negotiations, in which France was not well served, and

England was represented by a man of imperious nature

and insatiable patriotism. Choiseul was no doubt

anxious to save his king and country in their desperate

strait, but he was not willing to pay Pitt's price, which

meant the sacrifice of all France had won in Germany

as well as of all she had lost in the Far East and the

Far AVest. With Pitt the sine qua non of peace involved

the upholding of Frederick of Prussia. On that he

wrote, "his Majesty's intentions will be found fixed

and unalterable." With Choiseul, the sine qua non was

the vindication of Maria Theresa, the maintenance of

the House of Bourbon, and the means of restoring the

French navy. Pitt was ready to settle all extra-

European questions, provided they could be arranged

so as to secure the triumphs of his country in war. He
would not make a fresh Peace of Utrecht, nor would
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he abandon Frederick. And the suggestion of a con-

spiracy to found a new Bourbon preponderance in

Europe roused him to fierce indignation.

Not content with breaking off negotiations with

France, Pitt insisted on declaring war with Spain.

Macaulay has pronounced this to be "a wise and

resolute counsel"; and, from the point of view of in-

creasing the ascendency of Britain it was not only this,

but almost inevitable. Pitt urged that Spain was

manifestly preparing for war, her treasure-ships and

merchantmen could be seized on their way to Europe

and would defray the cost of the war, and her American

colonies could be seized without any new armaments.

^ He conceived a grand scheme to despoil Spain of her

colonies as he had despoiled France of hers. He
arranged for a descent on Panama, and thence the con-

quest of Spanish America; from that he would seize

Havannah, the Philippine Islands, and Manilla. On
18th September 1761 he represented to the Council

his purpose of immediate war with Spain. " If any war

could provide its own resources," he said, "it was war

with Spain. Her supplies lay at a distance, and as

we were masters of the sea, might easily be cut off."

"Such a bold but necessary procedure would teach not

only Spain but Europe the dangerous presumption of

dictating to Great Britain." Louis le Grand in all his

glory, befooled by all his flatterers, had hardly used

bigger words. But, as Pitt himself said in later j^ears,

" the Council trembled." All members of the Cabinet,

except Temple, raised objections to a new war.

The Cabinet delayed, and held three adjourned

sittings. Pitt pressed his views with renewed energy.
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"This was the time for humbling the whole House of

Bourbon ; if this opportunity were neglected, it might

never be recovered ; and, if he could not prevail in

this instance, it was the last time he should sit in

council. He thanked the ministers of the late King

[not those brought in by George iii.] for their support

;

he was himself called to the ministry by the voice of

the people, to whom he considered himself accountable

for his conduct ; and he would no longer remain in a

situation which made him responsible for measures

which he was no longer allowed to guide."

This was in the vein of Scipio Africanus before the

Senate, or of Oliver Cromwell dismissing the Long

Parliament, rather than the tone of a constitutional

minister in a Cabinet Council. On this occasion his

colleagues do not seem to have "trembled," but they

refused to follow him. And the President, the veteran

Carteret-Granville, is said to have retorted, "that

he was not sorry the gentleman would leave them, as

in any other case they would have to leave him.

When he talks of being responsible to the people, he

talks the language of the House of Commons, and

forgets that at this board he is only responsible to the

King." We have no proof that either of these speeches

was correctly reported. But in substance they repre-

sent the conflicting views of Pitt and his colleagues.

On 5th October 1761 Pitt and Lord Temple resigned

their places, after submitting their views in a written

paper to the King.

This was a truly momentous event, affecting the

history of Britain, of Europe, and even of the world.

The passion and folly of the new King of Spain and
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the blind ambition of Spanish and French ministers

made a Spanish war inevitable. Within a few months

Spain herself declared war, in spite of the pacific

tendencies of George in. and his new advisers. In

that war not a few of the schemes planned by Pitt and

the results he had foreseen actually took effect. The
pride of France would not brook, in spite of all her

disasters and her exhaustion, to surrender all her

colonies as well as all she had fought for in Europe ; to

give up all her hopes of founding a great Eastern and

a great Western Empire, and at the same time to suffer

Prussia to rise to the position of a first-class power in

Germany. That, however, was exactly what Pitt was

resolved to effect. Nor can it be doubted that, if cir-

cumstances had favoured him, this result would have

been effected far more completely than it was.

Z' The position of Great Britain at the close of the

year 1761 was one of absolute dominion of the seas to

an extent hardly ever equalled before or since./ Having

150 ships of the line, besides fleets of lesser vessels,

manned by nearly 80,000 seamen, who were at that

period without any rivals, England was perfectly secure

at home, whilst she held the commerce of the seas and

all transoceanic settlements within her grasp. No other

nation possessed even the nucleus of marine power;

and all were debarred from reaching such colonies as

they still retained. Had George ii. lived a few years

longer, had Pitt maintained his health, his influence

with the King, Parliament, and the Nation, it was quite

probable that every possession of France, Spain, or

Holland, outside of Europe, would have passed to the

British Crown, and that these countries would have
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been forced to make peace on terms of extreme

humiliation.

Britain alone was neither exhausted nor drained of

money or of men. A war to conquer commerce and

colonies, rather than settled territories, not only paid

its own way, but was actually a new source of wealth

and strength. The crowning victory of Quiberon Bay,

where the fleet of France was annihilated, had cost us

but forty lives. Had Pitt been suffered to seize the

Spanish treasure ships, he would have paid the cost of

the war with Spain twice over. British trade and

prosperity had never risen so high as during the war.

When the City of London carved on the monument of

Pitt the memorable words that "commerce had been

made to flourish by war," it was not at all an idle

boast. It was recognised as a fact by another genera-

tion after Pitt's death. The supplies voted for 1761

were nearly £20,000,000

—

i.e. nearly twice as much

as was voted in 1758, and =£4,000,000 more than the

votes for 1760. In Walpole's time they had been

.£8,000,000.1 Everything points to the conclusion

that if Pitt had retained his authority and his mental

force for a short period more, he would have raised

the ascendency of his country to a point of pre-

dominance of which modern history has but rare

examples.

Whether this result would have promoted the cause

of civilisation, or even the ultimate good of our own

country, is a very different thing. Any attempt to

crush back the rival nations of Europe into a secondary

1 Pitt's war policy had raised the National Debt from £70,000,000

to £150,000,000.
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rank, to maintain a permanent and exclusive domina-

tion on the high seas, must at last evoke a combined

resistance, and in the end must exhaust an island of

moderate size. The morality of such a national policy

cannot now be defended or excused. All that can be

said is that the standards of the eighteenth century

were not those of the twentieth centurj'-, even after

all the debasement these standards have suffered of

late. In that age of furious colonial rivalries, of

visions of transoceanic dominion, all nations possess-

ing seacoasts and maritime facilities and people, were

equally eager to found an empire. The advantages

of geography, our national faculties, free institutions,

and teeming population, enjoyed by Great Britain,

secured her in the hands of a great man a rapid

and splendid triumph. But neither the statesmen of

France or Spain, and assuredly no prince of any

Hohenzollern, Bourbon, or Hapsburg House, could

cast the first stone at Pitt.

He has been charged with being drunk with war,

delighting in war foi' itself ; but this is a gross

caricature of Pitt's ambition. Pitt himself saw no

fighting, and had no such thirst for battle as consumed

Alexander or Napoleon. The latter part of his life

was filled with strenuous opposition to war and to

exclusive domination. Pitt had no love of war. He
loved his country with passion; and his ambition

was to make his country the first in the world, to

hand on to generations to come a mighty and stable

inheritance. It was the ambition of Frederick, of

Marlborough, of Dupleix, of Lally, of Montcalm, of

Ghoiseul, of Alberoni, as it was of Pitt. But of them
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all, Frederick and Pitt alone have founded vast

empires which, after one hundred and forty years

of growth, are still growing to-day.

In the Annual Register for 1761, Edmund Burke

wrote: "Under him. for the first time administration

and popularity were seen united. . . . Alone this Island

seemed to balance the rest of Europe. He revived

the military genius of our people ; he supported our

allies ; he extended our trade ; he raised our reputa-

tion; he augmented our dominions."

Our own generation has so long forgotten the real

conditions of 1761, and has so much overrated the

blundering exploits of the puny imitators of Pitt,

that it may be well to recall the famous peroration

of Macaulay, for his words are as literally true as

they are eloquent and just.

" The situation which Pitt occupied at the close of

the reign of George the Second was the most enviable

ever occupied by any public man in English history.

He had conciliated the King ; he domineered over

the House of Commons ; he was adored by the people

;

he was admired by all Europe. He was the first

Englishman of his time; and he had made England

the first country in the world. The Great Commoner,
the name by which he was often designated, might

look down with scorn on coronets and garters. The
nation was drunk with joy and pride. . . . Whigs
and Tories, Churchmen and Puritans, spoke with

equal reverence of the Constitution, and with equal

enthusiasm of the talents, virtues, and services of the

Minister."

Walpole tells us that, on Pitt's fall, it was difficult

I
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to say " which exulted most, France, Spain, or Bute."

"The nation was thunderstruck, alarmed, and indig-

nant." When Pitt resigned the seals, the King received

him graciously and offered him any rewards in the

power of the Crown to grant. Surprised at such a

reception, he burst into tears. "Pardon me. Sir," he

said, "such goodness overpowers, it oppresses me."

With his excitable temperament, with the extravagant

reverence he felt for Majesty, the young George's

manner had touched a genuine chord in Pitt's heart;

but he made no demand. Bute pressed him to accept

the governorship of Canada, with a salary of five

thousand pounds, or the chancellorship of the Duchy,

with its large salary. Pitt refused these or any other

office. Nor would he accept a peerage. He agreed

to accept the title of Baroness of Chatham for his

wife and a pension of £3000 a year for his own and

two lives.

At the time and since, much satire has been heaped

on Pitt for his deigning to accept a title and a pension.

It was thought that he who had talked so loud against

the system of buying political support, and about his

own dependence on the people, not on the Court,

would have disdained such common rewards. As
Burke says, " a torrent of low and illiberal abuse was

poured out." His scandalous sister, Anne, maliciously

reminded him that, when she herself had obtained a

pension by truckling to Bute, he had replied that

"he grieved to see the name of Pitt in the list of

pensions." This was a nasty riposte, but the pensions

given to Anne and to William Pitt had not been

earned in exactly the same way.
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The idea of William Pitt having ever been influ-

enced by the pension was absurd, and his whole after

life refuted it. And Burke is undoubtedly right in

saying that "it is a shame that any defence should

be necessary." Lord Holderness, a great peer and a

nonentity, received on his retirement from the same

office a pension of £4000. The grant of a pension for

public services on retirement was in those days almost

universal ; and in our own days it is common enough.

Pitt had devoted his whole life to the public service

for twenty-four years, since he had been summarih-

dismissed from the army. He had no fortune, and

he had rejected the possible means of making a

fortune. He was married to a lady born and bred

in a family of rank and wealth. The public idea of

his Roman austerity and independence was honour-

able to him—but to such a man as Pitt wildly

chimerical. Though in public life he was as haughty

and as masterful as Coriolanus, he was by no means

in private life a Cincinnatus who could plough his

own humble furrow at home. He valued what

Disraeli has praised in the nobles of our day, "the

cultured magnificence of their stately lives." Every-

thinor about Pitt was ojrandiose—his mansion, his

equipage, his footmen, his liveries, and his plate. In

private as in public expenditure he was all through

his life utterly reckless, and indifferent to cost.

Lavish display was the almost universal habit of all

public personages in the eighteenth century not only

in England, but throughout Europe. Walpole, Chester-

field, Newcastle, Fox, Temple, Granville, all lived the

lives of splendid magnates, as did the grands seigneurs
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and prelates of France, Spain, Italy, or Germany.

Frederick, Turgot, Washington, Burke, were the few

exceptions. They were rare instances of men in

power who chose to live with great moderation. And
it is clear that Pitt, popular tribune as he claimed to

be, never aspired to be one of those noble examples of

Spartan simplicity and plain living.

Much too has been said of the abject servility in the

language Pitt used on the acceptance of his dignities.

He threw himself "at the royal feet"—he was "pene-

trated with the bounteous favour of a most benign

sovereign and master." He has not words to express

his gratitude for the " unbounded grace of the most

benign of sovereigns "—who had just kicked his great

servant out of his sight. He even assures Lord Bute

"of the value he puts on the favourable sentiments he

had shown," in intriguing the dismissal. AVe do not

use such language now. But it was the "common
form " of that age. Pitt's bow was always the most

profound and ceremonious at Court. The wits said

" you could see his hook nose between his legs." If

he entered the Royal closet he fell on his knees. The

least peep into the closet, said Burke, intoxicates him.

His letters of ordinary compliment were cast in that

Ciceronian, or rather Grandisonian, solemnity which

was the keynote of his written style. Nearly all the men
of that age were grossly addicted either to pomp or to

grandiloquence : some to both. But it must be allowed

that Pitt very largely overdid the practice of his time.

Macaulay's famous rebuke is hardly too severe

—

"Pitt was an almost solitary instance of a man of real

genius, and of a brave, lofty, and commanding spirit,
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without simplicity of character." Pitt certainly was

not simple, but it would be absurd to say that one who

is not simple cannot be great or magnanimous. In

the age of Louis xiv., of Chesterfield, of Marlborough,

the golden age of the Dukes and Princes of Europe,

what was called " a fine manner " was not only

regarded as a merit in itself, but was a real source

of power to those who chose to use it. Some really

great men and some men of genius have deliberately

cultivated the theatric arts. Alexander, Napoleon.

Elizabeth, Eichelieu, Byron, Chateaubriand, Victor

Hugo, were not exactly simple, nor always natural.

Pitt perhaps was never simple except with his children.

But it would be a mistake to judge him by this some-

what petty foible. It is a mark of meanness to make

too much fuss about mean things. Satirists who know

nothing of Pitt's great achievements, dish up for us

the scandalous epigrams of Walpole and Macaulay

about his crutch, his flannels, and his black velvet

suit. Pitt did not like to be caught in the grotesque

dishabille of an invalid. Even Julius Caesar liked to

cover his bald head with a wreath.

Bute took care to have Pitt's honour and pension

announced in the Gazette along with his retirement.

Libels, insults, and merriment poured forth from his

enemies, but his friends and the City of London stood

by his side. The citizens pressed him to attend the

Guildhall banquet ; and the restless and tactless

Temple persuaded him to go in a somewhat ostenta-

tious way in the Earl's chariot. King George and his

young bride were received with chilling silence. The

fallen minister was hailed with roars of delight, which
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were resumed in the Guildhall, with rounds of cheers

led by Alderman Beckford, the Lord Mayor of 1762.

The royal guests were ignored ; riots ensued in the

streets
;
gross caricatures were displayed ; and Bute

was only saved from violence by being guarded by a

gang of hired bruisers.

Pitt's conduct after his fall was restrained and

magnanimous. As Burke said, "it set a seal on his

character." And Macaulay declares that his genius

and virtue never shone so brightly as during the

session of 1762. He forbore to attack the colleagues

who had ejected him. He even supported them. He
avoided any claim to exclusive merit in all the suc-

cesses past. When the government was forced into

war with Spain, he disclaimed any triumph. He
urged unanimity. "The moment was come for every

man to show himself for the whole. Be one people

!

Forget everything but the public !—for the public I

forget both my wrongs and my infirmities." He pro-

tested against abandoning the King of Prussia. " If

our troops were recalled from Germany, he himself

would be robbed of his honour, as the fear of it had

already robbed him of his sleep. If we abandoned

our allies, God would abandon us." '^America had

been conquered in Germany.^' " Prince Ferdinand had

been the saviour of Europe, and had shattered the

whole military power of that military monarchy,

France. If every other man in the House should be

against the German war, he would stand single, and

undergo the shame." Such was the passion that

Pitt threw into the cause of aiding the newly formed

kingdom of Prussia.
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And now Pitt's anticipations were verified. Spain

having got the treasure-ships safe into Cadiz changed

her tone, haughtily refused to divulge the "Family

Compact," recalled her ambassador and opened war.

France and Spain in concert invaded Portugal, our

ally. The last dispatch of the Spanish ambassador

is described by Pitt's biographer as "his Catholic

Majesty's declaration of war against the person of

William Pitt." It is indeed a singular document.

The war in which Spain and England were about to

be plunged, it said, was to be charged "only to the

pride and to the unmeasurable (sic) ambition " of the

man—who had ceased to hold ofhce for three months.

His Spanish Majesty complained " of the insulting-

manner in which all the affairs of Spain had been

treated during Mr. Pitt's administration." As will

be seen, Pitt had been for three or four months utterly

powerless in the Council and Parliament of G-eorge ill.,

—who was himself bent on peace, who had dismissed

Pitt rather than enter into war.

War with Spain was declared on 4th January 1762.

Although the ministry had been forced into it against

their wish, and maintained it with half a heart, the

spirit that Pitt had infused into the army and the

navy, and the designs he had prepared, brought it to

so triumphant a success that we are told the glorious

campaign of 1762 was only inferior to that of 1759.

Martinique and the French islands of Grenada, St.

Lucia, and St. Vincent in the West Indies were

captured. After a severe resistance, Havannah, the

key of Cuba, was taken ; and in the East the settlement

of Manila and the Philippines. Five thousand men
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and a fleet were sent to defend Portugal. The caustic

wit of Walpole put the public effervescence in an

epigram. The eloquence of Pitt, he wrote, shines

months after it has set, like an annihilated star. "I

tell you it has conquered Martinico. There is more

martial spirit in the Gazette than in half Thucydides.

The Romans were three hundred years in conquering

the world. We subdue the globe in three campaigns

—and a globe as big again." Sir R. Lyttelton at

Rome wrote that these successes astonished all Europe.

The Pope told an English gentleman that so great was

the national glory, " that he esteemed it the highest

honour to be born an Englishman." His Holiness

apparently was out of temper with his Catholic

Majesty.

France and Spain were now both ready for peace

—

almost as ready as were King George and Bute.

England had neither been intimidated nor injured by

the " Family Compact." ^ In truth, the three nations

as well as their governments and sovereigns desired

rest. And the King of Sardinia practically acted as

mediator in the complicated settlement. The terms

were these :

—

/ (1) France surrendered to England the island of

Minorca ; in Africa, Senegal ; in America, the islands

of Cape Breton, St. John, and all Canada; in the

West Indies, Grenada, Dominica, St. Vincent, and

Tobago. She evacuated the conquests made on Prussian

1 " The nation which won in this war was that which had used its

sea-power in peace to increase its wealth, and in war to enlarge its

empire by the number of its seamen and the extent ol' its seaboard

and base" (Mahan, Sea-Power, p. 328).
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territory, and restored those in Hanover, Hesse, and

Brunswick. She agreed to reduce the new defences

of Dunkirk.

(2) On her side, England restored to France the

island of Belle Isle ; in India, Pondicherry and recent

conquests, but without forts ; in Africa, Goree ; in the

West Indies, the islands of Martinique, Guadeloupe,

Marie Galante, and St. Lucia. The French right of

fishery in Newfoundland was confirmed as in the old

treaties ; and the small islands adjoining, of St. Pierre

and Miquelon, were ceded to their fishermen to cure

their fish. France and England mutually agreed to

withdraw their troops from Germany. Frederick

was left to hold his own with Russia and Austria.

(3) On her side, Spain restored to Portugal all that

she had recently taken. She ceded to England the

province of Florida ; and in exchange received the

restoration of Havannah and of the Philippines.

She ceded the right to cut timber in Honduras, and

withdrew the truly preposterous claim she had set up

to rights of fishery in Newfoundland—a claim which

Pitt, in his tragedy-king vein, said he w^ould only

acknowledge when the King of Spain had stormed the

Tower of London.

This famous Treaty of Paris of 1763 was on the

whole a gain to all the countries involved, and in its

general lines secured a long period of peace. It was

somewhat less favourable to England than the terms

which Pitt had demanded, and certainly much less

than those he would have demanded after the conquests

of 1762. In three points, Pitt would have exacted

higher terms. He would have retained the West
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Indian Islands ; he would have rejected the Newfound-

land fishery claims of France as well as of Spain ; he

would not have abandoned Prussia. As to Spain,

which practically ceded little after a disastrous war,

Pitt would have held on to Cuba and the Philippines,

which Spain has only lost in our own day. And it is

significant that the fishery problem was still in debate

with France after one hundred and forty years. Lord

Chesterfield, in many ways the keenest and coolest

brain of the age, said at the time that the fishery

dispute would go on just as it did before and had done

since 1713.

At the bar of humanity and civilisation it must be

judged that the Peace was salutary and just. But we

can understand the feelings of Pitt and those whom he

inspired, that much which had been won by lavish

sacrifice of blood and treasure was being flung away in

the inglorious haste of the King and his creatures to

obtain a free hand at home, and to establish a personal

government of the Crown. Had Pitt retained his

mastery of the state in 1761 and 1762, it is probable

that he would have swept into the Empire all the

colonies of France and Spain both in the East and

in the West ; and would have established a maritime

tyranny against which the whole of Europe would

have risen in just indignation. The narrowness rather

than the humanity of George ill., and the weakness

rather than the wisdom of his ministers, saved Europe

from this misfortune and England from this career

of arrogant aggrandisement.

When the Peace came to be considered in Parlia-

ment, great anxiety existed in the government ; for in
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the trading classes and in London its terms were

thought to be inadequate, and the opposition of Pitt,

whom Chesterfield called ipse agmen, might undo the

work of months of negotiation. Fox had been pro-

moted to lead the House of Commons, as the Hector

who alone could meet Achilles in the open. Vast sums

were spent in buying the votes of members, and all who
opposed the Court and Ministers were dismissed from

office by a monstrous ^vholesale proscription ranging

from dukes to office-porters. A venal or terrorised

majority was first secured. The debate opened, and

Pitt was said to be confined to his room with a severe

attack of gout. But now the House was alarmed by a

loud shouting without. The doors opened, and at the

head of a concourse of his friends was seen Mr. Pitt,

borne in the arms of his servants, who set him down
within the bar, and with the help of his crutch and

some friendly hands he crawled to his seat. He was

dressed in black velvet, his legs wrapped in flannel,

buskins of black cloth on his feet, and thick gloves on

his hands. His face was emaciated, and he had the

air of intense suffering. His voice was low, and from

time to time he obtained the rare privilege of resuming

his seat, whilst continuing to speak. His speech held

the House for three hours and a half. In effect, he

spoke thus :

—

"He said that, though suffering excruciating torture, he

came at the hazard of his life to raise his voice against a treaty

which obscured all the glories of the war, surrendered the

dearest interests of the nation, and sacrificed the public faith

hy an abandonment of our allies. He began with the Fisheries

in Newfoundland and the St. Lawrence. The concession to

Fx-ance would enable her to recover her marine and to regain
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her sea-power. He would, if he could, have insisted on the

entire and exclusive fishery for our country. Havannah was

an important conquest. He would have made it earlier had he

been allowed to act. With Havannah ours, all the Spanish

treasures in America lay at our mercy. The acquisition of

Florida was no equivalent for the cession of Cuba. He would

have kept Guadaloupe, had he been free. But now they cede

not only Guadaloupe, but Martinique also, nay St. Lucia, the

only valuable one of the neutral islands. Why did they

conquer Martinique if they meant to restore it ? They ' had

lost sight of the great fundamental principle that France is

chiefly, if not solely, to be dreaded by us in the light of a

maritime and commercial power.' The Fisheries and the West
India Islands will one day enable her to become formidable to

us at sea. If Britain retained the exclusive trade with the

West Indies, with Africa, with India, she would gain im-

mensely in wealth and in command of the seas. This they

were handing over to France. As to Germany, it was the

employment of the French army there which had enabled

us to make our conquests in America. The gallant King of

Prussia was fighting in the same cause as ourselves, and is

suffering for us. There were now new powers in Europe.

Holland and Sweden had declined, and Russia ' had started up
in its own orbit extrinsically of all other systems ; but gravitat-

ing to each according to the mass of attracting interests

it contains.' (Surely a marvellous bit of insight in 1762!)
' Another power, against all human expectation, was raised in

Europe in the House of Brandenburgh.' (Surely, insight no

less remarkable !)
' The balance of power in Europe has been

entirely altered.' * The German war prevented the French

from succouring her colonies and islands in America, in Asia,

and in Africa. Our successes were uniform because our

measures were vigorous.' The French marine indeed was
ruined—they had not ten ships of the line fit for service—but

there was Spain who had joined France, and there were Swedes,

Genoese, Dutch, from whom France might hire ships. As to

the desertion of the King of Prussia, it ' was insidious, tricking,

base, and treacherous. ' The Treaty had in it the seeds of future

war. It restored the enemy to his former greatness. The
gains were no equivalent to the surrender."
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Such was the tremendous delenda est Carthago of the

British Cato : a policy, clear, practicable, almost

achieved, and which Pitt might have accomplished had

circumstances permitted—for a time at least. ^ It was

an appeal to systematise the exclusive trade monopolies

in favour in that age. The fisheries of North America,

the sugar, cotton, and products of the West Indies, the

rich and varied trade of India, the slave markets of

Africa, were all at our mercy. France and Spain had

settlements in all four of these lands ; but the absolute

mistress of the seas could tear them away, and could

hold them against the world. Once having all the

important transmarine colonies in her hands, she must,

and she could, establish with them a strict monopoly

of trade. The scheme was grand, or rather grandiose,

as was everything of Pitt's. It was in strict accord

with the economics of that age. Nor was it contrary

to the morality of the age. It was not until fourteen

years later that Adam Smith dispelled this dismal

illusion, when he wrote :

—

". . . To found a great empire for the sole purpose of rais-

ing up a people of customers, may at first sight appear a

project fit only for a nation of shopkeepers. It is, however,

a project altogether unfit for a nation of shopkeepers ; but

extremely fit for a nation whose government is influenced by

shopkeepers. Such statesmen, and such statesmen only, are

capable offancying that they will fncl some advantage in em-

ploying the blood and treasure of their felloiv-citizens y to found

and maintain such an empire.''^

Pitt, alas ! was such a statesman. His was a govern-

1 Captain Mahan has clearly shown that France lost India and

Canada because she could not act at a distance by sea. And Britain

lost her American Colonies from the same failure in 1781.
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ment deeply influenced by the shopkeepers of London

and Bristol. Fallacies die hard ! And even in our

own day we have seen shopkeepers masquerading as

statesmen, or statesmen cajoling the shopkeepers, who

are willing to employ the blood and treasure of their

fellow-citizens in founding an empire on the anti-

quated sophism of patriotic trade under the national

flag.

Pitt's grand schemes were defeated by the thirst of

power in the young King and the venal arts of Bute

and Fox ; and it is well for us that they were defeated,

vile as were the means and contemptible as were his

rivals. The agony and exhaustion of the great orator

were such that he left the House at once without

voting, and was welcomed outside with a roar of

applause. Three hundred and nineteen members voted

for the Peace. Sixty-five, on the other side, said Wal-

pole, "were not bribed." "Now," said the Princess of

Wales, " my son is Kinof of Enpjland."



CHAPTER YIII

IN OPPOSITION

The conduct of the " Great Commoner " after his dis-

missal was what we now call non-benevolent neutrality.

He made no attempt to form a party, to overturn the

ministry, or to return to power. He was independent,

critical, at times their friend, their candid protector,

but always with a grand air of superior wisdom. Nor

can we deny that he showed a superior wisdom, and a

nature above that of the feeble and selfish jobbers who

had displaced him. Bute was so intensely unpopular

that he was not safe in the streets, and had not a

friend outside his own creatures. The English public

stormed at everything Scotch, and insulted every Scot.

On his side Pitt abstained from attacking Bute, and

publicly proclaimed his esteem for North Britain.

When his brother-in-law and old colleague, George

Granville, deserted him, and was promoted to lead the

House of Commons, Pitt bantered him with his con-

tempt rather than crushed him with his indignation.

When Pitt was invited to join a new ministry again,

he showed no desire to do so. And even when the

King in his bewilderment was willing to treat with

his rejected servant, Pitt refused to have anything to

143
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do with government, unless he could form a ministry

on his own terms by his own choice.

All this time Pitt was wont to treat his opponents

with an air of amused contempt, and the House of

Commons as a body to be rebuked rather than con-

vinced. He was now the object of virulent abuse and

savage lampoons, inspired and paid for by his rivals

and the Court. He made no reply in public or in

private. In the House, an Irish free-lance. Colonel

Barre, instigated, says Walpole, by Bute and Fox,

made a furious attack on Pitt, calling him "a pro-

fligate minister, who had thrust himself into power on

the shoulders of the mob." In the next debate, Barre

renewed his philippic, and was openly supported by

Fox. Pitt made no reply. "The indignation of the

House," says Walpole, " showed that such savage war

was detested." "Barre was abhorred as a barbarian

irregular, and Fox, who had lent such kind assistance

to a ruffian, drew the chief odium on himself." In the

debate on the Peace, Pitt studiously avoided replying

to Grenville. But when, on the Budget proposals,

Grenville, in his languid, querulous tone, asked the

opposition to tell him "where the money could be got,"

Pitt, mimicking his accent, repeated the words of a

popular song

—

Gentle Shepherd, tell me where! Grenville

was furious—but Pitt rose, bowed, and went out.

Grenville never lost the nickname of the "Gentle

Shepherd."

Bute soon proved himself to be incompetent, un-

scrupulous, and shameless. When he called in Fox,

with promise of a peerage, to pull the Peace through

Parliament, ho sanctioned the most monstrous system
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of corruption and of intimidation ever known even

in that century of bribery and outrage. He made a

Chancellor of the Exchequer of Sir Francis Dashwood,

an ignorant debauche, who had once been a Jacobite.

When this besotted junto proposed an excise on cider,

with a right of search, to be paid by the grower, the

public wrath was as great as when Walpole almost

ruined himself by his Bill for an Excise. Pitt again

thundered against Excise in his old strain. "Every

man's house was his castle." "Excise was odious and

grievous to the dealer, but intolerable to the private

person, whose house was to be invaded by the

gaugers." Pitt might thunder, but he was powerless.

Parliament voted the tax by overwhelming majorities.

And Johnson, as we know, in his Dictionary defined

Excise as " a hateful tax levied upon commodities and

adjudged not by the common judges of property, but

wretches hired by those to whom excise was paid."

Pitt was not the only man in the eighteenth century

who used violent phrases.

Violent language was now the order of the day, and

no man used language so violent and coarse as the

profligate and scurrilous wit, John Wilkes, member
for Aylesbury, Colonel of the Bucks Militia, whose

escapades were destined to throw into confusion, for

many long years, governments, parties, and the Court.

Wilkes, a man ruined and infamous, but still popular

ill many brilliant circles, had founded the Noiih Briton^

wherein he criticised by name public persons with an

audacity and insolence that were unknown even in

that age. In Number 45, after exhausting the

language of insult to the Scots and the Scottish
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minister, Wilkes attacked the King's speech, and

lamented that the Sovereign's name should give

sanction "to the most odious measures," "most un-

justifiable doctrines," and "infamous fallacy," and so

forth, in a strain in which ministers were often assailed

in those days—and indeed in our own. Walpole said

"nothing could be more just than the satire." The

government committed the folly of seizing Wilkes,

searching his house and papers, under a general {i.e. an

open) warrant without name, and committed him to

the Tower. The defeat of "general warrants" in

the courts of law, the triumph of Wilkes, and the

blundering illegalities committed by the ministers at

the King's desire, form a memorable chapter in the

history of Parliament and the doctrine of the Consti-

tution, and need not be here rehearsed.

When the matter came before Parliament, Pitt

made an admirable speech, defending the great con-

stitutional principles with weighty good sense, and

lucidly expounding the legal grounds on which they

rest. Kacked as he was with gout, he said :

—

" The surrender of the privileges of a member was dangerous

to the freedom of Parliament, and an infringement on the

rights of the people. It put every member who did not vote

with the minister under a perpetual terror of imprisonment.

If a member committed a crime, Parliament would not shield

him ; but Parliament had no right to vote away its privileges.

The paper no doubt was a libel—he entirely agreed. He con-

demned the whole series of the ^^ North Britons ^^
; he called

them illiberal, unmanly, and detestable. He abhorred all

reflections of a nation. The King's subjects were one people.

Whoever divided them was guilty of sedition. The author,

it was true, was the blasphemer of his God, and the libeller of

his King. The dignity and the honour of Parliament had
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been called upon to support and protect the purity of his

Majesty's character ; and this they had done, by a strong and
decisive condemnation of the libel. But having done this, it

was neither consistent with the honour and safety of Parlia-

ment, nor with the rights and interests of the people, to

go one step farther. The rest belonged to the Courts

below."

Wilkes escaped to France, and in the next year he

was expelled from the House by what was afterwards

admitted to be an act ultra vires. In the debate on the

legality of "general warrants," Pitt again spoke with

excellent sense and justice. He challenged ministers

to defend the legality of such warrants. To argue

that they had been issued by other governments was

no justification. It was true that two such warrants

had been issued by himself. But they were not

against libels. Both were for the seizure of foreigners

about to leave the country. Both were issued in a

time of war to apprehend enemies. He had been

advised by the Attorney-General that the warrant was

illegal, and that he must take the consequences. He
deliberately faced the risk, and, for the public safety,

he seized a suspicious foreigner who was in hiding. In

the present case, there was no urgency or necessity.

The safety of the state was in no danger. Parliament

had voted away its own privilege and laid the personal

freedom of every representative of the people at the

mercy of the Attorney-General. The wanton exercise

of an illegal power admits of no justification or even

palliation. In the present case it is personal resent-

ment against a particular person. If the House sup-

ported these general warrants, they would be the

disgrace of the present age and the reproach of
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posterity. All this is now the unquestioned law of the

Constitution.

In April 1763 Lord Bute astonished the world by

sudden resignation of office. He had obtained every-

thing he could hope to gain, and he shrank from the

difficulties and the hatred with which he was sur-

rounded. He no doubt fully counted on retaining

power as royal Favourite, even if he publicly withdrew

from office. He was succeeded by George Grenville,

who, with sterling qualities of honesty, courage, and

industry, had a singular gift of annoying the King and

of blundering into dangerous crises. The ministry of

Grenville, however, was as unstable and as unpopular

as that of Bute, whilst it showed no willingness to

submit to the voice that whispered behind the throne.

Before five months had passed, the Favourite sought an

interview with Pitt himself and suggested his laying his

views before the King. Next day Pitt was summoned

to the King's closet. The interview was outrageously

irregular and indecent. At the instigation of the late

Prime Minister, who had resigned office five months

previously, and unbeknown to the actual ministers for the

time being, King George held a long private interview

with the former Prime Minister, whom he himself had

dismissed less than two years before. And this took

place at Buckingham House, and not at Versailles or

Potsdam.

The King told Pitt that he thought his present

ministers could not stand ; and he practically invited

Pitt to suggest what ministry he would himself pro-

pose in their place. Pitt discussed the question in

great detail, and evidently proposed a coalition with
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Newcastle, Devonshire, Eockingham, Temple, and

Hardwicke. In the first interview, the King seemed

inclined to accept the combination. But reflection

soon opened his eyes, and probably those of the

Favourite, that what Pitt intended was a strong

government of which he should be the master spirit.

The negotiation was at once broken off. The King

was resolved to be master : and Pitt was resolved not

to be a tool. Throughout the negotiation Pitt had

treated the King with grand deference ; but frankly

told him "vvith whom he would serve, and with whom
he would not serve. The King on his part was

obstinate and prejudiced for and against persons, and

wanted to form Pitt's ministry himself. On the

rupture, he went about in his garrulous, mischief-

making, self-sufficient way, throwing the failure on

Pitt, and publicly naming the men in whom Pitt had

expressed want of confidence. The shrewd Chester-

field as usual summed up the whole situation in a

j)hrase—"the one asked too much, and the other

would not yield enough." Neither Pitt, nor George,

was much given to yield—the one because he was too

great, the other because he was too little, to take

counsel of any one but himself.

Before we pass to the disasters and criminal blunders

of the Grenville ministry, "the worst administration

since the Revolution," as Macaulay says, and to the

rickety ministry of the respectable Rockingham, who

succeeded Grenville, it will be well to collect all the

abortive attempts made to bring Pitt into office until

he formed his second administration. The "cousin-

hood" had long been broken up, and Lord Temple
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alone remained at Pitt's side. They also had begun

to differ on many things, as about Wilkes. Without

family influence, without a party, without regular

followers in either house ; a Whig by principle, but

not a sworn partisan of that faction ; a believer in

personal government and a sentimental royalist, but

yet not a Tory ; a passionate stickler for the Constitu-

tion as settled in 1689 and for the sacred right of

popular representation—Pitt, by the ascendency of his

genius and character, seemed to make every govern-

ment from which he was excluded a temporary ex-

pedient; and yet he had neither the desire nor the

means to form a government of his own.

The King soon began to hate George Grenville as

minister even more than Pitt ; but after the failure of

the negotiation with Pitt, he was forced to take Gren-

ville back, with the Duke of Bedford as a sort of

buffer. George then called in his uncle, the Duke of

Cumberland, to his aid. The Duke made fresh over-

tures to Pitt, actually going down to Hayes to see the

invalid in his sick-room. Pitt was prepared to form a

ministry, " if he could carry the constitution with Am." By
this he seems to have meant that the illegal doings

and the proscriptions of Bute and Grenville should be

reversed, the obnoxious taxes repealed, and no in-

fluence behind the throne suffered to interfere. Temple

and Pitt were told that the King would insist on

certain nominations to office ; and thereupon, though

Pitt seemed willing to yield. Temple peremptorily

refused, and persuaded Pitt to do the same. The

great rupture between Pitt and Temple had not yet

come. Their close alliance in family and in politics
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had lasted for t\yeiity years, and Temple wab now the

last remaining colleague that Pitt retained. Pitt, we
are told, in his grand way, repeated the verses Anna
uttered to Dido when she discovered the rash act

:

"Exstinxti me teque, soror, populumque patresque

Sidonios, urbemque tuam."

It has been the fashion to condemn Pitt for refusing

office on this occasion, and to ascribe it to his weakness

in yielding his better judgment "to his evil genius,

Temple." This is not quite so clear. The motives

that swayed the harassed mind of the tortured proud

man in the retirement of his chamber are even now far

from plain. But if Pitt had reason to believe that the

King and Bute, with their confederates, were still

strong enough to tie his hands, he may have been

right in refusing to help.

The King found Grenville intolerable, and struggled

to discover a substitute to replace him. The great

AVhig nobles were hardly more tolerable, and one after

another they caused a ministerial crisis by their un-

popularity or by their exacting terms. No minister

would satisfy King George, except one who would do

the King's work by corruption or by illegalities. At
each crisis he was forced to call back the capable and

resolute man whom he personally hated. "I would

sooner meet Mr. Grenville at the point of my sword

than let him into my Cabinet," said George in his

despair. The Duke of Bedford read the King a written

lecture on his conduct so severe that George said if he

had not broken out into a sweat he would have been

suffocated with indignation. Again he got his uncle

Cumberland to confer with Pitt. And again, we are
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told, Pitt refused at the instigation of " his evil genius,"

Temple. At last, after endless negotiations, offers, and

refusals, the Marquis of Rockingham, in July 1765,

formed an administration.

Lord Rockingham was a young, inexperienced,

honest nonentity, of great position and blameless char-

acter, who had nothing to recommend him but rank,

his good intentions, and the genius of Edmund Burke,

his private secretary and real leader. The ministry he

got together with prolonged effort was mainly drawn

from the Whig magnates, including the veteran jobber

Newcastle, one or two honourable and competent men,

Townshend, an erratic meteor, and some of the old

Court gang. Rockingham made every effort to per-

suade Pitt to join him ; he had visited him in his sick-

room at Hayes ; he asked his advice before he made a

plan ; he solicited his help on three separate occasions

;

he invited Pitt's friends to take office. He seemed to

offer Pitt not only office but the leadership of the whole

party and government.

All this Pitt declined. Lord Hardwicke said, Pitt

would "neither lead nor be driven." Burke put down
the failure " to the intractable temper of your friend

Pitt," who was "lying on his back at Hayes talking

fustian." Lord Chesterfield, as usual, exactly spoke

the right word when he said the ministry was an arch

in which the keystone was left out, and of course the

keystone was Pitt. Both in his own day and in ours

Pitt has been loudly condemned for not joining Lord

Rockingham in the feeble and shortlived ministry of

1765. Mr. Lccky tells us that this refusal, "if not the

worst, was certainly the most disastrous incident of
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Pitt's career." It is possible that the combination of

Pitt, Burke, Conway, and the blameless Rockingham,

might have made an efficient government in time, if

Pitt had been allowed to lead. But Burke in 1765

had not spoken in Parliament; Rockingham never

became able to speak in it at all ; the old Newcastle,

whom Pitt now utterly despised, was enrolled as a

member of the new ministry ; and Bute, as Pitt feared,

was still behind the throne. Lastly, Pitt himself was

"lying on his back at Hayes," tortured Math his fell

disease and constantly a prey to nervous irritation.

We do not know enough to condemn him for refusing

to join a ministry in which were to be retained some

of the worst elements that he most abhorred, and

wherein he had good reason to fear that the

creatures of the King would continue to hold a secret

and malign influence. But even if we knew, more

exactly than we do, all that acted on his mind, it

would not be just to treat it as a crime, if a man, in

the throes of disease and confined to a sick-room in

his country house, shrank from undertaking a public

task of tremendous difficulty in company with men,

some of whom he regarded as frankly mischievous and

all of whom he regarded as utterly his inferiors. The

early years of George lil.'s reign were marked by a

miserable succession of feeble and incoherent ministries.

But the inner cause of all this confusion and failure

was the perverse self-will and criminal ambition of

George himself.

It is possible that a powerful and stable government

might have been ultimately formed by a loyal com-

bination of Pitt, Rockingham, Shelburne, Grafton,
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Conway, and Burke—always assuming the quiescence

of George iii. and of gout. But this is all the "great-

might-have-been." In 1765 neither Pitt nor any one

else could have known the powers of Edmund Burke,

as ^ve know them now. And they were at best those

of a philosopher rather than of a statesman. But

cabinet-making one hundred and forty years after the

date is an even more futile amusement than cabinet-

making by contemporaries in a crisis. The photo-

graphic diaries of Walpole record at least six different

occasions on which more or less formal negotiations

were opened with Pitt, between 1762 and 1766, to

induce him to form or to join a ministry. They prove

at any rate that he was not eager to take office. We
are in no position to determine that he failed in duty

to his country by declining all these overtures. The

better solution would seem to be that disease, with all

its mental and moral reaction, had much to do with

his conduct. And George ill. was an obstacle even

worse than the gout. Pitt perhaps wrote the truth

when he said to Lord Shelburne (February 1766) that

he would never owe his return to power "to any Court

cabal or ministerial connection." All the dissolving

ministries between 1761 and 1766 were patched up by

one or other of these methods, and some of them by both.

At last, in July 1766, Pitt was almost forced by

the state of the political imbroglio to form a second

administration. But before treating of it, it will be

well to go back to the brief ministries of Grenville and

Rockingham to show the difficulties to which Pitt

succeeded. In March 1764 Grenville carried a resolu-

tion to charge certain Stamp duties on the American
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colonies. It was the beginning of a struggle which

was destined to dominate British policy for a genera-

tion, and indeed to affect for centuries the history of

mankind. The Stamp Act of 1765 was calculated to

raise £100,000, and it was proposed to expend it in

contributing to the cost of the army needful to be kept

in America. This, under the vastly enlarged area of

the colonies, was taken to mean 20,000 men. The

opposition on the other side of the Atlantic was at

first not great. But in Parliament Conway and Barre

raised objections. Pitt was absent from Parliament

almost entirely during the year. He was laid up with

recurrent attacks of gout from the time of his power-

ful speech in condemnation of General Warrants. In

his own day and since some doubt has been expressed

as to the degree to which at this period Pitt was

incapacitated by his malady. A few facts about it

may be here collected.

In January 1764 Charles, the heir of the Duke of

Brunswick, desiring to pay a compliment and to visit

the statesman, took the unusual course of going down
to see him in the country, as he learned that there

was no prospect of Pitt being able to be carried to

town. In February 1765, Pitt writes to the secretary

of the Duke that his gout had kept him in bed and

prevented him from holding a pen. In November

1765 he goes again to Bath, and tells his wife that

"the foot is much swelled, the hand less weak." "He
can now hold a pen." "He can stand with the help

of crutches." "He can hold a fork at dinner and

can write legibly." In December, he can " crawl to

the pump." In January 1766, if he can crawl or be
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carried to town, he will " deliver his mind and heart

on the state of America." In the midst of the debate

on the Stamp Act, he tells his wife that he is better

except in one leg. He hopes " to be able to remain

through the debate." In May 1766, he has to go to

Bath again; and tells his wife "he had borne the

journey well."

He was in the west country when, 7th July 1766,

he received the King's command to travel up to

Court to consult him as to a new ministry, as soon as

he was strong enough. It was not till 12th July that

he arrived in London, and tells his wife— " I got safe

to town, not over well, having found the fatigue of the

first day too much for me." On 17th July he tells

his wife that he has some fever hanging on him, and

a long and painful interview with his brother-in-law,

Temple, had raised his pulse. On 19th July he trusts

to be able, next week to attend the King without risk.

At last, 22nd July 1766, the King writes: "Mr.

Pitt, I am glad you find yourself so much recovered as

to be able to come to me to-morrow." Such was the

physical state of the man whom George ill. now

summoned to direct his disordered affairs in his vast

dominions. It was hoped that he would be strong

enough to bear a journey of a mile or two to meet his

sovereign. The life of Pitt cannot be understood at^

all unless we fully comprehend the constant prostra-

tion of body and mind which afflicted him throughout

his career, and amply explains much in his conduct.

Hardly any famous man of action in history has been

so heavily and so continuously disabled by physical

and mental disorder. ^
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A man so delicate and irritable would naturally often

change his residence ; and accordingly we find Pitt in

many different houses, and at no period of his life

more than at this time. During his term of office

of Paymaster, 1746-1755, he lived much at the Pay

Office at Whitehall, and was there the first year of his

marriage. He also had a house at Enfield in Middle-

sex, making frequent visits to Lord Temple at Stowe,

and to the Grenvilles at Wotton. For the first six

months of 1754, the year of his marriage, he was at

Bath, taking the waters and very lame.

He told Grenville as early as 1749, that he had
" almost experience enough of the Bath waters to be a

physician with regard to them." He passed much of

his life at various medicinal springs, and was at Bath

again in 1755. In the spring of 1756 he is estab-

lished at Hayes, a property which he bought soon

after his marriage.

Hayes Place in Kent stands on a salubrious and

well-wooded hill, about twelve miles from London,

and a few miles south of Bromley. He built there

a comfortable country house of no great pretensions,

then standing close to a quiet village, having orna-

mental grounds, plantations, and pleasant views. Pitt

gradually enlarged the place and carried on his

#'favourite amusement of landscape gardening, planting

shrubs and trees with the same passionate energy that

he threw into everything he touched. He loved the

spot, and his letters show the affection for it that he

retained through life. In 1766, being then settled at

Burton Pynsent, he sold Hayes Place to Thomas

.Walpole, nephew of the statesman, who at once made
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alterations in the house, which he greatly enjoyed.

But within a year Lady Chatham and Lord Camden
induced Mr. Walpole to sell back the place, which was

thought to be indispensable for restoring Pitt's ruined

health and disordered mind.

During his own ministry Pitt had lived in St.

James's Square (No. 10), the house occupied for a

season by Mr. Gladstone in 1890. When he resigned

office in 1761, he resided at Hayes; but in 1766 and

1767 he took Northend House at Hampstead, the air of

which, he thought, would suit his complaint. In 1765

Sir William Pynsent, a baronet of Somersetshire, said

to be nearly ninety years old, and known to be eccen-

tric and an ardent opponent of the government,

devised to him the fine estate of Burton Pynsent,

which was said to be of the value of £3000 a year,

together with £30,000 in money, according to Wal-

pole. Sir William Pynsent was personally unknown

to Pitt, and the gift was entirely due to the donor's

admiration of the statesman's services to his country.

During his second ministry Pitt occupied for a time

the mansion of the Duke of Grafton in Bond Street.

But he soon retreated to the country, and after his

resignation he continued to reside for the most part

at his beloved Hayes Place. It was thither that he

was carried after his seizure to his death-bed.

It may be taken as almost certain that, if Pitt had

been in his place and in full possession of his powers,

the disastrous policy of taxing the American colonies

could not have been carried. But during the whole

of the debates on Grenville's Stamp Act of 1765, Pitt

was away at Bath, and disabled by gout. When
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Lord Rockingham succeeded Grenville, one of his first

and most beneficial measures was the Repeal of the

Stamp Act, in 1766, and this was very largely due to

the influence and eloquence of Pitt. Up to the be-

ginning of the year 1766 Pitt remained in retirement

at Bath. From there he wrote to Lord Shelburne

protesting against " the making good by force there,

preposterous and infatuated errors in policy here."

In January 1766 he returned to the House of

Commons after a long absence, with powers materially

restored. The King's Speech turned on the disturbed

state of the American colonies, where riots and

violent opposition made the Stamp Act wholly un-

workable. In fact, the American revolution was on

the point of breaking out eight years earlier than it

did. In the debates which brought about the Repeal

of the Stamp Act, Pitt had a leading part. As these

speeches are amongst the most authentic reports we

possess, and as they contain many of his noblest

utterances, it may be well to quote them at large :—

" Sir, I came to town but to-day. I was a stranger to the

tenor of his Majesty's speech and the proposed address, till I

heard them read in this House. Unconnected and uncon-

sulted, I have not the means of information ; I am fearful of

offending through mistake, and therefore beg to be indulged

with a second reading of the proposed address." The address

being read, Mr. Pitt went on:—"He commended the King's

speech, approved of the address in answer, as it decided

nothing, every gentleman being left at perfect liberty to take

such a part concerning America as he might afterwards see

fit. One word only he could not approve of ; 'an early ' is a

word that does not belong to the notice the ministry have

given to Parliament of the troubles in America. In a matter

of such importance, the communication ought to have been
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immediate : I speak not with respect to parties. I stand up in

this place single and unconnected. As to the late ministry

(turning himself to Mr. Grenville, who sat within one of him),

every capital measure they took was—entirely wrong !

"As to the present gentlemen, those, at least, whom I

have in my eye—(looking at the bench on which Mr.

Conway sat with the Lords of the Treasury)—I have no

objection ; I have never been made a sacrifice by any of

them. Their characters are fair ; and I am always glad when
men of fair character engage in his Majesty's service. Some
of them have done me the honour to ask my poor opinion

before they would engage. These will do me the justice to

own, I advised them to engage, but notwithstanding—for I

love to be explicit—I cannot give them my confidence ; pardon

me, gentlemen (bowing to the Ministry), confidence is a plant

of slow growth in an aged bosom, youth is the season of

credulity ; by comparing events with each other, reasoning

from effects to causes, methinks I plainly discover the traces

of an overruling influence.

"There is a clause in the Act of Settlement obliging every

Minister to sign his name to the advice which he gives his

Sovereign. Would it were observed ! I have had the honour

to serve the Crown, and if I could have submitted to influence

I might still have continued to serve ; but I would not be

responsible for others. I have no local attachments. It is

indifferent to me whether a man was rocked in his cradle on

this or that side of the Tweed. I sought for merit wherever it

was to be found. It is my boast, that I was the first minister

who looked for it, and found it in the mountains of the North.

I called it forth, and drew into your service a hardy and
intrepid race of men ; men who, when by your jealousy they

became a prey to the artifices of your enemies, had gone nigh

to overturn the State in the war of 1745. These men, in the

last war, were brought to combat on your side ; they served

with fidelity, as they fought with valour, and conquered for

you in every part of the world ; detested be the national reflec-

tions against them ! they are unjust, groundless, illiberal,

unmanly. When I ceased to serve his Majesty as a Minister,

it was not the country but the man by which I was moved.

The man of that country [Bute] M'autcd wisdom, and held

principles incompatible with freedom.
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'•'It is a long time, Mr. Speaker, since I have attended in

Parliament. When the resolution was taken in this House to

tax America, I was ill in bed. If I could have endured to have

been carried in my bed, so great was the agitation of my mind

for the consequences, I would have solicited some kind hand to

have laid me down on this floor, to have borne my testimony

against it ! It is now an Act that has passed. I would speak

with decency of every Act of this House, but I must beg the

indulgence of the House to speak of it with freedom.

"I hope the day may soon be appointed to consider the state

of the nation with respect to America—I hope gentlemen will

come to this debate with all the temper and impartiality that

his Majesty recommends, and the importance of the subject

requires. A subject of greater importance than ever engaged the

attention of this House! that subject only excepted, when, near

a century ago, it was the question whether you yourselves

were to be bond or free. In the mean time, as I cannot depend

upon health for any future day, such is the nature of my
infirmities, I will beg to say a few words at present, leaving

the justice, the equity, the policy, the expediency of the Act

to another time. I will only speak to one point, a point which

seems not to have been generally understood—I mean as to the

right to tax. Some gentlemen seem to have considered it as a

point of honour. If gentlemen consider it in that light, they

leave all measures of right and wrong to follow a delusion

that may lead to destruction. It is my opinion, that this King-

dom has no right to lay a tax ujjon the colonies. At the same

time I assert the authority of this kingdom over the colonies

to be sovereign and supreme in every circumstance of govern-

ment and legislation whatsoever. The colonists are the sub-

jects of this kingdom, equally entitled with yourselves to all

the natural rights of mankind and the peculiar privileges of

Englishmen : equally bound by its laws, and equally partici-

pating in the constitution of this free country. The Americans

are the sons, not the bastards, of England. Taxation is no

part of the governing or legislative power. The taxes are the

voluntary gift and grant of the Commons alone. In legislation

the three estates of the realm are alike concerned, but the con-

currence of the Peers and the Crown to a tax is only necessary

to clothe it with theform of a law. The gift and grant is of

L

y
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the Commons alone. In ancient days, the Crown, the Barons,

and the Clergy possessed the lands. In those days, the Barons

and the Clergy gave and granted to the Crown. They gave

and granted what was their own. At present, since the dis-

covery of America, and other circumstances permitting, the

Commons are become the proprietors of the land. The Church

(God bless it !) has but a pittance. The property of the

Lords, compared with that of the Commons, is as a drop of

water in the ocean : and this House represents those Commons,
the proprietors of the lands, and those proprietors virtually

represent the rest of the inhabitants. When, therefore, in

this House, we give and grant, we give and grant what is our

own. But in an American tax, what do we do? We, your

Majesty's Commons for Great Britain, give and grant to your

Majesty—what? Our own property ?—No ! We give and

grant to your Majesty, the property of your Majesty's Com-
mons of America. It is an absurdity in terms.

*\ " The distinction between legidation and taxation is essentially

necessary to liberty. The Crown, the Peers, are equally legis-

lative powers with the Commons. If taxation be a part of

simple legislation, the Crown and the Peers looidd have rights

in taxation as well as yourselves ; rights which they claim,

which they will exercise, whenever the principle can be

supported by power.

"There is an idea in some, that the colonies are virtually

represented in this House. I would fain know by whom an

American is represented here. Is he represented by any
knight of the shire, in anj'- county of this kingdom ? Would
to God that respectable representation were augmented to a

greater number ! Or will you tell him that he is represented

by any representative of a borough ?—a borough which perhaps

its own representatives never saw. This is what is called the

rotten jiart of the constitution. It cannot continue a century. If
it does not drop, it must be amptdated. The idea of a virtual

representation of America in this House is the most contempt-

ible that ever entered into the head of man : it does not

deserve a serious refutation.

"The Commoners of America, represented in their several

assemblies, have ever been in possession of the exercise of this

their constitutional right, of giving and granting their own
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money. They would have been slaves if they had not anjoyed

it. At the same time this Kingdom, as the supreme governing

and legislative power, has always bound the colonies by her

laws, by her regulations and restrictions in trade, in naviga-

tion, in manufactures—in everything except that of taking

their money out of their pockets without their consent.

"Here I would draw the line,

' Quam ultra citraque nequit consistere rectum.' "

Pitt was answered by Grenville. In his reply, he

said :

—

"Gentlemen have been charged with giving birth to sedition

in America. Several have spoken their sentiments with free-

dom against this unhappy Act, and that freedom has become

their crime. Sorry I am to hear the liberty of speech in this

House imputed as a crime. But the imputation shall not dis-

courage me. It is a liberty I mean to exercise. No gentle-

man ought to be afraid to exercise it. It is a liberty by which

the gentleman who calumniates it might have profited. He
ought to have profited. He ought to have desisted from his

project. The gentleman tells us America is obstinate

;

America is almost in open rebellion. / rejoice that America

has resisted. Three millions ofjpeojAe so dead to all thefeelirigs

of liberty, as voluntarily to let themselves he made slaves, looxdd

have been fit instruments to make slaves of all the rest. I come

not here armed at all points with law cases and Acts of Parlia-

ment, with the statute-book doubled down in dogs'-ears, to

defend the cause of liberty : if I had, I myself would have

cited the two cases of Chester and Durham. I would have

cited them to show that, even under arbitrary reigns. Parlia-

ments were ashamed of taxing a people without their consent,

and allowed them representatives. Why did the gentleman

confine himself to Chester and Durham ? he might have taken

a higher example in Wales—Wales, that never was taxed by

Parliament until it was incorporated. I would not debate a

particular point of law with the gentleman : I know his

abilities. I have been obliged to his diligent researches. But,

for the defence of liberty, upon a general principle, upon a

constitutional principle, it is a ground on which I stand firm

;
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on which I dare meet any man. The gentleman tells us of

many who are taxed and are not represented—the India Com-
pany, merchants, stockholders, manufacturers. Surely man}'

of these are represented in other capacities, as owners of land,

or as freemen of boroughs. It is a misfortune that more are not

actually represented. But they are all inliabitants of this

kingdom, and, as such, are they not virtually represented?

Many have it in their option to be actually represented. They
have connections with those that elect, and they have influence

over them. The gentleman mentioned the stockholders : I

hope he does not reckon the debts of the nation as a part of

the national estate. Since the accession oTc King William,

many ministers, some of great, others of moderate abilities,

have taken the lead of government.
" None of these thought, or even dreamed, of robbing the

colonies of their constitutional rights. That was reserved to

mark the era of the late administration ; not that there were

wanting some, when I had the honour to serve his Majesty,

to propose to me to burn my fingers with an American Stamp
Act. With the enemy at their back, with our bayonets at

their breasts in the day of their distress, perhaps the Americans

would have submitted to the imposition ; but it would have

been taking an ungenerous and unjust advantage. The gentle-

man boasts of his bounties to America ! Are not those bounties

intended finally for the benefit of this kingdom ? If they are

not, he has misapplied the national treasures, I am no courtier

of America—I stand up for this kingdom. I maintain that

the Parliament has a right to bind, to restrain America. Our
legislative power over the colonies is sovereign and supreme.

When it ceases to be sovereign and supreme, I would advise

every gentleman to sell his land, if he can, and embark for

that country. When two countries are connected like England
and her colonies, without being incorporated, the one must
necessarily govern ; the greater must rule the less ; but so rule

it, as not to contradict the fundamental principles that are

common to both.

"If the gentleman does not understand the difierence

between internal and external taxes, I cannot help it ; but

there is a plain distinction between taxes levied for the pur-

poses of raising a revenue, and duties imposed for the regulation
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of trade, for the accommodation of the subject ; although in

the consequences some revenue might incidentally arise from
the latter.

*' The gentleman asks, When were the colonies emancipated ?

I desire to know when they were made slaves ? But I dwell

not upon words. When I had the honour of serving his

Majesty, I availed myself of the means of information which
I derived from my office : I speak, therefore, from knowledge.

My materials were good ; I was at pains to collect, to digest,

to consider them ; and I will be bold to affirm that the profits

of Great Britain from the trade of the colonies, through all its

branches, are two millions a year. This is the fund that carried

you triumphantly through the last war. The estates that were
rented at two thousand pounds a year, threescore years ago,

are at three thousand pounds at present. Those estates sold

then for from fifteen to eighteen years' purchase ; the same may
now be sold for thirty. You owe this to America. This is

the price America pays for her protection. And shall a tniser-

ahlefnancier come with a boasf, that he can fetch a peppercorn

into the Exchequer, by the loss of millions to the nation ! I dare

not say how much higher these profits may be augmented.
Omitting the immense increase of people by natural population,

in the northern colonies, and the emigration from every part

of Europe, I am convinced that the whole commercial system
of America may be altered to advantage. You have prohibited

where you ought to have encouraged ; and you have encouraged

where you ought to have prohibited. Improper restraints have

been laid on the continent in favour of these islands. You have
but two nations to trade with in America. Would you had
twenty ! Let Acts of Parliament in consequence of treaties

remain, but let not an English minister become a custom-house
officer for Spai'n, or for any foreign power. Much is wrong

—

much may be amended for the general good of the whole.
" Does the gentleman complain that he has been misrepre-

sented in the public prints ? It is a common misfortune. In
the Spanish affair of last war, I was abused in all the news-
papers for having advised his Majesty to violate the Law of

Nations with regard to Spain. The abuse was industriously

circulp.ted even in handbills. If your administration did not

propagate the abuse, the administration never contradicted it.
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I will not say what advice I did give to the King. My advice

is in writing signed by myself, in the possession of the Crown.

But I will say what advice I did not give to the king. / did

not advise him to violate any of the Laivs of Nations.

"The gentleman must not wonder that he was not contra-

dicted when, as the minister, he asserted the right of Parlia-

ment to tax America. I know not how it is, but there is a

modesty in this House which does not choose to contradict

a minister. Even that chair, Mr. Speaker, sometimes looks

towards St. James's. I wish gentlemen would get the better

of this modesty. If they do not, perhaps the collective body
may begin to abate of its respect for the representative.

'
' A great deal has been said without doors of the power, of

the strength, of America. It is a topic that ought to be

cautiously meddled with. In a good cause, on a sound bottom,

the force of this country can crush America to atoms. I know
the valour of your troops ; I know the skill of your officers.

There is not a company of foot that has served in America, out

of which you may not pick a man of sufficient knowledge and
experience to make a governor of a colony there. But on this

ground—on the Stamp Act—when so many here will think it

is a crying injustice, I am one who will lift up my hands

against it.

"/w such a cause even your success would he hazardous,

America, if she fell, wouldfall like the strong man Samson. She
would embrace the pillars of the State, and j^ull doivn the consti-

tution along with her. Is this your boasted Peace ? To sheathe

the sword, not in its scabbard, but in the bowels of your
countrymen ? Will you quarrel tvith yourselves, now that the

whole House of Bourbon is united against you ? While France

disturbs your fisheries in Newfoundland, embarrasses your

slave-trade to Africa, and withholds from your subjects in

Canada their property stipulated by treaty ; while the stipu-

lated ransom for the Manilas is refused by Spain, and its

gallant conqueror basely traduced into a mean plunderer—

a

gentleman whoso noble and generous spirit would do honour

to the proudest grandee of the country. The Americans have

not acted in all things with prudence and temper. The
Americans have been wronged. They have been driven to

madness hy injustice. Will you punish them for the madness
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which you have occasioned ? Rather let prudence and temper

come first from this side. I will undertake for America that

she will follow the example. There are two lines in a ballad

of Prior's, of a man's behaviour to his wife, so applicable to

you and your colonies, that I cannot help repeating them :

—

' Be to her faults a little blind ;

Be to her virtues very kind.

'

"Upon the whole, I will beg leave to tell the House what

is really my opinion. It is, that the Stamp Act be re.'pealed

absolutely, totally, and immediately. That the reason for the

repeal be assigned, because it was founded on an erroneous

principle. At the same time, let the sovereign authority of

this country over the colonies be asserted in as strong terms

as can be devised, and be made to extend to every point of

legislation whatsoever. We may bind their trade, confine

their manufactures, and exercise every power whatsoever,

except that of taking their money out of their pockets without

their consent."

The motion for an address was carried without a

division. On the 26th of February a bill to repeal the

Stamp Act was introduced, and received the Royal

assent on the 18th of March. Together with the bill

to repeal the Stamp Act was introduced another, called

the Declaratory Act, asserting the undoubted power

and authority of the King, with the consent of the

Lords and Commons in Parliament assembled, to make

laws of sufficient force to bind the colonies and people

of America in all cases whatsoever. This bill also

received the E-oyal assent on the 18th of March. ^

This was the first of the great efforts of Pitt to

spare his country and the world the evils of the great ^

struggle with the Colonies. The long and vain appeal

was to be closed only with his dying speech. But

Americans were more ready than his countrymen at
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home to recognise all they owed him. The Commons
House of South Carolina unanimously voted to Pitt s

colossal statue in Charleston, " in grateful memory of

his services to America " ; " for defending the freedom

of Americans, the true sons of England, by promoting

a Repeal of the Stamp Act in 1766." And the inscrip-

tion ran:—"Time shall sooner destroy this mark of

their esteem than erase from their minds the just sense

of his patriotic virtue."

It stands there still, it seems, after all that has

passed since that date. " The right arm was broken off

by a British cannon shot in 1780." Such are the ironies

of the whirligig of Time.



CHAPTEE IX

THE CHATHAM MINISTRY

That second term of responsible office has a fatal and

melancholy record. "The Great Commoner" became

Earl of Chatham ; he was forced to frame a ministry

by inevitable pressure of events and the command of

the King ; whilst disease of body and mind made him

powerless, and at last quite irresponsible—ending in

mere impotence and the wreck of a great career. He
was " lost in quicksands," says Carlyle—" suffering

from gout, from semi-insanity." Macaulay attributes

his failures to "his distempered state of mind " ; and

to the "derangement of his faculties " being complete

towards the close of his public service. His enthusi-

astic eulogist mildly describes this as "the least

satisfactory part of his history." Indeed it was. The

Chatham Ministry is the strange and pathetic story of

a Prime INlinister continuing in office during two years,

though disabled by the state of his mind, not only

from directing the policy of his government, but even

from seeing his colleagues or knowing what they were

doing, whilst an obstinate King and his bewildered

servants prepared ruin for the country under the shield

of a great name.
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The ascendency of Pitt over the minds of politicians

and of the public was so great, even whilst he was

lying in his sick-room at Bath, that every administra-

tion which had not his support, or at least his name,

was regarded as a stop-gap. As each of them fell to

pieces from internal dissension and their own blunders,

the word in public places and in the King's closet

had always been, " send for Pitt." By a singular but

intelligible coincidence, George, who five years ago

was eager to rid himself of Pitt and dreaded him as a

tribune of the people, was now as eager to call him to

office. Pitt and the King had now the same constitu-

tional aim, different as were the methods they intended

to use and the ultimate purpose to be served. It was

a large aim : in many ways a necessary and salutary

aim : an aim which in effect was practically achieved, even

in the lifetime of Pitt and of the King. It was nothing

less than the closing the era of government by Magnates.

From the time of William ill., government had been

in the hands of aristocratic groups, " controlling," as

the modern phrase has it, parliamentary influence by

means of corruption, patronage, and wealth. The

force and sagacity of Walpole had displaced this for

a time ; and the genius and popularity of Pitt had

shaken it off for a second time. But for six years

George lii. had found himself in the grip of the great

Houses. Their groups were known as their "con-

nection"—Pitt often called them the "factions.*"' He
avowed it as his purpose "to get rid of faction."

There was a "Pelham faction," a "Bute faction," a

"Grenville faction," a "Pockingham faction," a "Bed-

ford faction." And there was Pitt.
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George had desired to get free from Pitt in 1761

because Pitt was too masterful, too popular, and

George was bent on being a real King himself. But

Pitt was now a very different man, both morally and

physically, from what he had been in the years of

Quebec and Quiberon Bay. George now felt that he

could safely use him, that he was the one man living

who could break the reign of the Houses and their

"connections." George had not the coarseness of his

grandfather ; he had plenty of bonhomie • and in

tactical intrigue he was a match for any man of his

time. His personal treatment of Pitt was, and always

remained, gracious, kind, and conciliatory. Pitt, with

his magnanimous nature and idealist brain, was over-

whelmed by the King's condescension. He overrated

his own powers, and above all his influence over men.

He again believed that "he could save the country,

and that no one else could." His idea was to put an

end to government by " connections " ; to replace it

by government by competent men, chosen without

regard to party group or family, supported by the

King's confidence and that of the representatives of

the people.

It was a fine ideal which in a measure has been

realised from time to time ever since Pitt's son came

into power. George of course intended to be King

himself, when Pitt should have freed him from the

confederated Houses. Pitt on his side intended to

be master, borrowing the magical authority of the

Crown, and counting to regain his old ascendency

with the public. If George had been Victoria, if

Pitt had possessed the vitality of Palmerston or
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Gladstone, this might have been the result. But

George was an artful, obstinate bigot. Pitt was a

physical wreck, hastening to mental impotence. Both

George and Pitt soon found that the lordly Houses

were not to be broken so easily. Both had to appeal

to them, first to one and then to another. Chatham

found that the House of Lords neither followed him

nor feared him; that, when he had quitted it, the

House of Commons became a field for small intrigues

and restless ambitions. And so the Chatham ministry,

after making some well-intentioned attempts at reform,

ended in confusion, and left behind it the seeds of

fatal mischief.

The new ministry was formed, after laborious

negotiations and personal jealousies which we may
now ignore, out of heterogeneous and almost dis-

cordant elements, taken from different parties and even

representing opposing policies. There were some men
of ability, character, and great position, like the young

Duke of Grafton and the young Earl of Shelburne.

Pratt, now Lord Camden, was an able and upright

Chancellor. The honourable General Conway was

drawn off from the Rockingham " connection " : but

Edmund Burke refused to leave it. The brilliant and

unscrupulous Charles Townshend was made Chancellor

of the Exchequer and Leader of the Commons ; Lord

North was Paymaster ; and Lord Granby was Com-

mander-in-Chief. The " King's friends " held most of

the minor places. Some members of the government

were relicts of the older groups ; some differed in

principle from each other and from their chief. None

of them had much experience of affairs, or any political
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weight. And the House of Commons was placed in

the control of a reckless rhetorician. Not only was

the "Cousinhood" now hopelessly broken, but what

remained of it was vehemently hostile to Pitt. George

Grenville had become his ablest opponent; Lord

Temple was reconciled to his brother George, and,

with Lyttelton, was in open revolt against his brother-

in-law. Pitt pressed on Temple the office of Treasurer,

but would not allow him to come in as a sort of Joint

Prime Minister. Thereupon the vain Temple went

into bitter opposition.

Pitt had grossly miscalculated his own forces when

he undertook to frame a government. He strangely

underrated the secret powers of the Magnates. And

he loftily despised the petty jealousies, vanities, and

ambitions of the office-seekers and title-hunters around

him. His clear-headed friend, Grafton, said— "his

views were great and noble, worthy of a patriot ; but

they were too visionary." It was not the age of

Fabii, Publicolas, and Scipios, but of Newcastle,

Townshend, Henry Fox, and Lord Temple. When
Pitt went to call on Lord Rockingham, that great

personage curtly refused to see him. Temple hired

satirists to lampoon his brother-in-law ; and Edmund

Burke now conceived a vehement prejudice against

the man who succeeded and, as he thought, had dis-

placed his own patron, Rockingham.

But more disastrous than the choice of men of

different principles or of no principles, was the fatal

mistake of transforming the "Great Commoner" into

the Earl of Chatham. It was done without the

knowledge of his colleagues, causing them dismay,
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and rousing the public to indignation. The illumina-

tions were countermanded ; the new Bridge was not

to bear his name. The City, it was said, "had

brought in a verdict of felo cle se." It is probable

that if he had attempted to form his ministry as

Lord Chatham, and not as Mr. Pitt, it would never

have been formed at all. The amazement of the

public, the rage of his party-followers in the City,

was unreasonable and ignorant. In his day—and

ever since, as in our day—a peerage was regarded as

the natural reward of long official service. Peel and

Gladstone are the only examples of Prime Ministers

who, at the end of their careers, have rejected the

honour on principle. William Pitt and Canning died

in office quite young ; Melbourne and Palmerston

were Peers. Walpole, Pulteney, Addington, Russell,

Disraeli, all retired late in life to the Upper House.

It was a silly clamour that would have it that Pitt

had " betrayed the people," or had taken a title

as a bribe to change his principles. His whole

after life was a reply to such gross and stupid

calumny.

The reason of the step is plain. Pitt took office at

the urgent and long-continued demand of the King,

full of great things to be done, and fondly believing

himself strong enough to do them. He grossly over-

rated his moral ascendency. He perhaps overrated

his physical powers. But he was quite aware that

to remain Leader in the Commons, or even to under-

take any laborious department, would be his death.

He accordingly took the Privy Seal, a sinecure office,

which usually was held by a Peer. In his eyes,
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retirement to the Upper House was an essential

condition of his forming a government. His ruined

health was the dominant motive. But Pitt, with his

superstition about the "grand manner," could see no

reason why he should not be created an Earl, any

more than Lord John Eussell did when he left the

Commons as a political compromise. And it would

be monstrous injustice to suggest that either states-

man forfeited a single principle or forsook any political

following when, towards the close of their lives, they

sought the solemn peace of the Gilded Chamber.

None the less, the acceptance of the Earldom of

Chatham shook Pitt's ascendency to the root, and

doomed his second ministry to failure. Though it

was in no sense unworthy of him, nor did it at all

impair his independence, though in many ways it gave

him new wisdom and dignity of bearing, it was a

political disaster. It was remembered how Walpole,

the Earl of Orford, met in the House of Lords

Pulteney, the Earl of Bath, saying, "Here are we, my
Lord, the two most insignificant fellows in England."

The transfer from the Commons to the Peers was

made not at the end of a ministry, but whilst re-

maining Prime Minister, as was the case with the

Earldom of Disraeli. It may have been inevitable.

It shows in him a curious naivete of spirit, or it may be

an innocent ignorance of the average mind, to have

overlooked the consequences of the step. But, if it

was inevitable that Pitt should become Lord Chatham
—and in some ways perhaps this was a gain to him,

a gain to the country,—it would have been better that

he should not have formed a Chatham Ministry.
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The three keenest observers of that age saw the

weakness of the position. Horace Walpole wrote

—

"That fatal title blasted all the affection which his

country had borne to him, and which he had deserved

so well." " Lord Chatham's authority ceased with his

popularity; and his godhead, when he had affronted

his priests." Of the new ministry Walpole wrote with

that acute sight and pungent pen which tells us more

than Burke's effervescent rhetoric. "The plan will

probably be to pick and cull from all quarters, and

break all parties as much as possible. From this

moment I date the wane of Mr. Pitt's glory ; he will

want the thorough-bass of drums and trumpets, and is

not made for peace." One very bad sign for Lord

Chatham is this, wrote Chesterfield :
" all his enemies

rejoice and all his friends are stupefied and dumb-

founded." " He had fallen upstairs, and would never

stand on his own legs again." AVhat could account

for " his going into that Hospital of Incurables "
1 That

keen onlooker saw clearly that the opposition in the

Commons would prevail, when there was no Pitt to

control them. Edmund Burke in a famous passage,

more than ordinarily florid and fanciful, described how

Lord Chatham. " made an administration so chequered

and speckled; he put together a piece of joinery

so crossly indented and whimsically dovetailed; a

Cabinet so variously inlaid ; such a piece of diversified

mosaic ; such a tesselated pavement without cement,

here a bit of black stone and there a bit of white

;

patriots and courtiers; King's friends and Republicans;

AVhigs and Tories ; treacherous friends and open

enemies, that it was indeed a very curious show,
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but utterly unsafe to touch and unsure to stand

on."i

It was disastrous too that the season of 1766 was

the worst on record ; the harvest was miserable ; riots

ensued, and the public effervescence was at its height.

Upon this the new ministers laid an embargo on the

export of corn, and forbade the distilling of wheat.

This, as they knew, was illegal and required confirma-

tion by Parliament. Chatham boldly defended this

arbitrary act on the ground of necessity and the needs

of the public. It was his first appearance in the

House of Lords He spoke with modesty, good sense,

and sound law, grounding his defence on the doctrines

of Locke. The embargo, he said, was an act of power,

extra vires—but justified by necessity. The opposition

in both Houses was bitter and prolonged. Temple,

Lyttelton, Mansfield, the Duke of Bedford, led it in

the Lords; George Grenville, Burke, Wedderburn
in the Commons. When the Bill of Indemnity was

sent up to the Lords from the Commons, Chatham

spoke again, and with more vehemence. He said,

1 Here we have Burke in the worst vices of his exuberance. The
image is a jumble of tautology, in which rank rhetoric overpowers

good sense:— it is literary glitter, not political judgment. It may
serve to test the difference between the eloquence of Pitt and that of

Burke. Pitt was given to extravagance : but it was the fiery passion

of the statesman, not the verbal embi'oidery of an orator. Chester-

field had already put the truth in simpler words when he wrote :
" It

is a mosaic ministry maile up of pieces rapporUes from diiTerent con-

nections." As a fact, the Chatham ministry contained many honest
and capable men, four able statesmen, one very brilliant orator. If

Pitt could have remained in the House of Commons, have retained

his health and his personal ascendency, the government, which was
a ministry of measures, not of parties, nor of Houses, might have
done excellent service and have spared us the war with America.

M
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"when the people should condemn him he should

tremble ; but would set his face against the proudest

connection in this country." The Duke of Eichmond

took this up with heat. "He hoped the nobility

would not be broM^-beaten by an insolent minister."

Chatham hotly replied. The world believed that the

Duke had silenced his opponent. The House required

both Lords to keep the peace. And as a fact, Chatham

did not again appear in the House of Lords during his

own administration. It was too true that disease,

nervous tension, and an overbearing nature were

making Chatham impracticable as a Parliamentary

Minister.

There could be no character more hopelessly out

of place in forming an administration than Chatham

in the crisis of his nervous maladies, unless it were

Coriolanus standing for the Consulate. Mr. Pitt had

been haughty : but the Earl of Chatham was insolent.

He offended the very men he was inviting to join him.

When Lord Edgcumbe, the Treasurer of the House-

hold and a strong supporter of his policy, declined to

resign, as required, and referred to his own parlia-

mentary interest, Chatham broke out:—"I despise

your parliamentary interest ! I do not want your

assistance—I dare look in the face the proudest con-

nections in this country." After inviting the Duke of

Bedford to a friendly conference, he treated him so

that his Grace withdrew " in astonishment and angry

disgust." General Conway, his Secretary of State,

was so deeply offended by Chatham's scornful silence

and high-handed proceedings, that he could hardly be

induced to retaii> his seals. He behaved, said Conway,
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like the Sultan of Constantinople. And, what was

perhaps his most unfortunate mistake, Chatham re-

buffed Edmund Burke with a coolness which that

aspiring orator never forgave. Curiously enough, it

was Burke's Free Trade ideas which so deeply offended

Chatham's craze for Preferential duties within the

Empire. So true is it that ideas of Empire and of

Protection go hand in hand ! During the first few

months of his ministry, whilst Chatham retained some

possession of his faculties, his whole remaining energies

were taken up with angry altercations, fruitless

negotiations, bitter rebuffs, and incessant resignations.

It is a pitiful story, for it is the story of disease, of the

wreck of a powerful mind and a grand nature under

the degeneration of the nervous system.

In such a state of things the policy of government

was utterly chaotic; and the House of Commons be-

came the arena of casual intrigues and personal pre-

tensions. And withal there was a strange sense that

their real master was in a trance, that there was a

head of government somewhere, invisible and inactive

as he seemed. This was wonderfully expressed in a

famous speech of Burke. "Perhaps this House is not

the place where our reasons can be of any avail: the

great person who is to determine on this question may
be a being far above our view ; one so immeasurably

high, that the greatest abilities (pointing to Mr.

Townshend), or the most amiable dispositions that are

to be found in this House (pointing to Mr. Conway)

may not gain access to him ; a being before whom
* thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers'

(waving his hand over the Treasury bench), all veil
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their faces with their wings. But, though our argu-

ments may not reach him, probably our prayers may !

"

Burke then apostrophised the Great Minister above,

that rules and governs over all, to have mercy and not

to destroy the work of his own hands. All this is

eloquent—almost poetry—and highly characteristic of

two men of genius. It is magnificent invective de-

riding the mysterious stupor of a great statesman.

Chatham was hardlj'' seated in office before he re-

newed his old scheme of a vast continental alliance to

counterbalance the union of the House of Bourbon in

the monarchies of France and Spain. Before taking

office he had stipulated for this from the King. His

mind was still under the formidable shadow of the

Family Compact of 1761. In his first Cabinet Council

he passed a minute for forming a Triple Defensive

Alliance with Great Britain, Russia, and Prussia as

principals, with purport to invite the accession of Den-

mark, SM^eden, and Holland, with such of the German

and other powers as could be brought in by mutual

agreement.^ This he described as forming "a firm

and solid system in the North to counterbalance the

great and formidable alliance framed by the House of

Bourbon." Special embassies and instructions were at

once sent to St. Petersburg and to Berlin to consolidate

the alliance—"to establish a firm and solid system for

the maintenance of the public tranquillity," wrote

Chatham himself to his ambassador in Berlin. If

Frederick would accede to this alliance, " I see before

1 The insolent and audacious Townshend said, as he left ths

Council, "Chatham shows us what inferior animals we are! His

superiority is transcendent
!"
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us," added Chatham, "a happy prospect of durable

tranquillity." It seems that Chatham really intended

a defensive alliance, and was seriously alarmed at the

attitude of France. He evidently considered war to

be within measurable calculations.

Was this a mere delusion ? Not altogether. Tho

whole force of France and of Spain was now in the

hands of men of vigour and ambition. The Bourbon

combination was a very real thing, and possessed vast

latent resources. The Austrian Empire was now its

friend, and incessant secret efforts were made to attach

to itself Sweden, Poland, and other powers. Choiseul,

a French counterpart of Pitt in his way, was straining

every nerve to restore the navy of France, and in four

years he accomplished this end whilst he was making

secret preparations to strike at England. Choiseul

and Chatham distrusted, watched, and feared each

other.i And it must always be remembered that, only

three years after Chatham's death, the triumph of the

United States was secured at York Town mainly by

the overwhelming superiority of the French fleet in

American waters.

1 Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice has collected documentary evidence

of all this. He writes {Life of Shelburne, ii. 3) : "Ever since the

peace, Choiseul and Griinaldi had been scheming how to win back

what they had lost. They had gained Austria to their alliance ; they

were intriguing in Stockholm, and plotting in Copenhagen ; they were

fishing in the troubled waters of Polish politics ; their emissaries

traversed the English colonies ; their spies surveyed the defences of

the English coast ; Portsmouth was to be destroyed, and Gibraltar

to be seized by a coup de main ; Avignon was to be annexed to

France, and Portugal to Spain ; Corsica was to be invaded ; Geneva

was threatened." The two ministers resolved to wait. " Their only

fear was lest Chatham should precipitate hostilities."
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But if there was real ground for guarding against

the designs of the Bourbon monarchies to retaliate

upon the power which had crushed and despoiled

them, there is no answer to the admirable wisdom of

Frederick in declining to enter a new coalition. Russia

was now on more friendly terms with him than she

was with England. She thought a Prussian alliance

quite sufficient support, as it certainly was. In reply

to the proposed triple alliance, Frederick said he now
saw no likelihood of war. France, in her exhausted

state, could not make war ; Spain even less, owing to

her internal troubles. Such a confederation as was

proposed would give jealousy to other powers, and

afford a pretext for disturbing the general tranquillity.

Alliances made with a view to distant events "are

matters of ostentation." The Italians had a proverb

—

Chi sta hene non se muove, i.e. "Leave well alone."

The Prussian King added that he feared the many
questions outstanding between England and France

would be the occasion of a new war between them, in

which Prussia would have no interest to engage. He
was now determined to devote himself to the peaceful

organisation of his own kingdom, and to restore the

sacrifices made in the late war. He could not forget

the way in which he had been treated when England

hurried on a peace without considering the interests

of her Prussian ally. The peace had been followed

by a series of weak and shifting governments in

England. And, much as he respected his friend who
had now succeeded to power, he feared that, in becom-

ing Earl of Chatham, Mr. Pitt had greatly injured the

power he used to wield. Here as elsewhere, one is
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impressed with the truth that Frederick ii. as a

statesman was far the greatest man of the eighteenth

century.

Another grand scheme on which Chatham's mind

was now bent was the future settlement of the new

Empire in India. A vast territory larger than the

British Islands, with a population of twenty millions

and a revenue of five or six millions a year, was now

held by a trading company, whose dominant ideas

were plunder and dividends. Their officials were

insubordinate and rapacious, and the conquered sub-

jects were the victims of every form of misrule and

extortion. At home the proprietors cared for nothing

but to increase the dividends, which they intended to

fix by a guarantee of ten years at fifteen per cent, on

their holdings. This system of irresponsible iniquity

Chatham resolved to close. And the first step was to

bring the conquered lands under the control of the

Crown, and to make a parliamentary settlement of

revenues which the tradesmen claimed as their private

perquisite.

In letters to his colleagues Chatham speaks of "the

transcendent object. East India affairs," "the greatest

of all objects "—the question as to the right of the

Company to dispose of this enormous revenue. His

view of the right was this, as he explained long after-

wards :—There was a mixed right to the territorial

revenues of the conquered provinces between the

State and the Company—the State being entitled to

the larger share as the larger contributor by its fleet

and men. And the Company's share could never be

considered as private property to be divided as profits,

^
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but inust be held in trust for the public purposes of

defence of India and the extension of trade. He held

that conquests of vast territories, never contemplated

by the Company's charter and mainly made by the

forces of the Crown, could confer no indefeasible rights

of sovereignty on a body of traders. These noble pro-

vinces must be claimed as dominions of the Crown,

and governed as such. The Charter had only secured

to the Company a few factories on the rivers and

coasts, but not such vast provinces as Bengal, Orissa,

and Behar. The merchants were entitled to their

commercial privileges and a moderate return for their

invested capital.

So far Chatham's statesmanlike insight has been

amply justified by events. But his eager ambition

saw visions of an era of just and beneficent, govern-

ment dispensed to the people of India ; and, in place

of "enriching a band of greedy factors," a revenue

which should eventually lighten the taxation of our

country, and extinguish the debt which had been

created by the wars. In this his anticipations egregi-

ously outran the facts. Like the rest of his contem-

poraries, he greatl}^ overrated the wealth of Hindustan.

And he wholly failed to gauge the narrow and self-

seeking spirits by whom he was served and surrounded.

In the result something was effected, but his noble

hopes of reforming the government of India were

destroyed by the intrigues of his colleagues and the

breakdown of his own powers.

Chatham's first aim was to obtain a searching inquiry

in Parliament ; and for this purpose he put up his

friend, Alderman Beckford, to move for this as an
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independent member of the House of Commons.

Chatham himself declined to formulate any scheme of

reform until the inquiry was complete, nor would he

even submit a scheme to his Cabinet. There was

no ;hing in this course unusual in such cases of com-

plicated legislation. The inquiry was warmly opposed

in successive debates by the Opposition leaders, who

defended the Company in the name of their Charter.

It is one of the ironies of history that the most

eloquent speech in resisting any restraint on the

arbitrary powers of the Company was delivered by

Edmund Burke. He made one of his most brilliant

orations in defence of the colleagues and patrons of

Clive and Hastings—a speech wherein occurred the

Apocalyptic attack on Chatham already cited. Had

Chatham succeeded in reorganising the government of

India in 1766, Burke would not have had to denounce

such a record of crimes and tyranny as he unfolded at

Westminster in 1788.

AVhen the inquiry came before the House, and dur-

ing the debates, Chatham was in his sick-room, either

at Marlborough, Hampstead, or at Bath, occasionally

dictating peremptory letters to Grafton and Shelburne,

but attending no Councils nor appearing in Parlia-

ment. Conway, whom he had deeply offended, and

Townshend, the brilliant mountebank, whom he had

so unwisely placed in the Exchequer, both played false

to their paralysed chief and thwarted any serious

inquiry. Chatham (by correspondence) thundered

against the weakness and disloyalty of his colleagues,

reiterated, with his usual vehemence, his anxieties, his

fears, and his behests. Some check was put on the
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division of the spoil. But nothing effective came of

it; and for a generation India remained the happy

hunting-ground of British " nabobs."

^ Another urgent reform attempted by the Chatham
ministry was to remedy the gross misgovernment of

Ireland. The rule of that kingdom was a corrupt

oligarchy, controlled by Lords Justices, with little inter-

ference from the central government, and a Parliament

of borough-mongers, elected for the life of the King.

In 1767 Lord Townshend was sent over by Chatham

as Viceroy, with instructions to remain in constant

residence, virtually superseding the irresponsible power

of the Lords Justices. The tvq^ ministry were pre-

pared to support a Septennial Act to limit the duration

of the Irish Parliament, to reform the tenure of the

Judges on the English basis, of holding office " during

good conduct" and not "during pleasure" of the

Crown. The whole conduct of Pitt, as of Chatham,

whether in his two ministries as well as before and

after both of them, was to extend towards Ireland the

same spirit of liberal government, the same respect

for local liberties and popular representation which

he advocated towards the Colonies. But the utter

collapse of his health prevented Chatham during his

second administration from carrying through any

effective reform—just as it had done in the case of the

government of India.

The next escapade of the unscrupulous rhetorician

to whom Chatham had entrusted the finances of the

country was to allow the Opposition to reduce the

land tax from four to three shillings in the pound. By
this blunder the Exchequer lost half a million, the
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amount, as Chesterfield said, "of the bribe the landed

gentlemen had voted to themselves." Chatham was

incensed with Townshend for this and for his conduct

in the India question, and wrote that he or the

Chancellor of the Exchequer must quit office. He
would have acted on this threat, but now he fell into

such a state of nervous prostration that he declined to

take part in any business, or even to have matters of

business referred to him at all. ^
In the meantime Charles Townshend broke out into

an act of reckless folly, far more serious than any of

his previous extravagances. Without consulting his

colleagues, he proposed an import duty on various

goods entering America. To this the Cabinet objected

;

but, in the absence of Chatham, unable even to consult

him, to resist Townshend, or to dismiss him, the

ministers accepted the measure, which quietly passed

both Houses. The ignorance of the times and the

arrogant complacency of the home government were

such that this critical step passed without opposition

and with little remark. It was the origin of the

long and ruinous struggle which for twenty years

divided the mother country and her American colonies^

The Duke of Grafton, Chatham's most trusted

friend, quotes the Earl's letter to himself (March

1767), to the effect that "the East India business was

the capital object of the publick upon which Lord

Chatham would stand or fall." He then tells us how

"a suppressed gout falling on his nerves, to a degree

sufficient to master his resolution," rendered Chatham

unfit to see any of his colleagues. "From this time

he became invisible." " Here, in fact, was the end of
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his administration." The Duke and the Chancellor

went to the King and told him that the ministry was

in fact dissolved, and they urged George to call upon

Chatham to advise him as to his course. All that they

got was a statement in Lady Chatham's handwriting

declining any visit. The King wrote within the month

of June no less than eight letters to his Prime Minister

urging on him Ohe chaos into which government had

fallen, imploring him to see the Duke or to give some

suggestion as to what should be done. To every appeal

came the same reply. He is overwhelmed with the

boundless extent of the royal goodness. He lays him-

self at the King's feet. In his extreme weakness of

nerves and spirits he " could not sustain the weight of

an audience "
: he could not offer any suggestion ; he

is utterly incapable of the smallest effort.

The Duke did obtain one interview with Chatham,

and he reports :
" His nerves and spirits were affected

to a dreadful degree : and the sight of his great mind

bowed down, and thus weakened by disorder, would

have filled me with grief and concern, even if I had not

borne a sincere attachment to his person and char-

acter." It appeared, he says, like cruelty to have to

put a man he valued to so great suffering. All that

the Duke could wring from his shattered chief was a

request to remain in office and to open negotiations

with the Bedfords rather than the Kockinghams

—

advice truly unfortunate, to be explained only by aber-

ration of mind. At this time his condition is thus

described by the secretary of George Grenville as

" the lowest dejection and debility that mind or body

can be in." He sits all day leaning on his hands which
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rested on a table : would permit no one to remain in his

room, knocks when he needs anything and then silently

signals to the attendant to retire. At the mention of

politics he starts and trembles violently from head to

foot. He could bear no noise, and his children had to

be removed from his roof. To avoid sound, he took

house after house near his own. He ordered planta-

tions to be made round his garden at ruinous cost and

hurried on with feverish haste by night as by day.

His appetite was sickly and uncertain. He could bear

no delay ; and kept chickens ready cooked at any hour

that he felt able to eat. By a deed he gave Lady

Chatham a power of attorney to transact all business

of every kind. He moved from Hampstead to

Somersetshire, and then to Bath. He passionately

sought to repurchase Hayes Place, which he had sold

to Mr. Thomas Walpole. "That might have saved

me !

" he murmured, when the purchaser hesitated to

part with his bargain. But at Lady Chatham's earnest

entreaty, Walpole reluctantly consented to surrender

the place.

Such was the pitiable nervous prostration of the

"great Earl," in which the Chatham administration

fell to pieces, whilst the seeds of future disaster were

sown thick in the confusion of parties and the tangle

of folly, intrigue, and obstinacy in which politics were

plunged. It was natural that spiteful and scandalous

reports were rife in the world. Some said he was

mad : others, that he was shamming madness. Even

Horace Walpole allowed his ill-nature so far to over

come his good sense as to put it on record that he

inclined to think his extravagances were feigned. The
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lampoons were continual, and the pseudo-Junius called

him "a lunatic brandishing a crutch." He could no

longer "lie on his back and talk fustian," as Burke

said. He was not at all insane : still less was he acting

a part. He was afflicted with nervous paralysis, and

sat impotent and silent. And the fortunes of England

were delivered over to the perverse ambition of a

dogged King, to the mischievous counsels of a dis-

tracted ministry, whilst the greatest brain and the

finest soul of the age lay as it were in some mysterious

trance.^

1 Lord Edmond Fitzmaiirice, when preparing his Life of Shelburne,

obtained from Sir Andrew Clark an opinion as to Chatham's com-

plaint. " Suppressed gout disordered the whole nervous system, and

drove him into a state of mental depression, varying with excitement

and equivalent to insanity. But there was no specific brain disease."

After a bad attack of external gout the patient entirely recovered his

force of mind.



CHAPTER X

DEFENCE OF IRELAND AND INDIA

The remaining years of Chatham's life, from his final

resignation of office in October 1768, until his death in

May 1778, were broken by long intervals of retirement

and disease, but were illuminated by some splendid

efforts from time to time to withstand the follies and

crimes of those in power, to call out the moral sense of

his countrymen, to give voice to the inmost warning

of conscience, of reason, and justice. He warmly

defended the freedom and independence of the Parlia-

ment of Ireland. He passionately called for reforma-

tion of the corrupt government of India, such as might

win the confidence and affections of the native

population. He constantly pressed for a Reform of

Parliament and the amendment of the system of close

Boroughs. He was regarded as the champion of the

Protestant Dissenters against the prejudices and ex-

clusions of a pampered Establishment. He warned the

nation of the danger of allowing the strength of the

Navy to be reduced, a warning the force of which was

so soon to be justified at York Town But the main

strength of his efforts in public and in private was

given all through these years to the struggle with the

191
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American Colonies. By speeches in the House of

Lords, by appeals to influential men, in conferences

with Dr. Franklin, in many personal negotiations, he

strove to stem the oppressive policy of the King, and to

satisfy the just claims of the American States. He
inveighed, with horror and with a magnificence of

language which has grown to be a part of English

literature, against the perverse folly of prolonging a

hopeless and disastrous Civil War, and against the

inhuman barbarities that too often disgraced it.

The course of time, the slow advance of justice and

morality in matters of vState, have justified every one

of these warnings and appeals. Chatham was the

precursor in fact of reforms which were not achieved

until the century which followed his own : which even

yet have been but imperfectly effected : some of

which are burning problems with us still to-day. It is

to be numbered amongst the heaviest clouds which

darken the history of our country, that these splendid

attempts of the fallen statesman were heard by the

King and his creatures with sullen disdain. Not one

of them had any effect in changing the course of events

or in mitigating the disasters and humiliations which

criminal folly entailed on its authors. But whilst

these noble words of the lonely statesman are enshrined

in the records of our country, he will not be to future

generations that which he was to his own—a voice

crying in the wilderness. In the eyes of those who
place Honour and Justice above Empire, who place the

Happiness of the People above Glory and Conquests,

the last ten years of Chatham's career, though he

laboured in vain to convince a besotted faction, and to
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reverse a policy of ruin, will always stand forth with

a truer brilliance than the five years of his dictatorship

when he sent forth fleets to annihilate those of our

rivals, and organised the armies which conquered an

Empire.

The state of his health, his irritable and domineering

temper, the angry air of suspicion and jealousy in the

competing factions amongst whom he lived, whose

suspicions he so deeply imbibed, rendered this period

of Chatham's life a melancholy failure. Had he been

born to the throne of an hereditary despot, as were

King Frederick and the Emperor Joseph, had his mind

not been unhinged by disease, and his nature not

soured by the enmity of weak men born into great

power, Chatham would have proved one of the most

triumphant rulers of modern times. If he had pos-

sessed the adroitness of Walpole, the serene wisdom of

Washington, the patience and knowledge of the world

of his own son, he might have again commanded the

country. But never was man less patient, less toler-

ant of weakness, more disdainful of all the arts of

compromise and conciliation. If only he could have

formed a genuine and permanent alliance with Rock-

ingham, Camden, Shelburne, and Burke, from the

hour when he recovered command of his powers ; if

only, with all his devotion to the Constitution, he

could have conceived the position of a Constitutional

Minister ; if, once the idol of the people, he could have

remained in the House of Commons, and could have

carried through its Reform—then our country might

have been saved from some of its worst excesses in

India, in Ireland, and at home, and from some of its

N
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bitterest humiliations in America. But what Horace

\Yalpole called his " ^presumptuous impracticability"

made such a coalition impossible from the first.

When, in January 1767, Chatham was attacked with

gout and retired to Bath, his colleagues never saw him

again ; and the confusion was unexampled in modern

history. As Burke said long afterwards—"when his

face was hid but for a moment, his whole system was

on a wide sea, without chart or compass." His col-

leagues never presumed to have an opinion of their

own. They were whirled about, the sport of every

gust. They turned the vessel wholly out of the course

of his policy. It was thus that, using his name, they

proceeded to tax America. Lord Chai-lemont wrote

(9th April)— "Charles Townsliend is at open war,

Conway is angry. Lord Shelburne out of humour, and

the Duke of Grafton by no means pleased. The ministry

is divided into as many parties as there are men in it."

All this time George kept writing friendly letters

to Chatham, insisting on his remaining in office

—

"though confined to your house, your name has been

sufficient to enable my administration to proceed. I,

therefore, in the most earnest manner, call on you to

continue in your employment " (the King to Chatham,

January 23, 1768). George could easily afford to be

gracious. He obtained the great name of the Earl,

who could do nothing, who knew nothing. In the

meantime, the King was having his own way, and

carrying on what he naively called " his adminis-

tration."

In the month of January 1768 a wretched job

made it necessary to set the Privy Seal to an appoint-
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ment. As Chatham was incapable even of this effort,

three private persons were named commissioners to

act for six weeks. The King and his ministers would

not let their victim go. For months things stagnated

and went to chaos, Lady Chatham answering all appeals

and refusing all interviews. At last, in October 1768,

a letter in her handwriting was sent to the Duke of

Grafton begging him to obtain the King's permission

to resign the Privy Seal. The Duke hesitated and

pressed the Earl to remain. The King, almost losing

his temper, wrote directly to Lord Chatham—"I think I

have a right to i7isist on your remaining in my service."

An abject letter, in her ladyship's hand—a letter which

a Grand Vizier might have sent to Sultan Amurath

—

(October 14) finally closed this melancholy episode,

and brought to an end the Chatham ministry. It had

lasted nominally two years and two months. It had

at last found strength enough to insist on dying.

The appearance of Chatham on the political field in

the last years of his life was so irregular and spas-

modic, had so little practical effect on legislation and

government, and was itself so seldom continuous, that

it would be inconvenient to record it in chronological

order. It must be grouped under a few distinct

subjects; and it will be best to collect his utterances and

schemes under the following heads: (1) the good-^

government of Ireland, of India, and other parts of

the Empire
; (2) Constitutional questions and the

function of Parliament; (3) the quarrel with the

American Colonies, and the formation of the United

States.

With regard to Ireland, the administration of which
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Chatham was the nominal head had started in July

1766 with excellent intentions:—the reform of the

Irish Parliament, the independence of the Irish Judges,

a Habeas Corpus Act, and the abolition of the griev-

ances of the monstrous Pension list. In short, it was

consistently Chatham's principle to give Ireland a

genuine Irish government, to make the Irish Parlia-

ment solely responsible for Irish taxation, and to

require from the Lord-Lieutenant continuous residence

in Dublin. The collapse of Chatham's health, and the

disorganisation into which this threw his colleagues,

had prevented any of these urgent reforms being-

carried through.

Although Chatham never at any time was able to

effect any reform in Ireland, we are not left in doubt

about the principles which he maintained. The very

remarkable correspondence between him and Lord

Shelburne, in October 1773, fully explains his views.

In that year it was proposed to put a tax of two shillings

in the pound on the net annual profits of all land-

owners in Ireland ivho should not actually reside in the

Kingdom for six months in each year. It was hotly

urged by the English party both there and in Britain

that any such Bill, if carried in the Irish Parliament,

should be annulled by the Crown. Lord Shelburne,

whose family held great Irish estates, consulted

Chatham as to the course to be pursued. Chatham's

answer was emphatic—against any interference from

England. This proposal, he said, however severe

against absentees, is founded in strong Irish policy, to

compel more of the product of Irish estates to be spent

ill Ireland, and not here,
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"England, it is evident, profits by draining Ireland of the

vast incomes spent here from that country. But I could not,

as an English peer, advise the King on principles of indirect,

accidental English policy, to reject a tax on absentees, sent

over here, as the gemdne desire of the Commons of Ireland,

acting in their proper and pecidiar sphere, and exercising their

inherent, exclusive right, by raising siqjpUes in the manner they

think best. This great principle of the Constitution is so funda-

mental, and with me so sacred and indispensable, that it

outweighs all other considerations."

Lord Eockingham opposed all this, and pressed

Shelburne to join him in having the Bill disallowed.

And Edmund Burke vehemently denounced the

Absentee Tax. Here a second time we find Burke

resisting, and Chatham defending, a reform in the

interest of the poor cultivators of the soil. As Burke

had opposed Chatham's attempt to check the abuses of

Indian " nabobs," so we find him opposed to Chatham's

view as to taxing the Irish absentees. The correspon-

dence continued ; and Shelburne very honourably gave

way to the superior wisdom and generosity of Chatham.

In a second letter, Chatham admitted that all his

personal prejudices were with Irish landowners, for

two of his relations held considerable estates. Never-

theless, he continues :

—

"The fitness or justice of the tax in question, I shall not
consider, if the Commons of Ireland send it here." ..." The
line of the Constitution—a line written in the broadest letter,

through every page of the history of parliament and people

—

tells me, that the Commons are to judge of the propriety and
expediency of supplies." "This power of the purse in the

Commons is fundamental and inherent ; to translate it from
them to the King in Council, is to annihilate Parliament."

In result, the landowners succeeded in having the
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Bill thrown out in the Irish Parliament; and the

perilous resort to King George's fiat was not required.

But the letters display how intensely Chatham held by

his doctrine that the taxes of the Irish people could

only be voted by their own representatives—in their

own Parliament.

The critical question of the independence of the

National Parliament of Ireland was not decided until

long after Chatham's time. But, whatever doubts he

may have once had, he repeatedly declared himself

to his colleague, Lord Shelburne, as opposed to the

legislative Union of the Irish and British Parliaments,

on the ground of the bad effect it would have on

the English Parliament. This Lord Shelburne com-

municated to Arthur Young. The Irish Speaker, when

resisting the Union in February 1800, repeated that

Lord Chatham had always objected to the Union, lest

the additional members from Ireland might alter the

constitution of the House. It is clear that the people

of Ireland had felt at least as much enthusiasm for the

Liberal Statesman as did the people of Scotland and of

England. The merchants and traders of Dublin had

presented him with an address of admiration on his

retirement from office. And the citizens of Cork had

placed a marble statue of him in their Exchange.

During Chatham's own ministr}', the urgent need of

reform in the government of India was ever in his

mind. He wrote from Bath to Lord Shellmrne

(January 1767) about "the transcendent object which

possesses my mind, the East India business." But in

his absence, in spite of constant exchange of letters

with Shelburne and Townshend, nothing eftective
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could he done. In February the Duke of Grafton

wrote with an account of a meeting of ministers,

"they were most thoroughly convinced that his presence

was absolutely necessary to give dignity to the ad-

ministration and to carry through this affair (the

most important of all) of the East India Company, in

which they all think that there is no stirring without

your assistance and concurrence.'/ And the Duke
frankly adds that he is ready to join in any plan which

approved itself to the great experience and ability of

his chief. But nothing beyond abortive attempts came

from this headless administration.

For years, as we know, abortive attempts were made
to solve the problem of Indian Government, a problem

which wrecked one minister after another. Lord

Chatham does not seem to have spoken in the House

on these questions ; but in letters to his colleagues

from time to time we find what his views and advice

had been. Colonel Barre, who had now become his

friend and warm supporter, asked Chatham's opinion as

to the Bill promoted by the East India Company to

enable them to raise further military forces (February

1771). Other friends asked for his views. Chatham
replies (21st February 1771) :

—

"As to the East India Company's Bill for recruiting, I

disapprove it absolutely. I have seen regalities taken away
by Act of Parliament ; and shall not concur in an Act to

attribute sovereign power in England to Leadenhall Street.

I think the attempt daring, and the power preposterous

:

out of all line of the Constitution."

AVhen, in 1772 and 1773, public opinion forced the

government of Lord North to cany through the India
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Acts designed to stop the worst enormities of the

Company's Eaj and to transfer their irresponsible

power to a body representing the State at home,

Chatham was unable to take part in debate, but we

find him at every point warmly supporting the Reforms.

The Report of the Secret Committee of December

1772, on which the government action was based, met

with Chatham's hearty approval :

—

"I am much edified with it. As far as it has gone, I

Uke the spirit of it well ; as it does ' nothing extenuate, nor

set down aught in malice.'
'

' Trade in India, internal and external, stands at present

on little else than the guns of our ships and foratresses : a

forced foundation ivhich toill fail, if not timely strengthened

by a system of justice and humanity, of sounder and larger

policy.
"

AVhen the Acts of 1773 came on for debate, Chatham

from his retreat in Somersetshire warmly applauded

the efforts of Colonel Barre, who took the lead in

arguing the case with what, Chatham writes to

Shelburne, was a "noble and universally applauded

speech on India." The case of the Company and

their " vested interests " in extortion, oppression, and

fraud, was maintained by Edmund Burke, who took

the lead on the side of opposition. Strange destiny,

which for the third time found Burke the passionate

advocate of Property and Reaction, whilst Chatham

was a stout champion of the People and of Reform!

There was some strange antipathy between these two

men—the finest brains and natures of their time.

Both were high-minded, profound in insight, generous,

with passionate imagination. Burke was a philosopher,
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a man of letters, an idealist, and a born Conservative.

Chatham was a man of action with a genius for

efficiency, a popular tribune, but a born ruler of men.

In May 1773, Chatham again pressed on Shelburns

that "Indian affairs are in a most interesting crisis;

nor can any public object be more important to the

honour and welfare of the nation." The government,

with a majority in both Houses, were carrying their

Bill to limit the irresponsible liberty of the Company,

whose vested interests under charter were being

passionately defended by the Eockingham party and

the "nabob" ring. As to the claim of the Company

to the entire revenue that could be squeezed out of the

natives, Chatham writes :

—

"Dividends are in their nature strictly limited to the

profits of trade ; anything more is undue, and an imposition

and defrauding of the public services. Inland trade ex-

clusive of the natives is the rankest and most odious

oppression to be abolished for ever. This, together with

the want of justice in judicature, has lost us the favourable

dispositions of Hindostan. Justice should be solidly estab-

lished under independent judges, holding their offices as the

judges here, removable only by Address of Parliament, and

under severest penalties if they meddle in trade.

"

This was directed against the monstrous system

under which the officials of the Company claimed

complete monopoly of the inland trade of the Pen-

insula, fixing themselves the prices at which they

chose both to buy and sell.

Well might Lord Shelburne write to Chatham that

" the crimes and frauds of the servants in India,

enormous as they appear in the Eeports, are not yet

fully stated. The Directors, occupied in domestic
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pursuits equally fraudulent, have produced the effect

of accomplices throughout ; while the proprietors

who, as the last resort, ought to be the purest to the

objects of their charter, appear the most servile instru-

ments of both. " To this Chatham replies :

—

"India teems with iniquities so rank, as to smell to

heaven and earth. The reformation of them, if pursued in

a pure spirit of justice, might exalt the nation, and endear

the English name throughout the world ; but the generous

purpose is no sooner conceived in the hearts of the few, but

by-ends and sinister interests taint the execution, and power
is grasped at, where redress should be the only object.

"The putting under circumscription and control the high

and dangerous prerogatives of war and alliances, so abused

in India, I cannot but approve, as it shuts the door against

insatiable rapine and detestable enormities, as have, on

some occasions, stained the English name, and disgraced

human nature. I approve, too, of the nomination of judges

by the Crown ; but as they are to hold their offices during

pleasure, I cannot consider them as judges, but as dependent

instruments of power.

"The abolition of inland trade on private accounts is

highly laudable, as far as that provision goes ; but I would

assuredly carry the prohibition further, and open again to

the natives and other Eastern merchants the inland trade

of Bengal, and abolish all monopolies on the Com])any's

account ; which now operate to the unjust exclusion of an

oppressed people, and to the impoverishing and alienating

of these extensive and populous provinces. The hearts and

(jood affections of Bengal are of viore loorfh than all the profits

of ritmous and odious tnonopolies.'"

In the summer of 1769, the town was startled, and

all the political quidnuncs were set in motion by the

unexpected appearance of Chatham at the King's

Levee, and an interview between them afterwards in

the closet. It had come about in this way. In the
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autumn of the preceding year, Chatham had another

severe attack of gout, and a second in the following

spring. This seemed to clear his brain and restore

his nerves. He became reconciled to Lord Temple,

who visited him at Hayes, and effusively had the visit

recorded as "a most cordial, firm, and perpetual union,

to which Mr. Glrenville has heartily acceded." The

invalid had shaken off his gloom, and after two years

and a half, he not only came up to London, but he

attended the Levee. The circumstance must be told

in the inimitable language of Horace AValpole.

" Lord Chatham appeared at the King's Levee when

it was thought he would never produce himself again,

or was not fit to be produced in public. He was

perfectly well, and had grown fat. The Duke of

Grafton had just time to apprise the King of this

mysterious visit. The King was very gracious, and

whispered him to come into the closet after the levee,

which he did, and stayed there twenty minutes,"

And then the lively diarist pours forth the gossip of

the day with all its suspicions and rumours. Had the

ex-minister, who seemed to have risen from the dead

to overthrow all the combinations of the day, and

to make new, come to consult with the King about

the Middlesex election of Wilkes, or had he come to

claim power for himself 1 Had he been sent for, or

did he come up of his own accord 1 Why was he so

cold to the Duke of Grafton and the Duke of Bedford 1

Why so friendly to Lord Granby and General Harvey?

And was Lord Temple in the game ? and so forth, as

Chatham lingered after the audience, as if to convince

the Court that he had recovered his health and under-

standing.
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He had indeed fluttered the Volscians at St. James's.

Lord ^lansfield had hoped the ministry could hold on,

"if that madman Chatham did not come to throw a

fire-ball amongst them." Had he thrown it? Burke

wondered if he had only come to talk some " creeping,

explanatory, ambiguous matter in the true Chathamic

style." Explanatory perhaps ; but was Chatham often

amhiguou.^, was he ever creejmig ? As a matter of fact,

Chatham now felt himself restored to health and life,

and resolved to show the King and the world that

he was. We now know exactly what had been

Chatham's purpose, and what he said. Nothing could

be simpler and more straightforward. The Duke of

Grafton wrote a minute at the time of what had

passed, evidently from the King's own words.

George was gracious, regretted that illness had

caused the Earl's resignation. Chatham replied that

he could not continue to serve when unable to approve

what he thought good, or dissent from what he thought

bad. He thought this recent case (A¥ilkes's) had been

mismanaged. It ought to have been treated with

contempt from the first. And he was not satisfied

with what had been done as to Indian government,

and the powers left with the Company. He did not

think his health would ever allow hiin again to attend

in Parliament. If it did, and he should dissent from

any measure proposed, he hoped his Majesty would

believe that it did not arise from any personal con-

sideration, as he had not a tittle to find fault with

in the conduct of any individual. "His Majesty

micfht be assured that it could not arise from ambition,

as he felt so strongly the weak state from which he
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was recovering, and which might daily threaten him,

that office therefore of any sort could no longer be

desirable to him."

From this hour Chatham neither held nor sought

any office, nor did he ever see the King again. The
history of England might have been different, if

George could have honestly trusted the sincere words

in which his proud servant took his last farewell.



CHAPTER XI

DEFENCE OF THE CONSTITUTION

Chatham was hy fixed principle a Whig of the old

school, a firm believer in the Settlement of 1689,

albeit alien to any particular Whig "connection."

His whole conception of politics was the efficient rule

of a trained statesman, implicitly trustedlb^^_a„ free

Parliament. Thus it came about that, when not in

power himself, he was in continual opposition to

forces which he scorned, but could not control—

a

venal and servile House of Commons; a House of

Peers divided into rival "factions"; a King and his

Court, successfully intriguing so as to manipulate both.

Chatham's splendid efforts to bridle Prerogative, to

guide Parliament, and to stir the conscience of the

nation, met with no success, but they left a great

inheritance to those who came after him.

On the first occasion of his return to Parliament,

Chatham poured out his passionate sense of constitu-

tional right with even more than his usual violence

of language.

"My Lords, I need not look abroad for grievances. The
great capital mischief is fixed at home. It corrupts the very
foundation of our political existence, and preys upon the

206
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vitals of the State. The Constitution at this moment stands

violated. Until that wound be healed, until the grievance

be redressed, it is in vain to recommend union to Parliament,

in vain to promote concord among the people. If we mean

seriously to unite the nation within itself, we must convince

them that their complaints are regarded, that their injuries

shall be redressed. On that foundation, I would take the lead

in recommending peace and harmony to the people. On any

other, I would never wish to see them united again. If the

breach in the constitution be effectually repaired, the people

will of themselves return to a state of tranquillity. If not

—

may discord prevail for ever !

"

The orator went on, apparently losing control of

his tongue, to the effect that if the King's servants

would not permit a constitutional question to be

decided by the principles of the Constitution, then,

old as he was, he hoped to see the issue fairly tried

between the people and the government. When the

liberty of the subject was invaded, without redress,

resistance was justified. *'The Constitution has its

political Bible, by which, if it be fairly consulted,

every political question may, and ought to be deter-

mined. Magna Charta, the Petition of Eights, and

the Bill of Rights, form that code which I call Tlce

Bible of the English Constitution. Had some of his

Majesty's unhappy predecessors trusted less to the

comments of their ministers, had they been better

read in the text itself, the glorious Revolution would

have remained only possible in theory, and would not

now have existed upon record, a formidable e'xample

to their successors." If Walpole said truly, "it was

not his style to be harsh in the closet," his style was

outspoken enough in the Lords.

In the same speech Chatham went on to expound
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his view of a Eeform of Parliament. The boroughs,

he said, had been called the rotten parts of the

Constitution. Corrupt as they are, they must be

considered as the natural infirmity of the Constitution.

He was not prepared to abolish them. The limb was

mortified, but amputation might be death [the orator

forgot that to leave the mortified limb would be

equally death]. His plan was to increase the county

representation, which was still pure and uncorrupted.

He urged the increase of another member to each

county, both in England and in Scotland. He thought

that~increase would be " the only security against

the profligacy of the times, the corruption of the

people, and the ambition of the Crown." How utterly

inadequate this reform would prove, in the immense

preponderance over counties and large towns of the

rotten boroughs, we know now. But it was sixty

years before the nation succeeded in carrying any

reform at all.

Over and over again Chatham perorated in the

Peers about the discontents in the nation, the irrita-

tion produced by the conduct of the ministers of the

Crown, and of the "influence behind the Crown," in

which he insisted on believing. His doctrine was

that manifest discontent in the nation was sufficient

ground for urgent action, that the Peers were the

hereditary advisers of the Crown, that it waF~a

pressing crisis which called them to be united, and to

make their common counsel reach the throne, in spite

of the eff'orts of the open and the concealed evil

counsellors at Court.

"It was the duty of that House to inquire into tlie causes
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of that notorious dissatisfaction expressed by the whole

English nation, to state these causes to their Sovereign, and

then to give him their best advice in what manner he ought

to act. The privileges of the House of Peers, however trans-

cendent, however appropriated to them, stood, in fact, upon

the broad bottom of the people."

"... Let us be cautious how we admit an idea that our

rights stand on a footing different from those of the people.

Let us be cautious how toe invade the liberties of otir fellow-

subjects, hoicever near, hotvever remote: for be assured^ my
Lords, that in whatever part of the Emjnre you suffer slavery to

be established, whether it be in America, or in Ireland^ or here

at home, you ivlllfnd it a disease lohich spreads by contact, and

soon reaches from the extremities to the heart. The man who
has lost his own freedom becomes from that moment an

instrument in the hands of an ambitious prince, to destroy

the freedom of others. The liberty of the subject is invaded

not only in provinces, but here at home. The English people

are loud in their complaints, they complain with one voice

the injuries they have received ; they demand redress, and

depend upon it, my Lords, that one way or other they will

have redress. They will never return to a state of tranquillity

until they are redressed ; nor ought they ; for in my judgment,

,

my Lords, and I speak it boldly, it were better for them to

perish in a glorious contention for their rights, than to purchase

a slavish tranquillity at the expense of a single iota of the

Constitution."

How radically different was all this, both in substance

and in form, from the language of Walpole, or of

Burke, or even of Charles Fox. It was the language

of Pym, of Somers, of Russell, of Brougham, and of

Bright. It was in this that Chatham was the precursor

of the advanced reformers of the nineteenth century,

as he was the heir of the revolutionist leaders of the

seventeenth century. Chatham was a real, and not a

pinchbeck. Imperialist, as he was, I think, the first to

use habitually the term Empire in its true sense. To him

o
"~
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all men within the dominions of the Crown, of what-

ever colour and under whatever sun, were subjects of

the King, and equally entitled to freedom. To him

oppression, injustice, and violation of law, wherever

done, were wrongs done to the nation as a whole,

outrages which put their own liberties in peril. To

him good government and justice were paramount

needs for every citizen, whether they were threatened

in Ireland, in Scotland, in England, in America, or in

India. Chatham never countenanced the view that

" Empire " meant small colonies of white settlers,

holding in serfdom vast masses of some inferior

race.

It was this conception of the solidarity of interests,

as we might now say, which caused him to fling him-

self with such energy and with such persistence into

the miserable series of squabbles about Wilkes and

the Middlesex election. Chatham loathed and despised

Wilkes as a man and as an agitator, and he always

haughtily refused to interfere in any election. But in

the matter of Wilkes being incapacitated for election

by resolution of one House—the Commons declaring

elected a candidate whom the electors had rejected

—

Chatham saw an illegal and unconstitutional attack on

the rights of every elector in the kingdom. And on

behalf of the principle of free representation of the

people, he vehemently and persistently repudiated

the action of the servile House of Commons under the

influence of an arrogant King and his creatures. There

can be no use in going into the details of the trumpery

Middlesex election debates. C-hatham from fir.st to

last upheld common sense, law, and wise policy. His
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view of the constitutional questions was entirely sound,

was soon afterwards accepted by both parties, and ^s.

now settled law.- In maintaining it, he confronted

and overwhelmed not only the feeble spokesmen of

the Court and the Government, sundry able and

irresolute peers, but- the weighty learning of Lord

Mansfield himself. Mansfield was undoubtedly one of

the most consummate lawyers in our history, as well

as one of the subtlest and most persuasive logicians.

But he was a coward, given to intrigue, always the

advocate, and never the statesman. When Chatham

denounced the act of the Commons in attempting to

incapacitate AYilkes from being elected, and moved an

amendment in the Lords to declare that they thereby

"deprived the electors of Middlesex of their free

choice of a representative," Mansfield made a powerful

reply. From the point of view of strict constitutional

law, Mansfield was right ; and his speech is a classical

exposition of the doctrine. He spoke as a judge rather

than a peer. He insisted that the House of Commons
had done illegal things in the matter of general

warrants, which the judges could and did redress. In

the matter of expelling Wilkes, in rejecting AYilkes's

re-election to Middlesex, whether they had acted with

wisdom, or indiscretion—and on this he, Mansfield,

would never express what he thought as a peer—there
was no court of law which could decide the question

;

much less could the House of Lords decide it. Both

Houses were the sole courts of justice for their own
rules and resolutions. Right or wrong, it was not for

the other House to correct them.

In all this, Mansfield spoke as the great lawyer he
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was. It was no doubt irregular, and perhaps impolitic

at the moment, for Chatham to raise a formal amend-

ment with Wilkes's name in it, and to force a division

in the Lords. Mansfield and the large majority of the

House were technically right in refusing to bring their

own House of Peers into direct collision with the

House of Commons. But it would be pedantic to regret

that Chatham should have used the opportunity of

his seat among the Peers to express in noble and

passionate words the folly, the lawlessness, and the

servility of the Commons in truckling to the Court.

And in the Commons itself Lord Granby, Sir George

Savile, and Burke, used the same language as Chatham

and Camden, the Lord Chancellor, had used in the

Lords. Walpole once wrote :
" When Lord Mansfield

was silent, as his fears now made him, Chatham was

far superior to all his other adversaries ; they were

babies to him/'

In this debate of 3rd January 1770, Chatham pro-

mised his hearty co-operation with Lord Rockingham.

Whatever there had been in the past, " cordial union,"

he said, was now " indissoluble "—not in order to share

the sweets of office, but to save the State. Would that

it could have been maintained ! Lord Rockingham

and his friends were honest, just, sensible men, guided

by one man of splendid genius. Rockingham himself

was over-cautious, inarticulate, proud, I'eserved, and

commonplace. Shelburne, the ablest of Chatham's

friends, was deeply distrusted as self-interested, dis-

loyal, and insincere. Burke, with all his genius, was,

and felt himself to be, a follower, not a leader ; he was

satirical, touchy, jealous; too subtle and doctrinaire
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for a great statesman. Chatham was an eflfervescent

man of action, magnanimous and profoundly clear-

visioned, but fiercely impatient of the moderation and

niceties of the theorists. In the result Chatham,

Eockingham, Shelburne, and Burke, sought the same

ends in somewhat similar ways ; but they failed to

form an "indissoluble union," and too often suspected

and thwarted each other.

Time after time Chatham returned to the struggle

over the Middlesex election. He supported George

Grenville's Bill for trying controverted elections. In

May 1770, he brought in a Bill "for reversing the

adjudications of the House of Commons " in the case

of Wilkes and Colonel Luttrell. It is obvious that

such a Bill, suggested to him by Lord Mansfield,

perhaps in derision, was brufum fulmen, except as it

enabled Chatham to make a great speech. And a

great and fierce speech he made. " A corrupt House

of Commons invert all law and order." " A majority

in that House becomes a minister's state-engine, to

effect the worst of purposes, and to produce such

monstrous and unconstitutional acts, one cannot help

exclaiming in the language of Shakespeare

—

* Fie on 't ! Ah fie ! 'tis an unweeded garden,

That grows to seed ; things rank and gross in nature

Possess it merely.'"

He hoped his Majesty would soon open his eyes.

" He esteemed the King in his personal capacity, and

he revered him in his political one." Four days after-

wards, he moved again that the advice given to his

Majesty (when he answered the address of the City of
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London) was "of a most dangerous tendency." Ten
days later he moved an address to the Throne to

dissolve Parliament. As might have been foreseen,

all of these motions were negatived by large majorities.

"Purity of Parliament is the corner-stone in the

commonwealth"; to secure it was needed "a more

full and equal representation," was the keynote of

Chatham's reply to the City of London's address, as it

was of his own conduct in Parliament. Again, in

November in the same year, 1770, he returned to

the Middlesex election in a fresh attack on Lord

Mansfield, whose direction to the Jury in the famous

libel case of printing Junius's 35th Letter, To the

King, Chatham challenged. Mansfield's ruling was

upheld by the judges, but met with violent criticism

and public indignation until the point was settled by

Fox's Libel Act in 1792, which declared that juries

were entitled to bring in a general verdict of " guilty
"

or "not guilty" upon the whole question submitted to

them. Thus after twenty-two years this famous

controversy was settled by legislation, in the sense

which Chatham had vainly struggled to maintain

against the lawyers of his age.

Again he called for a dissolution, an appeal to the

nation to decide the right, if one brancTi of the

legislature could usurp the power to invade the liberty

of the subject. The House of Commons, he said, had

become odious to the present age, and their memory
would be detested by posterity. He inveighed against

the practice of modern judges to reserve to the bench

the exclusive right to decide what constituted a libel.

" The matter of libel—of public libel—was generally a
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2>oiitir(il matter; and the question, whether a paper

was a libel or not, was not a question of law, but a

question of politics, in which ministers indulged their

passion of revenge, and the courts of law became their

instruments of gratification." Mansfield made a feeble

and dilatory plea, in effect declined to reply. And in

December, Chatham followed up the attack with even

greater personal bitterness.

He now challenged the course taken by Lord

Mansfield in the trial, boldly affirming that in his

decision he had gone out of his legal limits, and had

travelled out of the record, by introducing statements

which he volunteered to give, but which were not

properly in evidence. Chatham declared that "the

conduct of the noble judge was irregular, extrajudicial,

and unprecedented"—nay more, that his real motive

for doing what he knew to be wrong was to take the

opportunity of telling the public extrajudicially that

three other judges agreed with him in the doctrine he

had laid down. Even if Lord Mansfield could have

successfully repelled this fierce attack, he made no

attempt to do so, and Chatham's friends and Junius

asserted that he was cowed and conscious of wrong.

A furious pamphlet duel was waged between Nerva for

Mansfield and Fhalaris for Chatham.

Li the following year, when the foolish government

of Lord North, with his servile majority in the House

of Commons, were dragged into their futile struggle

with the printers of their debates, and then with the

City of London ; and had committed to the Tower the

Lord Mayor, Brass Crosby, and Alderman Oliver, on

the question of privilege, Chatham again returned
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to the charge. The report of his speech runs

thus :

—

**He entered largely into the consideration of the state of

the country ; the depraved system of government, which had,

in a very few years, reduced us from a most flourishing to a

most miserable condition. He went through the whole pro-

ceedings of the House of Commons in the late business of the

Printers, and arraigned every part of it in the strongest terms.

He warmly defended the City magistrates in the conscientious

discharge of their duty ; for the House, in committing them to

prison without hearing their defence on the question of privilege,

had been guilty of a gross and palpable act of tyranny ; that

they had heard the prostituted electors of Shoreham in defence

of an agreement to sell a borough by auction, and had refused

to hear the Lord Mayor of London in defence of the laws of

England ; that their expunging, by force, the entry of a recog-

nizance, was the act of a moh, not of a Parliament ; that their

daring to assume a power of stopping all prosecutions by their

vote struck at once at the whole system of the laws ; that it

was solely to the measures of the government, equally violent

and absurd, that Mr. Wilkes owed all his importance ; that

the King's ministers, supported by the slavish concurrence of

the House of Commons, had made him a person of the greatest

consequence in the kingdom ; that they had made him an
Alderman of the City of London, and representative of the

County of Middlesex ; and now they will make him SheriflF,

and in due course. Lord Mayor of London ; that the proceed-

ings of the House of Commons in regard to this gentleman

made the very name of Parliament ridiculous." " To save the

institution from contempt, this House must be dissolved. To
resist the enormous influence of the Crown, some stronger

barriers must be erected." And he now declared himself a
convert to triennial Parliaments—which till now he had opposed.

In May 1771, he moved an address to the King to dissolve

Parliament "to compose" this alarming warfare, Avliich may
endanger the Constitution and tend to shake the tranquillity of

the kingdom.

This motion, like all the others, was promptly

negatived, and came to nothing. But every word he
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had uttered Avas true. Every principle he affirmed has

been accepted and is now the law and practice of the

Constitution. Chatham in this, as in so many things,

was two or three generations before his age. His

forecasts were somewhat premature, however just and

wise. He told Lord Buchan—"before the end of this

century, either the Parliament will reform itself from

within, or be reformed with a vengeance from with-

out." It would be an error to belittle the importance

of this famous brawl, owing to the vile character of

Wilkes or the ineptitude of the King and his creatures.

It was really the birth of the freedom of the Press and

the influence of political criticism on the conduct of

government.

At every point Chatham strove to resist the growing

prerogative of the Crown and the increasing degrada-

tion of the Commons. As to the " Nabobs " he cried

out—"the riches of Asia have been poured in upon

us, and have brought with them not only Asiatic

luxury, but Asiatic principles of government. With-

out connections, without any natural interest in the

soil, the importers of foreign gold have forced their

way into Parliament, by such a torrent of private

corruption, as no private hereditary fortune can

resist." He persisted in affirming the secret influence

of Lord Bute, though the quondam Favourite was

then abroad. And when the Duke of Grafton told

him that these suspicions were " the effects of a dis-

tempered mind brooding over its own discontents,"

he angrily retorted that his disease had never in-

capacitated him so as to forsake his principles. This

was no doubt true : the quarrel was a melancholy
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outburst on both sides. Chatham, nominally First

Minister, found, on recovering his health, that the

ministry under the feeble or indolent leading of

Grafton, had allowed all the measures decided on

before his retirement to be not only neglected but

reversed. Chatham in his wrath suspected that

Grafton had been in collusion with Bute. The truth

was this. Bute had nothing to do with it. Grafton

was not in collusion with any one ; but he was un-

stable, easy, and inert. The only secret influence was

that of George himself, whose grasping and dogged

nature made him the evil genius of his age.

On the civil list debate Chatham inveis'hed aojainst

any attempt to conceal the expenditure from Parlia-

ment. The late good old King, he said, was sincere,

and allowed you to know "whether he liked you or

disliked you." Now, George iii., it must be allowed,

was elaborately gracious to Chatham in person, but

at heart was his bitter enemy. "I will trust no

Sovereign in the world," said Chatham, "with the

means of purchasing the liberties of the people. Does

he mean, by drawing the purse-strings of his subjects,

to spread corruption through the people, to procure

a Parliament, like a packed jury, ready to acquit his

ministers at all adventures." Chatham was certainly

sincere enough outside the I'oyal closet, and allowed

King or subject to know " Avhether he trusted you or

distrusted you " ! Never did he speak truer word

than when he wrote that "he was resolved to be in

earnest for the pul)lic, and should be a scarecrow of

violence to the gentle warblers of the grove, the

moderate Whigs and temperate statesmen."
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Eockingham and his friends were honest and honour-

able men—so were they all, all honourable men—but

" that moderation, moderation! was the burden of the song

among the body." That was the root difference between

Chatham and the Rockingham connection. Rocking-

ham was at best a very "moderate Whig." Burke for

the present was also a moderate Whig, though in his

heart of hearts a passionate Tory, and in his inmost

brain ever a keen Conservative. Chatham was a

passionate Whig of the "Glorious Revolution": con-

stantly breaking out to be "a scarecrow of violence,"

by design rather than intemperance. It is this which

explains the incompatibility that ever kept Chatham

and Burke asunder. Burke's grand essay in 1770,

Thoughts on the Present Discontents^ with all its wisdom

and eloquence, was a partisan defence of the feeble and

commonplace rule of Rockingham, and an oblique

censure on Chatham and his friends, who were endea-

vouring to form a united party. Chatham was quite

right when he wrote to Rockingham that the essay

had done harm to the cause. And Burke was quite

wrong—ignobly and petulantly wrong—when, twenty

years afterwards, he called this "a knavish letter."

It was a temperate and sensible reply to a criticism

which was ill-timed as well as unjust. It was unworthj-

of Burke to justify the well-meaning Rockingham at

the expense of the high-souled Chatham.

Though the state of Parliament and the Constitution

mainly absorbed Chatham's energy on his return to

public life, he entered with keenness into the questions

of foreign policy. France had purchased from Genoa

the island of Corsica during Chatham's retirement. In
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his speech in 1770 he expressed his regret in these

words :
—" France has obtained a more useful and

important acquisition in one pacific campaign, than in

any of her belligerent campaigns. It is too much the

temper of this countrj^ to be insensible of the approach

of danger, until it comes upon us with accumulated

terror." Nor is it too fanciful to speculate that if

Chatham had retained his power and his health for

but another year, Napoleon would not have been a

Frenchman, for Chatham never would have suffered

Corsica to pass to France.

But a far more stirring incident roused him two

years afterwards in the affair of the seizure by Spain

of the Falkland Islands. Peace was unbroken, and

ministers and the nation suspected no attack, when
Chatham, in urging an increase in the number of

seamen, broke forth in a prophetic outburst :
—"I pledge

myself that, at this A'ery hour, a blow of hostility has

been struck against vis by our old inveterate enemies

in some quarter of the world." He had in truth

divined that the efforts made by Choiseul in France,

and by Grimaldi in Spain, to restore their navies, and

to overthrow the maritime ascendency of Britain, were

about to result in some overt act. Some months after-

wards the country was roused to fury by the news that

a Spanish armament had seized the Falkland Islands,

lying one hundred leagues east of the Straits of Magellan,

and had expelled a weak British force then in possession.

These distant islands had been alternately claimed and

occupied by Spaniards, French, and British. But the

forcible ejection of a British governor, with his small

military and naval detachment, was more than the
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English people could endure. War with Spain was

thought to be inevitable. All eyes turned to Chatham.

The crisis roused him to all his old fire. The nation

hung upon his words ; and he poured forth one of his

most masterly orations on the international relations

and the maritime problems of the Empire.

We may at this time ignore the violence with which

Chatham stormed against the ignorance, neglect, and

treachery of the ministers who had reduced the country

to a condition as deplorable at home as it was despic-

able abroad. Nor can we take seriously his denuncia-

tions of the meanness and craftiness of the Spaniards,

the cunning of their merchants and their officers, and

even the bad faith of the King of Spain, who dis-

owned the thief, and profits by the theft, as a common
" receiver of stolen goods." He then broke forth into

the famous appeal :

—

"Let us have peace, my Lords, but let it be honourable, let

it be secure. A patched-up peace will not do—by which a war
may be deferred, but cannot be avoided. ... I know the

strength and preparation of the House of Bourbon ; I know
the defenceless, unprepared condition of this country. ... I

will tell these young ministers the true source of intelligence.

It is sagacity. Sagacity to compare causes and effects ; to

judge the present state of things, and discern the future, by a

careful review of the past. Oliver Cromwell, who astonished

mankind by his intelligence, did not derive it from spies in

every cabinet in Europe ; he drew it from the cabinet of his

own sagacious mind. He observed facts and traced them
forward to their consequences. From what was, he concluded

what must be, and he never was deceived, ... In the late

war we had 85,000 seamen employed. We now have but

16,000, and it is now proposed to raise this to 25,000. But
the forty ships of the line, now to be commissioned, with their

frigates, will require 40,000 seamen. . . . Permit me now to
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state the extent and variety of the service to be provided."

"The first great and acknowledged object of national defence,

in this country, is to maintain such a superior naval force at

home, that even the united fleets of France and Spain may
never be masters of the Channel. If that should ever happen,

what is there to hinder their landing in Ireland, or even upon

our own coasts ? . . . The second naval object with an English

minister should be to maintain at all times a powerful Western

squadron. In the profoundest peace it should be respectable ;

in war it should be formidable. Without it, the colonies, the

commerce, the navigation of Great Britain, lie at the mercy of

the House of Bourbon.
** The third object indispensable is to maintain such a force in

the Bay of Gibraltar as may be sufficient to cover that garrison,

to watch the motions of the Spaniards, and to keep open the

communication with Minorca. At this hour, he said, there

were but eleven ships ready equipped for the defence of the

Channel, one ship at Jamaica, one at the Leeward Islands,

and one at Gibraltar ; and if these places were attacked, they

must fall." *' When the defence of Great Britain or Ireland is

in question, it is no longer a point of honour ; it is not the

security of foreign commerce, or foreign possessions ; we are

to contend for the very being of the state." "If the House of

Bourbon make a wise and vigorous use of the actual advantages

they have over us, it is more than probable that on this day

month we may not be a nation." "When I compare the

numbers of our people, estimated highly at seven millions,

with the population of France and Spain, iisually computed

at twenty-five millions, I see a clear self-evident impossibility

for this country to contend with the united power of the

House of Bourbon, merely upon the strength of its own
resources. They who talk of confining a great war to naval

operations only, speak without knowledge or experience. We
can no more command the disposition than the events of a

war. Wherever we are attacked, there we must defend.

"

He then turned to defend the alliance with Frederick

of Prussia— " that wonderful man whose talents do

honour to human nature." Alliances with German
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princes might be not only useful, but necessary. But

before all things we had to look to the internal condi-

tion of this country. We might look abroad for

wealth, or triumphs, or luxury ; but England is the

main stay, the last resort of the whole Empire.

" Could it be expected that Englishmen would unite

heartily in defence of a government by which they

feel themselves insulted and oppressed 1 Restore them

to their rights ; that was the way to make them

unanimous. It is not a ceremonious recommendation

from the Throne, that can bring back peace and harmony

to a discontented people. That insipid annual opiate

has been administered so long that it has lost its effect.

Something substantial, something effectual must be

done."

He closed with a furious invective against the men
in the City of London "who live in riot and luxury

upon the plunder of the ignorant, the innocent, the

helpless—the miserable jobbers of 'Change Alley, or

the lofty Asiatic plunderers of Leadenhall Street—the

monied interest, that blood-sucker, that muck-worm,

which calls itself the friend of government—that

advances money to government, and takes special

care of its own emoluments—the whole race of com-

missaries, jobbers, contractors clothiers, and remitters

—not the honest industrious tradesman or the fair

merchant—who are the prime source of national wealth."

He protested that he could never again be a minister

:

that a strong ministry was needed : it must be popular

—not founded on any family connection. Those now
in ofhce were balancing between a war that they

ought to have foreseen, and for which they had made
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no provision, and an ignominious compromise. He
warned them of their danger. If they were forced

into war they stand at the hazard of their heads. If

they made an ignominious compromise, let them con-

sider if they would be able to walk the streets in

safety.

Louis XV. shrank from war. Spain gave way, and

restored the islands. It was soon afterwards abandoned,

and has been recovered within recent years. It was

said at the time that "Chatham's very name would

prevent war." Perhaps his speech did. This speech

of Chatham's was the occasion of Dr. Johnson's famous

reply that it was " the feudal gabble of a man who is

every day lessening that splendour of character which

once illuminated the kingdom, then dazzled, and

afterwards influenced it." An apt summary of the

hostile view of Chatham's career.



CHAPTER XII

DEFENCE OF AMERICA

At last a man arose whose deeds spoke for him, the frag-

ments of whose eloquence were imssed far and wide from
mouth to ear, and did not lose the stamj) of their qtiality in

the carrying. With his hroad heart, his svnft 23erce2)tion,

and his capacio^is intellect, Chathavi kneio America, and he

loved her ; and he xvas known and loved hy her in return.

He had done more for her than any ruler had done for any
country since William the Silent saved and made Holland,; and
she repaid him with a true loyalty. When the evil day came,

it rvas to Chatham that she looked for the good offices which

might avert an appeal to arms, mien hostilities had broken

out, shefixed on him her hopes of an honourable peace. And
when he died—in the very act of confessing her wrongs, though

of repudiating and condemning the establishment of that

national independence on which her own mind loas hy that

time irrevocably set—slie refused to alloxo that she had any-

thing to forgive him, and mournedfor him as a father of her

people.

In these words the latest historian of the American

Revolution—Sir George Trevelyan, himself both states-

man and historian, one of a family of statesmen and

historians—sums up the last years of Chatham's career.

These years were in many ways the grandest of his

life. He stood alone without a party or a group be-

hind him. He was continually disabled by disease, and

forced to withdraw for long periods together. He had

against him prejudice and apathy in the ruling class

;

P
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overwhelming majorities in Parliament; insolent,

blind, unscrupulous ministers; an arrogant bigot on

the throne. Against such opposition he could not

change, he could scarcely affect, the course of events.

But in public and in private he poured out his indig-

nation, his appeals to reason and to justice, his despair.

He touched the hearts and brains of all the finer spirits

of the age; he roused a generous sympathy in the

American peojjle ; and he did much to mitigate the

bitterness which they not unnaturally felt, and long

have continued to nourish, against the nation of their

oppressors.

AVhen George Grenville proposed his Stamp Act of

1765, Chatham was ill in bed, and remained for that

year absent from Parliament. When the Stamp Act

was repealed in the following year it had been mainly

by the indignant appeal of Chatham, who '^rejoiced

that America had resisted'' When Townshend in 1768

carried his fatal law to tax colonial imports, Chatham

was not only prostrate and absent, but unable to know
what was being passed. His just indignation broke

forth in public and in private, when he returned to

political action, and found the irreparable mischief

which had been done under cover of his OM^n name.

"America sits heavy upon my mind," he wrote to

Lord Shelburne. Again he wrote on the Boston Tea

outrage :
" I am extremely anxious about the measures

now depending, witli regard to America, and I con-

sider the fate of Old England as being at stake, not

less than that of the New." He thought compensation

should, .-md would, l)e offered for the violent destruc-

tion of the East India Company's tea cargo. "Perhaps
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a fatal desire to take advantage of this guilty tumult

of the Bostonians, in order to crush the spirit of

liberty among the Americans in general, has taken

possession of the heart of the government. If that

mad and cruel measure should be pushed, one need

not be a prophet to say, England has seen her best

days." "America disfranchised, and her charter

mutilated, may, I forebode, resist; and the cause

become general on that vast continent. If this

happen, England is no more, how big words soever

the sovereign in his parliament of Great Britain may
utter."

He wrote to the Sheriff of London in 1774 :
" What

infatuation and cruelty to accelerate the sad moment
of war! Every step on the side of government, in

America, seems calculated to drive the Americans into

open resistance, vainly hoping to crush the spirit of

liberty, in that vast continent, at one successful blow

;

but millions must perish there before the seeds of free-

dom will cease to grow and spread in so favourable a

soil ; and in the meantime devoted England must sink

herself, under the ruins of her own foolish and in-

human system of destruction." " Maryland cannot

wear chains ! Would to Heaven it were equally j^lain

that the oppressor, England, is not doomed, one day,

to bind them round her own hands, and wear them

patiently!" He rejoices in "the manly wisdom and

calm resolution " of the Declaration of Rights by the

American Congress, and will not believe that "free-

men in England can wish to see three millions of

Englishmen slaves in America."

To Chatham from first to last this was a Civil AA'ar,
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of peculiar peril and injustice. He clearly divined

the issue. He did not overrate the infatuation of the

Court party, nor the indomitable forces they were

about to engage. He no doubt did estimate too

strongly the dangers to English liberty and the

ruinous consequences to our country of the inevitable

defeat. The condition of Britain after the surrender

of York Town was indeed humiliating. But the fore-

bodings of Chatham as to the decline of his country

and the establishment of a despotism at home were

hardly verified. Lecky, Trevelyan, and our recent

historians have all drawn attention to the fears of the

Whig Leaders, that the expulsion of the King's forces

from the United States would mean the decadence of

our country and the ruin of the Constitution. But

Chatham's conviction of the wrong and the danger

of the war was shared to the full by Burke and by

Rockingham, by Charles Fox, by Lord Shelburne, and

the Duke of Richmond.

It was not till May 1774 that Chatham again

appeared in Parliament. Disaffection and riot in

New England was now breaking out into war. He
made an impassioned protest against any taxation

of the Colonists, and against the methods of military

coercion by which the taxation was being enforced.

He called "Taxation, that father of American

Sedition."

"My Lords, I am an old man, and would advise the noble

Lords in office to adopt a more gentle mode of governing

America ; for the day is not far distant, when America may
vie with these Kingdoms, not only in arms, but in arts also."

" This lias always been my received and unalterable opinion,

and I will carry it to my grave, that ^/a's coimfri/ has no right
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undtr Heaven to tax America. It is contrary to all the

principles of justice and civil policy, which neither the

exigencies of the State, nor even an acquiescence in the taxes,

could justify upon any occasion whatever."

In 1775 Chatham entered into close relations

with Benjamin Franklin, the delegate from the

American Colonies; and he publicly introduced him

to the House of Lords, when he himself moved an

address to the King to withdraw the troops from

Boston. He stoutly maintained the right, the duty

of the people of America, to resist. He derided the

feeble means by which coercion was attempted to be

enforced. With all his warmest love for the British

troops, he said, their situation was truly unworthy

;

penned up, pining in inglorious inactivity. They

were an army of impotence—an army of impotence

and contempt; but to make the folly equal to the

disgrace, they were an army of irritation and vexation.

All attempts to impose servitude on such men, to

establish despotism over such a mighty continental

nation, must be vain, must be fatal. "AYe shall be

forced ultimately to retreat ; let us retreat while we can,

not when we must. We must necessarily undo these

violent oppressive acts : they must be repealed—you

will repeal them ; I pledge myself for it, that you will

in the end repeal them ; I stake my reputation on it

:

I will consent to be taken for an idiot, if they are not

finally repealed. Avoid, then, this humiliating dis-

graceful necessity." Every motive of justice and of

policy, of dignity and of prudence, he continued, urged

them to allay the ferment in America by withdrawing

the troops from Boston, by repealing the Acts. Every
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danger and every hazard impended to deter them from

perseverance in their ruinous measures, foreign war

hanging over their heads by a slight and brittle

thread—France and Spain watching their conduct and

waiting for the maturity of their errors.

He followed this up by a complicated Declaratory

Bill, which he prepared in conference with Franklin,

but which it is needless to set forth in detail. It

would not have sufficed to content the Americans, and

it was perhaps designed as a subject for discussion

rather than legislation. It was summarily rejected by

the Lords, though the Duke of Cumberland voted in

the minority of thirty-two. On 4th July 1776 the

Congress issued the Declaration of Independence, which

caused renewed excitement in England, and a revul-

sion of popular feeling to continue the war. Chatham

was not carried away by this shock, but he was unable

to speak in public. During the whole of the year

1776 he was retained in the country by disease. It

was not until May 1777 that he again appeared in Par-

liament. He came wrapped in flannels, and supported

upon crutches. He said :

—

" The gathering storm might break ; it has already opened

and in part burst. If an end be not put to this war, there is

an end to this country. America has carried us through four

wars, and will now carry us to our death, if things Avere not

taken in time. You may ravage—you cannot conquer ; it is

impossible : you cannot conquer the Americans. I might as

well talk of driving them before jne with this crutch !

"

In October 1777 General Burgoyne surrendered his

whole army prisoners of war. Before the news

reached this country, Chatham made another impas-
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sioned appeal against measures which had reduced this

late flourishing Empire to ruin and contempt.

*' Not only the power and strength of the country are wasting

away and expiring ; but her well-earned glories, her true

honour, her substantial dignity, are sacrificed. France has

insulted you ; she has encouraged and sustained America ; and
whether America be wrong or right, the dignity of this country

ought to spurn the officious insult of French interference. As
to conquest, it is impossible. You may swell every expense, and
every effort, still more extravagantly

;
pile and accumulate

every assistance you can buy or borrow ; traffic and barter

with every pitiful little German prince, that sells and sends his

subjects to the shambles of a foreign prince
; your efforts are

for ever vain and impotent—doubly so for this mercenary aid

on which you rely ; for it irritates, to an incurable resentment,

the minds of your enemies, to overrun them with the mercenary
sons of rapine and plunder ; devoting them and their possessions

to the rapacity of hireling cruelty ! If I were an American, as

I am an Englishman, while a foreign troop was landed in my
country, I never would lay down my arms—never—never

—

never ! Your own army is infected with the contagion of these

illiberal allies. The spirit of plunder and of rapine is gone
forth among them. Who is the man that has dared to autho-

rise as associate to our armies the tomahawk and scalping-

knife of the savage ? To call into civilised alliance the wild

and inhuman savage of the woods ; to delegate to the merciless

Indian the defence of disputed rights, and to wage the horrors

of his barbarous war against our brethren ? These enormities

cry aloud for redress and punishment : unless thoroughly done

away, it will be a stain on the national character—it is a viola-

tion of the Constitution—I believe it is against law. It is not

the least of our national misfortunes, that the strength and
character of our army are thus impaired : infected with the

mercenary spirit of robbery and rapine—familiarised to the

horrid scenes of savage cruelty, it can no longer boast of the

noble and generous principles which dignify a soldier ; no
longer sympathise with the dignity of the royal banner, nor

feel the pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious war, that
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make ' ambition virtue ' ! What makes ambition virtue ?—the

sense of honour. But is the sense of honour consistent with
the spirit of plunder, or the practice of murder? Can it flow

from mercenary motives, or can it prompt to cruel deeds?

Besides these murderers and plunderers, let me ask our ministers

—what other allies have they acquired ? What other powers
have they associated with their cause? Have they entered

into alliance with the King of the Gypsies^ Nothing is too low

or too ludicrous to be consistent with their counsels."

Lord Suffolk rose and defended the employment of

Indians, that it was justifiable to use "all the means

that God and Nature put into our hands." This roused

Chatham to the famous retort. He could not repress

his indignation :

—

"I know not what ideas that Lord may entertain of God
and nature ; but I know that such abominable principles are

equally abhorrent to religion and humanity. What ! to

attribute the sacred sanction of God and nature to the

massacres of the Indian scalping-knife—to the cannibal savage

torturing, murdering, roasting, and eating—literally, eating

the mangled victims of his barbarous battles!" . . . "These
abominable principles, and this more abominable avowal of

them, demand the most decisive indignation. I call upon that

Bight Reverend Bench, those holy ministers of the Gospel, and
pious pastors of our Church ; I conjure them to join in the

holy work, and vindicate the religion of their God : I appeal to

the wisdom and the law of this learned Bench to defend and

support the justice of their country : I call upon the Bishops

to interpose the unsullied sanctity of their lawn,—upon the

learned judges to interpose the purity of their ermine, to save

us from this pollution :—I call upon the honour of your Lord-

ships to reverence the dignity of your ancestors and to maintain

your own : I call upon the spirit and humanity of my country

to vindicate the national character : —1 invoke the genius of the

Constitution. From the tapestry that adorns these walls, the

imm(n-tal ancestor of this noble Lord [Thomas Howard, first

Earl of Suffolk] frowns with indignation at the disgrace of his
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country. In vain he led your victorious fleets against the

boasted Armada of Spain ; in vain he defended and established

the honour, the liberties, the religion, the Protestant religion

of this country against the arbitrary cruelties of Popery and

the Inquisition, if these more than popish cruelties and inquisi-

torial practices are let loose among us ; to turn forth into our

settlements, among our ancient connections, friends, and rela-

tions, the merciless cannibal, thirsting for the blood of man,

woman, and child—to send forth the infidel savage—against

whom ? against your Protestant brethren ; to lay waste their

country, to desolate their dwellings, and extirpate their race

and name, with these horrible hell-hounds of savage war !"
. . .

"I call upon your Lordships, and the united powers of the

State, to stamp on this awful subject an indelible stigma of the

public abhorrence. I implore those holy prelates of our

religion to do away these iniquities from among us. Let them

perform a lustration ; let them purify this House and this

country from this sin ; I am old and weak, and at present

unable to say more ; but my feelings and indignation were too

strong to have said less. I could not have slept this night in

my bed, nor reposed my head on my pillow, without giving

this vent to my eternal abhorrence of such preposterous and

enormous principles."

A few weeks later Chatham supported the Duke of

Richmond's inquiry into the state of the nation, in

which he reviewed the perilous condition of the

country. When the news of Burgoyne's surrender

came at the end of 1777, he defended the general and

his army, and justly declared them to have "been

sacrificed to the ignorance, temerity, and incapacity of

ministers." He revived his protest against the use of

Indians—"a .pollution of our national character; a

stigma w^hich all the waters of the Delaware and

Hudson would never wash away." He challenged

the ministers to recall the mercenaries and to disband

the savages—to withdraw our troops entirely. On
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the motion for an adjournment of the House for six

weeks, he again spoke on 11th December 1777. He
insisted that the hereditary Council of the nation

should not take holiday when the nation was in

mourning. Nay more, it was in imminent peril

—

"Safe no longer than its enemies think proper to

permit." He reviewed the state of our naval and

military defences, and exposed their weakness. " The}^

told you in the beginning, that 15,000 men would

traverse America, with scarcely the appearance of

interruption. Two campaigns have passed since they

gave us this assurance ; treble that number has been

employed ; and one of your armies, which composed

two-thirds of the force by which America was to be

subdued, has been totally destroyed, and is now led

captive through those provinces you call rebellious.

Those men whom you called cowards, poltroons,

runaways and knaves, are become victorious over your

veteran troops ; and, in the midst of victory and the

flush of conquest, have set ministers an example of

moderation and magnanimity."

With the year 1778 the state of the nation was

darker than ever. The King and his ministers

doggedly persisted in the war. Troops could neither

be raised nor hired. France allied itself with the

Americans, and George declared war with France.

England had not a friend left. Her troops were

prisoners or blockaded in America. Hej- credit was

exhausted. Her fleet was unprepared ; and she had

reason to fear attack from the united navies of France

and of Spain. In this terrible hour of peril there was

one man to whom all thoui^hts turned. Loi"d North,
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who had long carried on this war against his own

conviction and had just declared the conquest of

America to be impossible, implored the King to accept

his own resignation and send for Chatham. Bute, the

quondam favourite, said Chatham was indispensable.

Mansfield, his inveterate enemy, said that without

him the ship would founder. Camden, Eockingham,

Burke, Eichmond joined in the universal cry—Send

for Chatham.

Against all this George resisted with the dogged-

ness of a brute rather than of a monarch. He would

never see Chatham : he would lose his crown but

never would accept the Opposition. He would allow

North to call in Chatham as a subordinate, but the

cast and policy of the administration should not be

changed. Lecky calls this the most criminal act in

the whole reign of George ill., as criminal as any act

of Charles i. Whatever the chances might have been,

it was too late. Chatham himself was at death's door.

The possibilities of any reconciliation or settlement

with America short of absolute separation were now at

an end. Even the magic of Chatham's name, and even

his genius at its zenith, now could have effected

nothing in the way of compromise. A French alliance

had bound the Americans to the common interest. A
French war had roused the national pride of Britons,

when it was seen that the Empire w^as about to be

broken up by the arms of their hereditary foe.

To this humiliation Chatham Avould not stoop. To

the American people, whom he loved and honoured,

he would concede everything. But to have America,

which he had rescued from France, again torn away
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from us by the rival whom he had crushed—this

was a sacrifice to which he could not submit. His old

dread and jealousy of the House of Bourbon, which

had become almost a monomania with him, blazed up

with all its ancient fire. In this, the ardent patriot

extinguished in him the far-seeing statesman. We
can see to-day how far passion had misled him. Burke,

Rockingham, Fox, the Duke of Richmond—some of the

best brains of the Whig party—urged the immediate

recognition of American independence. Chatham died

in the act of protesting against it. And a cloud hung

over the sun of his renown as he sank to rest.

On the 7th of April 1778, the Duke of Richmond

moved an address to the Crown in the sense of their

group. Feeble as he was, in his seventieth year,

racked with pain, Chatham struggled at the hazard of

his life to attend and speak. He was led into the

House by his son William Pitt, the future statesman,

and his son-in-law, Lord Mahon. He was dressed in

black velvet, and covered to the knees in flannel.

Within his large wig little more of his countenace was

seen than his aquiline nose and his eye, which retained

its native fire. We are told, " He looked like a dying

man, yet never was seen a figure of more dignity : he

appeared like a being of a suj^erior species." The

Lords stood up and made a lane for him to pass. He
bowed as he went on. Presently he rose slowly with

the aid of his crutches and the two young men. He
raised his head, and looking to Heaven he said

—

*'I thank God that I have l)eeii enabled to come here this

day to perform my duty. I am old and infirm—have one foot,

more than one foot in the grave—1 have risen from my bed,
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to stand up in the cause of my country—perhaps never again

to speak in this House."

The stillness of the House was most touching. He
continued to describe all the evils, the crimes, and the

follies of the American war.

*' My Lords," he broke forth, " I rejoice that the grave has

not closed upon me ; that I am still alive to lift up my voice

against the dismemberment of this ancient and most noble

monarchy ! Shall this great kingdom now fall prostrate

before the House of Bourbon ? If we must fall, let us fall like

The Duke of Richmond replied with cool sense to

show the hopelessness of a war by Britain in her

present forlorn state against the united forces of

France, Spain, and America. He told the orator that

even he would now find himself in impossible condi-

tions. Chatham seemed roused and indignant. He
struggled to his feet, and essayed to stand. Then he

pressed his hand upon his heart and fell in convulsions.

The peers near caught him in their arms. The House

was cleared : he was carried to Downing Street, and

shortly afterwards to his home at Hayes. On the

11th of May he died there in peace, surrounded by his

wife and his children.
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The most dramatic death in English history, except that of

Nelson, produced a profound impression on the nation. A
public funeral was ordered by Parliament in Westminster

Abbey, with a huge and somewhat pompous monument.

The ceremony was attended by Burke, Eockingham, Eich-

niond, Shelburne, Camden, and other Whig chiefs. The chief

mourner was William Pitt, then but nineteen, for the eldest

son was serving with his regiment in Gibraltar. The House of

Commons voted £20,000 to pay debts, and £4000 a year to

successors in the title. The City of London in vain asked to

have the funeral in St, Paul's. They contented themselves

with the cenotaph in the Guildhall, for which Burke com-

posed a sonorous homily. In the national collections are a

portrait after Brompton, the picture by Copley representing the

seizure in the House of Lords, and the statue in St. Stephen's

Hall. In private collections are busts and portraits ; and no

public man has been more faithfully recorded.

The private and domestic life of Chatham is one of un-

broken dignity and charm. In all his relations to his wife

and children we iind a nature pure, generous, and aftectionate.

His letters are too often dry and stiff ; but they breathe

within a conventional cover love, thoughtfuluess, and tender

hopes. One cannot estimate how much the opponent of

Napoleon owed to his father's watchful training and incessant

zeal. The noble letters in which Chatham consigned his first-

born to his military superiors, and again when he withdrew

him from his commission, rather than sutibr him to fight

Americans, are as fine as those when at last he sent him away

again to the army, on the outbreak of war with France.

23S
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"Go, my son, whither your country calls you, spare not a

moment weejDing over an old man ! " Lady Chatham herself

stands forth as one of the most pathetic, graceful, and loving

women recorded in the Memoirs. She survived her husband
twenty-live years, and was laid beside him in the Abbey,
having witnessed the successes of her famous son.
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CHAPTER I

YOUTH

William Pitt the younger was born at Hayes in 1759,

in the full splendour of his father's famous ministry ; in

the year that saw Quebec fall before the dying Wolfe

;

that saw the glorious but inconclusive victory of Minden
;

that saw Hawke in a November storm crush the French

fleet off Belleisle ; the year that produced Burns and

Wilberforce. None, perhaps, has given us names so

honoured and cherished by the human race. Of his

parents it is needless to say anything, .except in so far as

they influenced his career. His father, William Pitt, Earl

of Chatham, was the most striking figure and the most

dazzling statesman of his time ; while, if one may judge

of his speeches by their effect, he may be held the greatest

orator that England has ever produced. Lady Chatham

was the only sister of two remarkable brothers. One,

George Grenville, the obstinate minister of an obstinate

King, did much to involve us in our most disastrous

and unnatural war. The other, Richard Earl Temple,

welded his family into a disciplined and formidable

force, which lasted as a potent factor in politics for at

& S
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least two generations ; and accomplished its persistent

object in the third, by obtaining the luckless dukedom

of Buckingham for its chief.

With such parents, the younger Pitt was born a

politician; his rare qualities of mind were from his

earliest childhood directed and trained for parliamentary

work. It did not, indeed, at first appear probable that he

would survive to realise the designs of his father, who

himself had suffered from the gout before leaving Eton.

A feeble constitution hardly promised life, much less

vigour; but, fortified by floods of port wine—the prescrip-

tion of Lord Chatham's favourite physician. Dr. Addington,

the father of the Prime Minister—it enabled him to live

to be forty-seven, and sustain for near twenty years, almost

unaided, the government of the country. From six to

fourteen, however, his health was so indifferent that for

more than half that period he was unable to apply

himself to study ; and, when at the latter age he went

as an undergraduate to Cambridge, it stands recorded

that he was accompanied by a nurse. In the autumn

of that year (1773) his disorder reached its crisis; he

returned home dangerously ill ; but, on his recovery,

he seems to have secured a share of health sufficient for

the purposes of public life, and troubled only by periodic

fits of the gout, then the appanage of statesmanship,

which he owed less to his original disease than its

original remedy.

But this sickly childhood only makes his undoubted

precocity the more extraordinary. Delicate health

probably confined him to study, as it had confined his

father. We know that he bought Hollwood, because

he used to go birdnesting there as a child. Otherwise,
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his nursery annals point entirely to learning. He was,

indeed, one of the rare instances, like John Mill and

Macaulay, of infant prodigy maturing into brilliant man-

hood. From his earliest years his parents' letters abound

in allusions to his talents and character. " Eager Mr.

William," " the Counsellor." " the Philosopher," are their

nicknames for the marvellous child. In 1766, when he

was seven, his tutor writes :
" Lady Hester and Mr. Pitt

continue to astonish as much as ever; and I see no

possibility of diminishing their ardour either by too much
business or too much relaxation. When I am alone

reading, Mr. Pitt, if it is anything he may attend to,

constantly places himself by me, when his steady

attention and sage remarks are not only entertaining

but useful, as they frequently throw a light upon the

subject and strongly impress it on my memory." At
the same age he appears to have displayed the dignity and

self-possession that marked him in after life; and a trifling

anecdote of his stay at Weymouth in that year records

him as having dumbfoundered mature observers by these

qualities. Another and a later tutor, Bishop Tomline,

says, that " although he was little more than fourteen

years of age when he went to reside at the University,

and had laboured under the disadvantage of frequent ill-

health, the knowledge which he then possessed was very

considerable; and in particular, his proficiency in the

learned languages was probably greater than ever was

acquired by any other person in such early youth. In

Latin authors he seldom met with difficulty; and it

was no uncommon thing for him to read into English

six or seven pages of Thucydides, which he had not

previously seen, without more than two or three mis-
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takes, and sometimes without even one. It was by

Lord Chatham's particular desire that Thucydides was

the first Greek book which Mr. Pitt read after he

came to college. The only other wish ever expressed

by his lordship relative to his son's studies was that I

would read Polybius with him." But his latest and

most pregnant study, more important to his career than

the " strange rhapsody of Lycophron," or even Polybius,

was the great work of Adam Smith. He, almost alone

of the statesmen of that day, had mastered and assimi-

lated the Wealth of Nations^ before entering public life.

A graceful story has been told in which Pitt is made

to declare his indebtedness himself. Dundas asked

Adam Smith to dinner, but the philosopher did not

arrive till all were seated. When he entered the whole

company rose to their feet, and Pitt gaily exclaimed,

" We will stand till you are seated, for we are all your

scholars." The elder Pitt, who seems to have written

many of his letters in a sort of classical nightmare, was,

it may be gathered from this very pedantry, no great

scholar. It was to his training, however, that Pitt owed,

not merely the power to translate at sight, which so

astonished his tutor, but that fluency of majestic diction

and command of correct expression, which afterwards

distinguished him as an orator. His father would make

the boy of an evening read freely into English the

passage which he had construed with his tutor in the

morning. So much did this grow into a habit that, when

in later years an ancient writer was quoted, Pitt always

rendered the sense of the sentence into flowing English, as

if for his own use, before he seemed to enter into it. It was

to these lessons that he alwaysattributed his ready copious-
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ness of language. "What was scarcely less valuable,

Lord Chatham, (who, we are told, made a point of

giving daily instruction, and readings from the Bible

to his children), encouraged his son to talk to him

without reserve on every subject ; so that the boy, who
seems to have returned the boundless affection with

which his father regarded him, was in close and constant

communication with one of the first minds of the age.

How strictly political was the bias that his mind thus

obtained, we see from a tragedy, " Laurentius, King of

Clarinium," still extant, composed by William at the age

of thirteen ; in which there is no trace of love, but which

has for its plot a struggle between a faithful minister

and an unscrupulous conspirator about a regency.

The details of the childhood of great men are apt to

be petty and cloying. Hero-worship, extended to the

bib and the porringer, is more likely to repel than attract.

But, in the case of Pitt, those details are doubly import-

ant ; for they form the key to his career, which without

them would be inexplicable. They alone explain that poli-

tical precocity and thaA long parliamentary ascendancy,

which still puzzle posterity. For he went into the House

of Commons as an heir enters his home ; he breathed

in it his native atmosphere,—he had, indeed, breathed no

other; in the nursery, in the schoolroom, at the uni-

versity, he lived in its temperature; it had been, so

to speak, made over to him as a bequest by its un-

questioned master. Throughout his life, from the

cradle to the grave, he may be said to have known no

wider existence. The objects and amusements, that

other men seek in a thousand ways, were for him all

concentrated there. It was his mistress, his stud, his
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dice-box, his game-preserve ; it was his ambition, his

library, his creed. For it, and it alone, had the con-

summate Chatham trained him from his birth. No
young Hannibal was ever more solemnly devoted to his

country than Pitt to Parliament. And the austerity of

his political consecration lends additional interest to the

records of his childhood ; for they furnish almost the

only gleams of ease and nature that play on his life.

He was destined, at one bound, to attain that supreme

but isolated position, the first necessity of which is self-

control ; and, behind the imperious mask of power, he all

but concealed the softer emotions of his earlier years.

Grief for the loss of his sister and her husband are the

only instances of human weakness that break the stern

impressiveness of his life, up to that last year when fate

pressed pitilessly on the dying man. From the time

that he went to Cambridge, as a boy of fourteen with

his tutor and his nurse, he seems, with one short interval,

to have left youth and gaiety behind.

All this does not amount to much ; but it must be

remembered that the life of Pitt has yet to be written.

That by Richards Green, who wrote under the name of

Gifford, need scarcely be mentioned. That by Tomline

has been severely judged, more perhaps with reference

to what it might have been than to what it is ; for there

are worse books. But the shores of biographical enter-

prise are strewn with the wrecks of the private secre-

taries of that period. There is Tomline; there is

Trotter ; there is even Stapleton ; and there is Bourrienne.

The Life by Lord Stanhope remains a standard book ; it

was wiitten by one born under the shadow of Pitt, and

reared in the traditions of hereditary reverence for hia
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name. But it is no disparagement to those delightful

volumes to say that there remains a dormant mass of

material, that was not then, even if it is now, accessible,

which must throw a new light on this period. There are

the papers of Grenville, and Harrowby, and Canning ; of

Liverpool, and Lonsdale, and Mulgrave ; more especially

the collections of Buckingham and of Tomline, which, it

may be presumed, have been rather tapped than drained.

The same surmise may be entertained by those who have

read what has been published from the archives of Eose

and of Malmesbury. There is also the State Paper

Office; which, especially in the Foreign Department,

seems destined to elucidate much of Pitt's policy.

Lord Stanhope gathered and garnered with unwearied

sympathy and acuteness. But the materials which he

utilised, appear, on examination, to be scanty enough, com-

pared to those, which, it would seem, must necessarily

be in existence; even if the papers of George III.,

which have so mysteriously vanished, should never

again see day.

Pitt was admitted at Pembroke Hall on the 26th of

April 1773, when he was not yet fourteen. By the kind-

ness of the Rev. C. E. Searle, D.D., Master of Pembroke

College, it is possible to print here the letter with

which Chatham introduced his boy to the authorities.

It is addressed to Mr. Joseph Turner, then Senior Tutor

of the College and Senior Wrangler in 1767 :

—

Burton Pynse^it,

October 3, 1773.

Sir—Apprehensions of gout, about this Season, forbid

my undertaking a journey to Cambridge with my Son. I

regret this more particularly, as it deprives me of an occasion
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of being introduced to your Personal Acquaintance, and that

of the Gentlemen of your Society ; a loss, I shall much wish

to repair, at some other time. Mr. Wilson, whose admirable

Instruction and affectionate Care have brought my Son,

early, to receive such further advantages, as he cannot fail to

find, under your eye, will present Him to you. He is of

a tender age, and of a health, not yet firm enough to be

indulged, to the full, in the strong desire he has to acquire

useful knowledge. An ingenuous mind and docility of

temper will, I know, render him conformable to your Dis-

cipline, in all points. Too young for the irregularities of a

man, I trust, he will not, on the other hand, prove trouble-

some by the Puerile sallies of a Boy. Such as he is, I am
happy to place him at Pembroke ; and I need not say, how

much of his Parents' Hearts goes along with him.—I am,

with great esteem and regard, Sir, your most faithful and

most obedient humble Servant, Chatham.

At the University, Pitt led the austere life of a student;

never missing hall or chapel or lecture, save when illness

hindered. He took his degree, by privilege, at the age

of seventeen, but continued to reside at Cambridge for

nearly four years afterwards, seeing rather more of his

contemporaries, and with habits somewhat less ascetic,

than heretofore. He had always allowed himself the

relaxation of a trip to London to hear his father speak.

" His first speech lasted above an hour, and the second

half an hour; surely the two finest speeches that were ever

made before, unless by himself," writes the enthusiastic

son ; and in his nineteenth year it was his fate to sup-

port the old statesman to the last scene in the House of

Lords. Two months later he was bearing his part as

chief mourner in the gorgeous procession that followed
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—in the heraldic epithets for once not misapplied

—

" the noble and puissant William Pitt, Earl of Chatham,"

to that grave in Westminster Abbey, which, in less than

thirty years, was, in still darker days, to open for

himself.

His father's disregard of money, as complete as his

own, left him with an income of from £250 to £300 a

year ; nor was this immediately available. His uncle,

Lord Temple, advanced the sum necessary to purchase

him a set of rooms at Lincoln's Inn. He began to keep

his terms early in 1779 ; and, although continuing his

residence at Cambridge, to sip with prudence the cup

of London amusements. His share of these mainly con-

sisted in attendance at parliamentary debates ; where he

became acquainted with Fox, already a star of the first

magnitude. Nor did he shrink from a visit to the

opera or an occasional rout. He was called to the bar

in June, 1780.

His residence at Cambridge began at this time to

have an object not less solid than study ; for he came to

be considered in the light of a possible candidate for the

representation of the University in Parliament. The

eagerness with which he embraced this opportunity,

betokened the mind set steadfastly in this direction by

every influence and predisposition of youth. The dis-

solution came in September 1780, when he stood for

the University, and was left at the bottom of the

poll. But immediately afterwards, the young Duke

of Rutland, who had been warmly interested in Pitt's

success, applied to Sir James Lowther for a seat for his

friend. Lowther, afterwards Lord Lonsdale, exercised

in the North of England a sway which we can now
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hardly measure or imagine. In 1782 he had offered to

build and equip at his own expense a vessel of war with

seventy guns. Boswell and Wilberforce have borne

almost trembling testimony to the splendour of his

court, which exhibited extreme hospitality, tempered by

extreme awe, and which northern politicians haunted

like a northern St. James's. One of the chief secrets

indeed of his power lay in his parliamentary influence, the

extent of which was exactly defined in the deferential

nickname of the Premier's Cat-o'-Nine-Tails. To one

of his nine boroughs he now nominated Pitt ; who
accordingly in January 1781 took his seat in the House

of Commons as member for Appleby. Exactly three

years later, he was to enter it as Prime Minister, and hold

that post with unexampled power for eighteen years.

At the time that Pitt stepped into public life, the

administration of Lord North was in its agony. Its thin-

spun life was only preserved by the exertions of the King.

The good-humoured cynicism of the minister had long

ago given way to the most dismal apprehension; he

was more and more determined to retire. But he had

to deal with a stern taskmaster.

The character of George III. is one which it is not

easy to understand, if we take the common and erroneous

view that human nature is consistent and coherent.

The fact is, that congruity is the exception ; and that

time and circumstance and opportunity paint with

heedless hands and garish colours on the canvass of a

man's life ; so that the result is less frequently a finished

picture than a palette of squeezed tints. George III.,

who " gloried in the name of Briton," who obtained his

initial popularity by being an Englishman born, and
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who, indeed, never travelled farther than York, was

the German princelet of his day. No petty elector or

margrave, not the ruler of Hesse, who sold his people

by the thousand as material of war, held more absolutely

the view of property, as applied to his dominions or

subjects.

He saw in the American war, not vanished possi-

bilities in the guidance of a new world, but the expro-

priation of an outlying estate, the loss of which diminished

his consequence. He fought for it, therefore, as doggedly

as a Lord of Ravenswood for his remaining acres. As

to his ministers, he regarded them as the mere weapons

of a warfare waged on behalf of autocracy. So long as

they served him blindly, he lavished caresses on them
j

from the moment that they showed independence, he

discarded them like old coats, and old coats which had

become repulsive to him. It is probable that he never

liked Bute, and that Bute's direct influence over him has

been greatly exaggerated. But, while North was the

complaisant grand vizier, nothing was too good for him.

The Cinque-ports and the Garter, money, terms of en-

dearment, were all freely given. At the time, however,

of Pitt's entry into Parliament, the Minister was flinch-

ing under the terrific punishment of the Opposition and

the severity of continual disaster ; it was clear that he

could not long endure ; and the afi'ectionate monarch was

cooling down to freezing point. From the time of his

resignation to his death, Lord North remained a stranger

to George IH.

It is doubtful whether the King ever regarded Pitt

otherwise than as an indispensable officer, of whom,

with his "d d long obstinate face," he stood
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painfull}^ in awe. For Pitt, alive and in power, the

sole bulwark against Fox and the deluge, he was

willing to do anything—to pay his bills or to double

the peerage ; but for the dead Pitt's debts he had not a

farthing to spare ; and he ungraciously ignored, and even

denied, his former promise to contribute £30,000 for that

object. At one time he found in Addington the servant

that he required; and he wrote to him in terms scarcely

less fond, than those which James employed to Villiers,

or Maria Theresa to Kaunitz. He adjured the minister

to take horse exercise ; he waited patiently with his

family at Addington's house till Addington should

come ; the favourite was even admitted to share the

royal mutton and turnips. No sooner, however, had

Addington, appalled by the reduction of his majority

to the not inadequate figure of thirty-seven, hurried

from the field of battle, than his intimacy with the King

ceased also. The Eobinsons and the Roses lasted

perhaps longer, for they were perennially useful ; nor

did Eldon ever give the King the chance, save for a few

months, of proving that his affections survived office.

It is strange that any sovereign should display so

thorough a contempt for the loyal service he received

;

it is stranger still in one whose popularity rested on

his English qualities ; on his warm heart, and affectionate

disposition. Again, his habits were not less domestic

than those of Mr. Perceval ; but his home was a hell

upon earth. What he cared for in his family relations

was to maintain the same power over his children that

Frederick William I. exercised over Frederick the Great.

As a consequence, they escaped from his roof as soon,

and returned to it as rarely, as possible.
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This is not a pleasant portrait ; but there are better

features in it. To his sense of duty, mistaken as we may

deem it, he was honestly faithful; he was frugal, and

pious, and chaste ; though the dulness of his court made

virtue itself odious, and his parsimony did not prevent

constant and unbounded demands on Parliament for the

debts of the Civil List. His talents, like his morals,

were not of an attractive kind, but they must not be

underrated. He was the ablest political strategist of

his day. He had to struggle against men of genius,

supported by popular enthusiasm, on the one hand ; and

an impracticable aristocracy, inured to supreme power,

on the other. He had, during his reign, to deal with

the elder Pitt and the younger Fox, when they were

the idols of the nation ; with the haughty alliance of

Grenville and Grey ; with the intolerable obstinacy of

Grenville's father; with the close oligarchy of Whig

nobles that had encircled and enchained the throne ; and

with the turbulent democracy of Wilkes. He defeated or

outwitted them all. Pitt impatiently betrayed the truth,

afteran interviewwith the King, then just recovering from

a fit of insanity. " Never," said the statesman, " has he

so baffled me." By a certain persistent astuteness ; by

the dexterous utilising of political rivalries ; by cajoling

some men and betraying others ; by a resolute adroitness

that turned disaster and even disease into instruments of

his aim, the King realised his darhng object, of convert-

ing the dogeship to which he had succeeded, into a real

and to some extent a personal monarchy. At any rate,

he indefinitely enlarged its boundaries.

It is necessary to dwell on the character of the

sovereign, who played so prominent a part before and
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after our story. Little, however, need here be said of

North ; for within fourteen months he had ceased to be

minister; and, with the exception of his obscure share in

the Coalition government, had retired from prominent

public life. But his reputation is below his real merits,

though it owes something to the majestic eulogy of

Gibbon. In the art of gaining affection, and in debat-

ing power, he was second only to Fox. He was cour-

ageous and resourceful, cool in adversity, of an unruffled

temper ; he held, moreover, the first place in the State

for twelve years, and left office, with all the unlimited

opportunities of wealth that were then offered by war

loans, even a poorer man than he entered it. His

cynical and easy wit, indeed, covered a higher character

than many with greater pretensions; and his good

nature, facile to a fault, which made him lend himself

to reprehensible acts, and to a policy of which at last

he clearly saw the folly and the wickedness, is the main

reproach that history has to urge against him; though that

is heavy enough. He had apparently formed himself

on Walpole ; with the unlucky difference that, while

Walpole had to deal with a Caroline of Anspach, North

found his master in George IH.

It was of course inevitable that Pitt should attach

himself to the Opposition ; more especially, as that part

of it, which had constituted the personal following of

his father, still held together under the leadership of

Shelburne. A month after taking his seat he had

made his maiden speech (February 26, 1781), and

had been hailed by the first men in Parliament,

with the ready generosity of genius, as henceforth

worthy to rank with them. He spoke on behalf of
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Burke's Bill for economical reform, unexpectedly, being

called upon by the House; and his first speech was,

what, perhaps, no other first speech ever was, an efi'ective

reply in debate. Fox and North and Burke vied in

congratulation. "He is not a chip of the old block,"

said the latter ;
" it is the old block itself." He spoke

again in May on a question of the control of public

expenditure with not less success; and for the third

and last time in the session, on a motion of Fox's for

peace with America. His speeches, therefore, in his

first session were devoted to peace and retrenchment,

and his main efi'ort in the next to parliamentary reform

;

the three causes nearest and most congenial to him

;

the beacons of his earlier, and the will-o'-the-wisps of his

later career.

We catch glimpses of him now as a lad about town,

leading something of a fashionable life during the season,

though dutifully going the western circuit as soon as

Parliament rose. A club had been formed at Goostree's

of a score of young men who had entered Parliament

together at the election of 1780, an idea, which was

destined to be revived exactly a century afterwards.

Here he supped every night, not, we may be sure, with-

out port wine ; here he gambled ; until he became sens-

ible of the insidious fascination of the gaming table, and

turned his back on it for ever. The example of Fox

had been perhaps sufficient. We read of Pitt, in 1 780, as

going to three parties of an evening; two of them masked

balls, one given by a lady of apparently not unspotted

reputation, and concluding his evening at the Pantheon.

A more remarkable evening was that on which he met

Gibbon. The great man, lord of all he surveyed, was
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holding forth, snuff-box in hand, amid deferential

acquiescence; when a deep, clear voice was heard impugn-

ing his conclusions. All turned round in amazement

and saw that it belonged to a tall, thin, awkward youth

who had hitherto sate silent. Between Pitt, for it was

he, and Gibbon, an animated and brilliant argument

arose ; in which the junior had so much the best of it

that the historian took his hat and retired. Nor would

he return. "That young gentleman," he said, "is, I

doubt not, extremely ingenious and agreeable, but I

must acknowledge that his style of conversation is not

exactly what I am accustomed to, so you must positively

excuse me."

It is almost a relief after this to find him in 1781

"waging war with increasing success on pheasants

and partridges." He did not even disdain the prac-

tical jokes of an undergraduate. "We found one

morning," says Wilberforce, "the fruits of Pitt's earlier

rising in the careful sowing of the garden beds with

the fragments of a dress hat in which Eyder. had over-

night come down from the opera." In truth, no man

was less of a prig. He was so loftily placed in early

youth that he was compelled to a certain austerity of

demeanour in order to maintain respect; and he had

indeed something of the lofty shyness of Peel. But, at

this unconstrained moment of his life, he was, says one

who knew all that was most brilliant in English society

for half a century, " the wittiest man I ever knew."

At the end of Pitt's first session, Fox had declared

him to be already one of the first men in Parliament.

He was to know no flagging in his onward course ; his

genius was not to want the opportunity for which genius
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so often pines; the accumulating calamities of his

country demanded the best efforts of the noblest ambi-

tion. The session had ended on the 18th of July 1781.

On the 19th of October Cornwallis surrendered at York-

town. The news reached London, late in November

;

and shattered even the imperturbable ease of North.

He took it as he would have taken a bullet in his breast.

He opened his arms, exclaiming wildly, as he paced

up and down the room, "0 God, it is all over!"

All was indeed over, as regards the Ministry and their

policy. British dominion in the revolted colonies, and

the administration which had so long asserted it, existed

from that moment only in name. The catastrophe was

followed by minor disasters : the retreat of Kempenfeldt,

the loss of Minorca, and of many of our West Indian

possessions : though these were forgotten in the dazzling

victory of Rodney. But the long struggle was over;

and had ended in the humiliation of Great Britain. It

was the lowest point that she had ever touched. " The

sun of England's glory," said Pitt, "is set." Twenty

years before, it had seemed at its meridian, and in the

course of another generation it shone again with renewed

lustre ; but now it was totally eclipsed.

Before the end of March, even the King was convinced

that he must part with North, and submit to peace and

the Whigs. During the fierce contests which raged in

Parliament between the surrender of Yorktown and the

fall of the Ministry, Pitt bore so conspicuous a part, as to

justify the declaration which he made just before the

latter event, that he had no idea of forming part of any

new administration: "But were my doing so more within

my reach, I feel myself bound to declare that I never

o
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would accept a subordinate situation." The position

that was offered him by Eockingham, who succeeded

North, was subordinate, but not undignified. The

Vice-Treasurership of Ireland was indeed little more

than a sinecure ; but it had been held by Pitt's own

father, and in point of emolument was one of the

prizes of the political world
;
yet he refused it without

hesitation.

That he was wise, there can be no doubt. He re-

tained his freedom, and used that freedom well. The

new Government had not been formed six weeks, before

Pitt brought forward a motion for parliamentary reform.

It took, indeed, , a shape, to which, for constitutional

changes of gravity, objection has sometimes been raised
j

for he brought forward no specific plan, but moved '* for

the institution of an inquiry composed of such men as

the House should in their wisdom select as the most

proper and the best qualified for investigating this sub-

ject, and making a report to the House of the best means

of carrying into execution a moderate and substantial

reform of the representation of the people."

The speech he delivered on this occasion, much ap-

plauded at the time, is worth reading even now and in the

condensed, denuded report that has reached us. It is re-

markable for its vigorous declamation against the power

of the Crown, which Fox and Burke could hardly have

exceeded in their speeches on the same subject when

Pitt was minister in 1784. He allowed that, under

the Eockingham Government, "the injurious, corrupt,

and baneful influence of the Crown" had ceased to

exist. But it was the duty of Parliament to provide

for the future, and to take care that this secret and
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dark system should never be revived to contaminate

the fair and honourable fabric of our Government. At

all times, this pernicious influence had been pointed to

as the fertile source of all our miseries, and it had

been truly said of it that it had grown with our growth

and strengthened with our strength. Unhappily, how-

ever, for this country it had not decayed with our decay,

nor diminished with our decrease. And it had supported

North's ministry for a length of years against all the

consequences of a mischievous system and a desolated

empire.

The irony of political destiny, and the astuteness

of George III., could receive no better demonstration

than the fact that in less than two years Pitt was

defending the prerogative of the monarch against the

assaults of North, and of those whom he now described

as " a set of men who were the friends of constitutional

freedom." Yet in truth the anomaly, as is often the

case in politics, was more apparent than real. What he

denounced were the crawling race of the Welbore Ellises

and the Jack Eobinsons, the suspected shadow of Bute and

the pervading flavour of Jenkinson, the detailed bribes

of Martin, the mingled cajolery and intimidation of

Henry Fox. What he defended in 1784 were the rights

of the constituencies, betrayed by the formation of the

Coalition, against a close and corrupt Parliament, in a

struggle where the King had intervened for once as the

agent of the people. It was the general election of

1784 that ratified the King's action and cleared Pitt of

responsibility : had it turned difi'erently, he might have

ranked with Strafford and with Lauderdale.

Pitt, in his first Reform speech, analysed the various
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kinds of boroughs, which were either representative

shams or, worse still, were open to foreign bidders.

Among these purchasers he named the Nabob

of Arcot, who "had no less than seven or eight

members in this House." Finally, he cited his

father, ''one of whom every member in the House

could speak with more freedom than himself. That

person was not apt to indulge vague and chimerical

speculations, inconsistent with practice and expediency.

He knew that it was the opinion of this person that

without recurring to first principles in this respect, and

establishing a more solid and equal representation of the

people, by which the proper constitutional connection

should be revived, this nation, with the best capacities

for grandeur and happiness of any on the face of the

earth, must be confounded with the mass of those whose

liberties were lost in the corruption of the people."

In spite of a speech which was evidently forcible and

eloquent, and of the support of Fox " in his very first

form," and of Sheridan, then his under secretary,

"much above anything he has yet done in the House,"

the motion was lost by twenty votes. The Government

spoke indeed with a divided voice of the subject. The
Duke of Kichmond, Master- General of the Ordnance

and a leading member of the Cabinet, was in favour of

annual parliaments and manhood suffrage. Lord John

Cavendish was "diffident" of the effect of any such

reform, though he voted on this occasion for Pitt.

Lord Kockingham gave forth a troubled and ambiguous

note, rent as he was between regard for Fox and the

dominant influence of Burke, who was vehemently hostile.

A few days later, this feeling found overmastering expres
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sion when Alderman Sawbridge, Pitt's seconder on this

occasion, brought forward a motion for shortening

Parliaments, and Burke broke forth in one of his im-

petuous invectives against Pitt and all who should

attempt to touch the sacred fabric of the constitution.

While Pitt in refusing office had retained the posi-

tive advantage of independence, he had also gained the

negative benefit of not forming part of a Government

as divided against itself as its members had formerly

been from the Government of Lord North. Under a

stormier star was no administration ever born. Furious

jealousies broke out during the process of formation.

Thurlow, North's chancellor, remained in office, to the

open mortification of Loughborough, as an abiding source

of suspicion and intrigue. Another legacy of North's,

the Lord Advocate Dundas, though less prominent, was

not less justly regarded with mistrust as a powerful and

unscrupulous politician, whose only connection with the

Whigs was the memory of bitter altercation and unsparing

conflict ; who with a happy instinct sometimes inclined

to Shelburne, the proximate Prime Minister, sometimes

to the young statesman so soon to follow him and to

absorb all the powers of the State. Shelburne him-

self formed another element of disturbance. Not merely

did Fox, his colleague in the Secretaryship of State,

cherish an hereditary hatred for him, but he had

aroused great jealousy by having been at first entrusted

with the task of forming the government. The King

dexterously fomented these causes of discord among

his enemies, and flatly refused even to see Kockingham
;

80 that all the communications between him and his

Prime Minister during the construction of the ad
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ministration were carried on through the ominous

medium of Shelburne, and Shelburne alone. All these

germs of mistrust were quickened when Shelburne

secured peerages and places for his friends from the

King; paid the Chancellor compliments, "which very

much scandalised all good men," as Fox writes; and

intrigued successfully with Dundas. It is, therefore, not

matter for surprise that, within a month of their assum-

ing office, Shelburne and Fox, the two Secretaries of

State, had each their separate plenipotentiary at Paris

negotiating for peace. Such a condition of affairs had

little of comfort or permanency : the Government, ruined

by intrigue and under virtuous but incapable guidance,

could not in any case have continued to exist : the in-

fluenza that carried off Lord Rockingham only acceler-

ated the end of an impossible state of things.



CHAPTER II

SHELBURNE AND THE COALITION

The political atmosphere was charged with electricity,

and the breaking of the storm was not delayed.

Rockingham died on the 1st of July (1782). That

very day the King entrusted the Treasury to Shel-

burne, who evidently counted on Pitt, and had, it is

clear, good reason for doing so. Shelburne received

the royal letter on the 2d, and at once communicated

the King's mandate to the Cabinet. There was no

ambiguity about its reception. The Fox party declared

that the nomination of First Minister should rest with

the Cabinet ; and, to the mortification of the able but

impracticable Richmond, recommended Portland for the

post. To this pretension the King at once refused to

accede. For two days the contest raged. On the third

there was a Court. Fox came with the seals in his

pocket, and at once took Shelburne aside, asking him if

he was to be First Lord of the Treasury. On Shel-

burne's aflSrmative reply. Fox merely said, ''Then, my
lord, I shall resign," went into the closet, and left the

seals with the King.

This rupture was a crisis in the lives of Fox and
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Pitt, for it marks the commencement of their un-

dying political hostility. Had it not been for Pitt,

Fox must now have triumphed—a fact that neither

statesman could ignore or forget. Of Fox's resigna-

tion it may be said that he was right to resign, but

wrong in the manner of his resignation. It was

impossible for him, after what had passed in the Rock-

ingham Cabinet, to remain ; he could not have continued

to serve with, much less under, Shelburne. It does not

signify which of the two was to blame for this mutual

mistrust ; that it existed is sufficient. It would be too

much to maintain that all the members of a Cabinet should

feel an implicit confidence in each other ; humanity

—

least of all political humanity—could not stand so severe

a test. But between a Prime Minister in the House of

Lords and the leader of the House of Commons such

a confidence is indispensable. Responsibility rests so

largely with the one, and articulation so greatly with

the other, that unity of sentiment is the one necessary

link that makes a relation, in any case difficult, in any

way possible. The voice of Jacob and the hands of

Esau may effect a successful imposture, but can hardly

constitute a durable administration. But as regards

the effort to impose Portland on the King, the case is

widely different. It was part of the political system

that rendered the narrow selfishness of the close Whig

corporation even more odious to the people than the

tortuous absolutism of the King. To the men of that

day, for whom prerogative was a living force, it was not

less distasteful than to us, for whom an oligarchy is

odious for opposite reasons. For Fox it may be urged

that a dummy Prime Minister offered the only means
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of keeping the Government together, for he would not

serve under Shelburne, nor Shelburne under him. Be

that as it may, the attempt to procure the succession of

a dull, dumb duke to the vapid virtue of Kockingham,

whom George III. had ranked among the meanest

intellects in his household, did not recommend itself

to any large section of the community, and tended

further to alienate from Fox the jealous sympathies

of the people.

It is clear that Shelburne would not have under-

taken in July the post from which he had shrunk

in March, had he not relied upon Pitt. Fox, with

rare sagacity, had foreseen this even at the time when

Pitt was achieving distinction as a parliamentary re-

former and denouncer of the influence of the Crown,

and had written of him on the 1 8th of May :
" He

is very civil and obliging, profuse of compliments in

public ; but he has more than once taken a line that

has alarmed me, especially when he dissuaded against

going into any inquiries that might produce heats

and differences. This seemed so unlike his general

mode of thinking, and so like that of another, that I

confess I disliked it to the greatest degree. I am satis-

fied he will he the man that the old system revived in the

person of Lord S. (Shelburne) tvill attempt to bring forward

for its support. I am satisfied that he is incapable of

going into this with his eyes open ; but how he may be

led into it step by step is more than I can answer for.

I feel myself, I own, rather inclined to rely upon his

understanding and integrity for resisting all the tempta-

tions of ambition, and especially of being first, which I

know will be industriously thrown in his way, and con-
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trasted with that secondary and subordinate situation to

which they will insinuate, he must be confined while he

continues to act in the general system."

Pitt was not now to be first. But he accepted the

great office of Chancellor of the Exchequer, with practi-

cally the lead of the House of Commons. His own
letters betray no exultation ; they speak the indiff'erence

not of aff'ectation or satiety, but of long preparation and

habitual self-control " Lord Rockingham's death took

place yesterday morning. What the consequences of it

will be to the public cannot yet quite be foreseen.

With regard to myself, I believe the arrangement may

be of a sort in which I may^ and probably oughts to

take a part. If I do, I think I need not say you pretty

well know the principles on which I shall do it. In

this short time nothing is settled, and I only saw what

were the strong wishes of sorn^e who foresaw the event."

These sentences are remarkable not merely for their

serene simplicity, but also because they show that Pitt

the very day after Rockingham's death wrote of his

accession to office as a settled affair between himself

and those who had foreseen the event. Both parts of

the administration, indeed, had long been preparing for it.

Fox and Burke on the one side, who were ready with

their candidate for the succession ; on the other Shel-

burne and the King, with Pitt as their trump card. Both

sides concealed their hands. "Lord Shelburne," wrote

the King, on the morning of Rockingham's death, " must

see, I am certain, with no small degree of resentment

the total ignorance that those who have governed Lord

Rockingham cautiously try to keep both me and him

in as to the desperate state of that Lord, which certainly
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is with a view to some arrangement of their own. From

the language of Mr. Fitzpatrick it would seem that Lord

Shelburne has no chance of being able to coalesce with

Mr. Fox ; it may not be necessary to remove him at

once, but if Lord Shelburne accepts the Head of the

Treasury, and is succeeded by Mr. Pitt as Secretary for

the Home Department and British Dominions, then it

will be seen how far he would submit to it."

While Fox, then, by a resignation which bore too

much the appearance of pique, was alienating the

sympathies of the public, which by further indiscretion

he was within a few months to lose altogether, Pitt, by

blameless accession to high office when just twenty-

three years of age, was further to attract popular

interest and confidence. It is impossible, henceforth,

to separate the lives of the two men: and here, where

they first come into collision, there is, as George Selwyn

said at the time, so much of the contrast of the Idle and

Industrious Apprentice between them, that one is irre-

sistibly reminded of Hogarth's famous designs. It is so

rare to detect the disciplined youth of Pitt in a slip of

judgment. He moves steadily and almost irresistibly

onwards, with a cold calmness which seems to govern

where perhaps it only skilfully adapts itself to events.

On the other hand, Fox, ten years older in age, and fully

twelve in political life, who at twenty-three was not less

famous, was still, by headstrong impulses and a generous

tendency to extremes, committing and recommitting all

the errors of his youth. Pitt perhaps was never young,

and Fox certainly could never have been old.

So close is the connection of the two lives that it is

impossible to sketch the career of Pitt without describ-
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ing the character of Fox, if for this reason alone, that

had it not been for that character and its faults Pitt

could certainly not have retained, and possibly could not

have obtained, the premiership. It may be said once

for all that Fox was the most transcendent of all debaters,

the most genial of all associates, the most beloved of all

friends. He was moreover, after Burke, the most

lettered politician in a generation that affected litera-

ture. His public career had been one of expansion.

Beginning life as a High Tory, he rebounded briskly

into the ranks of Whiggery and ultimately of Kadi-

calism. This final phase may have been partly due

to his long exclusion from oflSce and to resentment at

the unconstitutional vindictiveness of his sovereign, but

it was mainly owing to the genial kindness and warm
sympathies of his nature :

—
'* large was his bounty and

his soul sincere." His was in truth a large, bountiful,

outspoken soul. Wherever he saw what he believed to

be oppression, he took part with the oppressed—the

American, the Irishman, the Negro : he could not side

with what he thought wrong against what he thought

right, even though they who seemed to him in the right

were the enemies of his country. This extreme abstrac-

tion of principle was perhaps unconsciously aided by

the fact that his country in these contests was often

guided by his political foes. Hence his private corre-

spondence is not always pleasant reading. "An ex-

pedition is, after all, gone to France, under General

Doyle, consisting of 4000 British, besides emigi-ants,

etc. ... I think nothing can show the complete in-

fatuation of our Government so much as this desperate

expedition, which, / believe as well as hope, has not the
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smallest chance of success." And of Trafalgar he has

nothing better to say than that, "by its solid as well

as brilliant advantages, it far more than compen-

sates for the temporary succour which it will certainly

aflford Pitt in his distress." To complete these painful

extracts, he writes in 1801 : "To tell the truth,

I am gone something further in hate to the English

Government than perhaps you and the rest of my friends

are, and certainly further than can with prudence be

avowed. The triumph of the French Government over

the English does in fact afford me a degree of pleasure

which it is very difficult to disguise."

The cosmopolitan character of his liberalism was

thus either above or below humanity, either superhuman

or not human enough. This exaggeration was probably

due to his oratorical temperament. His nature, apt to

extremes, was driven with an excessive reaction to the

most violent negative of what he disapproved. We see

the same excess to a still greater degree in his still

greater master Burke. It is this force of extremes

that makes orators, and for them it is indispensable.

Few supreme parliamentary speeches have perhaps ever

been delivered by orators who have been unable to con-

vince themselves, not merely that they are absolutely in

the right, but that their opponents are absolutely in the

wrong, and the most abandoned of scoundrels to boot

lor holding a contrary opinion. No less a force, no feebler

flame than this will sway or incense the mixed tempera-

ments of mankind. The mastering passion of Fox's

mature life was the love of liberty : it is this which made

him take a vigorous, occasionally an intemperate, part

against every man or measure in which he could trace
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the taint or tendency to oppression : it is this which

sometimes made him write and speak with unworthy

bitterness : but it is this which gave him moral power,

which has neutralised the errors of his political career,

which makes his faults forgotten and his memory

sweet.

His fatal defect as a statesman was want of judg-

ment : he was vehement, passionate, carried away by

the impulse of the day, without a thought of the

morrow, still less of the day after. " The present day,"

Metternich used to say, " has no value for me except as

the eve of to-morrow: it is with to-morrow that my
spirit wrestles." This sublime disregard of to-day can

have no place in the politics of a parliamentary country,

but the disregard of to-morrow is scarcely less dangerous.

Fox could, indeed, lay down principles for all time, but,

the moment the game was afoot, they ceased to govern

his conduct. Had it not been for this, he would have

been the most powerful and popular minister that this

country has ever known : as it was, he scarcely held

office at all. A life of dissipation, hardly paralleled in

that dissipated age, did not leave him the coolness or

balance which would have made him a match for Pitt

:

his private life too much influenced his public conduct.

At the gaming table he had indeed learned to endure

with dauntless bearing the frowns of fortune, whether

in politics or at hazard. He had too discovered the

charms of that fascinating freemasonry which made

the members of Brooks's patiently pay his card debts

:

but his experience of play had also taught him a low

estimate of human nature, a sort of gambling spirit in

public affairs.
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It is necessary to recall some of Fox's failings and

drawbacks, because otherwise it is not possible to under-

stand how, in a country like England, so great a political

force did not obtain political supremacy. To compre-

hend the full prodigy of his parliamentary powers a

single example will suffice : it is enough to read Pitt's

great speech of the 3d of February 1800, and the reply

which Fox delivered the moment that Pitt sate down.

The first is a magnificent efi'ort, but the second in dis-

solvent and pulverising power is superhuman. This is not

the place to inquire whether, in these days of verbatim

reports and greater pressure on time, Fox would have

done so much ; but it is clear that, under every imagin-

able condition of discussion, he must have been a giant.,

and that powers which could make an audience forget

his coarse features, his unwieldy corpulence, his slovenly

appearance, his excessive repetition, and his ungraceful

action, would have overcome any obstacles.

Putting his fashionable vices aside, he reminds one

of another colossal figure ; another reformer who,

though religious rather than political, was not less

bold, not less stormy, not less occasionally wrong-

headed. To some it may appear a profanation to

compare Fox with the German Apostle of light and

freedom. But with his passion, his power, his courage,

his openness, his flashes of imagination, his sympathetic

errors, above all his supreme humanity, Fox was a sort

of lax Luther, with the splendid faults and qualities of

the great reformer. Whether he would have been a

great administrator, we cannot tell ; he had no oppor-

tunity and we have no experience : his marvellous

abilities were almost always exercised in opposition.
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In him, therefore, we have only a portion of the life of a

statesman : we judge of him as the limb of a fossil

monster or the torso of a Greek god ; and it is difficult,

in judging from the part we possess, to place any

bounds on our estimate of the possibilities of the whole.

It has been said that his private life was conspicu-

ously disordered. And yet even when it was blam-

able it was lovable, and it mellowed into an exquisite

evening. Whether we see him plunged in Theocritus

after a bout at faro which has left him penniless ; or

cheerfully watching the bailiffs remove his last stick of

furniture ; or drinking with the Jockey of Norfolk ; or

choosing wild waistcoats at Paris ; or building with his

own hands his little greenhouse at St. Anne's ; or

sauntering down its cool glades with a book and a

friend ; or prone without either under a tree in the

long summer afternoons ; or watching the contests of

Newmarket with tJie rapt frenzy of a boy ; or chatting

before the races with Windham on the horses of the

ancients and the precise meaning of argutum caput]

or corresponding with Gilbert Wakefield about innumer-

able other niceties of classical reading ; or, when crippled

and aged, playing trapball with the children and with

more than a child's keenness ; or speechless with gener-

ous tears in the House of Commons when quivering

under the harsh severance of Burke ; or serene on his

deathbed as he consoles his wife and his nephew ;—he still

exercises over us something of the unbounded fascina-

tion which he wielded over his contemporaries. Scarce

one of those contemporaries, whose records we know,

but mourned his death as a personal loss. He charmed

equally the affections of Carlisle and Fitzpatrick, the
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meteoric mind of Burke, the pedantic vanity of Parr,

the austere virtue of Horner, and the hedgehog soul of

Rogers. His nephew, the third Lord Holland, converted

his matchless palace at Kensington into a temple con-

secrated to Fox's memory, where historians and poets,

and authors and statesmen, vied with each other in

burning incense before the shrine. It may fairly be

said that the traditional estimate of Fox owes some-

thing to Holland House. But without such adventitious

aids, he stands forth as the negation of cant and

humbug, a character valuable then, invaluable now;

as an intellectual Titan ; and as the quick and visible

embodiment of every lovable quality in man.

The new splendour of his position did not for a

moment affect the head of the young minister. He
watched with the same cool vigilance the intoxication

of his new chief. Shelburne could not conceal his joy.

He had dished Fox. He had retained Richmond and

Conway, Camden, Grafton, and Keppel. He had secured

the champion who was alone capable of being matched

against Fox. The negotiation of the peace viould rest

with him alone. He believed that he enjoyed the

complete favour and confidence of the King, and so

would be in reality prime, if not sole, minister. Thus

infatuated he proceeded to act alone, and to disgust his

colleagues, without securing the King. The astute

occupant of the throne never trusted Shelburne, but his

reasons for supporting him at this juncture are clear.

In the first place, it enabled him to knock the heads of

the hated Whigs together, and so compass their destruc-

tion. In the next place, the man he most detested was

Fox, and the selection of Shelburne would be sure to

D
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preserve him at any rate for the time from Fox. In

the third place, he had some hopes, real or fanciful,

of Shelburne's assisting him to resist the concession of

American independence, which Fox was determined to

declare. On the very day on which Rockingham died

and Shelburne succeeded him, the King wrote to his new

minister :
" I am apprised that Lord Shelburne, though

he has gone great lengths at the expense of his opinion in

giving way as to American independence, if it can effect

peace, would think he received advice in which his

character was not attended to, if he intended to give

up that without the price set on it, which alone could

make this kingdom consent to it. Besides, he must see

that the great success of Lord Rodney's engagement

has again roused the nation so far that the peace which

would have been acquiesced in three months ago would

now be matter of complaint." The first sentence is as

obscure in construction as a speech of Cromwell's, but

the general meaning is clear enough. The suspicion of

contemporary politicians pointed in the same direction,

probably without reason. But Shelburne's habitual

ambiguity, and his resistance to the proposition of Fox

that the independence of America should be recognised

as a preliminary, and not as an accompaniment of nego-

tiation, gave some colour to the hopes of the King.

Parhament adjourned almost immediately after the

new ministers had taken their seats. There was indeed

one animated debate in each House. In the Lords, the

Duke of Richmond announced his reasons for remaining

in office, and Shelburne took advantage of the dis-

cussion to make his ministerial statement. Already

there seemed a rift in the lute. Richmond had said
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that the influence of the Crown in Parliament was

to be diminished ; this was one of the great prin-

ciples on w^hich the administration was formed. But

Shelburne announced that he was there to defend the

King's prerogative. He would not submit to see the

King of England converted into a King of the Mahrattas,

with a peishwah elected by a few great chiefs. As regards

the independence of America, he had been charged with

changing his opinion. That was untrue. It had in-

deed been evei his opinion that the independence of

America would be a dreadful blow to the greatness of

this country, and that when it should be established

the sun of England might be said to have set. To

nothing short of necessity, therefore, would he give

way on that head. As regards the sunset of England

which would follow concession, it was his resolution

so to take advantage of the twilight that the country

might yet see its orb rise again.

The debate in the Commons was already over. Two
days previously, in a crowded house, Coke of Norfolk,

who was to refuse from Pitt in 1784 that earldom of

Leicester which he was to accept from Melbourne in

1837, called attention to the pension of Barr6. It

cannot be denied that Shelburne's party, though it hardly

numbered a dozen persons, had reason to congratulate

itself on the partiality of its leader. To Barr6 had been

given a pension of £3200 a year, and though this enor-

mous sum would not after the payment of taxes and

fees net above £2100, enough remained to be, even in

those days, a fair subject for parliamentary inquiry.

Advantage was also taken of the discussion to allude to

the acquisitions of Shelburne's other main supporter,
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Dunning, who in the course of the three months' admin

istration had, through his patron, pocketed a pension, a

peerage, the duchy of Lancaster for life, and a seat in

the Cabinet. Fox made of these grants an opportunity

for praising Lord Rockingham, whose only two jobs

had been for men unfriendly to him in politics. Thence

he diverged into the larger question of his resignation.

He seems already to have been conscious that he had

made a mistake. Four days before, he had written to

Thomas Grenville at Paris :
" I feel that my situation in

the country, my power, my popularity, my consequence,

nay, my character, are all risked
;

" and Temple, a day

earlier, had pointed out to him the invidiousness of re-

signing on a personal question. In his present speech,

therefore, he placed his resignation on grounds of public

policy—grounds which can hardly be sustained by evi-

dence. But on Conway's challenging him to show in

what respect the principles upon which Rockingham

had accepted office had been disregarded, and expressing

his own adherence to the principle of measures, not

men. Fox rose again, and frankly avowed that one of

his main reasons for withdrawal was the handing over

to Shelburne of the Treasury and its patronage. To

Burke, however, fell the more conspicuous discredit of

debate. His tirade against Shelburne outstripped both

sense and decency. " He was a man that he could by

no means confide in, and he called heaven and earth to

witness, so help him God, that he verily believed the

present Ministry would be fifty times worse than that

of the noble Lord (North) who had lately been repro-

bated and removed. . . . He meant no offence, but he

would speak an honest mind. If Lord Shelburne waa
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not a Catiline or a Borgia in morals, it must not be

ascribed to anything but his understanding." Pitt took

bat little part in the discussion, and that not as a

minister. He charged Fox roundly with a dislike to

men and not to measures. The uneasiness of Fox was

apparent. Again and again did he rise and explain,

without apparently satisfying himself or his audience.

And so closed the first round between these two great

combatants of the political ring.

The summer and autumn months were spent in

negotiations. Those in Paris were carried on mainly

by Shelburne himself. The retention of Gibraltar

was the one point in dispute which appears to have

been hotly discussed in the Ministry. George III. was

in favour of ceding Gibraltar for some substantial

equivalent, on the ground that no settled peace was

possible while it was withheld from Spain. Grafton

and Shelburne adhered to this view ; Eichmond,

Keppel, and Pitt were hostile to any cession of the

monumental fortress. Before Parliament met, the dis-

putes had risen so high that negotiation of another kind

was seen to be necessary. Richmond, Grafton, and

Keppel were on the brink of resignation. Camden and

Temple were extremely discontented, and it was evident

that, if the Government was to continue, it must seek

reinforcement from the followers of North or the

followers of Fox. Shelburne appears to have remained

in a sort of fool's paradise to the last. If he had to

conclude an alliance with either chief, it would be with

North ; Pitt, on the other hand, who always declined to

associate himself with North, leaned to Fox. But in

truth the negotiations were carried on with little spirit
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Shelburne may well have felt that combination between

North and Fox was impossible, and that by their divi-

sion he might govern. Moreover, he was a little weary

of his colleagues, and they were heartily sick of him.

No one, indeed, ever trusted him ; no one ever cared to

be long associated with him.

The languid overtures of Shelburne were soon

obliterated by arrangements of a more practical character.

Adam, George North, and Lord John Townshend, under

the sinister supervision of Eden and Loughborough, were

actively reconciling the two chiefs of Opposition. Already

in the previous August Fox had sent civil messages to

North. On the 1 4th of February they met, and the pre-

liminaries of the treaty were agreed upon. In four and

twenty hours the Coalition was complete, and within four

days a resolution of censure on the Peace had been

carried by a majority of 16. Pitt's speech on this

occasion was perhaps the least effective of his life ; he

had the bad taste to taunt Sheridan with his connection

with the stage, and brought on himself the famous retort

that the dramatist would be tempted to try an improve-

ment on the Angry Boy in the Alchemist. Strangely

enough, however, it was the victor in this encounter

who seems never to have forgotten or forgiven it.

For some unexplained reason Shelburne did not at

once resign, though in a conversation with Dundas on

the 12th he had intimated that he considered his ministry

as over. On the 21st, the battle was renewed. The

allied forces, led by their stalking-horse, the worthy but

insipid Cavendish, made another assault. On this occa-

sion Pitt made one of the great speeches of his life.

While Fox spoke, the Chancellor of the Exchequer stood
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holding open with one hand the door behind the Speaker's

chair to hear the attack, while he held the basin into

which he vomited with the other. But, when Fox sate

down, Pitt at once replied in a speech of nearly three

hours. His defence of the Peace as a work of necessity,

though it does not concern this story, was convincing

;

the cutting sarcasm with which he denounced the

Coalition—an unnatural union of which in the public

interest he forbade the banns—is classical ; and the quota-

tion with which he closed—the probamoue pauperiem sine

dote qucero—is memorable not only for its appositeness,

but for the modesty of its omissions : though public

opinion supplied the virtute med me involvo. Nor did he for-

get a dignified, yet not extravagant, eulogy of Shelburne.

But the opposition again triumphed. Their majority of

17, when viewed in connection with the calculated

strength of parties, does not seem exorbitant. Eden, no

bad judge, had reckoned the forces under North at 120,

those under Fox at 90, and those of the Government

at 140. It is clear then that the Coalition must have

alienated, or the Peace secured, a considerable number

of independent votes.

Shelburne, however, lost no time in resigning, and

recommended Pitt to the King as his successor. Every

efi"ort was employed to induce the young barrister to

accept the first place. But he saw that the fruit

was not yet ripe. For a moment he seems to have

hesitated. It was urged on him that the allied forces

could not long hold together. But it was obvious that

when once they had so far forgotten the past as to

unite at all, there was nothing in public principle that

need afterwards dissever them. To the angry dis-
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appointment of the King, who described himself as " one

on the edge of a precipice," and as apparently resolved

to abdicate rather than submit, he declined the proud

post.

This is the first epoch of his career. He had already

obtained a first place as an orator ; he had held all but

the highest office. That, though he was but twenty-three,

was now not merely within his grasp, but pressed on

him, with authority and with enthusiasm, by Dundas

and the King, the most acute political tacticians of their

time. With a judgment which can only be described as

consummate, and a self-control which few by any experi-

ence attain, the young statesman, able, eloquent, and

courageous as he was, refused the splendid prize, and

prepared to resume his practice at the bar.

In the meantime the monarch was desperate. He
caught at any hint that would save him from Fox. He
even pressed the Treasury on North, with the condition

that North should break with Fox. Gower suggested

to him that Pitt's cousin, Mr. Thomas Pitt, might be a

capable minister. The King replied that he was ready

to apply to Mr. Thomas Pitt or Mr. Thomas Anybody.

For five weeks did George HI. hunt for a Premier. At

last he was compelled to yield. Portland became Prime

Minister ; Fox and North joint-Secretaries of State.

They had pressed Pitt to join them, but in vain. As

they kissed hands, a humorous bystander predicted their

early fall, for he observed George HI. turn back his ears

and eyes, just like the horse at Astley's when the tailor

was mounting whom it had determined to throw.

Thus was formed the Coalition Ministry of which it is

hard to say which was the most complete—the infamy
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of the proceeding, or the retribution that followed. Fox

in 1782 had said of North's government: "From the

moment when I shall make any terms with one of them,

I will rest satisfied to be called the most infamous of

mankind. I would not for an instant think of a coali-

tion with men who in every public and private transac-

tion as ministers have shown themselves void of every

principle of honour and honesty. In the hands of such

men I would not trust my honour for a minute." He

had declared that he could not believe even North's

announcement of his own resignation without corrobora-

tive evidence. He had urged that North and his

colleagues should be brought to trial, and if possible to

the scaffold. Later, again, on Shelburne's becoming

Prime Minister, he had declared his anticipation that

the Government would refrain from no corrupt method

of maintaining themselves in power even to the extent

of allying themselves with the party of North. Political

digestion is tough, but it could not stomach these things.

What is also notable, though less remarkable, Fox and

North at once assimilated and concluded the very condi-

tions of peace on which they had moved a vote of censure

—censure which a cool examination of the articles and

of the situation must pronounce factious, and, as coming

jointly from the incapable administrator and the fierce

opponent of the war, grotesque. Grattan once observed

that none had heard Fox at his best who had not heard

him before the Coalition. Afterwards, the ability re-

mained, but he felt that he had done something that

required defence ; the mouth still spoke great things, but

the swell of soul was no more.
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ACCESSION TO POWER

On 7th May 1783, the anniversary of his previous motion

for parliamentary reform, Pitt repeated it. It was

supported by one and opposed by the other of the two

Secretaries of State, and was rejected by 293 to 149. A
month later he introduced a Bill for the Eeform of Abuses

in the Public Offices. In his speech he produced the

famous allegation that North in the last year of his

ministry had been credited with the consumption of

£1300 for stationery, of which £340 was for whipcord.

The Bill passed languidly through the Commons, but

was promptly strangled in the Lords, where the Ministry

opposed it with vigour ; a proceeding on which the

country could not but comment.

In the recess Pitt went abroad for the only time in

his life. He was accompanied by his brother-in-law,

Eliot, and by Wilberforce. They first established them-

selves at Rheims, with the view of learning the language,

residing for six weeks at the Archbishop's palace. Here

Pitt was thrown into close companionship with the

prelate's nephew, the young Abb6 de Perigord. They

were to meet again in 1792, when Talleyrand as a
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lay diplomatist was negotiating with Pitt as an auto-

cratic prime minister. Pitt, it is said, did not make

much progress in French, though he proceeded to Paris,

and thence to Versailles. The son of Chatham could not

fail to make a stir in that volatile and curious court ; it

is even asserted that he narrowly escaped marriage with

the daughter of Necker who was afterwards to talk

down Europe and write Corinne. The queen, indeed,

is said to have considered the young lion awkward and

dull, and so called forth the pun of Chastellux :
" C'est

6gal : il ne s'en d^pitera pas pour 9a," but the politicians

came round him "in shoals." Two remarks of his

during that visit have been preserved—one on the

English, the other on the French constitution. Of the

first he said :
" The part of our constitution which will

first perish is the prerogative of the king and the

authority of the House of Peers." Of the second he

remarked to a Frenchman, "You have no political

liberty, but as to civil liberty you have more of it than

you suppose." It was here, too, that he paid his famous

tribute, not less generous than true, to Fox. Some one

expressed surprise that a man of so little character

should wield so great an influence. "The remark is

just," replied Pitt, "but then you have not been under

the wand of the magician." He is said also to have aston-

ished Franklin not merely by his talents, but by the anti-

republican character of his sentiments. For the rest, he

seems to have hunted and amused himself. He returned to

England on the 24th of October (1783). Parliament met

on the 11 th of November ; on the 1 8th Fox asked for leave

to introduce a Bill for the Better Government of India.

That day month the Government had ceased to exist.
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Into the merits of the Bill it is not now necessary to

enter. North, when he saw it, sagaciously described it

as " a good receipt to knock up an administration " ; in

its scope and audacity it savoured even more of the elder

than the younger Fox. The objections to its main pro-

vision, which handed over the government of India to

irremovable commissioners named for four years, have

been perhaps overstated. But it w^as clear that it fur-

nished an admirable weapon against an unpopular Coali-

tion which had resisted economical reform, demanded a

great income for a debauched prince, and which now aimed

at securing a monopoly of the vast patronage of India,

—

patronage which, genially exercised by Dundas, was soon

to secure Scotland for Pitt. In the House of Commons

the majority for the Bill was over 100; the loftiest

eloquence of Burke was exerted in its favour ; and Fox

was, as ever, dauntless and crushing in debate. But

outside Parliament the King schemed, and controversy

raged. There was a storm of caricatures. One of these,

by Sayer, of Fox as an Oriental potentate entering

Leadenhall Street on an elephant. Fox himself admitted

had greatly damaged him. , When the Bill arrived at the

House of Lords, the undertakers were ready. The King

had seen Temple, and empowered him to communicate

to all whom it might concern his august disapprobation.

The uneasy whisper circulated, and the joints of the

lords became as water. The peers, who yearned for

lieutenancies or regiments, for stars or strawberry leaves
;

the prelates, who sought a larger sphere of usefulness

;

the minions of the bedchamber and the janissaries of

the closet ; all, temporal or spiritual, whose convictions

were unequal to their appetite, rallied to the royal nod.
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Some great nobles, such as Gower and Bridgewater, the

one old, the other indifferent to politics, roused them-

selves to violent exertion on the same side, keeping

open tables, and holding hourly conclaves. The result

was overwhelming. The triumphant Coalition was

paralysed by the rejection of their Bill. They rightly

refused to resign, but the King could not sleep until

he had resumed the seals. Late at night he sent for

them. The messenger found North and Fox gaily seated

at supper with their followers. At first he was not

believed. "The King would not dare do it," ex-

claimed Fox. But the under Secretary charged with

the message soon convinced them of its authenticity,

and the seals were delivered with a light heart. In such

dramatic fashion, and the springtide of its youth, fell

that famous government, unhonoured and unwept.

" England," once said Mr. Disraeli, " does not love coali-

tions." She certainly did not love this one.

On this occasion there was neither hesitation nor

delay ; the moment had come, and the man. Within

twelve hours of the King's receiving the seals, Pitt had

accepted the First Lordship of the Treasury and the

Chancellorship of the Exchequer. That afternoon his

writ was moved amid universal derision. And so com-

menced a supreme and unbroken Ministry of seventeen

years.

Those who laughed were hardly blamable, for the

difficulties were tremendous. Temple, who acted as Secre-

tary of State, resigned in three days, having demanded

apparently too considerable a reward for his servicer

To the young Minister, his first cousin, this was a cruel

blow ; but Pitt never faltered, though it gave him a
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sleepless night ; while Temple retired in sullen magnifi-

cence to Stowe. On the other hand, the Opposition, al-

ready in high and hysterical spirits, were proportionately

elated. "This boyish prank," writes Elliot, a shrewd

and able Whig, "is already over." Probably " they (the

embryo Government) mean to gain a few days' time, and

to wear some sort of countenance in order to make a

capitulation, if it can be obtained. They have lost all

charadei'," continues the supporter of the Coalition, " and

are considered as a set of children playing at ministers,

and must be sent back to school ; and in a few days all

will have returned to its usual course."

Pitt's friends seem largely to have shared the views

of his enemies. Camden, the devoted friend of Chatham,

and Grafton, whom Chatham had made Prime Minister,

both refused office. For Secretaries of State he had to

fall back on Tommy Townshend, now chiefly remem-

bered by Goldsmith's famous line, who had become

Lord Sydney; and the young Marquis of Carmarthen,

who was upright and well intentioned, but vain and

inadequate. He secured, indeed, the scowling hypocrisy

of Thurlow and the naval fame of Howe ; but the one

was insidious and the other dumb. It is always difficult

to understand the principles on which the Cabinets of

the eighteenth century were formed. Pitt's was a pro-

cession of ornamental phantoms. He himself was the

only Cabinet minister in the House of Commons. Dun-

das, lately Lord Advocate and now Treasurer of the Navy,

who was to be his right-hand man from the beginning to

the end of this administration, was outside the Cabinet.

Of the Cabinet ministers, five occupied in solemn silence

the front bench of the House of Lords ; while Thurlow on
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the wool-sack, though he often spoke, as often as not did

so in opposition to the Government. Never was there in

appearance, to use Charles Townshend's graphic phrase,

such a lutestring administration.

There was one remarkable omission; nothing was

offered to Shelburne. At first sight this can only seem

attributable to gross imbecility or to flagrant ingratitude.

That Pitt, who was gasping in a famine of capacity,

should pass by the ablest statesman available, savours

of insanity. That he should deliberately and without

any political difference ignore the Minister who had a

few months before given him the lead of the House of

Commons, on whom at the moment of resignation he

had passed significant eulogy, and who had been his

father's closest adherent in public life, seems so in-

credibly ungracious as to leave a stain on Pitt's memory.

But his action was deliberate : it had been determined

months before. To clear Pitt, one must under-

stand Shelburne. And in any case it is not amiss

to pause a moment by the complex character of the

politician who introduced Pitt to official life ; whose

fate it has been to be utilised as a political stage-

property by a brilliant novelist, who was also a prime

minister ; and who is variously represented as a popular

statesman crushed in the contest with a Venetian con-

stitution, or a sinister schemer of unusual guile. But

he was neither a Canning nor a Dodington, though his

career presents strange complications.

The problem may be briefly stated thus. How is

it that a noble of high lineage and fortune, of great

talents, and of an intelligence superior to his talents,

who was a distinguished soldier before he was twenty
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four ; who was a Cabinet Minister at twenty -five,

and a Secretary of State at twenty-nine, when Secre-

taries of State often represented a greater power than

the Minister nominally first ; who was Prime Minister

at forty-five ; and who, to pass beyond dignities, was

far beyond his age in enlightenment ; a Free Trader, the

friend of men like Franklin and Bentham and Morellet,

the leader of men like Dunning and Barr6 ; who, if not

the friend, had at least the courage to be the admirer, of

the successful rebel Washington, with whom he had to

sign peace ;—how was it that this man, so rarely gifted

and with opportunities so splendid, should only have

touched power to see it vanish for ever from his grasp,

and to spend the remainder of his life under universal

detestation and distrust*} These phrases are unhappily

not too strong. It is not too much to say that, during

the last decade of the eighteenth century, the greatest

reproach that could be directed against a statesman,

short of calling him a Jacobin, was to insinuate a con-

nection with Berkeley Square, where Shelburne had com-

pleted the palace which Bute had been forced to forsake,

The key to the enigma seems to lie in the bitter

description which he penned of Chatham in his cynical

but priceless fragment of autobiography ; when he con-

temptuously dismisses the popular conception of his

leader, and pronounces him to be a mere actor, incap-

able of friendship, anything but disinterested, studied

and artificial in all that he wrote or said or did. This

was what the man who had gloried in being Chatham's

right-hand man, wrote of Chatham when Chatham was

dust and his lieutenant forgotten. Elaborate and

picturesque as it is, it discloses the fury of a dis-
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appointed man wreaked on the cause to which he

attributes his failure. It is the sneer of a worshipper

burning the idol which he thinks has betrayed him, and

attempting to warm himself at the fire. He had ruined

his life by a great mistake ; he had misread his lesson

and misunderstood his master ; but the fault, as is

usual, seemed to the pupil not to be with himself, but

with his teacher. After a cool survey of Bute and

Holland, and the politicians of that kidney, he had

decided that Chatham was the grand type, and only

discovered too late that it was also an impossible one.

He could readily see that he must be satisfied with less

eloquence and a paler fire ; but what seemed within his

reach was the patriotic spirit, the attempt to be above

and aloof from party, the combination by which the

popular prophet cringed before the King; easy to

emulate were the mysterious retirement and the haughty

demeanour ; easiest of all, the pompous fawning style

which befogged and bewildered Chatham's contempor-

aries. All this Shelburne compassed, but what he

never understood, until it was too late, was that these

were not Chatham's aids but Chatham's drawbacks.

There was something in the man, who almost dis-

covered popular feeling in England, which was akin

to inspiration ; at any rate there was the occasional

flash lighting up all his nature—the low and the dark

as well as the brilliant and the sublime, the purlieus

as well as the majesty of the structure,— which

dazzled the beholder into seeing nothing but a great

splendour.

Chatham had and sought no friends. The only shadow

of such a relation that he knew was in his wife's unami-

E
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able family. Shelburne was, like Camdeu and Grafton,

merely the superior disciple, and he was slow in discover-

ing the difficulty of treading in the teacher's steps. In

the meantime, ha^ang earlier in life gravely compro-

mised his reputation for sincerity in a transaction which

Holland, who conceived himself to have been betrayed

on the occasion, loudly stigmatised as a fraud, he further

confirmed the general opinion of his subtlety by his

imitation of his master in a sort of stilted finesse. He
himself indefinitely strengthened this impression by his

constant professions of guileless simplicity, and of a

candour so effusive as to compel him to live in retire-

ment for fear of self-betrayal.

Lampoons and caricatures are unanimous on this point.

The testimony of his friends is only diff'erent in degree.

Bentham extols his heart at the expense of his under-

standing, and charitably attributes the ambiguity of his

patron to confusion of mind. But he admits a " wild-

ness about him," and that he " conceived groundless

suspicions about nothing at all." Further, Bentham

declares that Shelburne " had a sort of systematic plan

of gaining people." The third Lord Holland, who avows

his partiality, gives much the same opinion. Rose, who

was naturally and officially a judge of character, speaks

of his discomfort in acting with Shelburne, who was
" sometimes passionate or unreasonable, occasionally be-

traying suspicions of others entirely groundless, and at

other times ofiensively flattering. I have frequently been

puzzled to decide which part of his conduct was least

to be tolerated." Perhaps an even more curious

confirmation is afforded by Rayneval, who visited

England as an envoy during the peace negotia-

tions. "Lord Shelburne," he writes, "is not ignorant
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of the suspicions which have been, and probably still

arc, entertained in France as to his straightforward-

ness, and he feels them the more in proportion as he

believes that he has not deserved them. I venture to

be of the same opinion, and if t say so, it is because I

consider my personal acquaintance and conversations

with Lord Shelburne have placed me in a position to

know him. perfectly," and so forth. This was in the

middle of September 1782, and in December he writes,

" You will perhaps ask me how it is possible to reconcile

the character I gave you of Lord Shelburne with his

conduct relative to the equivalent for Gibraltar," and

then he explains. There lies the whole matter—Shel-

burne's good faith was always exemplary, but always in

need of explanation.

Some people seem to think that a reputation worse

than his deserts unfairly encumbered his career

But, had his name been as untainted as Bayard's, his

style both in writing and speaking would have

accounted for the most inveterate distrust. The

English love a statesman whom they understand, or at

least think that they understand. But who could under-

stand Shelburne 1 Whether from confusion of head or

duplicity of heart his utterances were the very seed of

suspicion. The famous lines in the Rolliad are merely

the versification of a speech he actually delivered.

A noble Duke afi&rms I like his plan,

I never did, my Lords, I never can :

Shame on the slanderous breath which dares instil

That I who now condemn advised the ill.

Plain words thank Heaven are always understood,

I could approve I said—but not I would,
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Anxious to make the noble duke content,

My view was just to seem to give consent

While all the world might see that nothing less was meant.

In 1792 the King asked his advice, and Shelburne

gave it in a memorandum which may be commended to

any student of the man. It is a mere labyrinth of

stilted ambiguities. Take again his speech on the Irish

Union, from which both parties to that controversy to

this day extract the strongest opinions in support of

their respective views. Even his personal appearance,

his sleek countenance and beady eye, imply the idea

which is conveyed to the ordinary Briton by the word

Jesuitical : and the caricatures of the time represent

the outer wall of Lansdowne House as a mere rampart

to screen his plots.

The pity of it is that his son, with much the same

abilities, but richer by the warning, and aiming lower,

achieved the position within the father's reach so

exactly as to offer a reproachful contrast : the splendid

noble, the patron of arts and letters, playing with rare

dignity a public part, from dut}-^ rather than inclination

;

sought, not seeking ; a strength, instead of a weakness,

to his associates ; a pillar, not a quicksand.

It was because Pitt had so truly measured Shel-

burne's character that he preferred any risk and any

reproach to including his late chief in his Cabinet. He
thus earned Shelburne's undying enmity ; but that, as

things stood, was rather an advantage than otherwise.

The composition of the Government was, however,

the least of Pitt's embarrassments. The majority against

him in the House of Commons was not less than forty or
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fifty, containing, with the exception of Pitt himself and

Dundas, every debater of eminence; while he had, before

the meeting of Parliament to prepare and to obtain the

approval of the East India Company to a scheme which

should take the place of Burke's. The Coalition minis-

ters were only dismissed on the 18th of December 1783 ;

but, when the House of Commons met on the 12th of

January 1784 all this had been done.

The narrative of the next three months is stirring

to read, but would require too much detail for our

hmits. Never was excitement so high; never were

debates of more sustained and fiery eloquence. But

these are like the wars of Marlborough and Turenne,

—

splendid achievements, which light up the epoch, without

exercising a permanent influence on the world ; to us

at any rate the sheet-lightning of history. On the day

of the meeting of Parliament, Pitt was defeated in two

pitched divisions, the majorities against him being 39

and 54. His government seemed still-born. His col-

leagues were dismayed. The King came up from Windsor

to support him. But in truth he needed no support.

He had inherited from his father that confidence which

made Chatham once say, " I am sure that I can save this

country, and that nobody else can;" which made- himself

say later, " I place much dependence on my new col-

leagues ; I place still more dependence on myself."

He had refused, in spite of the King's insistence,

to dissolve ; for he felt that the country required

time, and that at the first blush it could hardly

be expected to support so raw a Government. But

he was daily preparing for the inevitable dispersal of

a House of Commons sworn to hostility. To gratify
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the independent members, he dallied with some idle

negotiations for the conciliation of the Portland Whigs.

He was able to show that the House of Lords was

with him by a division in his favour of 100 to 53.

He displayed the confidence of the King, who had

refused to grant any honours at the instance of the

Coalition, by the creation of several peerages. The city

of London, then the stronghold of Liberalism, vindicated

him from the suspicion of being a mere tool of the

Court by giving him its freedom. The East India

Company spared no exertion. They established a

Committee of Vigilance that sate permanently in Leaden-

hall Street. To every borough in the country they

sent a copy of Fox's bill with this message, " Our property

and charter are invaded, look to your own."

Two accidental circumstances also occurred to Pitt's

advantage. On his return from his city triumph, he was

waylaid and nearly murdered by an ambuscade of black-

guards opposite Brooks's club. So low had Fox fallen as

to be accused of instigating this outrage,—an imputation

which no one otherwise would have credited a moment,

but against which he thought it worth while to advance

an indecorous alibi. This occurrence would, perhaps

unreasonably, serve to attract the sympathy of English-

men to the mob's victim, but another secured it.

The Clerkship of the Pells, a sinecure office worth not

less than £3000 a year, fell vacant on the very day that

Parliament met. It was universally expected that Pitt

would take it as of right, and so acquire an independ-

ence, which would enable him to devote his life to

politics, without care for the morrow. He had not

£300 a year; his position was to the last degree
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precarious. If now defeated, it was clear that he would

meet with no mercy, and that the King and the country

would fall bound into the hands of the Coalition, who

might almost achieve a permanent oligarchy to his

permanent exclusion. Pitt disappointed his friends and

amazed his enemies. He gave the place to Barr6, mak-

ing it a condition that Barr6 should resign the pension

received from Rockingham. To a nation inured to jobs

this came as a revelation. They were familiar with

great orators, and they had seen most of them provided

at one time or another with sinecures and pensions. But

here was a youth of equal ability to whom it did not

seem to occur to place his own fortunes in competition

with the commonwealth—to whom money that could

benefit the State was abhorrent. Even Thurlow could

not refrain from a growl of admiration.

Above and beyond all was the fact that Pitt,

young, unaided, and alone, held his own with the

great leaders allied against him. Exposed to the

heaviest artillery that wit and fury and eloquence could

bring to bear, he was never swayed or silenced. In

face of so resolute a resistance, the assailants began

to melt away. Their divisions, though they always

showed a superiority to the Government, betrayed

notable diminution ; and, large or small, seemed to pro-

duce no more effect on the administration than if they

were the votes of a college debating society. Worse

than all, they had an uneasy consciousness, ripening

daily into certainty, that the country was not with

them. Addresses were pouring in, to applaud the con-

duct of the King in dismissing the Coalition. Fox,

moreover, found that his party would not join him in
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stopping the supplies. His one resource was a short

Mutiny Bill, which would prevent sudden or premature

dissolution. The current Bill would expire on the 25th

of March. Ministers were in a state of perplexity and

alarm. Burges, then Under Secretary of State, who
was, however, too vain a man to be a perfectly trust-

worthy authority, relates that they were relieved by a

simple expedient. It was found that more than once

the Mutiny Bill had been introduced into the House of

Lords, and coming thence had passed without question

in the House of Commons. Such a solution would not

be possible now, but it was adequate then. Pitt en-

closed the paper of precedents in a note to Fox, asking

what course he intended to take. His answer is not

known, though sufficiently indicated by the result.

When the Committee on the Mutiny Bill was moved,

only two members showed themselves in opposition.

This was on the 9th of March. On the 25th of

March Parliament was dissolved, the announcement being

retarded by the unexplained theft of the Great Seal.

When the elections were over, the party of Fox, it was

found, had shared the fate of the host of Sennacherib.

The number of Fox's martyrs—of Fox's followers who
had earned that nickname by losing their seats—was

160. He himself had to await, in the constituency of

Orkney, the result of a scrutiny at Westminster, for

which he had been chosen. Conway and Lord John

Cavendish, two Whig princes, succumbed. Coke, the

Lord of Norfolk, shrank before the storm. The un-

known and plebeian Wilbeiforce triumphed over the

Whig aristocracy of Yorkshire. Pitt himself forsook

the inglorious security of Appleby, and stood in the van
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of the battle as candidate for the University of Cam-

bridge, which had before rejected him. He ousted the

two Coalition members, and secured the seat for life.

He won all along the line, but watched the last and

longest contest with undisguised anxiety. Fox was

carrying on one of those interminable combats which

gave a singular celebrity to the constituency of West-

minster. The poll was open for forty days. No effort

was spared. Promises and menaces and drink and cash

were all lavishly given; the proudest ladies stepped

into the purlieus of the ancient city to secure highly

flavoured votes ; the Heir to the Throne himself took an

animated part. In this respect the contest was unequal.

On the side of Fox's opponent Lady Salisbury took the

field ; but her haughty canvass was easily routed by the

energy, spirit, and grace of Georgiana, Duchess of

Devonsliire. At last, the first ministerial candidate

headed the poll ; but Fox easily distanced the second.

It was his only solace. On the other hand, he was

excluded from office, with the exception of a few dying

months, for life ; more bitter still, he had to witness the

complete triumph of the youth whom he could hardly

yet consider a rival. Pitt, with the entire confidence of

the King and the Legislature, was entrusted with a

power such as no minister had ever wielded since the

Revolution. And he was not yet twenty-five.

It is well here for a moment to pause and.

with an undazzled eye, take stock of this splendid

occasion. To idle observers it may appear that Pitt

occupied his place by mere prerogative, aided by popular

aversion to the Coalition. This is only a fraction of the

truth. Fox, who had lately been the idol of the people,
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would have been supported by the constituencies against

the prerogative, never popular, and against the King who

had not then attained popularity, had the case been so

simple ; for they would have forgotten the Coalition in

resentment against the arbitrary authority of the

monarch. But, as it was, the unpopularity of the King

was obliterated for ever by the odium of the Coalition.

Nor was North personally an object of aversion. After

his resignation, he made a tour in the country, during

which he received ovations at once unexpected and

unusual. The truth lies much deeper. The King and

Pitt were supported on the tidal wave of one of those

great convulsions of feeling, which in Great Britain

relieve and express pent-up national sentiment, and

which in other nations produce revolutions. " The

Public," says a shrewd contemporary observer, " and the

Public only, enabled Pitt to defeat the powerful phalanx

drawn up against him."

The country was sick of the " old lot "—the poli-

ticians who had fought and embraced and intrigued and

jobbed among themselves, with the result of landing

Great Britain in an abyss of disaster and discomfiture,

such as she had never known since the Dutch ships sailed

up the Medway. For eight years there had been war

against scattered plantations of our own race, war end-

ing in complete discomfiture ; to which had been super-

added the perhaps more poignant humiliation of being

compelled to yield, not merely to the colonists, but to

the French. And as, when the Dutch were insulting

and threatening the metropolis, the memories of meu

recurred to the supremacy of Cromwell but a few years

before, so now there was an additional sting to those
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still alive who remembered the glories of Chatham.

Since then, at an expenditure of a hundred and forty

millions, through eight agonising years, Englishmen had

seen their armies in a constant condition of capitulation

or defeat. They had hired Germans by the thousand

to shoot down American Englishmen in vain. They

had employed Red Indians to tomahawk their brethren

without effect. Paul Jones had harried the coasts of

Scotland, and people long remembered how the pious

folk of Kirkcaldy had watched and prayed while his

ships hove to within a mJle of their shore. That night, by

an interposition which the least devout hailed as a direct

result of intercession, a gale arose and drove the flotilla

away; but far in the Firth of Forth the traveller

can still perceive, almost lost in a gaunt pier of the

great bridge, the little simple fortification, which was

erected against the audacious privateer. They had

seen the fleet of England retiring before the squadrons

of France and Spain, and yielding to them the dominion

of the British Channel. Even the splendour of Rodney

could not atone for this ; while his instant supersession

increased their distrust of the Government. They

had seen their ambassadors suing for assistance at

European courts in terms almost abject, and repulsed

in terms of candid contempt. It was universally

admitted that Great Britain had sunk to be a second, if

not a third, rate Power, And if they were thus con-

sidered abroad, what was there to console our forefathers

at home ? They had beheld their capital half burned to

the ground by mobs, which the Ministry seemed as

unable to control as the people of New England. They

had seen Government, in the sheer shame of impotence,
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obliged to cede to Ireland whatever of independence the

Dublin Parliament demanded, from the impossibility of

sending a regiment to defend the island. What might

have been an act of grace, was only another abasement

There was not a drop wanting to their cup of bitterness.

Was it for this they had spent their treasure and their

armies ? There was something rotten in the State, and

the rottenness seemed to begin in their politicians.

The English mind moves slowly, but with exceeding

sureness, and it had reached this point at the election of

1784. The people had looked for a cause of these mani-

fold effects, and had found it in their rulers. Any doubts

they may have entertained would have been dispelled by

the speeches of Burke on economical, and of Pitt on parlia-

mentary, reform. At the beginning of the reign they

had fancied that the Scots were at the root of the evil.

But, though Bute had long passed away from the politi-

cal scene, matters had grown worse. And now they

found it authoritatively declared how deep the gangrene

of jobbery had eaten into the House of Commons ; how
one member received a large income as turnspit to the

King ; and how eight were purchased and nominated by

an Indian prince. Taxes might grow, and armies might

disappear, and the gazettes might reek of disgrace

:

still, war loans and war contracts swelled the spawn of

corruption : still, successive ministers and their friends

filled their bottomless pockets, and found a solid set-

'•:: to national dishonour in the pickings of national

profusion. Under North, political degradation seemed to

have reached its climax. There had been hope, indeed,

of Fox, who had denounced North in terms of mascu-

line and indignant invective. But now he too had
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embraced North ; the accuser had sat down with the

accused, and both were involved without nice discrim-

ination in the common system of turpitude. As to the

Whig figure-heads, they were possibly honest but certainly

wooden. In their despair, men looked round for a saviour

of society, who should cast the money-changers out of

the temple of Government, and restore to Britain, not

her former glory indeed, but a decent and honourable

existence. At this moment, there appeared before them

a young university student ; rich with lofty eloquence

and heir to an immortal name ; untainted in character,

spotless in life; who showed the very first day that

he met Parliament as Minister a supreme disdain for

the material prizes of political life. The auspices under

which he obtained power were not indeed popular, but

less odious than the combination he succeeded. To

a jaded and humiliated generation the son of Chatham

came as a new hope and a possible revelation. Here

was one who would not be easily corrupted ; nay, one

who might stem the tide flowing so fast against us at

home and abroad. In a few months, the elder Pitt had

raised England from the ground and placed her at the

head of Europe. Might not something be hoped of his

son "J

The change was thus not merely an epoch in the life of

Pitt, but in English politics. It was hailed by the nation

as a new departure. Nor did the situation lack the

irony inseparable from great events ; for there were

piquant elements of miscalculation and anomaly. The

anomaly lay with Pitt, the miscalculation with the King.

Pitt, who had entered ParUament as a foe to prerogative

and the friend of reform, was to become Prime Minister
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by a violent exercise of the one, and to lose sight for

ever, with a faint exception, of the other. On the other

hand, the risk run by the King had been immense : and it

is only fair to say he had made proof of rare and signal

courage. For he had played on the throw all that to him

made a throne worth having. The general election of

May, indeed, condoned his absolute action of December.

But, had it fallen differently, he must have become as

much the prisoner of party as Louis XVI. on his return

from Varennes. And yet, while he stood to lose so

much, his winnings, as he computed them, were small.

He had reckoned on finding a minister who would

execute his wishes, and be the pliant agent of a power-

ful monarch. But there is little doubt that in ridding

himself of the tyranny of the Whigs, with the assistance

of Pitt, he only exchanged one bondage for another

He had worked to procure for Pitt the majority which

was henceforth to make Pitt independent of himself.

There is evidence to show that from the first he dreaded,

and in the end disliked, his too powerful minister. In

their correspondence we find none of the fondness with

which George III. addressed Addington or Eldon. The

King's tone is rather that of a man in embarrassed circum-

stances, corresponding with the family solicitor. He was

sensible that Pitt had him in his power, and that, should

Pitt desert him, he must fall bound into the hands of

Fox. Later on, he was suspected of meditating a possible

resource in Grenville. But we doubt his seriously con-

templating an emancipation from Pitt so long as Pitt,

and indeed so long as Fox, should last. For the

peculiarity of the position was that, apart from his own

great qualities, the strength of Pitt lay in the aversion
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of both King and people for Fox. Just as in the

opinion of the shrewd Auckland the opposition of Fox

had kept North in office, so now it largely helped to

sustain Pitt. Incapacity could not long have reposed on

mistrust ; but so able and honest a Minister was served

to the end of his life by the generous extravagances of

Fox and the undying memory of the Coalition.



CHAPTER lY

FIRST YEARS OF ADMINISTRATION

The first days of Pitt's power are not altogether plea-

sant to contemj)late. His demeanour was unendurably

cold and rei)ellent. He felt perhaps that it was necessary

for so young a minister to hold mankind at a distance
;

or what had before been called shyness was now called

pride. At any rate, as the kind Wilberforce regretfully

notes, he did not make friends. His father had kept

two generations in a state of subjection and awe, but

Chatham was a consummate actor, and Pitt was not.

It is told of Chatham that when he met a bishop, he

bowed so low that his nose could be seen between

his knees. So appalling a suavity of demeanour in-

spired probably even more terror than his intolerable

eye. But Pitt's haughtiness was less sardonic ; at any

rate, it was of a different kind.

His unfortunate bearing did him no good. A graver

charge against him at the moment of elevation is his

behaviour to Fox. Fox had been returned for West-

minster. But the High Bailiff, instead of making a

return, sent in a statement of the number severally polled,

and an intimation that he had granted a scrutiny ;

—
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a proceeding which could not be constitutional, as it

might have excluded Westminster from representation

for a whole parliament, should the scrutiny be prolonged

into a measure of obstruction. Pitt, however, under

the influence of Sir Lloyd Kenyon, Master of the

Rolls, sustained the action of the High Bailiff, and

met with a well merited rebuff. Nor was his action

a mere incident of party warfare. He threw into it

all his energies, and the passion of a personal cause.

Throughout the general election he had concentrated

his attention on Westminster; he had been defeated,

and now endeavoured to cover his repulse by proceed-

ings which, as they were not adequate to prevent his

powerful rival from sitting in the House of Commons,

bore the appearance of personal rancour or personal

mortification, and the even baser suspicion of an

attempt to finally crush that rival's wrecked fortunes.

On this issue Fox put forth new resources and splendours

of eloquence. He exceeded himself, by delivering what

is often considered as the best of his speeches ; and, more

remarkable still, so well reported that Lord Holland de-

clared in reading it, he fancied he heard his uncle's voice.

But the Minister's resolution was worthy a better cause.

Every omen pointed to disaster ; the most sinister par-

liamentary portents and the marked hostility of public

opinion failed to deter him. In the face of shrinking

majorities, of lukewarm friends, and a reluctant King,

he persevered. The result from the first was discouraging,

and soon ended in collapse. His majority on the address

had been 168. But in the first division on the scrutiny it

fell to 97. Within three weeks it sunk to 78, at the very

moment when his majority on the India Bill was 21L

F
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111 the next session he fared worse, for on the 9th

of February 1785 it had dwindled to 39. On the

21st of February it was but nine ; while on the 4th

of March Pitt found himself defeated by 38 votes

;

and the High Bailiff was compelled to make an

immediate return. Pitt had mistaken the temper of

the nation, and the complexion of his party. English-

men delight in a fair fight and a fair victory ; but nothing

is so revolting to them as anything which bears the

semblance of ungenerous treatment of a fallen enemy.

The feeling of the country was reflected in his followers,

who displayed more independence than Pitt had con-

ceived possible. In this particular case, the demon-

stration against him was manly and justified. It is one

of the rare occasions on which his parliamentary tact

failed him
;
perhaps the only instance of personal petti-

ness to which he ever condescended. If it is not a

surprising lapse of judgment and temper in a man of

twenty-four, it is amazing when the general tenor of

his character and career is considered.

If Pitt sustained humiliation on the scrutiny, it was

forgotten in the general lustre of his statesmanship. In

the interval between the 19th of December and the

12th of January he had not merely formed his Govern-

ment, but he had prepared and procured the consent

of the East India Company to a new India Bill. It

had met, of course, with no mercy in debate, but had

only been rejected by a reluctant majority of eight.

He now reintroduced substantially the same measure,

and obtained a division of 271 to 60 in its favour. It

instituted that complex system of government and that

Board of Control, which endured till the Act of 185&
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But in comparing it with Fox's notorious Bill, it is fair

to make one remark. Fox had proposed to hand over

the patronage and power of India to irremovable

Commissioners for four years. It was urged against

this scheme that by it, Fox, in or out of office, would

have through his appointed Commissioners all the

patronage of the East ; and that for four years, whoever

might rule in England, he would rule in India. The

same objection might, however, be urged against any

new body of Commissioners appointed under party

government ; and so far as patronage was concerned, it

could hardly have been exercised in a more partisan

spirit for four years under Fox's arrangement, than it

was under Pitt's for eighteen. AVielded by Dundas in

dexterous combination, he so arranged it, no doubt for

the mutual benefit of both, that the Eastern Empire of

which he was the trustee should be enriched by an

unceasing immigration from his own kingdom of Scotland.

Pitt's chief cares and eminent success of this session

were, however, connected with finance. He had in a year

of peace to bring forward a war budget, having been left

with a deficit of six, and a floating debt of at least fourteen

millions, besides a debt of two millions to the Bank of

England and the usual deficiencies on the Civil List.

Moreover, smuggling had grown to such a height that it

required immediate and drastic remedies. The leading

features of his financial operations were three. Smuggling

was chiefly carried on in tea ; it was calculated that the

consumption of illicit was double that of duty-paying tea.

To meet this, apart from more stringent regulations as

regards search, he lowered and varied the tea duty so as

to take away the smuggler's probable profit; while he
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met the deficiency of revenue thus caused by an increase

of the window tax. He calculated the population of

England to be six millions ; four millions of whom, by

paying an increased window tax, should bring up the

revenue to at least the seven or eight hundred thousand

provided by the old tea duty, although they would pay

less for their tea, even with the newwindow tax thrown in,

than under the actual tea tax ; while the remaining two

millions, consuming the cheaper teas and living in houses

of less than seven windows, would get their tea duty-free.

The second feature of his financial policy was that, for

the loans required to meet the deficit and the floating

debt, he accepted the lowest tender by public competi-

tion, thus abolishing for ever the corrupt and costly

favouritism which had disgraced previous loans. By this

single measure he probably did more to purify Parlia-

ment than he could have efi'ected by his Reform Bill.

The third was the variety of tax by which he raised

the additional revenue required. Hats, raw silk, horses,

linens, calicoes, candles, licenses for dealers in excisable

commodities, bricks, tiles, shooting certificates, paper,

hackney coaches, gold and silver plate, the export of

lead, ale-licenses, race-horses, and postage were all taxed

to produce some £900,000. On the night of his budget

(June 30, 1784) he moved 133 financial resolutions.

Some of his proposals, among them a coal tax, had to

be modified or mthdrawn, and they are here stated in

their ultimate form ; but Pitt's conciliatory method of

explanation produced scarcely less impression than the

capacity which he displayed in unfolding them.

The recess, after this busy and eventful session, he

spent between Putney and Brighton, studying, in con-
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junction with Irish ministers and British merchants, the

proper measures to give effect to his Irish policy. This

period was marked by two incidents—one of transient,

the other of permanent importance. The first was the

entry into the Ministry of the cautious Camden; the

other was the postponement of the opening of Parliament

from the usual date at the beginning of November till

the end of January.

The Houses met (January, 1785) under the cloud of

European disturbances, evolved by the restless ambition

of Joseph the Second in the Netherlands ; a cloud soon

dispelled. As regards domestic affairs, Pitt was able to

point to the success of his financial measures. The

revenue was displaying unwonted buoyancy ; it was ad-

vancing by leaps and bounds ; and the minister was able

to promise the early creation of a sinking fund, so soon

as he should have been able to dispose of the floating

debts which he had inherited from the war. As to the

measures for the suppression of smuggling, Fox himself

acknowledged their efficacy. Pitt's reputation as a peace

financier was established, and was to suffer no abatement.

His other measures were less successful. He suffered

his final rebuff on the Westminster Scrutiny. For the

third and, as it proved, for the last time, he brought for-

ward (April 18, 1785) the question of parliamentary

reform. He proposed to give seventy-two seats to London

and the largest counties ; these seventy-two seats to be

obtained by the voluntary and compensated surrender

of their franchise by thirty-six petty boroughs, while per-

manent provision was made for the future surrender of

Buch boroughs under similar conditions of compensation

and transfer. This last enactment would, he conceived,
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make his measure final, self-adjusting, and complete, and

obviate all necessity for any further reform.

He displayed extraordinary zeal and ability on this

occasion. He personally canvassed his friends. He
summoned Wilberforce from the Eiviera. He adjured

the Duke of Rutland to influence from Ireland York-

shiremen of weight in its favour. He declared to this

intimate friend that he regarded the success of his plan

as essential to the credit, if not the stability, of his

administration, as well as to the good government of the

country hereafter. Nay, he even implored the neutrality

of the hostile King, which was promised with the saturnine

comment that " The conduct of some of ]\Ir. Pitt's most

intimate friends on the Westminster Scrutiny shows

that there are questions men will not by friendship be

biassed to adopt." The motion was defeated, whether

owing to the reluctance of members or the significant

silence of the monarch it is diflScult to say.

But the capital measure of the session of 1785 con-

cerned Ireland. Pitt's Irish policy was at this time

repeatedly defined by himself. It was large and states-

manlike. He accepted as irrevocable the settlement of

1782, which gave Ireland parliamentary independence:

and he sought to unite the two countries on the sure

basis of commercial intercourse and common interest.

Were this accomplished, it would, he believed, remove

all possible danger and inconvenience from the duality

of legislatures. Nor was it a work that admitted of

delay ; it had to be done while the new institutions in

Ireland and their under-growth of tendencies were stilJ

plastic, before gristle had hardened into bone. His aim

was to follow up this, the most urgent, with two other
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measures ; one a reform of the Irish Parliament, the

other the conversion of the volunteers into a militia.

But all hung together, all fell together.

His commercial scheme was embodied in eleven

resolutions, concerted in the vacation, and passed by the

Irish Parliament just before Pitt presented them to the

House of Commons. Their object was to allow the

importation, without increase of duty, of all produce from

other countries, through Ireland into Great Britain and

through Great Britain into Ireland ; to reduce the duties

on the produce and manufactures of both countries to

the scale of that country where the duties were lowest

;

and to provide a contribution from Ireland to the imperial

navy by enacting that, whenever the gross hereditary

revenue of Ireland (which then stood at £652,000) should

rise above £656,000, the surplus was to be applied to

that object ; only in a saving clause, introduced in Ireland,

this last provision was not to take effect in time of peace,

unless there was a just balance between income and

expenditure.

Their general scope, however, was tersely embodied

in the first resolution : "That Ireland should be admitted

to a permanent and irrevocable participation of the

commercial advantages of this country, when the Parlia-

ment of Ireland shall secure an aid out of the surplus of

the hereditary revenue of that kingdom towards defray-

ing the expense of protecting the general commerce of

the Empire in time of peace."

Pitt's exposition of his policy was worthy of the

subject. He denounced in the strongest terms the past

treatment of Ireland by England. Until these last very

few years, he said, the system had been that of debarring
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Ireland from the use and enjoyment of her own re-

sources ; of making that kingdom completely subservient

to the interests and opulence of this country ; without

suffering her to share in the bounties of nature, in the

industry of her citizens, or to contribute to the general

interests and strength of the Empire. This system

had counteracted the kindness of Providence and sus-

pended the enterprise of man. It had been a policy of

keeping the smaller country completely subservient and

subordinate to the greater; to make the one, as it were, an

instrument of advantage ; and to force all her efforts to

operate in favour, and conduce merely to the interest, of

the other. But this " system of cruel and abominable

restraint " had been exploded, and he aimed at a better,

a more natural, and a more equitable relation—a parti-

cipation and community of benefits and a system of

equality and fairness which, without tending to aggrandise

the one or to depress the other, should seek the aggregate

interests of the Empire. On this general basis he moved

his resolutions ; he had anxiously searched for the " best

means of uniting the two countries by the firmest and

most indissoluble bonds"; and this was the result.

As to the equivalent to be received from Ireland in

exchange for the commercial advantages conceded to

her, it was to be in exact proportion to the benefit she

derived from them. From the nature of the Irish

hereditary revenue, it would be an ingenious measure of

the success of the proposal and the advantage that Ireland

would reap from it ; while, on the other hand, it would

be, by the same process of self-adjustment, scrupulously

fair towards England. For it consisted of certain

customs-duties, imposed on almost every species of goods
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imported ; an excise duty upon some articles of the most

general consumption; and a house tax levied on the

number of mouths in each. It was obvious, therefore, that

this revenue would necessarily increase, as soon as the new

arrangement began to take effect, and in exact proportion

to that effect : every article of which it was composed

being so closely connected with commerce, wealth, and

population. So much for the solace of Ireland. And for

the satisfaction of England he pointed out that, if little

should be given to England, it was because little had

been gained in Ireland ; so that, whether much or little

should be gained from it, England would have no cause

to be dissatisfied ; if much should be got, she would be

a gainer ; if little, it would be a proof that little of the

commerce of England had found its way to Ireland, so

that there would not be room for jealousy.

The policy and the speech were alike ingenious,

fruitful, and statesmanlike ; but in England the opposi-

tion of apprehensive interests was sustained and bitter.

Two months were spent by the House of Commons in

the examination and discussion of commercial represen-

tatives, headed and guided by Wedgewood. As a result,

Pitt found that he could not carry his original proposi-

tions. On the 12th of May (1785) he introduced a

score of remodelled resolutions. But the amendments

added to secure English, hopelessly alienated Irish sup-

port. All the new, as compared with the original, articles

were restrictive of Irish trade ; but the fourth resolution

attempted a restraint on the Irish Parliament. It en-

acted that all laws, which had been or should be passed

with reference to navigation in the imperial legislature,

should also apply to Ireland by laws to be passed
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by the Irish Parliament. Fox saw his opportunity.

He could not now defeat the propositions in England

;

but he could secure their rejection in Ireland. With

extraordinary power and ability, he thundered against

the surrender of legislative independence that the minis-

ter was demanding from Ireland. Where ministers, he

declared, had not betrayed their imbecility they had been

insidious ; where they had not been insidious, the}' had

been treacherous. It would have been more manly and

more honourable to have plainly told the Irish, ''that

however desirous and happy we should be to serve you,

yet, in justice to our own country, we find we cannot

grant what we offered. Without being the ruin of many

here, we cannot serve an equal number of you. Without

exposing our own country and its manufactures and

manufacturers to ruin, or without your yielding up the

independency of your Parliament, we cannot grant the

participation offered to you." And he bade farewell to

the resolutions with the impassioned exclamation, " I

will not barter English commerce for Irish slavery ; that

is not the price I would pay, nor is this the thing I would

purchase." In that pithy sentence with consummate

dexterity he combined the objections of both the English

and the Irish. The note he struck readily resounded in

Ireland. Grattan denounced the English propositions

in a speech which the Viceroy described as incredibly

eloquent, seditious, and inflammatory. Orde, the Chief

Secretary, did not venture to proceed with them, an(3

Pitt abandoned them for ever.

So passed away another of the rare and irrevocable

opportunities of uniting the two countries. It is impos-

sible to blame the Irish, jealous of any reflection on
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their new legislative independence, and who had seen the

resolutions which they had passed suspiciously transmuted

in this direction. Nothing, again, can be more admirable

than the energy, the foresight, and the disregard of

popular clamour displayed by the young minister. There

is also some excuse for the opposition of Fox, because

Fox openly professed that he had never been able to

understand political economy. But when we consider

the object and the price ; that the price was free trade

and the object commercial and, in all probability, complete

union with Ireland ; that there was, in fact, no price to

pay, but only a double boon, to use Pitt's happy

quotation, " twice blessed ; it blesseth him that gives

and him that takes," it is difficult to avoid the im-

pression that there has been throughout the past history

of England and Ireland a malignant fate counteracting

every auspicious chance, and blighting each opportunity

of beneficence as it arises.

At any rate, Pitt, though he at first preserved the

confident language of persistence, abandoned hence-

forward this wise and kindly Irish policy. He felt that

the jealousy and prejudice which had driven Burke from

Bristol had abated little of their rigour ; and that Irish

national sentiment, rooted deeply in the past, regarded

with classical apprehension the very gifts of the English.

His impressions were excusable, and even natural, in

view of the circumstances of the time. But all parties

may well regret that Pitt did not display on this occa-

sion something of the same [pertinacity that he did with

regard to his later Irish projects. In 1786 he included

Ireland in his commercial treaty with France, and Ireland

made no objection. This, however, did not encourage
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him to resume his larger scheme. From this time forward,

he appears to have turned his attention from Ireland, or

at any rate to have looked more to that legislative union

for which his most intimate friends, such as Rutland

and Wilberforce, openly expressed their anxiety, and to

which another juncture was soon to point.

But the abandonment of the Irish commercial pro-

positions suggests a curious question. Why were they

relinquished, and why were so many of the principal

Government measures abandoned or defeated ? We have

seen that in May 1784 the Opposition lay crushed and

almost obliterated at Pitt's feet. Since then, he had

sustained defeat on the Westminster Scrutiny, on Parlia-

mentary Reform, and had first to remodel and then to

withdraw his Irish resolutions ; he had also been com-

pelled to take back his coal tax. In 1786 he was de-

feated on the government scheme of fortifications. In

1788, on the East India Declaratory Bill, he was again

run hard, and thought to be in actual jeopardy.

Why was this powerful minister exposed to these

rebuff's, in a Parliament elected so entirely for his

personal support? The reason is partly special, and

partly general. " It is a very loose Parliament," notes

Eden, than whom there was no more acute observer,

"and Government has not a decisive hold of it upon

any particular question." Pitt soon made the same

observation. "Do not imagine," he writes this year,

*' because we have had two triumphant divisions, that we

have everything before us. We have an indefatigable

enemy, sharpened by disappointment, watching and

improving every opportunity. It has required infinite

patience, management, and exertion to meet the clamour
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out of doors, and to prevent it infecting our supporters

in the House. Our majority, though a large one, is

composed of men who think, or at least act, so much for

themselves, that we are hardly sure from day to day

what impression they may receive." It is probable that,

in view of Pitt's youth, his plans were not at first received

with the confidence to which they were entitled, nor does

it ever seem to have occurred to his supporters that any

number of defeats of this nature could bring about his

resignation. There can be no doubt that he bitterly felt

these miscarriages ; but it is also clear that no thought

of resignation crossed his mind. This in itself would

show how difi'erent was the condition of the House of

Commons of those days from the House of Commons of

these.

But the difi'erence lay much deeper. The composition

of a parliamentary majority at that time was that of a

feudal or a Highland army. It was an aggregate of the

foUowings of a few great chiefs, of whom the King

himself was the principal. A powerful leader would

make a sign and his followers disappear; one bugle

call would be followed by another, until one day the

whole array would have melted away, and the general

be a lonely fugitive. What Clanronald or Lochiel

had been in a military, Lord Lonsdale or the Duke

of Norfolk were in a political campaign. And of

those who were not at the beck of great mongers,

fewer then than now feared the loss of their seat

as the consequence of their parliamentary vote. Some

sate for family boroughs ; some who had paid four

or five thousand pounds for their seat, knew that

for the same price they could always secure another.
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Public opinion, in so far as it existed, was a subtle and

indirect influence. The cohesive force of a party lay,

not in the power of the people, but in the patronage of

the minister. And so we shall find in those days many

more instances of a sort of personal independence in the

House of Commons than now, and a minister much

more frequently at the mercy of Parliament, of the

personal pique of some baffled noble, of a Duke of

Greenwich alienated by a Lord Oldborough's unsealed

letter, of a Temple resentful of withheld dignities. In

recent times a government, clearly designated by the

result of a general election, can generally remain in office

for the duration of a Parliament ; as the pressure of the

majority, instant and weighty, not merely supports but

guides. But, in the last half of the last century, a

minister obtained comparatively little assistance from

public opinion, while he had to struggle with the secret

currents of royal and jobbing intrigue.

A curious illustration of parliamentary government

at this time is to be found in an analysis of the House

of Commons dated May 1, 1788, which has been recently

discovered among the papers of one of Pitt's private

secretaries. In it the " party of the Crown " is estimated

at 185 members. "This party includes all those who

would probably support His Majesty's Government under

any minister not peculiarly unpopular." "The inde-

pendent or unconnected members of the House " (a party

which seems to have corresponded very much with the

Squadrone of the old Scottish Parliament) are calculated

at 108; Fox's party at 138; and that of Pitt at 52.

Even this unflattering computation is further discounted

by the remark that "of this party, were there a new
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Parliament and Mr. P. no longer to continue minister,

not above twenty would be returned." No document

has thrown more light than this on the political system

of this period.

In these days, too. a minister would expect some

help from his colleagues. But Pitt could depend on no

one but Dundas. Timidity at first made able men hold

aloof. Afterwards, when Pitt had secured his mastery

at the polls and in debate, it may, perhaps, be charged

against him that he determined, during eight or nine years,

that he should be sole and supreme minister, and that

none should be admitted who would threaten that pre-

dominance. The ordinary vacancies in his Government

were filled by men like Jenkinson—" Jenky," the sub-

terranean agent of the King, who divided his studies

between couits and commerce, and well understood both
;

—or Pitt's brother, Chatham, whose indolence swamped

the superiority of his talents and the popularity of his

manners. Grenville and Wellesley were not exceptions

;

for Wellesley only held a lordship of the Treasury, and

no more than Grenville, Pitt's first cousin, in any degree

menaced the minister's monopoly of parliamentary

power. It was not till the stress of the French Revolu-

tion was upon him, that he summoned to his aid all the

men of capacity that he could collect.

Pitt found some consolation for his Irish defeat, which

he at first regarded as but temporary, in the purchase of

HoUwood : an agreeable imprudence, which marked the

beginning of his pecuniary embarrassments. There he

planted and planned with all the enthusiasm which

had marked his father's operations at Hayes and Burton

Pynsent. But the Hollwood of Pitt has long disappeared.
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The house he built has been demolished, and the woods

he planted can no more be traced. There remains, how-

ever, an ancient, memorable oak ; stretched under which,

Wilberforce and he resolved on that campaign for the

abolition of the Slave Trade, which gave honour to the

one and immortality to the other.



CHAPTEK V

WARREN HASTINGS AND THE REGENCY

In 1786 Pitt returned to a January meeting oi

Parliament, when the Duke of Richmond brought

forward a scheme for the fortification of Portsmouth

and Plymouth. This, as has been said, was defeated.

On the other hand, the minister reached the culminating

point of his financial fame by his plan for the redemption

of the National Debt, which his contemporaries regarded

as his highest claim to renown, and which is accordingly

inscribed on the scroll to which he is pointing in Law-

rence's majestic portrait. The merits of his plan were

twofold. He created an independent Board of Com-

missioners for the reduction of the debt, to whom a

million was to be annually paid; they were to be

officials of the highest character and distinction : the

Speaker, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, the Master of

the Rolls, the Accountant General, the Governor and

Deputy Governor of the Bank of England ; and in this

form the Board exists to this day. With the million

allotted to them they were to purchase stock. This

stock was not to be cancelled, and so would continue to

bear interest; and this interest would be received by

G
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the Commissioners, and applied to the purchase of stock,

in addition to the annual million placed at their disposal

for the same purpose.

The signal merit of this scheme was that by these

means the Sinking Fund so formed was in the hands

of a permanent and substantive body, whose action

could only be controlled by the direct interference of

Parliament, and could not be tampered with for the

passing needs of a ministry. There was this further

indirect advantage, that there was extracted from the

pockets of the taxpayer for the redemption of debt not

merely the annual million, but also the amount of the

interest of the stock purchased. These were the real

benefits ; of which the second was not merely subordi-

nate, but kept in the background. The attractions held

forth were far more dazzling, but absolutely fallacious.

The great discovery was supposed to be the accumula-

tion of the fund at compound interest. This was the

golden vision held out by Dr. Price, with the fanaticism

of an alchemist ; a fanaticism which culminated in the

declaration that " war, while such a scheme was going on,

would increase its efficacy." The error was not merely

fundamental, but disastrous ; for the nation was deluded

into the belief that it mattered little what was spent in

war, if only the Sinking Fund were regularly maintained.

As a matter of course, however, the compound interest,

as it was called, was only the produce of taxation or

loans. To grow of its own virtue and essence, in the

manner described by Price, the Sinking Fund should have

been invested in some remunerative form of productive

industry, with a constant reinvestment of the profits ; as

it was, it only represented the sums, whether in the
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shape of annual capital or of the interest paid on the stock

purchased, that Parliament chose to set apart for the

payment of debt. All the money, in fact, came from the

same source. Its real value lay in the fact that it was

an honest and steadfast method of paying off debt ; and

experience tells us that debt is in reality only reduced

by the patriotic resolve of Parliament ; which is rendered

doubly efficient when, as in Pitt's scheme, the Fund

devoted to debt redemption is placed beyond the casual

interference of a needy minister, and when its operations

are scarcely perceptible to a public, justly if sometimes

ignorantly, impatient of taxation. It is probable that

Pitt grasped this truth, and was not for long the

dupe of Price's fantastic calculations. Frere, at least,

says that this was so, and that Pitt mainly valued his

Sinking Fund as a means of inducing the nation to

submit to the irksome and unpopular operation of pay-

ing off debt.

The most striking feature of the session is the opening

of that long campaign against Warren Hastings, which,

as regards its duration and the forces brought into play,

resembles rather some historic siege of ancient times

than a judicial investigation into the conduct of an

individual. That great man had returned in 1785,

conscious of eminent services, of having strengthened,

if not preserved, our Indian Empire; conscious also

of having committed acts which might be easily con-

doned by Eastern morality and by the pressure of

dire necessity, but which could hardly bear the most

indulgent inquisition of a British Parliament. He had,

however, powerful allies ; the Court, the East India

Directors, and, it was believed, the Ministry with its
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majority. Indeed, with the exception of the leaders of

the Opposition, his only enemy seemed to be his own

intolerable agent. But he was ambushed by the undying

rancour of Francis, and the sleepless humanity of Burke.

The episode may be said to have occasioned more

eloquence (including Macaulay's), than any event in

history. But we touch it only as regards Pitt's con-

nection with it. On the first charge, that relating to

the Eohillas, Dundas was spokesman of the Government,

and defended Hastings, though he had once bitterly

attacked him with regard to this very transaction. Pitt

sate silent. On the second, that relating to Benares, one

of less gravity, Pitt's support was confidently anticipated

by the friends of Hastings, and he spoke mainly in

Hastings's defence. But towards the end of his speech

he astonished the whole House by declaring that, while

he approved the demand for aid and a fine for non-

compliance, he thought the fine too large, and should

therefore vote for the resolution ; not thereby, he

expressly stated, pledging himself that there should be

an impeachment, but only, if there were to be an im-

peachment, that this should be included as one of the

articles. The sensation was immense. There was open

revolt. Both Paymasters, Grenville and Mulgrave, rose

from his side to speak and vote against him. But he

maintained his majority. For the Rohilla charge, which

he had allowed to be opposed, there had voted 67

against 119; for the Benares charge there voted 119

against 79.

About few incidents of Pitt's long administration has

there been so much controversy. Hastings had made

80 sure of his support, and had, indeed, received it on a
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more damning charge ; the point on which he gave his

vote seemed so comparatively insignificant ; the occasion

for putting himself in direct antagonism, not merely to

the King but to his own subordinates, was so small,

that a score of reasons have been discovered for his

behaviour. He was jealous of Hastings ; he wished to

draw a red herring across the path of the Opposition
;

he had had a midnight interview with Dundas ; Dundas

was jealous of Hastings : we can imagine the hum and

buzz of political insects. But there is no necessity for

any explanation, except the straightforward one that

after a detailed examination of the charges and answers,

completed after the Rohilla debate, and discussed at

length with Dundas, Pitt was led to the conviction that

he could not defend Hastings, or risk the reputation of

his Government by associating it with the acts of the

Hastings administration. Indeed we now know that this

was so. The debate on the Eohilla charge was on the

2d of June; that on the Benares charge on the 13th of

June. On the 10th of June Pitt writes to Eden :
" I have

hardly hours enough to read all the papers necessary on

that voluminous article " (Benares). And Dundas writes

to Lord Cornwallis, speaking of Pitt and himself :
" The

truth is, when we examined the various articles of

charges against him with his defences, they were so

strong, and the defences so perfectly unsupported, it

was impossible not to concur." That Pitt was not

deeply chagrined at seeing his great foes absorbed in a

difi'erent campaign, which should engross their energy

of attack, may readily be believed; but such a con-

sideration is totally insufficient to explain a course which

implied a ruptui^e with his own friends, infinitely more
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distressing to him than a daily renewal of his accustomed

conflicts with the Opposition. It may even be said with-

out extravagance that, habituated as he was to these con-

tests, and confident of success in them, he would have

regretted rather than promoted their cessation.

The recess was uneventful but for the signature of a

commercial treaty with France, on which Pitt employed

the polite perfidy of his most recent convert William

Eden. When Parliament met on the 23d of January

1787 its conclusion was announced, and two days after-

wards it was laid upon the table. It was at once

made the subject of bitter attack by Fox, for reasons

which increase our admiration of the superhuman parts

that could obliterate such amazing vagaries. In the

very language that he reprobated most strongly six

years afterwards, he thundered against any connection

or friendship with France. It may be said that in one

case he was attacking a monarchy, and in the other

defending a republic. But it was not a question of

government, so far, at any rate, as this speech was

concerned. " Past experience proved that whenever

France saw this country weak, and thought her incapable

of eff'ectually resisting, she seized the opportunity, and

aimed at effecting her long-desired destruction. If the

minister would look over the correspondence in the

Foreign Office he would find the warmest assurances of

friendship from France up to the very moment of

breaking with us and joining America against us. It

was idle, therefore, to hope that she would forget her

resentment, and abandon a purpose she had so long and

uniformly endeavoured to achieve." This was not the

random rhetoric of faction, but the expression of hia
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matured and deliberate opinion. In November 1785 he

had written to Fitzpatrick : "The worst of all is that I

am far from sure whether the country in general would

not like a good understanding with France (from the

vain hopes of a durable peace) better than anything. I

am sure that any minister who can like it must not only

be insensible to the interests of his country, but to any

feelings of personal pride : for, depend upon it, when-

ever you are in such a situation the French will make

you feel it enough."

This strange opposition, though supported by the

heaviest artillery of Burke and Sheridan and Francis,

was absolutely futile ; and the address in favour of the

treaty was carried by 236 to 116. Nothing in all Pitt's

career is more remarkable and more creditable than the

bold disregard of narrow prejudices and the large

conciliatory spirit which he displayed in framing

and concluding this treaty. But the hostility of Fox,

though unavailing, was unrelenting and persistent, and

indeed, with the charges against Hastings, took up the

greater part of the session. The operations with regard

to Hastings, so far as they concern the subject matter of

this book, may be dismissed in a sentence. After the

most famous of all English orations had been delivered

by Sheridan, Pitt had spoken in support of the Begum
charge. This made the impeachment inevitable. A
formal resolution to this effect was unanimously carried,

and taken up to the House of Lords by Burke. The

episode illustrates in the highest degree the power and

probity of Pitt. He had held Hastings in the hollow of

his hand. He, and he alone, had pronounced judgment;

and pronounced it against his own interest. All the forces
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of politics, with the exception of a small Opposition, were

in favour of the great governor. There can be little doubt

that had Pitt given his vote for Hastings, he would have

done what many men, as honest as he, were able con-

scientiously to do, and would have gratified the Court,

the Company, and the mass of the Commons. But his

amazing authority was not more conspicuous than the

purity of his rectitude. He declined to associate himself

with those who held that the end could justify the

means, even for the construction of an empire or in the

atmosphere of the East. He gave his decision as calmly

as a judge in chambers ; while Britain and India abided

meekly by the decree of this young gentleman of

twenty-eight.

The day may not be far distant when the most

memorable event of Pitt's administration will be reckoned

to this year; for it was in 1787 that a small colonising

expedition was sent to Australia. There, by a matchless

natural harbour, where granite gates yield a reluctant

entrance to a paradise of waters, they founded a meagre

settlement, and gave immortality to an obscure minister

by calling it Sydney. But the most immediately useful

work of the session was a plan for the consolidation and

simplification of the various duties levied for purposes of

revenue. These had gradually lapsed into a condition

of confusion and complexity, involving great difficulty

in collection and some loss to the Exchequer. The

intricacy of the subject may be judged from the fact,

that the remedial resolutions were numbered by the

hundred, and even the thousand ; and the success of the

proposal by the eulogy extorted from the truculent

hostility of Burke. Further detail is beyond the limits
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of a sketch like this. So, too, is the scandal with

respect to the Prince of Wales—his debts, his lies, and

his marriage—which engrossed much of the session, and

probably all the attention that what is called Society

had leisure to devote to politics. It is merely necessary

to observe Pitt's stern attitude, and absolute refusal to

agree to any parliamentary address to the King for the

payment of the Heir Apparent's debts. He had not

long to wait for the result of his action in this matter.

The health of George IH. seemed to promise a long

life. As a young man, he had been warned by the

precept and example of his uncle, the Duke of Cumber-

land, that the danger of their family lay in a full habit

of body, and he had struggled against the hereditary

tendency to corpulence with energy and success. He

spent days in the saddle. His passion for exercise wore

out his stoutest equerries. The simplicity of his daily

fare was such as to excite scarcely less mirth among the

wags and wits of London, than the cool solitude of Rich-

mond's kitchen. But he had overdone his remedy.

Already, in 1765, he was said to have been attacked by

mental aberration. In the autumn of 1788 he was

again stricken. Of all imaginable accidents the death

or incapacity of the sovereign seemed the only one that

could affect the position of the minister. It was known

that, in either of those events, the Prince of Wales

would at once dismiss the statesman, who had not

merely withstood the proposal for the payment of his

debts, but who was the foe of all his personal and political

friends.

It seemed clear that a regent would have to be

appointed, and the question at once assumed several
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different phases. Pitt maintained that it was for Parlia-

ment to name a regent, and to fix his powers ; that it

was the absohite and undeniable right of the two Houses,

on behalf of the people, to provide for the revival of

what he erroneously called the Third Estate. Fox im-

prudently declared that "in his firm opinion the Prince

of Wales had as clear, as express a right to assume

the reins of government, and exercise the power

of sovereignty during the continuance of the illness

and incapacity with which it had pleased God to afiiict

His Majesty, as in the case of His Majesty's having

undergone a natural and perfect demise ;

" an opinion

which the Prince of Wales was compelled to disavow.

The Parliament of Ireland saw in this difficulty an

opportunity of asserting its independence ; and, without

waiting for the action of the British Legislature, accorded

an unconditional regency to the Heir Apparent.

At Westminster the limitations proposed v/ere strict,

but not unduly so when the nature of the case is con-

sidered. The view of the Ministry, as stated by them-

selves, was that, "while they considered the temporary

exercise of the royal authority on His Majesty's behalf and

during His Majesty's illness as essentially different from

the actual possession of the Crown, they have at the same

time been anxious to extend that authority which they

could conceive essential or necessary for the temporary

administration of the King's power." Pitt has been

accused of attempting to maintain an authority inde-

pendent of the sovereign and Parliament, because his

Bill handed over the royal household, involving an ex-

penditure of some £200,000 a year, and vast patronage,

to the Queen, and therefore presumably to his own
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control. It was contended that his action was analogous

to that of Fox in framing his scheme for India ; and

that similarly he would retain an irresistible influence

and patronage, which could be affected neither by pre-

rogative nor vote.

Those who argued thus ignored the keystone of this

policy—the opinion of the best experts that the King's

disorder was only temporary. No doubt, when the

King's madness was declared, the first impression of his

physicians was that it was incurable, and under those

circumstances Pitt prepared for a prolonged exclusion

from public life. But these doctors spoke with almost

absolute ignorance of insanity ; and, before the Bill for a

regency was introduced, Willis, who spoke with almost

absolute authority, predicted a speedy convalescence.

The regency, then, for which Pitt was making provision,

was not one for an indefinite number of years, but for

at most a few months, or even weeks. Would it then

have been well for the minister to hand over the King's

household, his personal surroundings and personal asso-

ciates, to the caprice of the Prince of Wales ; that his

old servants might be sent about their business to make

way for the pimps and the blacklegs, the Jack Paynes

and the George Hangers, who formed the Prince's Court,

so that the King's first returning rays of reason might

rest upon the faces that he most detested—on the para-

sites and boon companions of his debauched son ? Such

a state of things might have renewed the disease of the

Sovereign, and was, at any rate, wholly unsuited to a

fleeting and temporary regency.

The restrictions, however, such as they were, the

Prince accepted, though with the worst grace in the
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world. The appetite of the Opposition was not such as

could afford to wait. " I think it certain that in about

a fortnight we shall come in," writes Fox, who counted

eagerly on obtaining office by the prerogative of the new
regent in disregard and defiance of Parliament ; the very

proceeding which had inspired him with such piercing

philippics against his rival five years before. The

Minister prepared to fall with dignity. He had been,

indeed, for the last two years, less a prime minister

than a dictator ; he ruled England, and loomed large in

Europe. He now made unostentatious preparations to

resume his practice as a junior at the bar. The mer-

chants of London met, and voted £100,000 to place him

beyond the accidents of politics. Pitt might without

cavil have taken this offering, so honourable to both

parties. But he would not even entertain it. He
waved it aside with disdain. "No consideration upon

earth," he said, "shall ever induce me to accept it."

And yet, at the time, he was insolvent.

One maybe permitted to regret that he was not allowed

to pass for a month or two from his seat of power to a

cell in Lincoln's Inn. History, however, was denied so

picturesque an episode. While the Eegency Bill was

passing, the King was recovering. Before it was out of

committee in the Lords he was receiving his ministers.

The situation was almost ludicrous. A week later it

would have been his duty to give his royal dissent to the

Regency Bill. The Ministry of Fox, already overdue

some weeks, melted into space. English or Scottish

rats, like Aubrey and Queensberry, cursed their evil star.

The rats of Dublin Castle endeavoured to return, not

wholly without success. As if to show that the humour
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of the scene was inexhaustible, there arrived at this

juncture the luckless Irish deputation with an absolute

offer of the regency to the Prince of Wales. They were

received with universal hilarity, which their keen sense

of the ridiculous made them, we may be sure, the first

to feel. Their appearance was the crowning mortification

of the discomfited Heir Apparent. The dignity of the

delegation in the presentation of their address, which had

to be accomplished, was indeed preserved by his genial

grace. But no charm of manner could disguise the fact

that Pitt once more reigned supreme, and that the

Opposition had once more relapsed into outer darkness.

For the Minister enjoyed at once the gratitude of the

King, the enthusiasm of the masses, and the almost

blind confidence of Parliament. It was his highest

point of fortune and power ; an elevation that no other

minister has attained.

Fortune, moreover, had not exhausted her irony,

She seemed determined to show how entirely this

puissant minister was her plaything. He had found in

the plenitude of his power that he held it by the pre-

carious tenure of the King's health. He was now to

realise that there was another frail life to be reckoned

in that lease of office. While London was illuminating

for the King's recovery. Lord Chatham lay mortally ill.

So grave was his malady that the hunters after Provi-

dence had fixed on Grenville as the new minister. For

Lord Chatham's death, by the grim humour of our con-

stitution, would have removed Pitt from the Commons
to the Peers. In the prime of life and intellect, he

would have been plucked from the governing body of

the country, in which he was incomparably the most
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important personage, and set down as a pauper peer in

the House of Lords. It would have been as if the

Duke of Wellington in the middle of the Peninsular

War had been transferred by the operation of constitu-

tional law to the government of Chelsea Hospital.

The system, in which Burke could find no flaw, had

ruled that the lack of an elder brother should be

thus punished, and that the accident of an accident

should have power to blight this great career. Fortu-

nately for Pitt and for the country, Lord Chatham re-

covered. Strangely enough, in this very year, Fox was

nearly overtaken by a similar calamity. He was indeed

actually addressed as Lord Holland, under the belief

that his nephew was already dead.

And elsewhere the fates were spinning new threads,

weaving new combinations, and shifting in their most

tragic mood the circumstance and destiny of the world.

The cauldron was simmering into which all parties and

politics and Pitt himself were to be plunged, to emerge

in new shapes. Within three months the guns that

were fired in London for the King's recovery were

echoed in Paris as the first signals of the long agony of

a King's downfall; the Bastille had fallen, and the

French Revolution had begun. Outside France that

event most deeply affected Englishmen, and of all

Englishmen Pitt, the spoiled child of fame and fortune.



CHAPTER VI

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

While the eyes of all Europe were fixed on Paris, Pitt

ostentatiously averted his gaze. He was deaf to the

shrieks of rage and panic that arose from the convulsions

of France. He determinedly set himself, to use the phrase

of Candide, to cultivate his own garden and ignore all

others. Let France settle her internal affairs as she

chooses, was his unvarying principle. It is strange to

read the uneventful record of the flat prosperous years

as they passed in England from July 1789 to January

1793, and to contrast them with the contemporary stress

and tumult in Europe.

The history of England and of Pitt during this period

hardly fills a page. Pitt's budgets—to him the most im-

portant events of the year—are, with one exception, brief.

The salient questions are questions of emancipation.

There are two personal episodes, great but not equal

:

the final dismissal of the intolerable Thurlow, and the

heroic quarrel between Fox and Burke. Thurlow

had, as Pitt's Chancellor, both publicly and privately,

led the opposition to Pitt's Government. The origin of

the grudge that produced this scandal cannot now be
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ascertained : some unguarded phrase had probably

rankled. Thurlow relied absolutely on the King, and

thought himself royally impervious to ministerial change.

He had been Chancellor with North, with Fox, and with

Shelburne ; he could well afford to snap his fingers at Pitt.

He was therefore taken by surprise, but blurted out the

cynical truth :
" I did not think that the King would

have parted with me so easily. As to that other man
(Pitt) he has done to me just what I should have done

to him if I could." The schism between Fox and Burke

is not merely one of the most dramatic scenes and one

of the most interesting personal passages in history, but

it marks a great epoch in party growth. A thick crust

of Wliiggism was sloughed off, and there appeared a first,

raw, callow germ of the Liberalism that was to grow

in silence for forty years, and then assume a sudden

and overwhelming preponderance. There were some

revolutionary symptoms in the country, notably in

Scotland, where they were most justifiable ; but system-

atised repression had hardly yet begun. It was difficult

to listen to Pitt, and believe that there was anything

more stirring in the world than the tax on female servants,

or the subjection of tobacco to excise. There was indeed in

1790 a dissolution of the Parliament which had now lived

six years ; but it was uneventful, as it fully renewed the

mandate to Pitt. Tranquillity was only occasionally in-

terrupted by the sonorous voice of the Minister, pro-

claiming, as from a muezzin's minaret, the continued

peace and prosperity of the Empire. Historians have

hardly done justice to the dogged determination with

which Pitt ignored the French Revolution.

So far from this being a period of coercion, it was one
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of almost competing liberalism. Attempts were made

—

reluctantly opposed by the Minister under the pressure of

the bishops—to repeal, in the interest of nonconformists,

those obsolete clauses of the Test Act which still remained

on the statute-book. The demand of Eoman Catholics

for the abolition of some of the disabling enactments by

which they were oppressed, was actually acceded to.

Fox introduced a Bill, substantially the same as one that

had been ineffectually proposed by Chatham, for enabling

juries to give a verdict as to the character of an alleged

libel as well as to the fact of its publication. He natur-

ally received the warm support of Pitt ; and the warm

support of Pitt as naturally ensured the bitter hostility

of Pitt's chancellor. Thurlow, however, was only able

to delay the measure for a single session.

On an even nobler stage than that of domestic

emancipation. Fox and Pitt were able to display a

generous rivalry in the cause of freedom. In 1788 the

physicians declared that Wilberforce could not live a

fortnight. On his death-bed, as he believed, Wilberforce

exacted from Pitt a solemn promise to undertake the

cause of the abolition of the Slave Trade. In May,

therefore, of that year Pitt, ardently supported by Burke

and Fox, induced the House of Commons to resolve

unanimously to take the question of the Slave Trade

into consideration during the next session ; and a Bill

for its provisional regulation was actually carried. In

1789 Wilberforce was able to exert his own mellifluous

eloquence in the cause. But it was in 1792 that Pitt set

an imperishable seal on his advocacy of the question, by

the delivery of a speech which all authorities concur in

placing before any other effort of his genius : and certainly

H
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no recorded utterance of his touches the imasrinative flight

of the peroration. He rose exhausted, and immediately

before rising was obliged to take medicine to enable him to

speak. But his prolonged and powerful oration showed

no signs of disability ; indeed, for the last twenty minutes

he seemed, said shrewd critics, to be nothing less than

inspired. He burst as it were into a prophetic vision of

the civilisation that shall dawn upon Africa, and recalled

the not less than African barbarism of heathen Britain
;

exclaiming, as the first beams of the morning sun pierced

the windows of Parliament, and appeared to suggest the

quotation

—

Nos . . . primus equis Oriens afflavit anhehs,

lUic sera rubens accendit lumina Vesper.

Fox was loud in his generous admiration. Windham,

an even more hostile critic, avowed that, for the first time,

he understood the possible compass of human eloquence.

Sheridan, most hostile of all, was even passionate in his

praise. Grey, who ceded to none in the bitterness and

expression of his enmity, ceded also to none in his

enthusiasm of eulogy. To those who consider Pitt a

sublime parliamentary hack, greedy of power and

careful only of what might conduce to power, his

course on the Slave Trade, where he had no interest

to gain, and could only off'end powerful supporters,

may well be commended.

It is now, however, necessary to turn from the recital

of home politics to the position abroad, where Europe

was watching with awe and apprehension the gathering

portents which presaged some unknown horror of

convulsion.
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It is doing Pitt no injustice to say that, in the earlier

years of his administration, his mind was given rather to

domestic questions than to foreign affairs. The peace

of 1783 found the vessel of the State, to resume the

ancient and imperishable metaphor, in so grievous a

condition that the first object of the captain was neces-

sarily to repair and refit her, so that at some future date

she might once more take the seas, though with a less^

imperial bearing. He had, indeed, to restore vital

warmth and consistence to the shattered fragments of

empire. He had, therefore, at once applied himself to

place on a permanent and workable footing those novel

relations, which had been hurriedly adjusted with

Ireland under the pressure of calamitous defeat. He
had strained every nerve to restore the ruined finance

of the country, which was always the darling object

of his political life. And, moreover, at the head of

a passive and silent host, he had to maintain his

position against the" most powerful artillery of debate

ever directed against a Treasury Bench. What wonder,

then, if he had but little attention to give to those ex-

ternal complications in which Great Britain could

at the best play so subordinate a parti Even during

the grave crisis in Holland, which first forced foreign

affairs upon his notice, the only letter for months that

he addressed to our minister at the Hague was to

inquire as to the operation of the Dutch succession

duties, in the hope that an analogous tax might furnish

him with a new financial resource. At the same time

it would be unfair to Chatham to suppose that foreign

policy, on which he so largely built his own fame, occu-

pied a secondary place in the training of his favourite
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son. It cannot be doubted that Pitt would learn from

his father that a foreign policy required firmness and

purpose ; that in that, as in other things, vacillation

was the one unpardonable sin ; but that the arm of this

country should never be put further forward than it

could be maintained. Even in those days of exhaustion,

our means were less inadequate to our ends than now

;

we were less scattered over the world ; and our army,

relatively to the armies of the Continent, was respect-

able, and even powerful. Nevertheless Pitt, as we

shall see, had to draw back, although his first steps on

the Continent were marked with something of the happy

audacity of Chatham.

/ It was in Holland that his first complication arose.

On that familiar board all the great powers of Europe

were moving their pawns— the fitful philanthropist,

Joseph the Second, who had opened the game with his

usual disastrous energy; the old fox at Berlin; the French

monarchy, still bitten with its suicidal mania of foment-

ing republics against Great Britain ; (^nd the crafty vol-

uptuary of St. PetersburgN The game lay ultimately

between England and Prussia on one side, and France

on the other, though it is hardly worth recalling now.

Harris, afterwards Lord Malmesbury, represented the

English interest with consummate dexterity, but the

final success lay with the big battalions of Prussia.

Nevertheless, honour is due to the firm attitude of the

British Government; and the treaties of alliance

between Great Britain on the one side, and Prussia and

Holland on the other, marked the first diplomatic

success that England had achieved for a generation.

/ We obtain, too, in this transaction an interesting
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glimpse of Pitt's policy. Lord Malmesbury has pre-

served for us the minutes of a cabinet held on the 23d of

May 1787. Pitt then said that, though war was only

a possible and not a probable result of the affair, yet that

the mere possibility should make England pause, and

consider whether anything could compensate for arrest-

ing the growing affluence and prosperity of the country

—a growth so rapid as to make her in a few years

capable of grappling with any force that France could

raise. He was, in fact, nursing England through the

convalescence after the American War for the possibility

of a great effort ; and it was difficult, by any allurements

of foreign success, to induce him to forsake the course

which he had marked out, until the fulness of time

should come.

A second complication arose with Spain. That great

country seemed in the last state of decrepitude. Her

monarchy and her religion, the bases of her former

splendour, were fast rotting into superstitions ; but she

abated no jot of her highest historical pretensions. Her

court was the common ground of priests and game-

keepers ; her army, navy, and finance were a vast scene

of ruin. Her princes burlesqued even the Bourbon

passion for the chase, and shrank from no extravagance

in the name of sport. One day they would bombard

with artillery the 100,000 head of large game that

haunted the vast domains of Aranjuez ; on another they

would have a solemn battue of all the little birds that

fluttered through the gardens and pecked at the fruit.

And yet Spain was taken almost as seriously by others

as by herself. Pitt himself, in giving his reasons for

abandoning the Kussian armaments, spoke of the gaining
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Spain as one of the chief objects of the concession.

She was now governed by that king who was to hand

over Spain and the Indies to Napoleon like a dish

at breakfast, and vanish ingloriously out of histor}^ with

his queen and their favourite at Bayonne. In 1789 an

English vessel was seized off Vancouver Island by two

Spanish ships of war, and her crew imprisoned on the

ground that a trespass had been committed against the

sovereign rights of Spain. This was not a matter which

the most pacific minister could afford to ignore ; one

who loved peace less might have easily fanned England

into as fierce a flame as was roused by the alleged loss

of Jenkins's ears. But Pitt kept his negotiations as

secret as he could. At last, in 1790, a vote of credit had

to be asked, and the usual measures taken as for a

possibly immediate war. The situation was further

complicated by the French Government—then a govern-

ment half-way between the Monarchy and the Terror

—fitting out a fleet as a measure of precaution. This

menace had at least the advantage of showing the

anxiety of Pitt to avoid all interference or contact with

France. He pursued a firm but conciliatory course, and

the Court of Spain, after one or two mysterious lurches,

agreed to a convention honourable to England and not

dishonourable to herself.

So far all had been well. Without war the minister

had raised his reputation, and England had once more

raised her head. It is true that peace had been pre-

served in the main by the interior complications of

France. Spain had appealed to France for aid under

the Family Compact of 1762 ; but the French Assembly,

in considering the question, had wandered off intc
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constitutional discussions, which indirectly landed her

in peace ; to which conclusion a naval mutiny at Brest

may also have contributed. On this abstention Florida

Blanca, the Spanish minister, had grounded the necessity

of his concession to England. It is also true that Pitt

had spent over three millions in naval preparations.

Yet it seems clear that the powerful fleet, thus produced

" in the readiest and most perfect state ever known in

the annals of Great Britain," as Auckland writes, was

scarcely less effective than the neutrality of France in

determining the attitude of Spain ; and the heaviest

peaceful expenditure of this sort is much less costly

than the smallest European war.

So far, then, all had been smooth and peaceful and

cheap. But now a change was to come. Pitt was to put

out his hand too far, and to be compelled to withdraw it

with some appearance of discomfiture. If there is one

point on which history repeats itself, it is this : that at

certain fixed intervals the Russian Empire feels a need

of expansion ; that that necessity is usually gratified at

the expense of the Turk; that the other Powers, or

some of them, take alarm, and attempt measures for

curtailing the operation, with much the same result that

the process of pruning produces on a healthy young

tree. One of these periods had occurred in 1791. The

war declared by Catherine II. was running the usual

course. The Russians had gained several decisive

victories, and were preparing to reap the fruit of them.

During the three years and a half that the war had

lasted, Pitt had not been inactive. A main result of the

operations in the Netherlands had been the conclusion

of an offensive and defensive alliance between Holland.
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Prussia, and Great Britain. In 1788 these powers

had by their attitude averted the destruction which

Gustavus III. of Sweden had brought on himself, at the

hands of the Danes and Russians, in rashly attacking

the Muscovite Empire. Again, in 1790, they had had no

difficulty in detaching Austria, then governed by Leopold

IL, not merely a prince but a statesman, from the

Russian alliance. And now, in 1791, their object was to

induce Russia to content herself with a smaller share of

recent conquests than was agreeable to her, and more

especially to insist on the cession by her of the fortress

of Oczakow at the entrance of the Dnieper into the

Black Sea, which she had taken with an appalling loss

of life at the close of 1788.

In this policy of the triple alliance, it is necessary to

note that Prussia took an eager part, but Holland none.

Pitt himself was strenuous. Chatham had avowed himself

" quite a Russ," and the traditions of the Whig party had

pointed in the same direction. But foreign policy neces-

sarily varies with the varying importance of states. There

is, indeed, no such a thing as a traditional foreign policy in

the sense of its being necessary and inevitable, any more

than, in all conditions of the atmosphere, a ship carries

the same traditional sails, or a man wears the same

traditional clothes. The instinct of self-preservation

guides the European powers with the same certainty as

weather moves sheep on the hill; it has at different

periods produced combinations against the dominion of

Charles V. and against the dominion of the Ottomans,

against France and against Russia, against Venice and

against the Pope. On this occasion there was no neces-

sity for Whigs to be friendly to Russian policy. The
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Empire of Catherine the Second was a very different

affair to the Empire of Peter the Great. It was ab-

sorbing Poland, it was threatening the Mediterranean,

it had swallowed the Crimea, it had become a European

Power. Nevertheless, it might well be questioned, if war,

without Austria, and with the aid only of Prussia and

the disabled Porte; war which would certainly check

the recovery of Great Britain and lose the gains of eight

years ; and which must be carried on in regions so

remote, under circumstances so unfavourable, could be

justified by any such exigency as had arisen. That the

crisis should have overcome the passionate peacefulness

of Pitt, his rooted economy, and his devotion to domestic

policy, shows at least his overwhelming sense of its

importance.

On the 28th of March 1791 a short message was

brought from the King to the House, stating the failure

of his Government to bring about peace between Russia

and Turkey, and demanding an augmentation of the

navy "to add weight to his representations." Fox
received this announcement with unusual solemnity, and

asked for further information. Pitt haughtily refused to

afford more than was furnished in the message—an

amazing reticence, when the circumstances are con-

sidered; and one which the Foreign Secretary, Leeds,

himself denounced, after he had resigned. The next

afternoon was fixed for the discussion ; and before the

dawn of another day Pitt had discovered his mistake.

The country had had enough of war ; the taste of the

American campaigns was still hot in the mouth. It had

never heard of Oczakow, and was not prepared to renew

its sacrifices that that swampy spot might remain a
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Turkish possession. More than that, the Baltic trade

was of enormous extent ; its annual value was computed

at three millions sterling ; the commercial classes were

ablaze. Woronzow, the Russian ambassador, finding

out from Leeds what was in contemplation, had gone

to Fox and excited all the energies of Opposition.

Nor was the Cabinet by any means united. The

measure, planned outside it, had, so to speak, been rushed

upon it; and its ministerial opponents remained un-

convinced. Richmond, one of Pitt's ablest colleagues,

was hostile; Grenville, whose influence over the

Premier appeared then to be on the increase, always

cold, waxed colder; the mutes trembled and wavered.

Pitt, his brother, and the Chancellor had been the

strongest advocates for action. But Pitt, in spite ol

his enormous majorities on the message— 97 to 34 in

the House of Lords, and 228 to 135 in the House of

Commons—resolved to recede. He had received some

of the secret warnings that forebode the cyclones in

which Governments go down. Camden, indeed, thought

the Government would go down. Grafton made his

sons, both members of Parliament, refuse their support.

The action, so hurriedly determined, was as hurriedly

withdrawn. On the 2 2d of March, 1791, the Cabinet

had agreed to send fleets to the Baltic and the Black

Sea, and to make a representation jointly with Prussia

at St. Petersburg, stating that the two allies were

under the necessity of at once taking part in the war

against Russia, should satisfactory assurances respect-

ing Oczakow not be received within a certain definite

time. The messenger, with the joint representation, set

off for -Berlin on the 27th ; the royal message was
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delivered to Parliament on the 28th, discussed and

voted on the 29th. On the 30th the Cabinet met, and

showed a disposition to retreat. On the 31st two

Cabinets were held, at the second of which there was a

general collapse ; so general, that Thurlow feigned sleep

to avoid being a party to it. It was determined to send

a messenger to Berlin to stop the joint representation.

Leeds with spirit declared that, if such a despatch must

go, it must go without his signature. This, however,

constituted the least of obstacles ; the despatch went,

and Leeds resigned.

The whole transaction, from the very inception of

the policy to its withdrawal, including the parlia-

mentary debate, had taken just nine days. Able

writers speak of Pitt's being warned to recede by

his declining majorities on this subject. Nothing can

be more erroneous. The rapidity of action with him

had been equalled, as we have seen, by the rapidity of

reaction. He resolved to recede in a space of twenty-

four hours, during which the one division taken gave

him a crushing majority. The cool promptitude and

courage of his retreat, after a lease of power which would

have made most men headstrong, were rare and admirable.

Still, it was retreat, absolute and avowed. To drain the

cup of humiliation to the dregs, Fawkener was sent to

St. Petersburg to try what he could effect by expostula-

tion. It needs no great experience of affairs to know

that, when menace has been attempted and has failed,

expostulation is only an opportunity for insult. It was

an opportunity that Catherine was fully qualified to

appreciate. Fortunately for her purpose, Adair, the

friend of Fox, happened to be at St. Petersburg. On
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him she heaped every compliment and caress, while

Fawkener was sent empty away.

The whole transaction is noteworthy for many reasons.

The shortness of time during which the policy was

framed and reversed is sufficiently remarkable. So, too,

is the unrccility of the great majorities in its favour.

For it is clear that these votes were reluctantly given,

and would have been turned against the Government

had the pressure been less, or had the Government

proceeded further. The weakness of the support was

evidently due to the sudden force of public opinion

;

which acted with a celerity and a completeness rare in

the eighteenth century, and amazing under the circum

stances.

The most astonishing circumstance, however, is the

undoubted fact that the Government, with all its over-

whelming majority, was in imminent danger of dissolution.

Storer, a keen watcher of men and events, wrote that,

had not Fox been impossible, he could easily have

got into office. Auckland, at least equally acute, thought

the same : so, as we have seen, did Camden. Pitt him-

self acknowledged it. In a letter which he addressed

to Berlin in explanation of his change of policy, he

admits that, had he not receded, he must have fallen.

So great, indeed, was the loss of prestige that nothing

in all probability saved Pitt, but the fact that Fox was

the only alternative.

What was the cause of this catastrophe 1 High

authorities say the Prussian alliance. But it is clear

that there was too much reluctance at Berlin itself for

this explanation to be adequate. The real rival and

enemy on which Prussian ministers kept their eyes fixed
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then and for near a century afterwards, reigned not at

St. Petersburg but at Vienna.
. The cause was in reality

twofold. Pitt saw the danger to the balance of power

in Europe from the constantly growing strength of

Russia ; and emboldened by his pacific successes in Spain

and in Holland, did not doubt that the armies of Prussia

and the fleets of Great Britain would awe Catherine,

then entirely without allies, into acquiescence. It is not

impossible that his calculation was correct. Twice had

he played the game of brag successfully, and on the

whole he had a right to calculate on a third triumph.

But his whole plan was nipped in the bud by the one

element on which he had not calculated, the hostility of

Parliament and of the country.

Why then had this not entered into his calculations ?

There lies the second cause of his disaster : it was his

growing isolation. Always secluded, he had become

almost inaccessible. Dundas and Grenville were alone

admitted to his confidence. An inner cabinet, indeed,

is not unfamiliar to us ; and, as the numbers constituting

cabinets increase, it must become a recognised institution.

But Pitt had not the excuse of numbers ; nor, indeed,

that of impracticable colleagues. The real reason for the

limitation of his confidences was probably his rooted dis-

trust of Thurlow. It was scarcely worth while to summon

a meeting of the Cabinet that he might be cursed and

betrayed by Thurlow. Nevertheless, his solitude was

a grave disability. He was not in touch with his col-

leagues, still less with the pulse of the people. Had it

been otherwise he could scarcely have remained in

absolute ignorance of the storm of opposition that his

Russian policy was certain to evoke.
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And so ends the Oczakow incident. Save a gigantic

speech by Fox, it left little behind it. The place itself,

like so many spots that have caused, or nearly caused

great wars, is forsaken and forgotten. But as an epoch

in Pitt's career, as an illustration of his weakness and

his strength, the transaction possesses a vital interest,

and deserves the most elaborate study. Its political

effects endured for a considerable time. It relaxed if

it did not dissolve that triple alliance of Prussia,

Holland, and Great Britain, which had been so far

Pitt's main achievement and object in foreign policy.

It caused a grave disparagement on the Continent of

Pitt's judgment and Pitt's power. Of this he reaped

the fruits later. As Thurlow remarked with complac-

ency of his chief, there could now be no danger of war

while Pitt was in office ; for, as he had swallowed this

disgrace, it was impossible to conceive one that he could

scruple to digest in future.

Pitt's reputation did not merely suffer abroad; it

was gravely compromised at home. He had rashly

menaced and hurriedly retracted. To his proud spirit

the mortification was undoubtedly deep. Burges, then

under -secretary for foreign affairs, has left a curious

record of a conversation he had with Pitt at this time

(April 19, 1791). Pitt assured him, " On my word of

honour, that my sentiments, notwithstanding everything

that has passed, are precisely the same as they were,

and as the Duke of Leeds's are now. He has had the

constancy and courage to act upon them in a manner

which must ever do him honour. Circumstances,

dreadful circumstances, have made it impossible for me

to do the same. I am under the necessity of remaining
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as I am, in order to avoid consequences of the most

unpleasant nature ; but the Duke has acted nobly

both to the country and to myself." The exact im-

port of these expressions it is not necessary to

seek ; in the mouth of Pitt they are sufficiently remark-

able.

Another result, as we have seen, was the resignation

of Carmarthen, who had succeeded to the dukedom of

Leeds in 1789. In itself the fact had no importance.

Leeds was a cypher. He had little capacity. He was

both vain and pompous. He was incurably indolent.

It is not, therefore, surprising to find that he had

become a mere channel and signature stamp for

despatches drafted by Pitt. The importance of his

retirement arises from the fact that his successor was

Grenville. Some have thought that Leeds was slighted

out of office, to make room for Grenville. But from the

conversation between Pitt and Burges just quoted, it

is clear that this is not so. Pitt was anxious to appease

Burges, and to confide to him the name of his new chief.

But Pitt expressly declared "that from the variety of

difficulties that have occurred, from the number of

claims and interests to be discussed, and the multitude

of things to be taken into consideration, it was impos-

sible for him to tell with any certainty what that

arrangement was likely to be."

Grenville, who plaj^ed so considerable a part, has

dropped out of history from sheer want of sympathy.

It is due to that fatal deficiency, congenital and heredi-

tary with him, that he is now barely remembered as a

transient and unnoted premier, as the writer of an

obsolete pamphlet, as a partner in a sumptuous edition
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of Homer, and for his behaviour to Pitt. He was not

merely one of Pitt's nearest relations, being by birth his

first cousin, and having married a Pitt, but he owed

everything to his great kinsman. Yet he pursued

Pitt with the most truculent hostility, to the very

death. What human feeling he possessed was reserved

for the jobs and sulks of his brother Buckingham It

is strange to read his letters to that most contemptible

of human beings, who daily required incense or consola-

tion or gossip or apology. It was a grievance against

Grenville that, when Prime Minister, he did not daily

pay his respects to the brother whose vassal he

remained. Buckingham frowns; and Grenville's pro-

testations of anguish and contrition and devotion rend

the air. It was a grievance against Grenville when

he did not, regardless of his oath, transmit cabinet

secrets to this benignant relative ; and again he has to

kiss the dust. Great potentates have been found

after death to have always worn some mortifying gar-

ment next the skin ; Buckingham was Grenville's hair

shirt.

Grenville was, or became, the typical Whig of his

day ; for Fox and Burke, with their blaze of passion and

genius, were hardly Whigs; they were extremists, one

way or another, and the pure Whig hated extremes.

They were the gladiators and associates of those sublime

personages; they were with them, not of them. Fox

perhaps was rather a Liberal than a Whig ; and Liber-

alism represents less the succession to, than the revolt

against WhiggQry : Burke was a unique and undefinable

factor in politics, for both parties may claim him, and

both with justice. The Whig creed lay in a triple divine
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right : the divine right of the Whig families to govern

the Empire ; to be maintained by the Empire ; to prove

their superiority by humbling and bullying the sovereign

of the Empire. Grenville was an admirable embodiment

of this form of faith. By accident rather than by choice,

he became the leader of the Whigs, and Fox's superior

minister; he and his brothers each lived on enormous

sinecures, Buckingham's amounting, it is said, to £25,000

a year ; while his tactless treatment first of the King, and

then of the Kegent, had much to do with the long ex-

clusion of the Whigs from office. His pride and his

principle were so equally unbending that he was

apt to confound the two. It is fair to say that it

was not only kings that he treated like dirt ; for, as he

himself acknowledged, not prematurely, when he was

Prime Minister, he was utterly incompetent to deal with

men ; and when he was Secretary of State our foreign

relations suffered from that deficiency. Fox, when in

the closest alliance with him, groaned under his im-

practicability. By 1797 it is clear that Pitt found him

extremely difficult to deal with. Wilberforce notes in

July 1797, "Grenville and Pitt very like breaking friend-

ship." The familiar allusions to Grenville in Pitt's

private letters to Wellesley amply confirm this view.

Most significant of Pitt's experience of him is the fact,

that, in the sketch of a combined administration which

he drew up in 1804, he substituted Fitzwilliam as

Secretary of State and relegated Grenville to the Presi-

dency of the Council.

It was not only impediments of temper and

character that caused Grenville to remain so long

out of office. From the time of Pitt's death, it is

I
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clear that he ceased to care about politics. Perhaps

that blow had really cut deeper than appeared on

the surface. Be that as it may, Grenville was ob-

viously not reluctant to leave office in 1807, and

certainly never showed any wish to re-enter it. He
was not in harmony with his party as to the war. He
had achieved all that his ambition sought. He was so

amply, but so strangely, provided for by the State, that

the very nature of his sinecure, the holder of which was

supposed to audit the First Lord of the Treasury's

accounts, was an obstacle to his holding the Premier-

ship ; while its income made life too easy. More than

that, to so proud a man, the Buckingham system, of

which he was a part, must have made politics unendur-

able. To so guide a flying squadron of borough

nominees as to compel the change of a marquis's coronet

into a duke's, was more than Grenville could stomach,

but more than he could avoid. The enchanting shades,

the rare shrubs, and the rare books of Dropmore became

to him what St. Anne's had been to Fox. Poor devils

like Sheridan might groan, but they were of no account.

The oligarchy had made up its mind to remain in the

country. " Lords Grey and Grenville " had issued their

decrees, and would hardly deign to come to London to

pick up the seals. It is to Grenville's freezing indiffer-

ence that we mainly owe the long monopoly of the Tories
;

disastrous in training to the WTiigs, and in loss of power

to the country. To him we owe it that Horner never

served the public as a minister ; that Brougham never

knew the cares and responsibilities of such service until

too late to benefit by them ; that Grey (though he him

self was also to blame) was unable to complete his
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second year of office until he was sixty-six ; and that

a fair growth of political buds never blossomed at all.

With many talents and some qualities, Grenville's career

cannot be pronounced fortunate, either for himself or his

country.



CHAPTER VII

THE SHADOW OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION

After the affair of the Russian armament Pitt turned

his back upon Europe ; and he had good reason for

doing so. He had been compelled to swallow a mortifi-

cation that his proud spirit could not easily forget ; he

had learned that in foreign affairs Parliament is an un-

known quantity; and that in Great Britain the im-

mediate certainties of trade generally outweigh the most

elaborate views of ultimate advantage. Moreover, he

saw the storm-cloud overhanging France—no man could

say where it would break or how far it would extend

—

and that it was obviously the interest of this country

that it should pass over our islands and spend itself

elsewhere.

No English minister can ever wish for war. Apart

from the inseparable dangers to our constitution and

our commerce, his own position suffers sensible detri-

ment. He sinks into a superior commissary ; he can

reap little glory from success ; he is the first scapegoat of

failure. He too has to face, not the heroic excitement

of the field, but domestic misery and discontent; the

heavy burden of taxation, and the unpopularity of
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the sacrifice which all war entails. If this be true of

every minister, with how much greater force does it

apply to Pitt. The task that he had set himself was to

raise the nation from the exhaustion of the American

war ; to repair her finance ; to strengthen by reform the

foundations of the constitution, and by a liberal Irish

policy the bonds of Empire. At this very moment he

was meditating, we are told, the broadest application of

free-trade principles—the throwing open of our ports

and the raising of our revenue entirely by internal

taxation. He required, moreover, fifteen years of tran-

quillity to realise the fulness of the benefit of his

cherished Sinking Fund. His enthusiasm was all for

peace, retrenchment, and reform; he had experienced

the difficulty of actively intervening in the affairs of

Europe ; he had no particle of that strange bias which

has made some eminent statesmen believe themselves to

be eminent generals ; but he had the consciousness of a

boundless capacity for meeting the real requirements of

the country. Had he been able to carry out his own

policy, had France only left him alone, or even given him

a loophole for abstention, he would have been by far the

greatest minister that England has ever seen. As it was,

he was doomed to drag out the remainder of his life in

darkness and dismay, in wrecking his whole financial

edifice to find funds for incapable generals and for

foreign statesmen more capable than honest, in post-

poning and indeed repressing all his projected reforms.

To no human being, then, did war come with such a

curse as to Pitt, by none was it more hated or shunned.

What made his position the more galling was that there

could not have been a more inauspicious moment for
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war. Strangely enough, the fourteen years from the

outbreak of the French Revolution to the Peace of

Amiens—from 1789 till 1802—formed an almost un-

broken succession of bad harvests, and that of 1792 was

one of the worst of the series. There was, moreover, a

commercial crisis of the first magnitude, unconnected

altogether with any prospect of hostilities. For, indeed,

up to within a few weeks of the actual declaration

there was no sign of apprehension of war in any branch

of trade ; the country had rightly judged Pitt, and was

confident of his determination to preserve peace. From

other causes, however, there were, in November 1792,

no fewer than 105 bankruptcies— almost double the

number recorded of any previous month. And whereas

the number of such failures in 1791 had been 769 and

in 1792 934, in 1793 there were 1956 ; of which as many

as twenty -six were those of country banks. In April

1793 Parliament had to intervene, and authorise advances

amounting to .£5,000,000 in Exchequer bills to leading

merchants on good security. It was, then, at a moment

of acute commercial and agricultural crisis that this most

pacific and commercial of ministers found himself con-

fronted with a war of the very first magnitude.

It is probable that on the continent of Europe he

still stands higher than any of his contemporaries and

successors as having headed the groat league against

France. Never was there a more involuntary distinction.

If we can fancy Lord Eldon complimented for his per-

formance of the Carmagnole, or Wycherley upon his

theology, we can form some idea of the feelings with

which Pitt up to 1793 would have regarded such a

reputation. It is true that, when he was driven to
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fight, he fought with all his might and main ; no

prudent minister could do otherwise : that is a matter

of conduct and of method, not of principle. But the

supreme and salient point is that there was no man

in England more resolutely determined on peace and

non-intervention ; and that he pushed his ostentatious

ignorance of the proceedings in France, and indeed of

the proceedings of Europe, to the verge of affectation.

Let us see how this matter stands ; and take the

positive evidence of his own pen and of his own lips.

At first it is quite clear that Pitt considered the French

Revolution as a matter which concerned France alone;'

but which by, disabling her, made a peaceful policy more

easy for England. On the day of the taking of the

Bastile, in ignorance of course of that event, he writes

:

" This scene, added to the prevailing scarcity, makes that

country an object of compassion even to a rival." Fox

too in February 1790 delivered a great speech against

any augmentation of the peace establishment. "Had
France," he cried, "remained in that formidable and

triumphant state by which she was distinguished in the

year 1783, I should have been the first to applaud such

an augmentation." He described her as now, however,

" in a state which could neither fill us with alarm nor

excite us to indignation." "If fortune has humbled

the pride and ambition of this mighty empire, if

the anarchy and confusion incidental to such a

revolution has struck her people with inertness and

inactivity, why should we dread her sudden declara-

tion of hostilities 1
" Small blame, perhaps, attaches

to Fox for this extremely imperfect appreciation

of an unprecedented situation; on the other hand,
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in the teeth of such declarations it is unwise to claim

for him any superior policy of prescience. Pitt's reply

was no less remarkable. "The present convulsions in

France must sooner or later terminate in general harmony

and regular order, and though the fortunate arrange-

ments of such a situation may make her more formidable,

they may also render her less obnoxious as a neighbour.

I hope I may rather wish as an Englishman for that,

respecting the accomplishment of which I feel myself

interested as a man, for the restoration of tranquillity in

France, though that appears to me to be distant. When-

ever the situation of France shall become restored, it

will prove freedom rightly understood, freedom result-

ing from good order and good government; and thus

circumstanced France will stand forward as one of the

most brilliant pioneers of Europe : she will enjoy that

just kind of liberty which I venerate, and the invalu-

able existence of which it is my duty as an Englishman

to cherish. Nor can I under this predicament regard

with envious eyes an approximation in neighbouring

states to those sentiments which are the characteristic

features of every British subject." "And," he con-

cluded, " we must endeavour to improve for our security,

happiness, and aggrandisement those precious moments

of peace and leisure which are before us." It will

be observed that the tone of the minister is one of

almost patronising friendship. Yet -within a year or

two he was to be universally denounced as the ruthless

and inveterate enemy of the new state of things in

France.

In October 1790 he writes to Hugh Elliot: "This

country means to persevere in the neutrality which it
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has hitherto scrupulously observed with respect to the

internal dissensions of France, and from which it will

never depart unless the conduct held there should make

it indispensable as an act of self-defence. . . . We are

sincerely desirous of preserving peace and of cultivating

in general a friendly intercourse and understanding

between the two nations." Again, in July 1791, he

writes to his mother :
" AVe are all anxious spectators of

the strange scene in France," and by underlining the

word "spectators" he emphasises the attitude he was

determined to maintain.

It is, however, in February 1792 that we obtain the

most remarkable view of his mind on this subject. It was

then that he delivered that famous siu-vey of the finance

of the country which has been noticed as the exception to

bis commonplace budgets of these four years. In it he

repealed taxes, he added to the Sinking Fund, he reduced

the previous vote for seamen by 2000 men—from 18,000

to 16,000—he declined to renew the subsidy for the

Hessian mercenaries. And to raise hopes of further

reductions he declared that :
" Unquestionably there

never was a time in the history of this country when

from the situation of Europe we might more reasonably

expect fifteen years of peace than at the present

moment." This, it may be said, is a random ex-

pression in debate. Even in a budget speech, an

eloquent and sanguine Chancellor of the Exchequer may

be betrayed into a flash of extravagance by the high

hopes that he entertains and excites. On the contrary,

this was a speech as to which extraordinary means were

taken to supplement the imperfect reporting arrange-

ments of that day. Moreover, this unusually accurate
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result was submitted to Pitt, and the speech is one of

the two, or at most three, which he corrected for publica-

tion. So far, then, from this being a haphazard utterance

of impulse, it may be considered, delivered as it waa

after three years of watching and waiting, specially

reported and personally revised, as one of the most

mature expressions of Pitt's most deliberate opinions.

Nothing, perhaps, can more than this impress the reader

who remembers that within twelve months the great war

between France and England had begun. But Pitt's

letter of the 13th of November 1792 to Lord Stafford

is, if possible, still more remarkable. He was writing

within ten weeks of the commencement of hostilities,

and says :
" However unfortunate it would be to find

this country in any shape committed ;

" and further :

" Perhaps some opening may arise which may enable us

to contribute to the termination of the war between dif-

ferent powers in Europe, leaving France (which I believe

is the best way) to arrange its own internal affairs as it

can." It will be perceived that he still speaks as a

mere spectator of the war in Europe, and as a supporter

of the sound and wholesome policy with regard to

France which he had always advocated : this but a few

days before France had declared the Scheldt open, and

her readiness to overturn every established government

in Europe.

Grenville's language is even stronger. He was at

this time, it mil be remembered, Pitt's Foreign Secre-

tary. Six days before the letter last quoted, (November

7, 1792), he writes :
" Portugal and Holland will do what

we please. We shall do nothing. . . . All my ambition

is that I may at some time hereafter . . . have the
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inexpressible satisfaction of being able ... to tell my-

self that I have contributed to keep my own country

at least a little longer from sharing in all the evils of

every sort that surround us. I am more and more con-

vinced that this can only be done by keeping wholly and

entirely aloof:"—and he continues in the same spirit.

This language was fully embodied in action, or rather

inaction. In spite of many provocations, the Govern-

ment preserved a severe neutrality. They would have

nothing to do with the expedition of Brunswick, towards

which they preserved rather an unfriendly than a friendly

attitude. They indeed recalled Gower, the ambassador

in Paris, after the events of the 10th of August 1792, but

that was because the King to whom he was accredited

was actually suspended, and soon afterwards deposed

;

so that his mission had terminated, and he had no longer

any functions to discharge ; while the fact that an insult

to his person or domicile was possible in the convulsed

condition of Paris, made his presence there an actual

danger to peace. They ordered Chauvelin, the ex-envoy

of France, to leave England after the execution of Louis

XVI. ; but public sentiment left no choice in that matter,

and Chauvelin had been actively employed, since his

official character had ceased, less as a diplomatic than

what is known in police language as a provocative agent.

On the other hand, they saw Belgium, and what is more,

Antwerp, seized by France, but they determined not to

make either event a cause of war. It may safely be said

that few ministries would have remained so passive.

They witnessed the promulgation of a policy of universal

disturbance, which culminated in the decrees of the

1 9th of November and the 15th of December 1792.
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The first of these decrees promised assistance to all

nations that should revolt against their governments,

and was accentuated by the constant reception of

English deputations to whom the Convention promised

early "liberty"; while the second compelled all ter-

ritories occupied by the French to accept the new

French institutions. As the French had seized Savoy

and Nice, the Low Countries, and the Rhine Pro-

vinces of Germany, there was an ample area for its

execution.

By these decrees the French Government had not

merely placed all monarchies on their defence, but

goaded them into war. Nor were they merely ab-

stract declarations ; they were accentuated by constant

promises of action. A few days after their promulgation

a deputation from Great Britain, which came to intimate

its intention of overturning the British Government,

was received with rapture by the Convention, which

assured the delegates that the day was at hand when

France would be able to congratulate the National

Assembly of England. These deputations were numer-

ous and frequent, and were invariably received with the

same incendiary assurances. France, in fact, would not

leave other countries alone—would not leave England

alone. By so doing she disarmed the most ardent and

powerful advocate in England for peace at almost any

cost—the Prime Minister himself.

It can hardly be denied that the Government pushed

their neutrality to an extreme point. On the publi-

cation of the decrees, however,—these being the open

declaration of a proselytising policy which was at the

moment being carried into efTect by arms,—and when
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the navigation of the Scheldt was thrown open, this

imperturbability began to give way. The navigation of

the Scheldt had been assured to the Dutch by the treaty

of Westphalia. It had been repeatedly guaranteed by

the Powers ; by France herself in 1785 ; and by Pitt in

the name of Great Britain more solemnly and specially in

1788. The French now declared these provisions abro-

gated by the law of nature, and the Scheldt to be an

open river. It was impossible for Pitt to pass by his

own treaty of 1788, without a violation of good faith, so

signal as to be remarkable even at the time of the

second partition of Poland. But, on wider grounds, the

danger to Europe was more universal. To allow that

the French Government were in possession of a law of

nature which superseded all treaty obligations, and the

copyright and application of which rested exclusively

with them, was to annihilate the whole European system.

On this point, however, the French were firm. They

were ready to explain away the decree of the 19th of

November, but on the question of declaring the Scheldt

open, and open by the operation of natural law, they

would give no satisfaction at all. Moreover, it was

certain that an invasion of Holland was being prepared
;

and the treaty of 1788, barely four years old, compelled

Pitt, without any possibility of evasion, to come to the

assistance of the States.

It became clear now, even to those most unwilling to

see, that war was inevitable. Then came the execu-

tion of Louis XVI. A universal shudder ran through

England. The nation went into mourning. The play-

houses were closed. Maret, afterwards Due de Bassano,

who was secretly in London as a semi-diplomatic agent,
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said that he could not leave the house for fear of being

exposed to the "insults and ignorant ferocity "of the

populace. The King could not leave his palace without

being surrounded by crowds demanding instant war.

A fortnight before, Fox had been nearly turned out of a

vestry meeting at St. George's. But the feeling then,

which this circumstance proves to have been sufficiently

bitter, was faint compared to the horror excited by the

death of Louis. Yet Maret wrote days after that event

that Pitt was still sincerely anxious for peace. There

is something pathetic in this flash of light thrown on

the lonely figure, clinging to hope with the tenacity of

despair. As it fades, the darkness closes, and the Pitt of

peace, prosperity, and reform disappears for ever.

While Maret was writing his report, war was already

decreed. On the 1st of February 1793 the French Con-

vention—moved, as Maret said, by stockjobbers, or as

Koland said, by the necessity of finding employment for

armed desperadoes—declared war on the rulers of Great

Britain and Holland. Pitt cherished one last sanguine

belief. He was confident that the condition of her

finances would make it impossible for France to wage war

for more than a short time
;
just as a few years later he

is said to have assured the House of Commons that he

could see his way to one more loan of twenty millions,

but that then the credit of England would be exhausted.

Both forecasts were probably correct according to ex-

perience; but the French Revolution was destined to

annihilate the guidance of experience, and to elicit un-

suspected powers both in France and in England. At

any rate, Pitt entered on the contest under the firm

faith that any war with France must necessarily be brief.
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Two points remain to be noticed. Why, if Pitt was

so much opposed to war, did he not resign 1 The answer

is simple. His resignation would not have prevented

war in any case. He had, moreover, no excuse or col-

ourable ground for resignation. He could not go to

the King or to Parliament and say, "I have resigned

because I would not go to war. The case for war has

arisen under a treaty I concluded with infinite pains

four years ago. Yet, rather than avert the very danger

against which it was framed, I wish to resign and let

others fight for my treaty." The bare statement of the

case needs no further demonstration ; he would simply

have been succeeded by a minister much more warlike

and much less capable than himself.

The other matter is this. A fatuous busybody called

Miles has left it on record that George III. bullied

Pitt into war. But this story is on the face of it un-

true ; has, indeed, not the remotest plausibility. The

date given for the transaction is 1791. If the story be

true, Pitt ought to have been dismissed in that year, for

it was not until November 1792 that the bare possibility

of going to war occurred to him. The authority given

for this preposterous statement is Moira, who declared

that he was to have succeeded Pitt at the Treasury.

That George III. should dismiss Pitt to take to his

counsels the bosom friend of the Prince of Wales, would

seem to reveal a fit of hmacy of which we have no other

record. The relations between Pitt and George III.

were very far from being of this nature. It is no dis-

paragement to either to say that the King would not

have ventured to send such an ultimatimi to Pitt ; nor

at first did he feel any great hostiKty to the popular
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movement in France. The royal sentiments with regard

to the war were transparent enough. It does not need

a Rochefoucault to understand that the first humiliations

of that French Coui't, which had so largely contributed

to secure the independence of the United States, were

observed without poignant displeasure at St. James's

And, up to the last moment, the King, as Elector of

Hanover, maintained an absolute neutrality. But when

monarchy was abolished, and the monarch a prisoner,

the drama became unrelieved tragedy. Then, no doubt,

the King was anxious for war; and at the end of 1792

Pitt had lost every weapon by which he could oppose it.

That, however, is a very different matter from the King's

sending word to Pitt that he must either go to war or

make way for Moira.

It is, then, abundantly manifest from every source of

evidence that war was forced on the English Ministry

;

that Pitt carried to an extreme his anxiety to avoid it

;

that his resignation could not have averted it ; and that

in any case it was impossible for him as a man of honour,

or a serious statesman, to resign. We shall see, when

war had begun, his constant endeavours to put an end

to it. Whether he was a great war-minister, as he is

generally considered, or an incapable war-minister, as he

is called by Macaulay, he is certainly the most strenuous

peace-minister that ever held office in this country.



CHAPTER VIII

WAR

It does not seem necessary in a sketch of Pitt's career

to enter at large into the incidents of the war that raged

from February 1793 to the preliminaries of the Peace of

Amiens in 1801. Its first incident as concerns Great

Britain was that an army was sent to Flanders under

the Duke of York, to act in conjunction ^vith an Austrian

army under the Prince of Coburg. From February to

August, (1793), the French sustained an unbroken series

of disasters. Dumoiu*iez was defeated at the battle of

Neerwinden, and deserted to the enemy. Belgium fell

into the hands of Austria. Mayence with a garrison

of twenty, and Valenciennes with a garrison of eight

thousand men surrendered to the allied forces. Toulon

admitted an English fleet. But the French were stimu-

lated and not cowed by these reverses. They called

the whole population to arms. They set in array a

million of soldiers. Naturally brave, but now inspired

with the last heroism of patriotism and despair, they

turned the tide of fortune. York was driven from Dun-

kirk with the loss of all his heavy artillery. The

Austrians were defeated at Wattignies. The internal

K
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enemies of the Republic were ruthlessly crushed. Lyons

fell, and Marseilles. The royalists of La Vendue were

scattered and slaughtered. Toulon was taken and intro-

duced Napoleon to the world ;—a heavier blow to the

allies than the loss of a score of fortresses or armies. A
few months later, by a strange freak of fate, he became

a subject of the King of Great Britain, when Corsica

proclaimed herself a monarchy under the sovereignty of

George IIL Prussia began to withdraw from the war,

preferring the tangible advantages of an immediate share

of Poland to the much more doubtful possibilities of a

problematical partition of France. The Austrians were

overthrown on the historical battlefields of Worth and

Weissenburg ; while Brunswick once more displayed his

sinister strategy in a retrograde movement.

In the succeeding year (1794) the battle of Fleurus,

followed by a retreat of the Austrians, which is explained

less by that defeat than the policy of their government,

put an end to the campaign of Flanders ; Belgium and

Holland fell into the hands of the French. The German

Emperor, who had come to witness victory, returned to

Vienna. Coburg and York were recalled. On their

eastern frontier the French repelled the Prussians, and

on their southern, the Spaniards and the Portuguese.

So great was the effect of their successes that, at the

opening of the parliamentary session, on the 30th of

December 1794, there were several motions lu'ging

negotiation, two of them brought forward by Wilber-

force.

As some set-off to this picture, it may be recorded

that the English had captured the French settlements

in India and a few West Indian islands ; while, at the
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famous battle of the 1st of June 1794, Lord Howe

secured a crushing victory over the fleet of France.

To the British Government also occurred a signal

advantage for the future conduct of the war by the

adhesion of a number of the principal "VMiigs. Portland,

the ex-Prime Minister, and Windham, a brilliant but

fantastic orator ; Lord Spencer, an administrator of signal

ability, and Lord Fitzwilliam, a great noble of less tact

than character, joined the Government ; and the moral

effect produced by their accession was greater than any

personal assistance that they could render. It gave a

national character to the Administration and to the war.

It reduced the Opposition in the House of Commons to

something less than fifty; a little later, and they were

able to travel with comfort in two hackney coaches.

As the war continued, the superiority of France

increased. In April 1795 Prussia, in June Sweden, and

in July Spain came to terms with the triumphant

Republic. A limited consolation might perhaps be

derived from the fact that the Court of Vienna con-

tinued its readiness to receive subsidies from England

;

but in other respects it showed little activity, though its

armies under Clairfait gained some unfruitful victories

in the autumn. Pitt's Government displayed a singular

but luckless energy. Windham, the new War Minister,

built his greatest hopes on an expedition of French

aristocrats and malcontents to Quiberon Bay ; but this

force, sumptuously provided with money and munitions

of war, and supported by a powerful fleet, was pulverised

by Hoche as soon as it landed. In the West Indies

the English arms lost ground. On the other hand, the

Empire was enriched by the splendid acquisitions of the
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Cape of Good Hope and Ceylon. Pitt's hopefulness was

in no degree diminished. He wrote to Addington

(October 1795) that he trusted to open his budget before

Christmas. " If that goes off tolerably well," he added,

"it will give us peace before Easter."

In 1796 a general election refreshed Pitt's majority.

While it was proceeding, he sent on his own responsibility

a subsidy of £1,200,000 to Austria,—a grave act, fiercely

censured by the Opposition, and only condoned by a

devoted House of Commons, on the express stipulation

that it should not be considered a precedent. He was

rewarded by the recall of Clairfait and the substitution

of the Archduke Charles,—a young prince whose con-

summate generalship was sometimes crippled by physical

disabilities, and more often by the pedantry or jealousy

of his own Government, but who stands forth as one of

the most brilliant opponents of Napoleon. He at once

defeated Jourdan, and drove the French back across the

Rhine. In the West Indies, Great Britain also secured

some advantages. But all was darkened and eclipsed by

the Italian campaign of the irresistible Bonaparte ; while

Spain and Prussia entered into distinct alliance with

France.

This year (1796) began and ended with determined

overtures for peace on the part of Pitt. In the

previous December (1795), the minister had brought a

royal message to Parliament, declaring that the estab-

lishment of a new constitution in France (that of the

Directory) offered facilities for negotiation. In March,

Pitt made an earnest and genuine overture for a general

pacification, through Wickham, our envoy in Switzer

land ; but it was ungraciously received, and was rejected
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Again, in October, Lord Malmesbury, a diplomatist of

the highest distinction, was sent to Paris. But as had

happened in March, the envoy's instructions to insist on

the evacuation of the Netherlands by France rendered

negotiation fruitless. On the 19th of December (1796)

he was ordered to leave France within forty-eight hours.

Four days earlier, a French fleet, with an army under

General Hoche, had sailed for the invasion of Ireland.

The expedition was, however, wholly unsuccessful. The

weather was unfavourable ; the fleet was scattered
;

Hoche was in one portion, the army in another; both

returned separately to France, and the hopes of Irish dis-

content were postponed. A slighter enterprise of a

filibustering character directed against south-western

England completely failed. A far greater effort was,

moreover, crushed in its inception. It had been calcu-

lated that by a junction of the Dutch, the French, and

the Spanish fleets, another and more fortunate Armada

might effect the invasion of England. But the great

victory of St. Vincent, fought on the 14th of February

1797, by which Jervis and Nelson crushed the Spanish

contingent, blighted these hopes.

The year 1797, which opened so brilliantly, was

destined to be the darkest and most desperate that

any British minister has ever had to face. In April,

Austria, England's last ally, laid down her arms and

concluded a preliminary treaty of peace at Leoben

(April 7, 1797). France was now free to turn her

victorious armies and her inexhaustible resources to the

destruction of England ; and she was determined to

do so.

At this moment Great Britain was paralysed. The
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Navy, that had just given tresh courage to the nation,

was now to deal a blow which struck at the heart and

stopped the circulation of the Empire. In the middle

of April, the crews of the Channel Fleet at Portsmouth

rose in rebellion, dismissed their officers, and hoisted the

red flag. Their grievances were great, their demands

were moderate ; and these had to be conceded with a

full amnesty. By the end of April the mutiny was over.

At the beginning of May, however, it broke out again and

spread to Sheerness. Here it assumed a graver aspect,

and bore all the marks of being inspired by revolution-

ary agencies outside. There was, indeed, no sympathy

between the two movements. The sailors at Spithead

sent word to the sailors at Sheerness that their conduct

was a " scandal to the name of British seamen." Never-

theless, the Government was as much disabled by the

one as the other. The fleet with which Duncan was

blockading the coast of Holland joined the rebels, with

the exception of two ships. With these the Admiral

kept signalling as if to the rest of his squadron : a mild

stratagem, on which, however, the safety of England

depended, and which was happily successful. In these

days the news would have been flashed to every nook

of Europe, and Britain would have lain at the mercy of

her enemies. Fortunately neither the French nor the

Dutch had any idea of our condition.

The mutiny lasted five weeks and spread all over the

world. It smouldered in the victorious fleet of Jervis
;

who, however, suppressed it with a prompt and masterful

hand. The crew of the Hermione, cruising near Porte

Rico, outraged by the inhumanity of their captain, killed

all their officers, and delivered their ship to the Spaniards
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At the Cape of Good Hope, the British squadron was in

open revolt, but was brought back to discipline by the

ready firmness of the Governor and Admiral. The

artillerymen at Woolwich were tampered with. There

was an attempt to seduce the army. "What a position for

a country engaged in a life-and-death struggle with a

triumphant enemy ! Never in the history of England was

there a darker hour. The year had begun indeed with

one great naval victory, and was destined to close with

another. But these isolated successes formed the sole

relief to a scene of perpetual gloom. Our generals and

armies had been so uniformly unfortunate that we had

no longer a foot on the continent of Europe. On land

our great foe was everywhere triumphant. AVe were en-

tirely on the defensive. Two invasions of our islands had

been attempted. A third was impending; it might at

any moment take place, and could scarcely be opposed.

The war had lasted over four years ; and had added a

hundred and thirty-five millions to the National Debt, or

about as much as the whole cost of the American war,

for scarce any corresponding advantage. The Funds had

fallen to a lower point than in the worst depression of

the American war. In December 1796 it had been

necessary to propose a fiu-ther loan of eighteen millions,

and three millions and a half of new taxes. The loan,

though issued at a price which produced 5| per cent,

was at 15i discount in March 1797. There had been

an unexampled run on the Bank of England. Cash pay-

ments had just been suspended. There was a terrible

dearth. Not merely were the ports thrown open to

foreign corn, but large bounties were paid on its im-

portation. The last of our allies had just made her peace
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with France ; and we were left to continue the contest

alone. Our own efforts to come to terms had been so

received as to make all hope of truce indefinitely remote.

The worst of all wars was raging in Ireland. Scotland,

though not harried into open rebellion, was scarcely

less discontented. England was maddened by crimps

and press-gangs and unprecedented taxation. Pitt was

grossly insulted in the streets; he had to be brought

back from St. Paul's under an armed guard. And at

this juncture our one efficient arm, to which alone the

nation could look for solace and even protection, was

paralysed by insubordination : the flag of lawlessness had

been hoisted ; and the guns of the navy were pointed

at British shores. But the spirit of the minister was not

shaken, though his health had begun definitively to fail.

At the height of the crisis. Lord Spencer came to him

for instructions so pressing—(for it was said that the

marines had joined the revolt and were about to march

on London)—that he awoke Pitt in bed. He received

them and left ; but in a short time he received a con-

tradiction, and returned. He found the minister already

asleep.

This crisis has been dwelt on at perhaps disproportion-

ate length, because it represents not merely the darkest

period of the war, but the dauntless spirit which faced

it, and which enabled this country, in spite of incapacity

and blunders and debt, in face of the hostility of a

surpassing genius and of a world in arms, finally to

surmount its difficulties. And we are thus able to under

stand why Pitt, with all his share of miscalculation

and disaster, remained long after his death the embodi-

ment and watchword of British determination.
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Once more this year did he make overtures for peace.

" I feel it my duty," he repeated to Grenville, who urged

that the French minister was treating him with scant

courtesy, "as an English minister and a Christian, to

use every effort to stop so bloody and wasting a war."

Grenville formally dissented. But Pitt persisted, in

spite of the disapproval of his Foreign Secretary and

the anguish of the King. He sent Lord Malmesbury,

whose instructions Gren^dlle had the irksome task of

drawing, to the town of Lille, which had been fixed

for the meeting of the plenipotentiaries. These, however,

had their eyes fixed on Paris, where a struggle was

impending between the extreme and the moderate

factions ; on the issue of which, and on nothing else

—

for Pitt was ready for the most considerable concessions

—peace really depended. On the 4th of September 1797

the party of extremes and of war gained the upper hand,

and on the 16 th of September Malmesbury was again

ordered to leave the soil of France.

During the next month, (October 1797), the eclipse

of the Navy was proved to be only temporary. In a

bloody and obstinate battle off Camperdown the Dutch

fleet, once so famous and so formidable, took its leave

of history. It fought with a splendour of heroism

worthy of its ancient renown, but was defeated by

Admiral Duncan at the head of the fleet which had

returned to discipline ; and thus this black year ended

well.

In the year 1798, the struggle had ceased on the

continent of Europe, with the exception of a brief

campaign in the kingdom of Naples. The genius of

war in the shape of Napoleon was in Egypt; w^here
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Nelson, by destroying the French fleet in Aboukir Bay

(August 1798), seemed effectually to confine him. We
were fully occupied at home by the rebellion in Ireland

;

which might, had timely succour arrived from France,

have proved sufficient to tax the entire energies of the

Empire. When it is remembered that the population of

Ireland was then little less than one-third of the whole

population of the United Kingdom ; that it was largely

in possession of arms, and almost wholly disafifected ; it is

not easy to calculate what would have been the extreme

extent of the danger, had one of the many French ex-

peditions, under such a general as Hoche, arrived to aid

and discipline the revolt. Fortunately for Great Britain,

the French force under Humbert, which landed in Killala

Bay on the 22d of August (1798), came tv»^o months too

late ; for the battle of Vinegar Hill, in which the insur-

gent forces were completely routed, had been fought on

the 21st of June. Moreover, Ulster, which had been

the province most organised and eager for insurrection,

held aloof—deterred by the religious character of the

rising ; and the rebellion spent itself in the isolated

efforts of a war of banditti, distinguished by constant

horrors of outrage and reprisal.

In this year Pitt himself engaged in single combat.

Tierney had declared that the proposal to carry in one

day the Bill for the more effectual manning of the

Navy was somewhat precipitate. Pitt, in repl}', charged

him with a desire to obstruct the defence of the country.

The taunt of obstruction, even of obstruction so mild

as to be almost imperceptible to the palled palate of

our generation, was then an insult to be wiped out

with blood The statesmen met and exchanged shots

;
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while Pitt's devoted friend the Speaker, Addington,

watched the harmless combat from the genial shade of

a gibbet on an adjoining hill. Addington was destined

to be Pitt's successor ; but it is said that Pitt was asked

by Ryder, his second, on this occasion, who should

succeed him in case of the worst, and that he designated

Perceval. This nomination would be inexplicable, did

there not exist a letter of Pitt's which shows the ex-

traordinary impression that had been produced on him

by a recent speech of Perceval's.^ Pitt's own account of

the combat is still happily extant, in a letter to Lord

Wellesley. In it he lightly declares as to Tierney and

himself : "I believe we parted better satisfied with each

other, than on any other occasion in our lives.""

The duel seems childish to us now, and may have

seemed so then, for it was followed by a widely cir-

culated report that Pitt was insane,—a rumour less

discreditable under the circumstances than such rumours

usually are. Though he was not insane, there is no

doubt that his health was seriously impaired, to which,

perhaps, we may attribute his loss of self-control on this

occasion.

The break-up of his constitution is so marked and

so important that it deserves a momentary reference

;

as it marks an era in his career scarcely less critical

than the declaration of war in 1793.

It has been seen that Pitt was a delicate child. A
careful course of life, except in regard to the large

quantity of port that he was accustomed to drink, had

enabled him to get through his work and enjoy his

holiday without Interruption up to 1797. In that year,

' See below, p. 205. * See below, p. 210.
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the death of his brother-in-law Eliot deeply affected him
;

and at that very time he began to complain of illness.

He suffered greatly from headaches. What is more

significant is that he began to speak of retirement, and

of Addington as his successor. It is clear that these

allusions were due to yielding nerves and broken health;

for the reasons which afterwards caused his resignation

did 'not then exist. His condition became worse in

1798. The passage with Tierney reveals a petulance

alien to his singular self-command. And when Wilber-

force threatened a motion condemning the principle of

duelling, Pitt wrote to him that he considered it as one

for his own removal. The report of his insanity probably

arose from a continuous display of nervous irritability,

culminating in the duel. A few days after his letter to

Wilberforce, this last notes that his friend was seriously

ill. Wine began to produce an effect on his seasoned

head. In August 1798, Lord Auckland reports him as

much shaken in his constitution. It is clear that 1798

marks an evil crisis in Pitt's health, which accounts for

much in his subsequent career. The man is different

afterwards. His will seems to shrink ; he has less

self-control. The illness of princes and ministers is

always a subject of hard swearing; and it will be

curious to watch if the archives of Pitt's contemporaries,

as they yield their treasures, will' gradually clear up

a certain air of mystery that surrounds his health in

this year.

Meanwhile, Pitt was strenuously combining a second

coalition against France. He found in the Czar Paul,

who had recently succeeded to the throne of Russia, an

ardent if insane ally, who was able to contribute not
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only great armies but a consummate general to the

common cause. The Porte, outraged by the French

occupation of Egypt, readily lent its aid. Naples,

alarmed by the French invasion of Italy, also prepared

for war. Austria, who had recently come to terms with

the French at Campo Formio, finding herself tricked,

was again arming. Thus, with powerful armies com-

manded by the genius of SuvarofF and the Archduke

Charles; with the fleets of Great Britain in absolute

supremacy at sea ; and with Napoleon blockaded in

Egypt; the year 1799 opened \Wth splendid prospects

for the new confederacy.

Had it not been for the strange oscillations of Austria,

all these bright presages might well have been realised.

But the brilliant victories, mth which Charles and Suv-

arofF opened the campaign in Switzerland and northern

Italy, were rendered futile by the orders from Vienna.

Russia retired disgusted from the contest. Austria per-

severed for one year more, unequally matched with

Napoleon, who had succeeded in returning to Europe.

England's share of the war, besides subsidies, was to

send another expedition to Holland, then the favourite

theatre of English incompetency. It was commanded by

the Duke of York, and was, though the Dutch fleet was

finally captured, indecisive and even disastrous. Pitt,

ever sanguine, derived a whimsical consolation in its dis-

creditable termination from the fact that " it ought to

be a great satisfaction to us to know that our valuable

array will be restored to us safe and entire." Against

this failiu-e it is only fair to set off a great triumph in

the East. Tippoo, the sovereign of Mysore and the

relentless enemy of Great Britain, encouraged by the
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presence of the French army in Egypt, had become a

serious danger to our dominion in India. Under the

command of General Harris, with, the guidance of Lord

Wellesley and his greater brother, a British army in-

vaded Mysore, and after an obstinate combat stormed

Seringapatam. Tippoo fell, and his kingdom was divided.

In the East, again. Sir Sidney Smith had held Acre

against Napoleon's Egyptian army, which, after a pertin-

acious investment of sixty days, was obliged to retire :

the sole check that he knew in his career, until he

crossed the Pyrenees.

The last day of the year 1799 brought a letter from

Napoleon, who had just become First Consul, with over-

tures for peace. It was scarcely six weeks since a

revolution had placed him in power ; and Pitt, dogged

though he was in his anxiety for a cessation of warfare,

felt that the actual situation of France did not hold out

any solid security to be derived from negotiation. He
was anxious, however, to express this negative in terms

of eagerness for peace, with a hint that that would be

best secured by the restoration of royalty.

It was a pity that the task of answering the First

Consul's letter devolved upon Grenville. The didactic

despatch is unhappily familiar to us in the annals of

British diplomacy. England has always assumed the

possession of a European censorship, which impels her

to administer exhortation and rebuke to the States of the

continent through the medium of her Foreign OflSce,

as well as by the articles of her press. It is this

peculiarity which has constantly earned for her an

unpopularity of the most universal and the most ex-

quisite kind. No British minister or journalist has,
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however, carried this spirit further than Grenville on

this occasion. He did not send any direct reply to

Bonaparte's letter, but he enclosed to the Foreign

Minister at Paris what was, though called a note, in

reality a supercilious and arrogant lecture to the French

nation. Harping on a "system" which he did not

further describe, but which he said was the source of

all the woes of France and of Europe, he informed

Talleyrand that " His Majesty cannot place his reliance

on the mere renewal of general professions of pacific

dispositions." Some further guarantee was required.

" The best and most natural pledge of its reality and

permanence would be the restoration of that line of

princes, which for so many centuries maintained the

French nation in prosperity at home and in considera-

tion and respect abroad," and so forth. There is a fine

untutored insolence in this communication, addressed

to the triumphant head of a victorious republic, that

would be difficult to match. Even George HI. could

not stomach it. He wrote on the draft, " In my opinion

much too strong, but I suppose it must go."

To the advice thus considerately off"ered, Napoleon

despatched a conclusive reply. "The First Consul," he

wrote, " of the French Republic could not doubt that his

Britannic majesty recognised the right of nations to choose

the form of their government, since it is from the exercise

of this right that he holds his crow^n ; but he has been

unable to comprehend how to this fundamental principle,

upon which rests the existence of political societies, the

minister of His Majesty could annex insinuations which

lend to an interference in the internal affairs of the

republic, and which are no less injurious to the French
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nation as to its government, than it would be to England

and His Majesty if a sort of invitation were held out

in favour of that republican government of which

England adopted the forms in the middle of the last

century, or an exhortation to recall to the throne that

family whom their birth had placed there, and whom
a revolution compelled to descend from it." He con-

cluded by proposing to put an immediate end to hostilities,

and to name plenipotentiaries to meet at once at Dunkirk

or some similar place. Grenville sent a bald and meagre

rejoinder saying, what was in fact untrue, that he had

no desire to prescribe to a foreign country the form of

its government, and refusing the offer.

We may assume from what we now know of the

character of Napoleon as it developed itself, that a

durable peace could not then have been concluded

;

but it is melancholy that Pitt, who had grasped at

hopes so much more slender, should have declined even

to entertain this solid proffer. He was willing to

negotiate in the succeeding August; but in January

the French Government was not sufficiently established.

On this point Fox was especially happy. "We must

keep Bonaparte some time longer at war as a state of

probation. Gracious God ! is war a state of probation 1

Is peace a rash system 1 Is it dangerous for nations

to live in amity with each other 1 Is your vigilance,

your policy, your common powers of observation to

be relinquished by putting an end to the horrors of

war 1 Cannot this state of probation be as well under-

gone without adding to the catalogue of human suffering'!

But we must pause. What ! must the bowels of Great

Britain be torn out/—her best blood be spilt, her treasure
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wasted, that you may make an ex^)eriment ? " After

pointing out that soldiers in other battles, such as

Blenheim, at least knew what they were fighting for,

he proceeded :
" But if a man were present now at a

field of slaughter, and were to inquire for what they

were fighting, ' Fighting
!

' would be the answer, * they

are not fighting, they are pausing.' 'Why is that man

expiring? Why is that other writhing with agony?

What means this implacable fury 1
' The answer must

be, * You are quite wrong, sir
;
you deceive yourself

;

they are not lighting; do not disturb them, they are

merely pausing ! This man is not expiring ^vith agony

—

that man is not dead—he is only pausing. Lord help

you, sir ! They are not angry with one another. They

have now no cause of quarrel, but their country thinks

there should be a pause,' " and so forth.

This volley of reason and pleasantry was all the

more stinging from being directed at what was, in-

deed, Pitt's real motive, (as we see in a letter to

Dundas of the 31st of December 1799), which was

to wait, or, as Fox would have said, to continue fight-

ing until the French Government was firmly estab-

lished. Nothing could be more impolitic than this

refusal, except the manner of it. If Bonaparte were

insincere, as was said, and only wished to make the

French believe that the wish for peace was on his side

and not on ours, the negative upon negotiation was

playing his game. If he were sincere, the responsibility

of the GovernmenL was unbounded. Moreover, there

was the advantage of dealing w^th a strong administra-

tion, even if its durability was insufficiently proved. It

must, however, be acknowledged that the reception of

L
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peace proposals in France had hitherto been far from

encouraging ; that the dealings of the French mth other

nations even in the act of treaty did not inspire con

fidence ; and that the course of negotiation in the suc-

ceeding August shows that Bonaparte rather desired to

snap an advantage by parley, than to establish anything

like a durable peace.

In 1800, the Austrians, after a succession of disasters,

were compelled to conclude an armistice ; and Pitt again

made overtures for peace through Lord Minto, our am-

bassador at Vienna, so that a settlement might be arrived

at in conjunction with Austria, and not by separate

negotiation. But the preliminary conditions of the

French stipulated that they should be allowed to send

supplies, while negotiations were pending, to their army

in Egypt, and to their garrison in Malta, which were

blockaded by our fleets. This would have deprived the

British Government of the only trumps in their hand.

The opportunity, therefore, if it was one, again passed

away. But it elicited a curious minute from Dundas,

showing the fierce divisions that existed in the Cabinet

on foreign policy. He traces no less than four

factions in a cabinet of a dozen persons, ranging from

Windham, the rei)resentative of Burke, the apostle of

holy and eternal war with the Revolution, to the less

exalted views of Pitt, who was anxious for peace on any

decent terms. These differences were not abstract, but

practical and incessant. It is clear, therefore, that Pitt

must not merely have overridden some of his colleagues

in his negotiations, but looked to a certain break up of

his Cabinet, had they been successful. It is necessary

to note that, while the negotiations were proceeding,
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Malta fell into the hands of the English (September

1800).

Austria was more successful. She concluded peace

at Lun6ville in February 1801. That peace, vA^hicb

marks the termination of the Second Coalition, coincides

with Pitt's retirement from office.



CHAPTER IX

PITT AS A WAR MINISTER

The notable points of these years as regards Pitt'a

conduct of the war and of foreign policy are these :—his

two endeavours to combine Eiu-ope against the common

enemy ; his constant anxiety for peace ; the four direct

overtures which he made with that object ; the almost

uniform success of the enemy on land, and the uniform

triumph of our arms at sea ; finally, the dictatorship

with which the country wisely entrusted him, which

enabled him to overrule the dissensions of the Cabinet

and carry on war, if not triumphantly, at any rate ^vith

more success than would otherwise have been possible

under the conditions royal, aristocratic, and traditional,

which so hampered our efforts.

Pitt's war policy was twofold : it was a naval and

colonial policy, it was also one of subsidy. His enter-

prises by land were neither numerous nor successful.

There he spent himself in scattered and isolated efforts,

costly both in money and life. It was calculated that

these expeditions had, at the Peace of Amiens, cost us no

less than 1350 officers and 60,000 men. But our fleet

swept the seas ; and swept all hostile colonies into our

net. Something falls now to be said of his subsidies.
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At first sight subsidies have a crude appearance, nor

have they agreeable associations. They are apt to recall

the time when degenerate emperors were buying oflf

hungry barbarians, or the doles that Charles and James

11. received from Louis XIV. But they must be judged

on their separate merits. A nation that conducts its

main operations by sea, and endeavours also to stimu-

late hostilities by land, has hardly any choice in the

matter. She has, on this presumption, no spare army to

send ; and she must contribute something more sub-

stantial than goodwill or despatches. Pitt, it must be

remembered, was in the position of being at war with

an enemy of more than twenty-seven millions with

many vassal states, though the population of Britain

was little more than ten millions, while that of Ireland

at her side could only be reckoned to the enemy. His

policy of subsidies was, therefore, a necessity ; for, while

the population of France was eminently warlike, that of

England was relatively rich. The essential point, how-

ever, in advancing money under these conditions, is to

receive in return the services for which the payment is

made. This is a precaution not free from difficulty ; and

so Pitt found it.

His subsidies were of two kinds : guaranteed loans

or direct gifts, though they were only different in form,

as the result to the taxpayer was the same in either

case. Of the first description there were two. One

was a loan of £4,600,000, made in 1795, under an Act

passed to give effect to a Convention between Great

Britain and the Emperor of Germany, dated on the 4th of

May 1795. By this instrument it had been stipulated

that, in consideration of the maintenance by Austria of
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200,000 iroops in the war against P^rance, Great Britain

should guarantee the interest on this loan. As, after

the first two years, Austria was unable to provide the

requisite sum, the burden henceforth fell on the British

Exchequer. This guarantee Fox describes as " the

most imprudent measure, all things considered, that ever

was carried through."

Again, a similar Convention was concluded on the

16th of May 1797, and a loan of £1,620,000 made on the

same conditions. But the charge fell entirely on the

British Exchequer, as Austria was unable to pay any-

thing. Besides these loans, it may be of interest to add ^

a list of the subsidies which were gifts during Pitt's

governments, as furnished to Parliament in 1815.

But the subsidies, though considerable, formed of

course only a small fraction of the cost of the war. On

this point something must now be said.

The total addition made to the capital liabilities of

the State between the 1st of February 1793 and the

17th of March 1801 amounted in stock to £325,221, 460.^

Stock, however, did not constitute the whole liability.

For, in addition to stock, subscribers often received,

as part of their security, a certain amount of ter-

minable annuities. These terminable annuities, (which

expired in 1860), were known as the "Long An-

nuities " ; and their capital value, if computed at a

rate of 5 per cent interest, may be taken to amount to

£9,323,976 at the end of the eighth year of war (1800-1).

Thus Pitt increased the capital liabilities of the State

for war purposes in the course of those years by a total

sum of £334,525,436. But it must be remembered,

^ Setj Appendix A. - Soe Appendix B.
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that, during all this period, Pitt's Sinking Fund was at

work. While he was borrowing with one hand, with

the other he was still setting aside large sums for the

redemption of debt by the piu-chase of stock. The stock,

therefore, acquired during this period by the National

Debt Commissioners, amounting to £42,515,832,^ must

be deducted from the total liabilities, if it is desired

to ascertain the burden that the war during these years

laid upon posterity. The result of the deduction gives a

net total of £292,009,604 as the war burden permanently

imposed by Pitt in his first and main administration. ^

Of these 334J millions Pitt only received about 200

millions in cash. He borrowed in a stock of a low denom

ination; and, as in January 1797, for example, the 3

per cents fell to 47, it may readily be imagined at what

a sacrifice of capital value the loans were raised. For

this he has been much blamed. It has been said that

he should have borrowed in stock of a denomination

more nearly corresponding to the actual credit of the

State ; by which method the capital would not have

been swollen to such an inordinate extent, and the

generation responsible for the war would have borne a

fairer share of the burden. The answer to this criticism,

though convincing enough, would require too much

spaciousness of detail to be given here. This much

may, however, be said, that Pitt had no choice. He

was borrowing on a scale unknown in the history of the

world ; and he had to borrow, not in accordance with his

own views, but with those of the lenders. He made

repeated attempts to borrow at 5 and 4 per cent, but

^ See Appendix B.
2 The further additions made to the debt by Mr. Pitt in his

second administration will also be found in Appendix B.
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met with no response. For his very first loan, raised

within a few weeks of the declaration of war, he received

tenders from only one set of persons, w^ho insisted

on 3 per cents. When, again, he funded the Navy

and Exchequer Bills in 1796, he offered options in 3,

4, and 5 per cent stock. According to the market

price, the option in 5 per cents was the most favour-

able to the lender; but 85 per cent was taken in 3

per cent stock, and only 1 1 per cent in 5 per cent stock.

There is overwhelming evidence to show that he

repeatedly did all in his power to stimulate public com-

petition, and to raise liis loans in stock of a higher de-

nomination. Such stock, however, not only commanded

less popularity, but had relatively a less marketable

value, owing to its liability to be redeemed on the

conclusion of peace and the return of better credit.

Consequently, it is open to question whether Pitt would

have done better for posterity, even if he had succeeded

in borrowing by methods different to those to which

he had to resort. Indeed, a high financial authority

—

Mr. Newmarch— in an interesting monograph on this

subject, demonstrates, by actuarial calculations, that

borrowing in 3 per cent stock as compared with 5 per

cent stock was in reality an economy. However that

may be, the plain truth is, that, having to appeal to a

limited and abnormal market, Pitt w^as in no sense

master of the situation ; and that, had he not offered

the temptation of stock which was certain to rise sooner

or later in capital value, he could not have secured the

requisite means for carrying on the war.

Another cognate objection is that he ought to have

raised more by taxation within the year and depended
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less on loans. There was no more strenuous upholder

of this doctrine than Pitt himself. He explored and

attempted every source of taxation. He added repeatedly

to existing taxes. He even appealed to voluntary con-

tribution ; by which he obtained more than two millions

sterling in 1798, and a further sum in 1799. He intro-

duced such fertile expedients as the legacy duty, which

he borrowed from Holland in 1796.^ In 1796 he took

the desperate measiu'e of trebling the assessed taxes

(when the familiar phrase of the " pleasure horse " made

perhaps its first appearance) ; and when this impost fell

short of expectations, finding that " the resources of taxa-

tion were failing under him," he boldly carried through

an income tax of minute and complicated graduation in

an oration "which," said a competent French writer,

Mallet du Pan, who heard it, " is not a speech spoken by

the minister; it is a complete course of public economy;

a work, and one of the finest works, upon practical and

theoretical finance that ever distinguished the pen of a

philosopher and statesman."

Mr. Gladstone demonstrated in a speech fully worthy

of this description that, had Pitt im,posed the income tax

in 1 7 93 instead of 1 7 98, there need have been no debt at all.

But he would be the first to admit that what was possible

in 1798 would not have been possible in 1793 ; that what

was practicable in the fifth year of war would not have

been practicable in the first ; and that it was not until all

other possible soiu*ces of taxation had run dry that he

could have persuaded the country to accept a severe

^ There are no fewer than three claimants for the honour of

having called Pitt's attention to these duties : Miles, Harris, and a

Mr. Lamb.
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and graduated income tax. It was only when the trebling

of the assessed taxes had failed, that he determined to

attain, by a direct impost, his avowed object, of taking a

tenth of the income of the country. The net of the tax

was extremely wide, and the mesh extremely small. It

operated on incomes of no more than £60 a yesiv, which

were mulcted at the rate of twopence in the pound. The

tax proceeded by a minute and complicated scale ; each

<£5 of additional income being taxed at a different rate

until £200 was reached. From incomes of £200 a year

and upwards Pitt boldly took his tenth. The imposition

and acceptance of a tithe so novel and exasperating

shows sufficiently that all that taxation could do was

done, as well as the anxiety of Pitt and his genera-

tion to bear the fullest possible proportion of the burden

of the war.

Another criticism of a directly opposite import has been

raised against him. He has been accused of unduly adding

to that burden by keeping up the charge for the Sinking

Fund. The main reason for his doing this is that which

would have prevented his proposing the income tax in

1793. He was convinced that the war would be so

short, that it would not be worth while to derange his

scheme of redemption on that account. It is clear from

his speech of the 11th of March 1793, as well as from

other indications, that he thought it highly improbable

that hostilities could continue beyond that year. This

expectation was based entirely on the financial condition

of France. It would, therefore, have been extravagant,

in his judgment, to interrupt a beneficial sequence of

fifteen years, for a iew months of incidental warfare.

Financially, his calculation was correct ; but, politically,
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he was trying to compute a tornado. Nor did these

sanguine hopes abate, as the war proceeded. Each year,

each month was to be the last. And even had it been

otherwise, it may well be that he would have been

reluctant to dispel that mirage, which induced the

population to bear taxation readil}^, under the belief

that a magic machinery was producing gold as fast as

it was spent. The Sinking Fund, in fine, inspired

confidence, and enabled the nation to endure with

cheerfulness the burden of what he believed would be a

short war.

It is, therefore, probable that, in spite of the large-

ness of the figures, Pitt's finance was well and wisely

managed; that, looking indeed to the monetary and

political conditions of his time, he achieved as much

both in annual payment and in economy of borrowing

as could well have been accomplished. That he managed

this, too, without crushing commerce by taxation is evi-

dent from the fact that our imports and exports went on

mounting during the war, in spite of deficient harvests,

^vith reassuring elasticity. In the year ending January

5, 1793, the total value of all imports into Great Britain

had been £19,659,358 ; and on an average of six years end-

ing at that date £18,685,390. In the year ending January

5, 1799, it was £25,654,000, and on an average of the

six years then ending £22,356,296, showing an increase

as between the two years of £5,994,642, and as between

the two averages of £3,670,906. The total value of the

exports of British manufactures in the year ending

January 5, 1793, had been £18,336,851 ; on the six years'

average £14,771,049. The comparative figures in 1799

were £19,771,510, and £17,154,323, showing an increase
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of £1,434,659 and £2,383,274 respectively. Of foreign

merchandise exported in the year ending January 5,

1793, the value was £6,568,000, and in the six years the

average had been £5,468,014 ; the corresponding figures

in 1799 were £14,028,000 and £10,791,000, showing an

increase of £7,460,000 and £5,322,986 respectively. It

might be said of him, as the grateful citizens of London

recorded of his father, that under his administration

commerce had been united with and made to flourish

by war.

But it is not possible to discuss Pitt's war administra-

tion, which has been so bitterly attacked, merely by

laying down general principles. It must be considered

as a concrete record of achievement and failure. As

regards the minor and military part, it may at once

be admitted to be unsuccessful, and want of success

may be held at once to damn it. But the circumstances

must be borne in mind. Pitt's catamarans and martello

towers must not be compared with torpedoes and

Brialmont turrets. It must be remembered that he

was dealing with dupes or invalids or self-seekers on

the one hand ; and with a cosmopolitan convulsion,

embodied in a secular genius, on the other. The French

Revolution, to borrow Canning's fine figure, was a

deluge which submerged the ancient monarchies of

Europe ; it was long before their spires and turrets

emerged once more above the subsiding wave. Most

European Courts beheld it in the spirit of wreckers.

While Pitt was planning how to check the torrent,

they were speculating on the value of its flotsam and

jetsam. His and their professed objects were the same
;

their real aims were totally diflerent and incompatible
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Pitt was, as it were, heading a crusade \vqth a force of

camp followers. They took his money, and laughed in

their sleeve. He could not believe that they were

insensible to their real interest or their real danger.

It is probable that some Pompeians saw in the great

eruption an admirable opportunity for shop-lifting; so

it was, but it cost the depredators their lives. Pitt

saw the real peril, though he succeeded neither in

averting it, nor in alarming the princes of Europe

;

they deceived him and themselves, and were over-

whelmed.

Europe was rotten. The decay had been demon-

strated in France, but the fact was universal. The old

systems were moth-eaten. The Holy Roman Empire,

never very puissant, crumbled like a corpse under the

new light. Prussia, so arduously constructed by the

unwearied vigilance of genius, had withered under the

single reign of an extravagant voluptuary. Spain was a

name, and Italy a geographical expression. Great Britain

was neither sound nor particularly great. The nations

were indeed a dominant force, but the governments

which acted in their name were either unrepresentative

or futile. Pitt recognised this after Ulm, when he said

that nothing more could be hoped of the sovereigns

—

there must be a war of peoples. A few weeks after-

wards, the overthrow of the Emperors at Austerlitz con-

firmed his opinion ; Spain, then Russia, then Germany,

were to fulfil his prophecy.

But it was the governments that Pitt headed.

And, if he could not calculate on the selfish ineptitude,

which distinguished, not the peoples, but the courts of

the continent, still less could he calculate on Napoleon.
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To that imperial intellect he had to oppose the state

craft of the Thuguts and the Cobenzels, the Lucchesini^

and the Haugwitzs, men pitiful at all times, contemptible

at such a crisis : and the military capacity of the aged

Melas, the hampered Archduke Charles, the incom-

prehensible Duke of Brunswick. He himself had no

generals. " I know not," said Lord North, when a list

of officers was submitted to him for the commands in

America, " I know not what effect these names may have

on the enemy, but I know they make me tremble." So*

with Pitt. He discovered the genius of Wellington, but

did not live to profit by it. He was obliged to employ

the Duke of York, or, as Lord Grenville said, " some old

woman in a red riband." Nothing perhaps could have

availed against Napoleon, for two Napoleons do not

coexist. But Europe never had a fair chance.

It is also just to remark that, while Pitt's efforts on

land were generally futile, he was uniformly successful

at sea. If France held one element, England held the

other. If the responsibility of the one be debited to

him, the responsibility of the other must be placed to

his credit. Even if it be said that these victories were

entirely due to the incalculable genius of Nelson, which

would not be true, it must be said that the defeats were

due to the incalculable genius of Napoleon ; so that the

one may be set against the other.

There was, however, another reason for the wide

difference between the results achieved by the army and

the navy in the last decade of the last century. The

army was essentially an aristocratic, and the navy a

comparatively democratic service. In the navy a man

of obscure origin could rise, and the area of choice was
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not limited by the circumstances of birth ; but in the

army, purchase and favour and lineage gave promotion.

Our admirals were not born in the purple. CoUingwood

was the son of a Newcastle merchant, Jervis of a

country lawyer, Nelson of a country parson. But

when our armies had to be sent into the field, it was

necessary that, if possible, a prince of the blood should

command them. A military command seemed to

require nothing more than exalted rank, or the seniority

which often spelt senility. It is difficult to apportion

the blood - guiltiness of this proceeding or tradition.

Pitt at any rate informed George III. that, so far as

the Duke of York was concerned, it could not con-

tinue. The King acquiesced with real anguish as a

father, and perhaps as a sovereign ; but solaced himself

by telling Pitt that it was not his son, but Pitt's brother,

then at the head of the Admiralty, who was responsible

for our disasters. What chance had armies, thus guided

by indolence or hazard, against legions of veterans, to

whom war was a business and a passion, many of whom
had risen, and all of whom looked to rise, by merit ? The

English generals were brave, and the Duke of York had

gallant qualities. But they were engaged in a struggle

where this was not enough. The disparity extended from

the leaders to the ranks. " The French system of con-

scription brings together a fair specimen of all classes

;

oiu" army is composed of the scum of the earth—the mere

scum of the earth," said the Duke of Wellington, with

more accuracy than gratitude. So it was, and so it was

treated. Largely recruited from the refuse of humanity,

it was scourged and bullied and abused as if outside

humanity. And these were the soldiers we opposed to
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the regiments in which Ney and Hoche and iMaasena

served as privates.

These explanations and reserves are not intended to

prove that Pitt was a great War IVIinister. In that

respect it may be said that he has been much under-

rated without asserting that he was a born organiser of

victory. He had dauntless spirit, he had unfailing

energy, he evoked dormant resource, he inspired con-

fidence ; but his true gifts were for peace. The signal

qualities which he had shown in administration did not

help him on this new stage. Unsupported and over-

weighted as he was, he could not in any case have

succeeded. Nor in all probability could the greatest of

War Ministers,—not Chatham, not Bismarck. It must

be repeated again and again that, locked in a death

grapple ^\^th the French Revolution, he was struggling

with something superhuman, immeasurable, incalculable.

We do not read that the wisest and the mightiest in

Egypt were able to avail, when the light turned to dark

ness and the rivers to blood.



CHAPTER X

DOMESTIC POLICY

During these years of struggle, Pitt was compelled to

allow all measures of social progress to remain in abey-

ance. The note of his domestic policy was to avoid any

measure that could embarrass the efficient conduct of the

war. That, however short it might be in his anticipa-

tion, would in any case require the undivided energies

of the country. He had no choice, as has been seen, but

to go to war. Suppose that, having done so, he had

devoted his energies not to the war, but to measures of

emancipation and reform, and had split Parliament,

which in a war should be unanimous, into half a dozen

parties, would he have done better t War is a hideous

engrossing fact ; it cannot be paltered with. Too much

or too little, as Burke said of property, is treason against

it ; it must have all ; every nerve, every muscle, every

fibre. And the nation that gives its whole immediate

energy to the war it has in hand will have an in-

calculable advantage over the nation to whom it is

merely an expensive incident, dividing its attention

with a number of other agitating, and absorbing

problems.

M
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Parliamentary reform was, no doubt, loudly and

justly demanded. But, while, on the one hand, the

enthusiasm of the French Revolution would have de-

manded a larger measure than Pitt would have granted,

the far more general reaction against anything in the

shape of change would have denied anything. Reformers

then insisted on more than we, after a century of agita-

tion, have attained. To move in the matter, then, could

only provoke irritating and fruitless dissension, perhaps

disabling anarchy, when the union of the nation was the

first necessity. It was absurd to discuss annual parlia-

ments when the Gaul was at our
,
gates. It was indis-

pensable to check the French revolutionary propaganda,

of which these proposals were only an instalment, and

which were really aimed at the subversion of the entire

constitution of which Pitt was the official trustee.

Heavy taxation for war with little apparent result, and

the maintenance of a narrow system against a popular

and reasonable demand for reform, soon bear fruit in

what is called coercion. And to coercion Pitt was

compelled to resort.

It has been said that the period from 1789 to January

1793—the first part of the French Revolution—was one,

not of coercion, but of almost competing liberalism. It

is true, no doubt, that in May 1792 a royal proclamation

had been issued, warning the people against seditious

writings ; and another in December of the same }^ear

had called out the militia as a precaution against the

intrigues of "evil -disposed persons acting in concert

with persons in foreign parts " ; but these edicts could

scarcely be considered as other than storm signals.

Even the Alien Bill, which was introduced in 1792
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as a measure directed against revolutionary propa-

gandism, though severe and harassing to foreigners,

was* not extraordinary, when the circumstances and

opinions of the time are considered. These measures

were, however, followed up by frequent press prosecu-

tions ; and juries competed in finding persons guilty of

sedition on the thinnest evidence, or on no evidence at

all.

More especially was this the case in Scotland, where

the judges hounded on the prosecutions; and where

Braxfield attempted, not without success, to rival the

fame of Jeffreys. The discontent here stopped little

short of rebellion. A Convention sate in Edinburgh,

which scarcely disguised revolutionary aims. So far as

parliamentary representation was concerned, the malcon-

tents were fully justified ; their grievance in that respect

was immeasurably greater than that of Ireland, for they

had lost their own parliament, and had no real repre-

sentation in any other. But, had their complaints been

less founded, disaffection would have been justified by

the measures taken against them. A brilliant young

advocate named Muir, arraigned as a member of the

Convention and as a promoter of parliamentary reform,

was condemned to transportation for fourteen years.

Palmer, a clergyman, was sentenced to seven years'

transportation for circulating a paper in favour of

parliamentary reform. Skirving, for being concerned

in the same address and in the Convention, was trans-

ported for fourteen years. Margarot and Gerrald, the

London delegates to the Convention, received a like

punishment. These trials sank deep into the minds of

the Scottish people. Half a century afterwards, a
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memorial was erected to the victims on one of the

loftiest sites in Edinburgh ; while Fox expressed in an

ejaculation what is still thought of those who sentenced

them :
" God help the people who have such judges."

So far, these prosecutions had proceeded under the

ordinary law. But, in May 1794, a royal message was

communicated to Parliament, calling its attention to cer-

tain papers that were to be laid before it. A secret com-

mittee was appointed in both Houses. Reports were

issued by each to the efifect that a traitorous conspiracy

existed for purposes of revolution. The Habeas Corpus

Act was instantly suspended. In that year Watt, who

had been a spy, was tried and executed in Scotland for

high treason ; nor, indeed, did he deny that his de-

signs were rebellious, though the plot was on so small a

scale that it might well have been treated as venial. In

England, on the other hand, a few weeks later, Hardy,

Home Tooke, and others were brought to trial on the same

charge and acquitted. Nothing apparently in the natui-e

of treason was proved against them ; they had merely

combined for purposes of reform ; and they derived an

agreeable satisfaction from summoning Pitt and Rich-

mond to testify to their own former participation in

similar aspirations. These acquittals cleared the air.

They showed, on the one hand, that the alarms of Parlia-

ment had been exaggerated ; and on the other, that in

England, at any rate, justice was still pure and unbiassed.

In 1795, the suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act

was renewed, and it was continued till 1801. In this

year the King, on the opening of Parliament, was shot

at and pelted ; his coach was wrecked. These outrages

were followed by a Treasonable Practices Bill and a
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Seditious Meetings Bill. Both measures were interfer-

ences with the liberty of a subject, which only the last

extreme of necessity could justify. The first indefinitely

enlarged the category of treasonable ofi'ences, and dis-

pensed with proof of any overt act of treason; the

second forbade all public meetings of more than fifty

persons without the superintendence of a magistrate,

and contained other clauses of a similar tendency.

These bills were voted by great majorities. In 1799,

an Act was passed for putting an end to various

societies, and forbidding the formation of others under

specified conditions. Regulations and restrictions and

taxation were also imposed on the press. For some

years past steps had been taken with the special object

of restraining the circulation of cheap newspapers, of

which these burdens were the complement. These various

proceedings gave Fox a great advantage, of which he

nobly availed himself. Though he thundered in vain

against the enactment of such laws, his speeches remain,

and embody in the most exact and stirring terms the

large polity of a free people. In half a dozen words he

laid down the fundamental principle of liberal policy.

"Liberty is order," said he, "liberty is strength."

It is not easy in cold blood to defend these pro-

clamations and prosecutions and bills. Still less easy

is it for a generation that has so often resorted to

coercion to criticise them. Ever since the death of

Pitt, all English governments have at times adopted

those exceptional measures for which their supporters

are so apt to censure him. But he can only be held

partly responsible. In Scotland, the ruling and lan-

guage of the judges were largely answerable. In
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England, the early findings of juries under the ordinary

law pointed in the same direction. For the extra*

ordinary laws Parliament itself bears the burden. Its

secret committees and reports made it impossible for

any minister to refrain from proposing coercion bills.

The scandal and terror caused by the assault on the

King were the cause of others. But more must be

acknowledged than this. These laws were passed, and

these prosecutions instituted, under the ignorant ferocity

of panic. The extremity and brutality of that panic

can perhaps best be realised in the accounts of the

Birmingham riots, of which Catherine Hutton, one

of the chief sufferers, has left so graphic a narrative.

The French Revolution was a new portent; none

could measure it, nothing could be predicated with

regard to it; its teiTors consisted not merely in the

success of its arms, but in the ramifications of its

proselytism. Before any exceptional measures were

taken, it was encouraging revolt in England, promising

support to rebellion, and receiving disaffection with

cordiality and honour. To this the English response

took the form of some conspiracies, real, though no

doubt exaggerated; but in the main of an intense

reaction and dismay. " Repression and severity," says

so stout a Whig as Erskine May, "were popular and

sure of cordial support."

Mr. Massey supplies from secret records the exact

moment when the masculine mind of Pitt succumbed

to the plots and rumours of plots with which he

was encompassed. In December 1792 three thousand

daggers had been discovered at Birmingham ; one of

them had been flung by Burke on the floor of the
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House of Commons. The Government had convincing

evidence, or evidence which at any rate convinced them,

that this v/as only a part of a vast and imminent con-

spiracy. The Cabinet sate till four in the morning.

When it had dispersed, Pitt still bent bro.oding over

the fire. Presently he asked the under secretary, who

was in attendance, what he thought of the situation

;

and added, " Probably by this time to-morrow we may

not have a hand to act or a tongue to utter." Nor did

the gravity of his apprehensions diminish with time. He

told Wellesley and Wilberforce in 1795 that, were he to

resign, his head would be oif in six months ; and, shortly

afterwards, when Wilberforce borrowed Pitt's carriage,

he was informed that, were it recognised, its occupant

ran the risk of being murdered. When once Pitt yielded

to the public sentiment in this matter, there could be

neither pause nor limit. The public in its terror called

for more and more ; Parliament passed every repressive

measui'e with something like acclamation ; it was not

the coercion of a people by a government, it was the

coercion of a government by the people.

It must, further, be admitted that later ministries

have departed from the ordinary law with much less

reason. While we were struggling for bare existence

with the most formidable enemy that England has ever

had to face—an enemy fighting not with armies and fleets

alone, but with every art of seduction—we had one-third

of our population, that of Ireland, arrayed in avowed

disaffection ; Scotland was combustible and explosive

;

and it was impossible to speak with confidence of the

population of England. All that was known was an

enormous sale of the works of Paine, an extensive
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manufactory of secret arms, a considerable and indefin-

able amount of furtive organisation. It was as usual

the unknown, the suspected, that was terrible. At any

moment we might find the very ground that we were

defending from France crumble beneath us. Discon-

tent might burst forth somewhere ; and once in view,

who could tell, with bad harvests and heavy taxes and

press - gangs to foster it, how far it might extend 1

Making the best front we could against an overwhelming

enemy, we might find the country in flames behind us.

In so dark and desperate a juncture, men act and strike

blindly. In face of so present a peril, it is not the minister

who is master. He only attempts to keep his feet in

front of a tempestuous crowd ; and his responsibility in

case of mishap is terrible. It may be that exceptional

measiu-es of repression can never be justified. If they

can, the justification can only be concrete, can only rest

on a solid base of formidable circumstance. If they

ever can, a fair plea can be advanced for Pitt ; for the

crisis was incalculable. And if they cannot, it is difli-

cult for any extant political party in England to censure

him. But the truth, with or without apology, may be

best expressed by saying that, while the torrent of the

French Revolution demolished monarchy in France, its

back-eddies swept Pitt and England into reaction.

Even in this dire time of distress, he turned from a

state of war, external and intestine, to those eternal

problems where policy and humanity work side by side.

Whitbread had brought forward a Bill for regulating

and fixing a minimum of wages. Pitt recalled the

House to a juster view of political economy. He

believed that the true course was to allow the price
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of labour to find its own level, and that this would

best be promoted by a reform of the poor-laws ; more

especially of that law of settlement which prevented

the workman from taking his industry to the best

market. But, passing from this criticism, he proceeded

to deal earnestly and exhaustively with the whole

question of the condition of the poor. He admitted

a vast ill, and suggested various remedies, which on a

later day he embodied in a measure.

He had spared, he said, no pains to collect informa-

tion on the subject ; and there is a curious tradition as

to this. It is said, that on a visit in Essex, (possibly to

Shortgrove, the house of his private secretary, Joseph

Smith), he was descanting on the prosperity of the

country and on the comfort enjoyed by the working

classes. His host answered nothing ; but took him

next day to the town of Halsted. The minister

surveyed it in silent wonder, and declared that he

had no conception that any part of England could pre-

sent a spectacle of such misery. The scene produced

a deep impression on his mind; he at once addressed

himself to the question ; and not long afterwards he

took the opportunity of Whitbread's motion to deliver

this sympathetic and thoughtful speech on the condi-

tion of the poor; through even the meagre reports of

which there breathes a warm spirit of earnestness and

humanity, unlike the political deliverances of that day.

He followed it up with a Bill, full of novel and com-

prehensive propositions : so novel and comprehensive,

indeed, that, after several alterations, it sank over-

weighted beneath the parliamentary wave. A vast new

system was to be created ; a hierarchy of Justices and
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Wardens and Guardians. In every parish or group oi

parishes were to be established Schools of Industry,

which were in fact what we have since known aa

Ateliers Nationaux. Their conditions were to be

settled to some extent by Parish Councils ; but they

were in all cases to furnish work for the destitute poor.

The Justices and other authorities were to have nearly

the powers of a private employer of labour in regard to

them. They were to buy materials ; they were to sell

the manufactured article ; they were to fix the rate of

wages. They could build or hire warehouses; they

could buy or hire land. They could enclose and culti-

vate commons for the support of the workers in the

Schools of Industry. Moreover, in every parish or

union, a friendly society was to be established. Persons

also, having more than two children, or, in the case of a

widow, one child, were entitled to claim exceptional

relief. A certain amount of visible property was not to

debar a person from receiving parochial aid. There

were, indeed, some 130 clauses more or less. One

—

perhaps the most daring in those days—provided that

money might be advanced, in deserving cases, for the

purchase of a cow or some other animal producing

profit. Bentham, in his criticisms on the measure,

urged that a cow required three acres of grass, and

asked whence these were to come. Though the ques-

tion was not answered, the proposal will be recognised

as the germ of a proverbial policy.

There was a certain crudity in the measure, which

makes it all the more remarkable as a sterling and

strenuous endeavour to grapple with a great question,

without deference to tradition or precedent ; and it
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affords a view of Pitt's character which can nowhere else

be found. To some of us it is the most interesting

view. For in the boldness of this Bill, in its compre-

hensiveness, in its very immaturity, we see the desperate

effort of a man to break through the bonds of circum-

stance and tradition, through that thin red tape which

is mightier than chains, in order to raise his race.

Failures of this kind are sometimes more impressive and

more honourable than the most polished masterpiece of

the parliamentary draughtsman.

The Bill was constantly revised; but the mordant

animadversions of Bentham, which, though not published

at the time, were communicated and circulated, dis-

heartened the Government. It was probably felt that,

if to various vested interests the hostility of philo-

sophical radicalism were added, there could be no hopes

for the measure, at a time when all novel propositions

were discountenanced as dangerous ; but men will long

look back with admiration to the hearty spirit, the

freedom from conventionality or prejudice, and the

genuine sympathy which animate its clauses.



CHAPTER XI

IRELAND

But the greatest of Pitt's domestic difficulties has

been left to the last. Throughout the whole period of

the war, he had by his side the gaunt spectre of the

Irish question in its most menacing and formidable

shape ; an aspect which it retains to this hour. It has

never passed into history, for it has never passed out of

politics. To take a simile from a catastrophe of nature

less ruinous and less deplorable, the volcano that caused

that eruption is still active ; beneath the black crust the

lava torrent burns ; so that the incautious explorer who

ventures near the crater finds the treacherous surface

yield, and himself plunged in the fiery marl of contem-

porary party strife. No number of previous volumes

will suffice to ballast or preserve the innocent investi-

gator ; his fate is certain and foreseen ; for, the moment

his foot rests on 1795 he irresistibly slips on to 1886
;

and rebounding from 1886, he is soon soused in 1891.

Happily, however, it is only necessary, for the present

piu-pose, to consider the actual personal contact of Pitt

with Irish affairs, and not to deal with their general phases

and eff'ects ; although, even thus, there are episodes
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SO controversial that they cannot be treated so concisely

as those in regard to which there is less dispute.

It is needful to remember that Pitt, after the rejection

of his commercial schemes in 1785, appeared to despair

of a change of system. He sent over Viceroys and

Chief Secretaries to occupy Dublin Castle and accept

its traditions—Buckinghams and Westmorelands, Fitz-

herberts and Hobarts ; but he turned his own attention,

perforce, elsewhere. Then came the Eegency question

;

when the action of the Irish Parliament indicated

dangerous possibilities under the settlement of 1782,

—

contingencies, which once more directed men's minds

towards a Union, and furnished arguments in its favour

not easy to meet in those times of perpetuaj apprehen-

sion and peril.

The next stage in Irish politics is the emancipation

of the Roman Catholics in 1792 and 1793; when

measures were passed, which, by admitting the Catholic

peasantry to the parliamentary suffrage and to juries,

and by relieving them from all property disabilities,

exhausted, for the time at any rate, their interest in

that question. The delay in granting a full emancipa-

tion subsequently gave the admission of Catholics to

Parliament and to office, no doubt, considerable im-

portance. But it was accompanied by a reversal of the

enfranchisement of 1793, and was therefore so much

the less a popular boon than the Acts passed by Pitt.

To say that they were passed by Pitt is but the strictest

truth ; for it was only owing to the persistent pressure

of Pitt and Dundas that the violent hostility of the

Irish Government was overcome. " I do not believe,"

writes the Viceroy with plaintive acrimony as regarda
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even the minor measure of 1792, "there was ever an

instance in any country of such a sacrifice of private

judgment to the wishes of His Majesty " (meaning of

course the British Government) "as by the Irish minis-

ters in the present concession." While this was the act

of Pitt and Dundas alone, it may be noted that, after

the admission of the Whigs, the official protectors of

the Catholics, to the Cabinet in the ensuing year,

nothing more was done for their benefit.

It was in July 1794, as has been seen, that the

Portland Whigs joined Pitt. The Duke, their leader,

in this rearrangement obtained the Home Secretaryship
;

under which department Ireland was then directly, as it is

now more nominally, placed. It was also arranged that,

so soon as a new opening could be found for Lord

Westmoreland, Fitzwilliam should succeed him as Vice-

roy of Ireland. In this way the two official heads of

Ireland would be Whig, under of course the general

superintendence of the Cabinet; but it was expressly

stipulated that there should be no change of system;

and that, in fact, Irish policy should be continuous with

that previously pursued by the Government.

We are told that Fitzwilliam accepted the Lord Lieu-

tenancy after long hesitation and with great reluctance.

It must, on the other hand, be admitted that all the

facts point to an immediately opposite conclusion. He

discharged letters in every direction. He published his

nomination everywhere. He wrote, three months before

he was appointed, to offer Thomas Grenville the Chief

Secretaryship. He wrote at the same time to solicit

the support of Grattan, and to propose an immediate

conference ; so that Grattan came at once, accompanied
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by the Ponsonbys, and fiill of high hopes, to London.

So much did he put himself in Grattan's hands that,

after the disputes that ensued, he left to that statesman

the ultimate decision whether he should undertake the

Lord Lieutenancy or not. The news of his approaching

Viceroyalty became common property in Ireland. This

premature revelation, of an appointment in contempla-

tion but not actually settled, was the first of Fitz-

william's disastrous indiscretions. It gave a mortal

blow to whatever reputation for prudence he may have

possessed, and led directly to the unhappy catastrophe

which followed. But he did not limit himself to words.

He determined to remove Fitzgibbon, the Chancellor,

the most powerful man in Ireland. He determined to

find high offices, at all costs and by the violent displace-

ment of some of Pitt's oldest adherents, for the two

Ponsonbys, the most prominent of the Irish Whigs.

By this time it is clear that Pitt was becoming

thoroughly alarmed at the precipitate proceedings of the

reversionary Lord Lieutenant. He had told Westmore-

land, the actual Viceroy, nothing of any alteration ; he did

not contemplate any immediate change of system ; least of

all, would he countenance the removal of the few devoted

adherents who had stood by him during the Regency

crisis of 1789. He now discovered to his dismay that

FitzWilliam had already formed his administration, was

announcing his policy, and proclaiming from the house-

tops his future achievements, which included the dis-

missal of Pitt's principal friends. He uttered a despairing

wish that the promised appointment could be annulled

;

but intimated that at any rate Fitzwilliam could only

go to Ireland on the condition that he gave satisfaction
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on these vital points. The new Whig ministers declared

they must resign. Pitt expressed his regret; but he

declared that it was impossible for him to consent to the

Chancellor's removal, or to leave " either him or any of

the supporters of the Government exposed to the risk of

the new system." " I oughts to add that the very idea

of a new system, (as far as I understand what is meant by

that term), and especially one formed without previous

communication or concert with the rest of the King's

servants here, or with the friends of Government in

Ireland, is in itself what I feel it utterly impossible to

accede to ; and it appears to me to be directly contrary

to the general principles on which our union was formed

and has hitherto subsisted." He had nothing to re-

proach himself with. If the worst came to the worst,

" I must struggle as well as I can with a distress which

no means are left me to avoid, without a sacrifice both

of character and duty." Grenville, one of Pitt's two

confidants in the Cabinet, was not less dismayed; for

the talk of new systems and a new predominance was

entirely strange to him, and resolutely repudiated by

him. At last there was a general explosion ; salutary,

as it would seem, for it disclosed and appeared to

settle the grounds of dispute. Pitt declared that Fitz-

william, in his various communications with parties in

Ireland, had entirely exceeded his powers, that nothing

would induce him to consent to Fitzgibbon's removal,

and that he could give no countenance to the idea that

Ireland was to be treated as a separate province, outside

the general control of the Government, under the

exclusive dominion of the Whig party.

Fitzwilliam appears to have thought that Ireland was
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made over to him, as were Lampsacus and Magnesia

to Themistocles for his bread and his wine ; and that

Pitt would have no more to do with its government and

the policy pursued there than with Finland or Languedoc.

This hallucination was due partly to the idiosyncrasy of

Fitzwilliam himself, but mainly to the strange proprietary

principles of government, to which allusion has already

been made, which were held consciously or unconsciously,

though quite conscientiously, by the Whig party.

Burke intervened at this juncture with letters of

passionate eloquence and pathos. It is scarcely possible

even now to read them unmoved. He acknowledged

that he was ignorant of the terms on which Portland

and his friends had entered the Government. He had

the highest opinion of Fitzwilliam, whose virtues he

once described as the highest and the most unmixed he

had ever known in man. Nevertheless, he admitted

that Fitzwilliam had acted with indiscretion, and that

Portland and he had put themselves in the wrong. At
first, then, he was doubtful as to what they should do.

But at last his mind seemed to be made up. He
despatched a letter on the 16th of October, in which he

solemnly summed up the situation. He wrote, he said, as

a dying man, with all the freedom and all the dispassionate

clearness of that situation, and declared, with "infinite

Borrow," "with inexpressible sorrow," that the Whigs
must resign. Four- days afterwards, he pronounced, in

a letter not less powerful or less pathetic, a directly

opposite opinion. If they went, they must be turned

out ; they must not resign. " Oh ! have pity on your-

selves," he broke forth, "and may the God whose

counsels are so mysterious in the moral world (even

N
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more than in the natural) guide you through all these

labyrinths." In truth, he himself was distracted by

contending dreads and scorns : with a living loathing of

the Irish system of corruption, but with that loathing

overborne by his mastering horror of the French Revolu-

tion. Eather than that a schism in the Government of

Great Britain should weaken the resistance to that

pestilence, let even Ireland stand aside. He was, in fact,

incapable of giving advice. That the terms on which

the Whigs joined Pitt did not include any new system

of men and measures was positively asserted by Gren-

ville, Avho was not merely a man of rigid veracity and

in the innermost secrets of the Cabinet, but a strong pro-

Catholic. Nor is there a particle of proof, or even

probability, thatihere was any such stipulation ; for we

may be sure that PitfXfould never have agreed to part

with so large and critical a part of his prerogative.

At last a settlement was arrived at. A final conference

was held, at which Pitt, Portland, Fitzwilliam, Spencer,

Windham, and Grenville were present ; that is to say,

Pitt and one follower with four Whigs. Every detail of

patronage and policy was exhaustively canvassed and

settled. The results were recorded in a sort of protocol,

preserved among the Pelham Papers. Fitzwilliam was

to go as Lord Lieutenant indeed; but on the explicit

understanding that there was to be no new system of

men or of measures in Ireland ; that he should, if possible,

prevent any agitation of the Catholic question during

the present session ; that, in any case, on that or any other

important measui*e he should transmit all the information

which he could collect with his opinion to the Cabinet
j

and that he should do nothing to commit the Govern-
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merit in such matters without fresh instructions. Thus,

one would have thought, was removed all possibility of

misunderstanding.

Here, however, was the fundamental mistake. It was

impossible for Fitzwilliam, after his detonations and

activities of the autumn, to prevent the agitation of the

Catholic question ; for he was the prime agitator. It

would have been as reasonable for Sir Robert Peel to

oflfer Cobden a seat in his cabinet on the condition that

he should exert his endeavours to prevent all agitation

for the repeal of the Corn Laws. Fitzwilliam for months

past had done nothing but announce his approaching

Lord Lieutenancy, and stir up the question. Naturally

he found Ireland already in a flame.

Nor did his official action allay it. He landed January

4,1795. The next day (Monday) he spent in bed. On the

Wednesday he summarily dismissed Beresford, a powerful

though subordinate officer, a main adviser in Pitt's

commercial propositions, and one of Pitt's confidential

agents ; who was not officially under the Lord Lieutenant

at all, but in the Treasury department, that is under

Pitt himself. This act, Pitt, who did not speak at

random, characterised as "an open breach of a most

solemn promise." Other dismissals followed. Cooke,

the Secretary for War, and Sackville Hamilton, the

Under Secretary of State, were promptly removed. It

was a clean sweep. Fitzgibbon alone remained ; and he

only because Fitzwilliam was specially pledged not to

remove him. Every faction in Ireland was astir. One

party was to be crushed ; the other party was to rule.

Those with whom Pitt had constantly co-operated in

Irish administration were in consternation ; for every
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act of the new Government was directed against them.

It was a coup d'Mat^ a stroke of State, justifiable and even

necessary on grounds of high State necessity, or on the

presumption of a revolution in policy; but only de-

fensible on such considerations, and even then to be

executed with care and judgment. It was, however,

wholly incompatible with the stipulation of Pitt that

there was to be no general change in administration or

of system; and with his declared, obvious policy to

keep clear of domestic embarrassment, when all his

energies were required for the war with France.

As to the condition with regard to the Catholics, it

would have been impossible to maintain it, even had

Fitzwilliam desired to do so. And from the day on which

he landed, he bombarded Portland with letters to press

for the immediate settlement of the question. To these

communications Portland for some weeks gave no reply

whatever. It is urged by Fitzwilliam's apologists that he

considered that silence gives consent : a proverb, doubt-

ful at all times, but preposterous as a political plea ; more

especially absurd, when it is relied upon for guidance in

defiance of definite instructions. Fitzwilliam asserted that

he was permitted to give the Catholic cause a " handsome

support," in case they were resolved to bring it forward.

The Government, on their side, declared that he was in no

way to commit them without fresh instructions. But, even

on the assumption that Fitzwilliam's interpretation was

correct, it is clear that such instructions would apply

only to a spontaneous movement, and not to one excited

by the Viceroy himself.

At last, on the 8th of February (1795) Portland wrote

to impress on Fitzwilliam the importance of giving no
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encouragement to the Catholics, and of not committing

himself in any way : the importance, in a word, of his

not doing all that he had been doing for a month.

On the 9th, Pitt himself wrote, complaining of

the dismissal of Beresford. On the 16th Portland

wrote to declare at length his views on the Catholic

question, and his entire disapproval of the policy of

emancipation at that time. A passage from this strictly

confidential despatch Fitzwilliam was afterwards so ill-

advised, to say the least, as to publish, with the most

disastrous results. Even now he did not resign, but

answered these communications at length. In his letter

to Pitt, he made the unfortunate assertion that Beresford

had been guilty of malversation ; a charge for which he

never produced the slightest evidence, and which in any

case he could scarcely have examined judicially in the

forty-eight hours that elapsed between his landing and

Beresford's dismissal. To Portland he reiterated long ex-

postulations on the Catholic question. In reply, Portland,

who it must be remembered was his party leader as well

as his administrative chief, wrote a curt note of censure.

The next day (Feb. 1 9) Fitzwilliam was recalled.

Never was there so hopeless a misunderstanding, or

one, after the general exchange of views in October, more

incomprehensible. Fitzwilliam published two pompous

pamphlets, and declared in his place in Parliament that

his recall was due to his having connected himself with

Grattan. The Government refused to discuss the matter

But it must be admitted that, untoward as was that event,

the person most responsible for Fitzwilliam's recall was,

as is generally the case in such removals, Fitzwilliam

himself. He seems to have been a man of generoua
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sympathies and honest enthusiasm ; but not less wrong

headed than headstrong ; absolutely devoid of judgment,

reticence, and tact. Two months before he set out, Pitt

had discovered this, and deplored the decision to send

him. His announcements of his appointment before it

was made, his unauthorised propaganda, his rash dis-

missals, his speeches, his protests, his publication from

confidential letters after his recall, betoken a man earnest,

intrepid, and single-minded, but singularly destitute of

the qualities required for a delicate and discretionary

mission.

The importance of his recall may easily be exag-

gerated, although it was, in truth, a political calamity.

Because it was followed by some miserable years, it has

been held to be the cause of the misery of those years.

This is surely a misstatement ; it was rather a landmark.

What in 1795 was called the Catholic question was

rather a sign of grace than a measure of real importance.

The mass of the Catholic peasantry already had the

franchise under the Emancipation Act of 1792-93,

and it imported little to them whether or not a

number of gentry of their own persuasion went up to

Dublin to be bought and sold at the Castle ; it has,

indeed, always been a matter of comparative indifference

to them whether they were led by Protestants or

Catholics. Nor can parliamentary reform, if we may
trust witnesses so intelligent and well informed as

Emmett and M'Nevin, be said to have been an object of

enthusiasm to the mass of the population. What pinched

the people were tithes and oppressive rents ; with this

distinction, that, whereas for rents they got something,

though perhaps not much, for tithes they got less thai)
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nothing. And what excited them were the new prospects

presented by the French Eevolution. The importance

of the recall of Fitzwilliam lies in the fact that he had,

however unwarrantably, excited hopes, not of emancipa-

tion and reform alone, but of a completely new system

;

hopes which were shattered by his peremptory removal.

So that the quick revulsion produced the blind fury of

despair.

The affair still remains obscui-e ; what is clear is that

which alone concerns these pages—the part and respon-

sibility of Pitt. It is evident that there was a total

misunderstanding; that there was a hopeless dis-

crepancy between the assertion of Fitzwilliam that

the removal of Beresford had been tacitly sanctioned

by Pitt beforehand, and Pitt's own statement that

he considered it a grave breach of a solemn engage-

ment ; that the views, declarations, and policy of Fitz-

william as to a new system of men and measures were

irreconcilable with those of Pitt and his colleagues. It

is only necessary, however, to produce one proof that

Pitt w^as in the right, though others are not wanting.

All Fitzwilliam's friends in the Cabinet, who loved

Fitzwilliam, who disliked and distrusted Pitt ; who had

entered the Government reluctantly, and who would

have embraced any fair opportunity of lea\dng it ; who

had been indeed on the brink of resignation with regard

to Irish affairs three months before,—all these men,

Portland and Windham, Spencer and Loughborough,

three of them men of the nicest honour, and cognisant

of the entire chain of agreements and events, all un-

hesitatingly took the part of Pitt against Fitzwilliam.

WTio, indeed, was the minister who, having obtained
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special responsibility for Ireland by the threat of resig-

nation, now recalled Fitzwilliam ? Who but Portland,

himself Fitzwilliam's political friend and chief. In that

very letter to Grattan which has been mentioned, of the

23d of August 1794, Fitzwilliam says, " I shall look to the

system of the Duke of Portland as the model by which

I shall regulate the general line of my conduct." Port-

land's lethargy had been blamable in the earlier stages

of the transaction. But he showed none now. This is

a circumstance which appears to bar further controversy.

From the mouths of four unquestionable and unwilling

witnesses it establishes Pitt's good faith, and the fact

that the mistake lay with Fitzwilliam.

We should, however, beware of the slightest confusion

between the cause and the effects of Fitzwilliam's recall.

That he himself was the cause alters in no respect the

unhappy results of his removal. It seems, moreover,

clear that the objection was not so much to his policy as

to his methods. It was urged by Fitzwilliam that the

Catholic question had nothing to do with his removal,

but that his dismissals were the real cause. This state-

ment seems accurate to the extent that the Government

was by no means averse to emancipation, but had a

rooted distrust of his administrative discretion. Pitt

was always ready for concession to Catholics ; he showed

his readiness before and after, in 1792 and in 1797.

There was nothing in 1795 that should change his views.

The misfortune was that the Irish could not know his

real sentiments, or how he had pushed forward the great

emancipation of 1793. They could only surmise that

Fitzwilliam had been removed because he was a reformer,

and the Government hostile to all reform. Dublin shut
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its shutters and went into moui'ning; while ardent

patriots made up their minds that any amendment must

come from France or from an appeal to arms.

It would seem at first, therefore, that it would have

been far better, as it happened, to allow Fitzwilliam to fulfil

his own promises, and to carry out his own programme.

But a moment's reflection shows that this was impossible.

There was the direst of all obstacles—a sunken rock.

The King had been approached ; his honour and his

conscience had been moved by the most insidious and

most impracticable of arguments. For he had been told

that, should he consent to the admission of Catholics

to political office, he would break his Coronation oath,

and forfeit the crown. In that narrow, and obstinate,

but scrupulous mind, this belief was now irrevocably

imbedded. Fitzwilliam's policy would, therefore, have

been shattered against the King's immovable and im

pregnable position on the Catholic question : immovable

as regards himself, because he believed that emancipa-

tion involved the personal guilt of perjury ; impreg-

nable against opposition, because it was based on the

passions and prejudices of the great mass of the people

of Great Britain. And, as soon as he scented the

Catholic question, the King urged Fitzmlliam's removal.

So the impartial thinker can only once more lament

that the mission of Fitzwilliam adds another instance

of that curse of mischance that has always assisted the

curse of misgovernment to poison the relations between

England and Ireland.

And now things went from bad to worse. In Sep-

tember of this year (1795) the Orange Society arose.

The Catholic organisation of the Defenders was already in
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full operation. The United Irishmen availed themselves

of both these leagues. Agrarian outrage and the plunder

of arms abounded. In Ulster there was an organised

persecution to drive the Catholics out of the province

—

"to hell or Connaught." In 1796 all these evils were

aggravated by the enrolment of the yeomanry, an undis-

ciplined and uncontrollable force. In December of

that year, a French expedition under Hoche invaded

Ireland, but effected nothing. In 1797, the state of the

North was hardly distinguishable from civil war. It

was placed under martial law. A population, which

had long been arming for rebellion, was disarmed by

harsh and summary methods. The Government had

some 60,000 soldiers and militia quartered in Ireland.

There were violent reprisals on the part of the military

for the outrages that had been committed by the United

Irishmen and Defenders.

The year darkened as it passed. The gaols were

full. Men under suspicion were crimped and sent to

serve in the fleet. Some even attributed the mutiny at

the Nore to the element thus introduced into the Navy.

Patrols pervaded the country all night. There was dis-

affection among the troops. The Catholics fled from

Ulster. On the one side there were murders, roastings,

plunder of arms, and a reign of terror; on the other,

picketing, scourging, hanging— half or whole—house-

burning, and a reign of not less terror. The miseries of

the Thirty Years' War were scarcely more appalling ; for

it was civil conflict of the most terrible kind, the worse

because it was not declared ; it was anarchy inflamed by

fanaticism ; while the Parliament and the Government,

that should have remedied and appeased, were themselves
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beyond help or hope. The first could only acquiesce in

the proposals of the last ; the last could only appeal for

more soldiers to England.

In 1798, the rebellion, in breaking out, lost some-

thing of its horror. The rising was fixed for the 23d

of May ; and on that day it flamed forth in the counties

of Dublin, Meath, and Kildare. It does not come within

the compass of this narrative to describe that insurrec-

tion, its massacres and retaliations. That it was not

even more formidable may be attributed to two causes :

Ulster held aloof, and the French came too late. As it

was, the rebellion lasted barely a month, and was both

local and partial.

It is, however, worth noting here what Pitt wrote to

an eminent Irishman on this subject. To the account

of the duel which he had sent to Wellesley he adds

:

"You will hear that in Ireland the Jacobins (after

many of their leaders being apprehended) have risen in

open war. The contest has at present existed about a

week. The Government have acted with great spirit, and

the troops of all descriptions behave incomparably. We
cannot yet judge how far it may spread, but I trust

with the present force and some augmentation from

hence, the rebellion will be crushed, before any attempt

can be made from France : and we must, I think, follow

up such an event by immediate steps for a union." As

to the behaviour of the troops Pitt was certainly ill

informed. But in such a matter he would not be likely

to know much. The internal administration of Ireland

was entirely independent of England. There he had

neither knowledge nor control, unless specially appealed

to. After all was over, after, as an Irishman said,
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" rebellion and its attendant horrors had roused on both

sides to the highest pitch all the strongest feelings of our

nature," he may have heard of the atrocities in Ireland

with much the same emotions that later ministers

may have experienced in learning the horrors of the

Indian mutiny and the horrors of its repression. We
know this, that when Clare attempted in his hearing a

defence of the malpractices of the magistrates and the

militia, Pitt ''turned . . . round with that high indignant

stare which sometimes marked his countenance, and

stalked out of the House."

At the close of the revolt a new Viceroy arrived.

Cornwallis, whose career had been marked by one

supreme military disaster, had obliterated it by his

industry, his honesty, and his public spirit. He had

not perhaps conspicuous abilities; but this deficiency

only brings into greater prominence the sterling

splendour of his character; and he remains a signal

example of unsparing, unselfish, patriotic devotion to

duty. But here his lines were cast in evil places. The

one lesson of the rebellion was that the whole system of

Irish government must be remodelled. What form the

new experiment should take had long been tacitly

admitted, and Cornwallis came over to carry a legisla-

tive Union between Great Britain and Ireland.

If the dismissal of Fitzwilliam may be said to touch

the rim of a volcano, the Union is the burning fiery

furnace of the crater itself. Something, however, is

admitted with regard to it on all sides. The Parliament

that passed the Scottish Union in 1707 had been elected

directly in view of that question, which entirely en-

grossed the national mind. The Parliament that in
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1800 passed the Irish Union had been elected in 1797,

with no more reference to the question of the termina-

tion of its own existence than to free education

or female suffrage. So far from the nation being

consulted in respect to the obliteration of its legisla-

ture, there was not, even after the conclusion of the

treaty, any popular election held for the members

to be sent to London ; but lots were drawn among those

elected under such totally different circumstances and

for such totally different purposes. Nor is it denied

that this Irish Parliament, so wholly without mandate,

and probably without power to terminate itself (though

this is still subject of contention), was practically bribed

and bullied out of existence. The corruption was black,

hideous, horrible ; revolting at any time, atrocious when

it is remembered that it was a nation's birthright that

was being sold. It was perhaps less questionable in

those days to buy up the nomination boroughs, or most

of them, as chattels at a fixed tariff. Pitt had made a

like proposition for England in his plan of parliamentary

reform. Close boroughs then represented not merely a

vested interest, but property of the most tangible and

recognised kind. But what stands without either shame

or palliation was the remodelling, in the autumn and

winter of 1799, of the House of Commons, after it had

rejected the Union propositions.

Between the close of the session of 1799 and the

beginning of that of 1800, between June and January,

sixty -three seats out of a total of three hundred were

vacated. Some of those who had held them were cajoled

;

some were bribed into office and out of Parliament ; the

mass departed because the patrons of their boroughs had
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been bought over to the Union. In this way, without a

dissolution, the whole complexion and constitution of

the House were changed. In the session of 1799 the

Irish Parliament rejected the propositions of the Govern-

ment for a Union. When Parliament was opened in

1800, there was not the slightest allusion to the measure

of Union in the speech from the throne; but thirty-

nine writs were at once moved. The entire patronage

and terror of the Crown were employed to pack Par-

liament and purchase the patrons of Parliament. It

rained honey and gall as occasion required—offices and

peerages, or dismissal and disgrace. Castlereagh, now

Chief Secretary, and the executive agent in this degrading

traffic, pursued his task without flinching or remorse.

Not Strafford was more thorough. Cornwallis expressed

his loathing and disgust of the whole transaction.

Castlereagh neither felt nor expressed any. He, in

fact, hoped that corruption would die of a sort of sur-

feit; that it would perish by this final exaggeration;

and that by one supreme, shameless, wholesale effort he

could put an end to it for ever.

Under these circumstances and auspices, the measure

was passed in 1800, both in Ireland and in England.

The Irish debates produced much fine and significant

speaking, in which Foster against, and Fitzgibbon (now

Clare) for the Union, bore off the palm ; many weighty

predictions from such men as Parsons and Grattan, that

a Union so forced on would inevitably imperil the entire

connection between the two countries; some ominous

prophecies of the sinister influence that the Irish con-

tingent would exercise over British politics. Charle-

mont, indeed, had always opposed any Union, on the
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ground that no other measm-e could so effectually con-

tribute to the separation of the two countries. In

Ireland itself there was a comparative apathy, produced

by the ruinous struggles of the last few years ; only in

Dublin, the dying capital, was there a last agony of

patriotism. On the other hand, all the efforts of the

Government, unrelentingly applied, could produce but

a few thinly-signed petitions in support of the Bill—not

a twelfth of those against it. It passed by purchase.

"The whole unbribed intellect of Ireland," says an

eminent historian, "was opposed to it." Of the

members who composed the majority in its favour, it is

computed that only seven voted for it without any " con-

sideration." In the House of Commons the minority set

their names to an address recapitulating the evils and

ignominies of the measure; in the House of Lords it

was followed by an eloquent protest headed by Leinster,

the only Irish duke, and completed by such signatures

as those of Downshire and Meath, and Moira and Powers-

court. After an easy passage through the British Parlia-

ment, it received the royal assent in July.

With regard to the Union two separate questions

have to be considered. Firstly, were the means by

which it was carried justifiable ? Secondly, was it a

right measure in itself ? On both these points it is

necessary to keep in mind the preliminary remark that

has been made. It is easy on the brink of the twentieth

century to censure much in the eighteenth; but is it

candid to do so without placing oneself as far as possible

in the atmosphere, circumstances, and conditions of the

period which one is considering ? Have Pitt's critics done

this 1 Have they judged him by the standards and ideas
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of his time, and not by the standards and ideas of their

own 'i That is the spirit in which History judges states-

men, and for a simple reason : had they attempted to

carry into effect in their generation the ideas of ours, they

would not have been statesmen at all. They would have

been voices crying in the wilderness ; they might have

been venerated as well-intentioned visionaries, or im-

prisoned as agitators, and even as lunatics ; but statesmen

they would not have been in name or in fact. A states-

man measures the opinions and forces that surround him,

and proceeds to act accordingly; he is not laying his

account with remote posterity, or legislating for it. The

politician who is a century before his time is hardly more

a statesman than the politician who is a century behind

it. The man who doses a child with colchicum, or who

attempts to cure atrophy by bleeding, is neither in name

nor in fact a physician. To apply what is wholesome

at one stage of growth or of disease to an age or an

ailment totally different is merely dangerous quackery.

To the man who attempts such mortal mischief in politics

is commonly denied the power; and for this reason

doctrines in advance of the age, as they are called, are

usually the copyright of philosophers entirely dissoci-

ated from affairs. It is in this spirit that History, truly

and justly wiitten, apportions blame and praise to men,

judging by contemporary canons and not by ours. It

is thus that History weighs in her balance Csesar, and

Richelieu, and William HI., and Ximenes, and Oxen-

stiern. Were it otherwise, she would hold the third

Duke of Richmond, with his universal suffrage and

annual parliaments, a greater statesman than Pitt, or

Burke, or any of his contemporaries.
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To Pitt alone is meted out a different measure. He
alone is judged, not by the end of the eighteenth, but

by the end of the nineteenth century. And why'i

Because the Irish question which he attempted to settle

is an unsettled question still. He alone of the statesmen

of the eighteenth century, with the exception of Burke and

perhaps Chesterfield, saw its importance and grappled

with it manfully. Since then many ministers have

nibbled at it whose efforts are buried in decent obscurity.

But Pitt's career is still the battle-field of historians

and politicians, because he is responsible for the

treaty of Union ; and because he resigned and did

not do something, neither known nor specified but

certainly impossible, to carry what remained of Catholic

Emancipation.

Of the corruption by which the Union was carried

something remains to be noted. It was, admittedly,

wholesale and horrible. But it must in fairness be

remembered that this was the only method known of

carrying on Irish government ; the only means of passing

any measure through the Irish Parliament ; that, so far

from being an exceptional phase of politics, it was only

three or four years of Irish administration rolled into

one. No Irish patriot can regard the Union as other

than the sale of his Parliament, justifiable or unjustifiable

according to his politics ; but, for an English minister of

that day, the purchase of that Parliament was habitual

and invariable. The quotations of the- parliamentary

market were as well known as the quotations of wheat

and of sugar. It is scarcely possible to open a letter from

an Irish Viceroy or an Irish Secretary of that time

without finding a calculation for the hire, open and
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avowed, of some individual or influence ; or some cynical

offer by some hungry nobleman of his interest for a

determined price. It was the ordinary daily life of

Dublin Castle ; it was the air which the Government

breathed; the nourishment which alone enabled it to

exist. No one condemned it, any more than the neigh-

bours of Washington condemned him for owning

slaves. And the reason is simple. The Irish Executive

was appointed in England solely with reference to

English considerations ; the Parliament through which

this Executive had to pass its measures was an Irish

Parliament, elected, so far as it was freely elected, with

reference to Irish considerations. The Government and

its policy were entirely exotic ; and the attempt to root

them in Irish soil was a perpetual strife with nature.

An artificial temperature had to be formed for them, and

that was corruption. A means of bringing the Govern-

ment and the Parliament into relations had to be found,

and that was corruption. A means of carrying Govern-

ment measures through Parliament had to be discovered,

and that was corruption. For a government which rules

in disregard or defiance of Parliament must resort to

bribery or resort to force. There was no force avail-

able ; corruption therefore was the indispensable agency.

The absolute severance of the Executive and the Legisla-

ture both in nature and origin produced an unnatural and

unworkable condition of affairs ; it was only by bribery

that the machifie could be set going at all. The great

measure of CathoKc Emancipation was only carried in

1792-93 by Castle influence ; that is, by direct or indirect

corruption through a reluctant Parliament. Had Fitz-

william been allowed to carry the complement of
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these bills in 1795, he could only have done it by the

same means. The Executive was in no way responsible

to Parliament; had Parliament been unanimous in

opposition, it could not have changed a minister. Any
bill, therefore, that the Government wished to pass

was a subject of separate negotiation with the jobbers of

the country. These were generally recalcitrant in propor-

tion to their power, and had to be purchased accordingly.

There were in reality no constituencies for the Govern-

ment to appeal to. As out of the 300 members of the

House 124 were nominated by 52 peers, and 64 by 36

commoners, it was with the owners of the constituencies

that the Government had to deal.

It must be understood, then, that corruption was not

a monstrous, abnormal characteristic of the Union ; it

was the everyday life and atmosphere of Irish politics.

Was it not better, it may be then urged, that this

system should endl Was it not better, at the worst,

and once for all, to make a regiment of peers and an

army of baronets, to buy the rotten boroughs at the

price of palaces, than to go on in the vile old way,

hiring, haggling, jobbing, from one dirty day to another,

from one miserable year to another, without hope or

self-respect; poisoning the moral sense, and betraying

the honest judgment of the country, in the futile, endless

attempt to maintain the unnatural predominance, and

the unreal connection, of an alien executive and a

sectional legislature 1 If the answer be Yes, the means

are to that extent justified, for there were no others.

It may, however, be said, that even if it be granted

that the system was vile and rightly ended, and ended by

the only practicable methods, it might have been replaced
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by sometliing better than the Union. To some of ua

now living this seems clear enough ; but had we lived

then, is it certain that our judgment would have been

the same? We were engaged in a war, not of winter

quarters and of summer quarters, and of elegant expedi-

tions some way off, and of musketeers in laced gloves and

periwigs saying, "Gentlemen, fire first," not a war of the

eighteenth century : but naked men were fighting for

life and freedom with despair ; they were crossing the

ice barefoot in rags ; they were capturing fleets mth
cavalry; both we and our foes believed it to be a

struggle between existence and extinction. Fortun-

ately, it ended in existence for us, nearly exhausted and

in terrible debt, but still existence.

At the end of the eighteenth century, however, such

a result was by no means certain. We formed the main

object of an enemy, who had conquered half Europa

Thrice had that enemy invaded Ireland, and it was

certain that an invasion of England was only a question

of time. In so appalling a crisis, a new arrangement had,

by the admission of all parties, to be formed for Ireland.

Grattan himself had tacitly given up his own Parliament

as hopeless ; for he had withdrawn from it, and encouraged

the discussion of Irish affairs in the British legislature.

What wonder, then, if from the natural tendency to

draw closer and closer and closer yet, in the presence of an

overpowering danger, men's minds should have turned

with rare unanimity to the idea of a Union. During a

campaign even a single Parliament sometimes seems a

superfluity, and a second a danger. What would happen,

if in war, as on the Regency question, the British Parlia-

ment should take one line, and the Irish Parliament the
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other ? If, however, they became united, it would be safe,

in view of the overwhelming Protestant majority in Eng-

land and Scotland, to give concessions that otherwise

would be impossible to the overwhelming Catholic major-

ity in Ireland. Internal free trade would give Ireland

material prosperity, but without a Union the British

commercial classes would not hear of any such arrange-

ment. Neither concession, neither Catholic relief nor

internal free trade, would in the then temper of men's

minds have had a chance of acceptance in England, so

long as they were made to the independent parliament

of a hostile nation. But on Catholic reKef and on

internal free trade Pitt's mind was set.

Again, if a Union were achieved, there would be

no focus for French intrigue. The Executive of

the two countries had always been practically one

:

to make the two Parliaments one would place the

conditions of Government on a natural basis. But,

above all, was the consideration that Great Britain

would now face the world with a united front, with a

single Parliament in which the elements of loyalty and

stability would be in an incalculable majority.

These arguments, whatever may now be thought of

their value, appealed with irresistible force to statesmen,

for whom, struggling in a great war, unity and sim-

plicity of government were everything. But Pitt

never thought, as some seem since to have thought,

that the Union could stand alone ; he never deemed it

a divine instrument, admirable and venerable by its own

natural essence. He considered it as only a part, and

not even the most important part, of a great healing

policy in Ireland ; and that, almost if not quite simul-
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taneously, the other parts should be applied ; the last

limitations of the Catholics removed ; the clergy other

than those of the Established Church provided with

stipends; the oppression of tithe abolished. These

were inseparable constituents of his scheme. Had his

hands been free, he might have even dealt ^vith the

e\dls of the land system, at least as regards absen-

teeism. Who will say that, followed up by large,

spontaneous, and simultaneous concessions of this kind,

the policy of the Union might not have been a success 1

Had Pitt, in face of the difficulties that presented

themselves, temporarily dropped Catholic Emancipation,

and only carried a Tithe Bill in 1801, the Union might

at least have had a fair start. Frere, who knew

Pitt well, declared that it was not true that Pitt

ever regarded Catholic Emancipation as a sop to be

offered to the Irish to make them accept the Union.

On the contrary, he regarded, as Frere knew, the

Emancipation of the Catholics as the more important

measure of the two, and he would gladly have carried

it at any time. The Union was to pave the way and

conciliate British opinion. "The word Union," Pitt's

Lord Lieutenant wrote, as he was passing the measure,

" will not cure the evils of this wretched country ; it is

a necessary preliminary, but a great deal more remains

to be done." That was Pitt's view. But on this

necessary preliminary or foundation succeeding minis-

tries reared either structures he had never contemplated,

or no structure at all. He passed the Union with one

object ; it has been diverted to another.

There was a curse upon it. It drove its very

author from office in the full plenitude of his authority,
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in the very moment of the triumph of passing it.

Never did Pitt hold power again ; for his last two

years of suffering and isolation do not deserve the

name. And so all went wrong. The measure of Union

stood alone. And it was one of the drawbacks of

that luckless measure that it left all the remaining

machinery of independence when it took away the Par-

liament; every other characteristic of a separate state,

everything to remind men of what had been. It was

like cutting the face out of a portrait and leaving the

picture in the frame. The fragment of policy flapped

forlornly on the deserted mansions of the capital, but

there was enough to remind men of what had been.

It was impossible, for example, to destroy that Ionian

colonnade which remains one of the glories of Dublin.

So the Government transformed into a bank the noble hall

which had resounded Avith some of the highest flights

of human eloquence, which was indissolubly connected

with such names as Flood and Grattan and Charlemont,

and which was imperishably imbued with the proud

memories of an ancient nationality. Men as they

passed murmured that that was the home of their

Parliament, which nothing had obliterated and nothing

had replaced.

But all that man could do was done to obliterate

the rest of Pitt's policy. Addington's Irish Govern-

ment went over with express instructions to do

nothing for the Catholics, nothing for the Dis-

senters, but to push and promote the Established

Church in every way. The Union alone remained even

to indicate what Pitt's plan had been ; and that was

a misleading indication. Catholic Emancipation waited
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for thirty, and Tithe Reform waited for near forty,

embittered and envenomed years. The time for ecclesi-

astical stipends provided by the State passed away for

ever. The bright promises of financial improvement

that had been held out to Ireland faded away into

bankruptcy. Seventy years afterwards, the Irish Church

Establishment, which it had been one of the main

objects of the Treaty to preserve, suddenly toppled

over and disappeared. With it went the keystone of

the Union. And so it is Pitt's sinister destiny to

be judged by the petty fragment of a large policy

which he did not live to carry out : a policy,

unhappy in execution and result, but which was, it

may be fairly maintained, as generous and comprehen-

sive in conception as it was patriotic in motive. It

was at any rate worth trying, where so many had failed.

But it had no trial ; the experiment was scarcely even

commenced ; and the ruinous part that remains, ex-

posed as it has been to the harshest storms of nine

decades, is judged and venerated as if it were the entire

structure.



CHAPTER Xll

PITT AND WELLESLEY

It may be well here to desist for a moment from the

task of description, and to give the reader a glimpse of

the true Pitt afforded by himself. His friendships

were few, but they were close, and even tender, to a

remarkable degree. Of Wilberforce and him it was said

that they were like brothers. A scarcely less affectionate

though a later intimacy was that with Lord Mornington,

afterwards Lord Wellesley, the great Viceroy whose

brilliant rule in India conferred such renown on himself,

though it afterwards disabled him to a great extent for

the rough and tumble of English party strife. To

him the following letters were addressed.^ The first

was evidently written in 1796, when it may be pre-

sumed that Mornington was in Ireland.

Downing Street,

Sept. lid (undated, but evidently 1796)

My dear Mornington—I have waited from day to day

by no fault of my own, much longer than I wished or

expected, in the hope of seeing my way as to our official

^ These letters, which are in some respects the most interesting

that we have of Pitt's, have been made available for this little book

by the generous kindness of Mr, Alfred Montgomery.
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arrangements, and being able to write you something

positive respecting yourself. I am happy now to tell you

that there is no obstacle to accomplishing what I have from

the beginning eagerly wished to find practicable ; and that I

shall certainly be enabled to open for you either the office

of Joint- Paymaster, or some other equally desirable. A
very few days will settle the specific mode. We mean to

chnse the Speaker on Sunday, but to defer opening the

causes of calling the Parliament till after the members are

sworn
;

probably till Tuesday sennight. This will avoid

the inconvenience of making or at least delivering the

speech so long before it can be debated, which is very

material, at a time that every day produces such important

events. We have fresh accounts to-day of continued success

up to the 8th, when the Archduke was advanced to Wetzlar.

Nothing can equal the rapidity of his progress. " Nee vero

disjunctissimse terrse citius cujusquam passibus peragrari

potuerunt, quam suis non dicam cursibus, sed victoriia

illustratse sunt." ^ Our overture has been sent to Paris

above a fortnight, but we have got no answer, nor any late

accounts of what is passing there yet.—Ever sincerely yours,

W. Pitt.

The next two refer to Mornington's desire for a

peerage of Great Britain before setting out for India.

As regards that wish nothing need here be said, nor

does Pitt seem able to comprehend the frame of mind

in which such a desire could be formed. But his hearty

zeal in his friend's cause is surely a pleasant feature.

The second of these notes was Avritten on the very day

(October 4, 1797) on which Mornington was formally

appointed Governor-General of India.

^ Slightly altered from Cicero, pro M. Marcello, Oratio II. 6.

The present reading is, I am informed, '

' lustratae.

"
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HOLLWOOD,
Tuesday, Oct. Sd, 1797.

i p. 9 P.M.

My dear Mornington—I cannot easily say how much

gratification I felt, in opening and reading your letter, from

knowing that as far as depends upon me, I had anticipated

both your reasoning and your wishes. I had written to the

King some hours before, requesting as strongly as I thought

myseK at liberty to do, that you should be included in the

List of Peers. I will not pretend to you that I had quite

convinced my judgment ; but I certainly felt it one of the

occasions on which I had the best right to consult my in-

clination ; and I could not reconcile myself to the idea of

leaving to such uncertain chance as belongs to these times

my hope of being able to contribute to the success of what

seems with you so favourite a wish. You will of course

know the result from me to-morrow. I have put it in the

way I thought most likely to overcome objections, but I

cannot venture to state the thing to you as what you can

count upon till I receive the King's answer ; as he seemed

most strongly bent against every extension of the List, and

it is one of the points on which he is most apt to adhere to

his opinion.

I trust from what I hear from Dundas that there is very

little chance indeed that the second part of your case (your

not going to Bengal) will arise. As we shall know the

result on that so soon, I will say no more about it.—Ever

affly. yrs., W. P.

The King's resistance did not last long.

Downing Street,

Wednesday, (evidently Oct. 4, 1797,) i p. 1.

My dear Mornington—If you happen to be disen
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gaged I shall be very glad to see you here at dinner to-day

soon after five.—Yours ever, W, P.

I am most happy to tell you, the King agrees to youi

peerage.

The next letter gives a long and elaborate account of

the state of aifairs as it appeared to Pitt's sanguine

apprehension. His sarcasm on the Crown lawyers is

characteristically cold and cutting. The allusion to

Grenville shows that the somewhat crabbed character of

that minister was recognised by his colleagues as a

difficulty to be reckoned with. In this letter, too, occurs

that account of a speech by Perceval whicK so impressed

Pitt as to make him on the morning of the duel name

Perceval as probably the most available man to succeed

him. His genial pleasure over the young man's success

explains perhaps what the ordinary view of Pitt's

haughty reserve does not : the idolatry with which so

many of his followers, particularly the junior ones, re-

garded him.

Wimbledon,

Jan. 26th, 1798.

My dear Mornington—You will hear I trust from

various other correspondents who have more leisure, a

much fuller history of all that has been passing since you

left us, than I can pretend to give you. But I think you

will like to hear from me even if it is only to tell you as to

myself, that in spite of six weeks of more fatigue and

anxiety than have attended almost any other Parliamentary

campaign, I am greatly better than you left me, and I trust,

equal to fighting the battle as long as may be necessary.

Our great measure of the assessed taxes was for some time

apparently in great danger of failing, less from any real
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difficulty or even general dislike to it than from the im-

pression of local and partial clamour, and from the effect of

a very* great degree of panic which infected too many of

those who are generally most free from it. It became

necessary to shew that at all risks I was determined to per-

severe in it ; and by those means alone I believe it was

carried. Opposition I think added to the odium and dis-

grace of their secession by returning from it on this oc-

casion, and by the whole of their conduct and language

upon it. Our last debate (to my great joy) produced a

speech from Perceval, which was in all respects one of the

best I ever heard ; and was an attack upon Fox pointed and

galling enough to have drawn forth one of Grattan's warmest

encomiums. It certainly sent him home very sick to his

supper. Since this effort we have heard nothing of him

but from the celebration of his birth-day two days ago, in

which the two most distinguished traits were a speech from

the Duke of Norfolk, which I think even the Crown

lawyers will hardly prove to be much short of treason,

and a public profession from Home Tooke of reconciliation

and coalition with Fox, with which I think you will be

delighted. On the whole the line now taken by the whole

of what calls itself Opposition (with the exception of Grey

and Whitbread, whom we neither see nor hear of) and

especially by Fox, is a compleat and undisguised avowal of

the most desperate system ever acted upon, and I think it

seems to be understood and felt as it ought, both in Parlia-

ment and in the country. The two great objects of our

attention and exertion now are, to endeavour to raise

spirit enough in the country to contribute voluntarily to the

expense of the war, such a sum as in addition to the

assessed taxes may bring our loan within a moderate

shape, and next, to be prepared both by sea and land for

the invasion which I have little doubt will be attempted in
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the course of tlie year, tho' the latter is much the easier work

of the two. And I hope we shall have to make the option

between burning their ships before they set out, or ^sinking

them either on their passage or before their troops can land,

or destroying them as soon as they have landed, or starving

them and taking them prisoners afterwards. Indeed the

scheme seems so romantic (without the prospect of any

naval force to support it) that at any other moment it

would not be credible ; and it can hardly be attempted on

any other notion but that it may be worth the enemy's

while to devote two-thirds of an immense army to immediate

destruction, for the sake of the mischief which the remainder

may effect before they share the same fate. In the mean-

time however (tho' on the whole I think the attempt will be

made) there are two possible events which may prevent it.

One is if there should be fresh confusion in France, which

seems not distant, and of which the issue cannot be even

conjectured. The other is, if the new King of Prussia and

the powers of the North should at last awaken, of which

there is just now some appearance, but it is not yet decided

enough to rely upon. The new decree aimed at our com-

merce but tending to annihilate a large part of the profit of

neutral nations may perhaps (added to the danger of Ham-
burgh and the North of Europe) bring Denmark at least if

not Sweden or Eussia, to be ready to enter into an effectual

concert with Prussia. And this prospect may tempt Prussia

to take a decided part, which if it does, Europe will at last

be saved. On the measure of voluntary contribution you

will not wonder to hear that all our friends have not

thought alike. But at so extraordinary a moment I have

felt it 30 decidedly right, that I have determined as far as

depends on me, to push it to the utmost ; and tho' it has

begun but languidly, I have now good hopes of success ; aa

I have been enabled to-day to announce to the Bank, the
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King's intention of giving one-third of his privy purse
;

and am besides furnished with such particulars as will enable

me to satisfy the world, that he has no other fund from

which he can command a shilling. We in office have

thought it right to give an ample fifth of our income.

And to my great satisfaction, Grenville has concurred very

readily in giving his personal share, tho' very adverse in his

general opinion to the whole measure. I am very happy to

be able to add too, now that I mention his name, that I have

not seen a cloud on his brow since the commencement of the

session, and that every thing has gone on as pleasantly and

cordially as possible. I have now mentioned all that I

think it will be most interesting to you to k-arn. And you

must at least for the present accept this picture of the times

(which is as much as I can compleat at one sitting) as a

substitute for that which I owe you from Hopner and which

I hope will come one day or other. I conclude you will

have heard from different channels of the anti-Jacobin
;

and I hope you will sometimes wish you were within reach

of supporting it by your voluntary contribution. I have

desired a compleat set to be sent you, lest you should not

otherwise receive it.—God bless you.—Ever affy. yours,

W. Pitt.

The next, dated three months later, is not less

sanguine; more especially in reference to finance and

the French Invasion. It is noteworthy that Sheridan's

speech in defence of the war was made after a good deal

of private negotiation, to which in these years, at any

rate during the Addington government, Sheridan seems

to have been addicted. The use of the word "Plug"

in this sense must be explained by more learned com-

mentators. Grose and other kindred lexicographers

throw no light.
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Wimbledon,
April 22c?, 1798, 9 p.m.

My dear Mornington—Lord Auckland has sent me
word, by a messenger who came just before dinner, that he

is sending (I know not how) some packet to you to-night.

I had just before learned that a neutral ship from the Cape

brings an account to-day of your arrival there and of your

being perfectly well, which I hope we shall soon have

verified by yourself. I have not time to write much this

evening ; but I am very glad to have an opportunity of

telling you shortly how much the state of things has been

improving since I wrote to you last. The voluntary contri-

bution has succeeded to a great extent. The spirit and

courage of the country has risen so as to be fairly equal to

the crisis. I am to settle my loan to-morrow, to the

amount of fifteen millions, which will leave us without a

single difficulty in finance, and I have no doubt of making

it on better terms than last year. The plan for the sale of

the land tax (which I think we talked of before you went)

is going on. The Bill is to be read a second time to-morrow,

and in spite of many Plugs from Sir Wm. Pulteney will

certainly pass, and there is every reason to think the effect

will be very considerable. In addition to these favorable

circumstances our traitors at home (those chiefly of the

lower class) have given us the means of seizing them to

such a number as I believe to disconcert effectually what-

ever were their plans ; and the Habeas Corpus Act has been

suspended by a Bill passed in both Houses in one day.

Our division 183 to 5. Sheridan came (after long notice in

general conversation and some 'private) to make an excellent

speech against the French, and his own friends here. But

he was foolish enough to oppose the suspension, and divide

in the minority in which the little of opposition that was

in the House, left him and voted with us. He did us some
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good, gained some credit to himself and not too much, and

added to the disgrace of the seceders. Of the last class,

Fox, Grey, and Whitbread remain, the first, I believe, for

ever, and of the latter I cannot judge. The French go on,

I believe in earnest, with plans and demonstrations of in-

vasion ; but the effect here, is only to produce all the

efforts, and all the spirit we can wish. In addition to all

this state of things at home, there is a chance (and a better

than has appeared for a long period) that the monarchs re-

maining in Europe will awake before their thrones are

taken from under them, and will think it better to lay aside

interested jealousies among themselves than to remain any

longer a prey to their common enemy. We shall of course

encourage and incite this to the utmost, and if they are true

to themselves, Europe wiU still be saved. If this should

fail us, I think you may still count fully on finding England

a country to receive you when you return from India ; and

I think you will find our friend (who quoted Pompey upon

you at your departure) in better spirits and temper than

you left him. He is doing every thing that is right. I

have tried to tell you all I could in a short time, and

perhaps unintelligibly.—Ever yrs., W. Pitt.

The next letter gives Pitt's account of the duel. To

us his reference to Irish affairs is more interesting than

his light-hearted account of the somewhat boyish

escapade.

Private.

Downing Street,

Thursday, May Z\st, 1798.

My dear Mornington—I have not time to write you

a very long letter ; but as you will hear of me from others,

I think you will like to be told by myself that I was

under the necessity last Sunday of meeting Mr. Tiemey in

P
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consequence of some expressions I had used in the House

of Commons, on the Friday preceding, and which I did not

feel it right to explain. I enclose you a short statement of

what passed, taken down by the seconds before we left the

ground. The business has ended to my perfect satisfaction,

and I must say that Tierney conducted himself with the

greatest propriety. I believe we parted better satisfied with

each other, than on any other occasion in our lives.

You will hear that in Ireland the Jacobins (after many

of their leaders being apprehended) have risen in open war.

The contest has at present existed about a week.

The Government have acted with great spirit, and the

troops of all descriptions behave incomparably. We cannot

yet judge how far it may spread, but I trust with the

present force and some augmentation from hence, the

rebellion will be crushed, before any attempt can be made

from France ; and we must I think follow up such an event

by immediate steps for an union. The French will probably

try a magnificent project of invading Ireland from Toulon
;

but will be surprised at meeting Ld. St. Vincent in the

Mediterranean where they least expect him. I have not

time for another sheet.—Ever yours, W. Pitt.

Enclosure.
May l^th.

We are authorised to state that in consequence of what

passed on Friday last, Mr. Pitt, accompanied by Mr. Ryder

and Mr. Tierney, accompanied by Mr. George Walpole, met

at three o'clock yesterday afternoon on Putney Heath.

After some ineffectual attempts on the part of the seconds

to prevent further proceedings, the parties took their ground

at the distance of twelve paces. A case of pistols was fired

at the same moment without eff'ect. A second case was also

fired in the same manner, Mr. Pitt firing his pistol in the
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air. The seconds then jointly interfered, and insisted that

the matter should go no further, it being their decided

opinion that sufficient satisfaction had been given, and that

the business was ended with perfect honour to both

parties.

The next contains the innocent offer of the Irish

marquisate which caused such dire offence.

Downing Street,

Nov. 6th, 1799.

My dear Mornington—I was in hopes to have atoned

in some degree for my long silence by writing to you at

large on all the interesting subjects on which you will wish

for information, but I have been continually interrupted till

the last moment and must now confine my letter to a few

lines. They must naturally be employed in the first place

to tell you what however I trust you are sufficiently assured

of already, how warmly and sincerely I rejoice in all the

success and glory which has attended your Indian Govern-

ment. In the midst of the agitations of Europe, the

remoteness of the scene of action has not prevented the

value of your services from being felt and estimated by the

public as your warmest friends would wish. An Irish

marquisate, which the King confers on you, by the title

of Marquis Wellesley of Norragh, (which is pitched upon on

Bernard's authority) will I hope be satisfactory as an

ostensible mark of approbation, and the further provision

which Dundas will have explained to you is in contem-

plation, besides operating as a further acknowledgment of

your services, is likely I trust to set your mind wholly at

ease in what relates to the interest of your family. I must

not attempt in the haste in which I write to enter into any

particulars on the wide field of politics, many of them, I

know, you will hear from Canning, and probably from
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Grenville. In general, much indeed has been gained in the

course of the present year, notwithstanding the failures

and reverses of the latter part. If Austria can be made
to act in earnest next year, and to aim at gaining her own
objects thro' the medium of saving Europe instead of

destroying it, everything we wish seems within reach of

being accomplished in two campaigns more. The decision

of Vienna is however wholly uncertain and our best comfort

is that if it fails us we can return to our defensive system

with unbroken spirits and resources, and trust to our own
anchors to ride out the storm. I cannot end without

thanking you for the particular accounts you sent me of

our gallant friend Cooke, about whom I am more interested

than I can express. We are at this moment in great anxiety

about him, as the accounts we had received of his being

perfectly out of danger, have been followed by others of a

later date mentioning his death, but as these last come by

Bombay and are only in general terms, I trust there is still

some room left for hope.—Ever affectionately yours,

W. Pitt.

Wellesley's reply to this letter is well known. It is

dated April 28, 1800, and is printed, though not at

length, in Lord Stanhope's Life (vol. iii. p. 232). He
speaks in the bitterest terms of the anguish of mind he

felt ; that the impression produced in India would be

fatally detrimental to his Government ; and that the

slur inflicted by this "Irish," "pinchbeck" reward

affected both his health and his spirits. Pitt's letter in

reply, here subjoined, is the most interesting of his that

we possess. It seems to combine an admirable specimen

of his persuasive power in debate with the soothing

affection of a brother ministering to a sick and over-
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burthened mind. It is in itself a final and conclusive

answer to the allegations of haughty heartlessness.

Hampstead,

Saturday, Sept. 21th, 1800.

My dear Wellesley—I received last Wednesday your

letter of the 28th April, and painful as were its contents to

me in many respects I had at least great consolation and

satisfaction in the proof of your continued kindness and

friendship which I derived from the unreserved communi-

cation of your feelings. You will I am sure wish me to use

the same frankness in return. I certainly most deeply

lament that the particular mark of the King's favor which

you have received is so little adequate to your wishes and

expectations, but I must fairly own to you that on the

fullest reflection I cannot concur in your view of the

subject. In the first place I have always felt that in every

q[uestion of reward for services, the manner in which it is

given, and that in which it is received determine its value

in the eyes of the public much more than its own specifick

nature. But you must allow me to state freely that

independent of this general feeling there are particular

circumstances in the present case to which you do not

appear to have given the weight which I think they deserve.

Nothing but the duty of stating to you exactly what I feel

with the sincerity of a friend would bring me to refer to

the topic I am going to mention. It was certainly to me

a most sensible gratification to be able previous to your

going to India, to secure to you an object on which you

set so much value as the British peerage. But surely

considering the circumstances under which the King was

induced to give it, it must be considered rather as an

anticipation to no small extent of the reward for dis-

tinguished service than as a foundation for higher claims
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when those services should have been actually performed.

In this view of the subject to have given you an English

marquisate would have been to have conferred in the short

course of your Indian Government four steps in the

British peerage ; a scale of promotion certainly very unusual.

The step in the Irish peerage was precisely the same pro-

portional advancement as was given to Lord Cornwallis for

his services in the same quarter ; and from the manner in

which you have yourself referred to them, I am sure you

will join in the general feeling that to adopt such a pro-

portion had nothing in it disparaging. The truth really is

that in my mind and I believe in that of almost all your

friends (all feeling the same cordial and zealous interest

in your just fame and consideration) the natural question

seemed to be whether to recommend to the King to give you

an English earldom, or the Irish marquisate. From many

quarters I was led to believe that you would prefer the

latter ; and particularly the circumstance of Barnard's being-

in possession of the memorandum specifying the title to

which you had looked decided my opinion. I have hitherto

confined myself only to the point of promotion in the

peerage ; but in estimating the value of the ostensible

marks of approbation and honour which you have received,

and by which the public both here and in India would

judge of the sense entertained of your services, there are

other circumstances to be considered much more important

than either an Irish or English marquisate. The unanimous

thanks of both Houses of Parliament, in the marked

terms in which they were conveyed, if they had been

accompanied by no other distinction, would in my judg-

ment alone have placed you on ground on which few

servants of the public have ever stood. In addition to this

decisive testimony, the provision proposed to be made by the

company independent of its intrinsic value to your family,
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18 to be considered as a public tribute to your merits, which

makes it impossible to suppose that they were depreciated

in any quarter. The King's speech to which you refer

(however you may perhaps consider it in India as with us

in the House of Commons as the speech of the minister)

is at least as direct an indication of the sentiment of the

sovereign and as much his act, as any title which he con-

fers. Combining all these considerations, I really cannot

conceive how the public in India should feel (what I will

venture to say the public in Europe have never felt, and

never I believe will be brought to feel) that there has not

been in every quarter (the highest included) the most cordial

and liberal disposition to bear full testimony and do ample

justice, to the extent of your claims upon the public.

Still less can I imagine, that with all these marks of

approbation from England and with the impression which

your conduct must have made on the minds of those who

were nearer witnesses of it, it can have been a question

whether you were likely to continue possessed of that

respect and estimation from all the civil and military

servants in India which is necessary for the full sup-

port of your authority. Forgive me if I add, that if any

eucli feeling has found its way into their mind or into

their conversation, it can only, I believe, have originated

from some suspicion of its being entertained by your-

self. That idea is at any time enough to make any but the

most real friends, admit that a man is mortified and ill used.

But it will hardly ever happen (unless in cases very dif-

ferent indeed from the present) that the opinion and language

of the person most interested and of those immediately con-

nected with him will not decide that of the public. I have

now fairly stated to you my view of the subject. I cannot

hope to change an opinion which I fear has taken so deep a

root in your mind. But I am sure you will give a candid
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consideration to what I have stated, and I trust that the

plainness and sincerity with which I have expressed myseli

will appear to you the best proof I could give of real friend-

ship. With these sentiments on the subject as it stood

originally, you will not wonder if I do not see the possi-

bility (however anxiously I wish it were possible) that any-

thing should be now done to repair your disappointment.

Indeed your own wishes do not seem to point at any addi-

tional mark of favor, unless it had taken place on our

receiving the news of the final settlement of Mysore.

That period is elapsed, and I think you will agree with me

that (if no other objection were felt here) whatever was done

now would want the grace which belongs to rewards of this

nature only when they are gratuitous, and would be liable

to a construction neither creditable to Government nor

to yourself. I have said nothing on the little intrinsic

difference under the present circumstances, between an

English and Irish marquisate, because I conceive you

look rather to the public impression than to the thing

itself. But as far as in itself it may be an object, it will

certainly not escape you that under the circumstances of the

Union, the difference to any person already possessed of a

British title is little more than nominal ; scarcely extend-

ing further than to a question of stile in the journals and

debates of the House of Lords or of relative precedence as

to four or five individuals ; objects on which I do not be-

lieve such a mind as yours can set much serious value. I have

not time to add anything more to this long letter, except

the assurance of the cordial and unabated friendship and

attachment with which I hope ever to remain.—Sincerely

and affectionately yours, W. Pitt.

Both Dundas and myself enter into and applaud the

justice and delicacy of your feelings with respect to the

particular fund out of which your grant was intended to be
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made, tho' the objection is rather in appearance than in

substance. I am persuaded some other mode will be found

of carrying into effect what was intended.

Marquis Wellesley.

The last two letters were written when Wellesley

was at war with the Board of Directors, and are in-

teresting mainly as sho\ying the tender delicacy with

which Pitt soothed the sore and sensitive spirit of his

friend. The great Viceroy, it remains to be added,

landed in England in January 1806 just in time to give

a farewell grasp to the emaciated hand of the great

Minister. The note in which Pitt writes to Wellesley

of the inexpressible pleasure with which he had received

the note announcing Wellesley's return is dated January

12, 1806, and is given by Lord Stanhope {Life, vol. iv.

p. 373).

Private.

Putney Hill, Augiost 80th, 1804.

My dear Wellesley—The letters which you will re-

ceive by this conveyance will inform you that the King

has conferred a peerage on General Lake, and an extra red

ribband on your brother Genl. Wellesley. I hope these

marks of honour will prove that a just value is attached to

the brilliant and extraordinary successes which they have

obtained under your auspices and direction, and I congratu-

late you most heartily on the advantageous and honorable

peace which has been the fruit of your victories, and on a

series of events which has produced so large an accession

of personal glory to yourself and of power and reputation

to the country. You will have heard from others the
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general history of our political situation at home, and will

have seen in what has passed and in the state of parties

which it has produced, much to regret, and much I be-

lieve to wonder at. I have very much wished to write to

you at large on the subject ; but you will not wonder that

I found it impossible during the session, and in the weeks

that have elapsed since to the present moment, the details

of military preparation under the constant expectation of an

immediate attempt at invasion, have in addition to the

common course of business furnished me incessant occupa-

tion. We are now I trust in a state in wliich we may meet

with confidence any enterprise to which even the largest

scale of French exertions is equal ; and I believe the thing

most to be wished is that they may speedily make the trial.

It seems probable from what I collect of the last letters

received from you, that you will be on your passage home

before any further accounts from hence can reach India.

Indeed unless any more time should appear to yourself to

be necessary for winding up compleatly the result of all

your labours, or unless any new or great scene should un-

expectedly open for fresh exertions, I hardly think that you

would be tempted to prolong your absence. If either of

those cases, however, should arise it cannot be necessary for

me to assure you that every additional period for which you

remain in India, will be considered by us (I mean the

Government, for I certainly cannot answer for the Court of

Directors) as so much gained for the public ; and that every-

thing of course will be done which is practicable on our

part, to give you the fullest and most effectual support.

With the knowledge of these sentiments, you will I am sure

decide on whatever may be the state of circumstances before

you at the moment, in the way most for your own honor

and the public service ; without suffering that decision to

be influenced by the sense you may naturally entertain of
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the petty cabals, and narrow views and prejudices which

too often operate at the India House, and which frequently

lead to an ungracious return for the services they ought

most to value.—Believe me at all times, my dear Wellesley,

sincerely and affectionately yours, W. Pitt.

Downing Street, Dec. 21s<, 1804.

My dear Wellesley—Your brother, I find, thinks it

most probable from the last letter he has received from you,

that before the present packet reaches India, you will have

embarked for Europe. Even if that should not be the case,

what you will learn by the present conveyance of the

temper and disposition which prevails at the India House,

will naturally lead you to a determination not to remain

longer than you may find necessary to compleat such ar-

rangements as you may think it most material to bring to a

conclusion before your departure. Indeed the advantage

which the persons hostile to your measures have derived

from your long silence on some of the most important trans-

actions of your Government, and particularly from their

being now left without any communication from yourself

respecting the war with Holkar has made it difficult to

keep them within any bounds ; and things are brought to a

point at which it seems to be the clear opinion of your

brother and of Lord Melville and Lord Castlereagh as well

as my own that you could no longer have the means of

carrying on the Government in a way either creditable or

satisfactory to yourself, or advantageous to the public

service. It therefore seems to us clearly desirable that you

should carry into execution the intention you have ex-

pressed of returning home (if you have not done so at an

earlier period) in the course of next year ; and on that

supposition it will probably be thought that whoever should

be pitched upon to be your successor, should sail from hence
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80 as to arrive about September or October. Our intention

of course is if possible to select for this nomination some

person of high rank and consideration at home ; which I

trust you will agree with us in thinking a much more

desirable arrangement, than letting the Government devolve

to a company's servant, even in the instance of one of so

much distinguished merit as Mr. Barlow. You will I trust

readily believe that it must be my earnest wish that you

should not take your leave of India without receiving some

additional public mark of the cordial sense entertained of

your very transcendent services. That which I should be

most anxious to obtain because I believe it would be most

agreeable to yourself, would be the blue ribband ; but partly

from personal wishes of the King, and partly from political

engagements which in these times it has been impossible to

avoid, I much fear that I may find it impossible. In that

case the English marquisate, seems to be the only other

mark of honor that can be proposed, and I hope in the view

with which it will evidently be given, it will not be unac-

ceptable. But whatever you may feel as to rewards and

honors for the past, I hope the termination of your Indian

career will restore you to us with health and inclination to

take as distinguished a share as your talents and exertions

entitle you to in the agitated and anxious state of politics

in which you will find us involved on your return. It is of

course impossible now to foresee how circumstances may
change or what arrangements may become necessary within

the next twelve months. But if the King's health should

continue unshaken (of which at present there seems the

fairest prospect) I am convinced we have nothing to fear

from all the activity and ability of the combined opposi-

tion tho' much indeed to lament in the description of some

of whom it is composed. And if on your arrival you should

be as much inclined as I trust you will to give your assist-
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ance to my administration, and an opening can be found to

give you as active and important a share in it as I should

wish, I need hardly tell you that such a circumstance would

from every public and private feeling be more gratifying to

me than I can express. At all events I look forward with

eagerness to the moment when I shall find myself again in

your society, and to a renewal of all the habits of friend-

ship and confidence from which for so many years I derived

BO large a share of happiness and comfort—Believe me

always, my dear Wellesley, affectionately yours,

W. Pitt

»

j



CHAPTEE XIII

FALL OF THE GOVERNMENT

The Union was considered a gi^eat triumph for Pitt, but

it was the cause of his immediate fall. He was anxious not

to delay an instant in pushing forward the large and

liberal policy of which the Union had ordy been the pro-

logue. The Act of Union received the royal assent on

the 2d of July 1800. At the first Cabinet (September

30, 1800,) after the summer recess, Pitt developed his

Irish policy. It included the substitution of a political in

lieu of a religious test for office, a commutation of tithes,

and a provision for the Catholic and Dissenting clergy.

Pitt had now to learn that, in choosing a successor for

the impracticable Thurlow, he had managed to find an

even more treacherous colleague. Loughborough, as he'

sate at council with him, had already betrayed him. Dur-

ing this month of September, while staying at Weymouth,

the Chancellor had received a confidential letter from

Pitt with reference to these different points, and had at

once handed it to the King, whose prejudice on this

subject had already been revealed in connection with the

Fitzwilliam episode. Thus fortified, the Chancellor at the

Cabinet of the 30th of September proclaimed his virtuous
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scruples. The question was adjourned for three months,

during which time it was hoped that the good man

would reconsider his objections and prepare a complete

measure on tithes. Loughborough had no idea of thus

wasting his time. He spent this interval in working on

that royal conscience of which he was the titular keeper.

He sought the congenial alliance of Auckland, a valuable

accomplice, not merely on account of remarkable powers

of intrigue, but as brother-in-law to Moore, Archbishop of

Canterbury. That prelate was now stirred by some

occult inspiration to address a letter of warning to the

King. Stuart, the primate of Ireland, was moved by a

simultaneous impulse to exert his pastoral influence on

his sovereign. Pitt was undermined. His colleagues

began mysteriously to fall away. Chatham and West-

morland, Portland and Liverpool commenced to side

against the Catholics in a Cabinet which had been sup-

posed to be unanimous in their favour.

In January 1801 the mine was sprung. At a lev^e

in that month, the King stormed audibly against the

proposals, which neither the First Minister nor the

Cabinet had laid before him. He sent Addington, the

Speaker, to remonstrate with Pitt, who indeed could not

have failed to hear at once of the scene at Court. Pitt

immediately addressed a statement of his policy to the

King, tendering his instant resignation if he were not

allowed to bring forward these different plans as

Government measures. The King in reply begged him

to remain and be silent. Pitt at once resigned, and the

King with apparent anguish acquiesced.

The parting honour that he awarded his minister is

notable. He knew that it was of no use to offer Pitt
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money or ribbons or titles. So he began a letter to

him " My dear Pitt " : a circumstance which throws a

little light on the character of both men.

The transaction has brought bitter censure upon

Pitt ; it is not easy to see why. What more could he

do 1 What war is to kings, resignation is to ministers :

it is the ultima ratio. He was, perhaps, open to censure

for not having himself prepared the King at an earlier

stage of the proceedings for the projected policy, instead

of leaving it to others with a hostile bias. But a

minister who had served George III. for seventeen years

may be presumed to have understood the King's times

and seasons better than any retrospective intelligence.

It must be remembered also that, after the adjournment

in September to promote union in the Cabinet, he was

obliged to wait, in order to speak on behalf of a united

Government. Further, it may well have been that,

from his knowledge of the King, he thought that the

best chance of obtaining his consent was to lay before

him a completed measure, and not a projected policy.

Nor could he foresee the black betrayal of Loughborough.

It is not, however, necessary to dwell on the charge of

negligence, for the real accusation is much graver than

one of negligence : it is one of treachery. The accusation,

so far as it can be ascertained, (for it is vaguely and

diffusely expressed), imports that Pitt held out hopes to

the Irish Catholics by which he secured their support to

the Union, and that, instead of fulfilling these pledges, or

doing his best to fulfil them, he resigned : a mock resigna-

tion which he endeavoured to recall. But when and

how were these hopes held out 1 There is absolutely no

trace of them—none, at least, of any Cabinet authority for
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them. Cornwallis and Castlereagh were indeed strongly

pro-Catholic. What they did on their own responsi-

bility is not known, nor is it now in question. But

the most recent and the best informed of historians

of the Union, and the most hostile to Pitt, expressly

admits that :
" It is in the first place quite clear that the

English Ministers did not give any definite pledge or

promise that they would carry Catholic Emancipation in

the Imperial Parliament, or make its triumph a matter

of life and death to the Administration. On two points

only did they expressly pledge themselves. The one

was, that, as far as lay in their power, they would exert

the whole force of Government influence to prevent the

introduction of Catholics into a separate Irish Parlia-

ment. The other was, that they would not permit any

clause in the Union Act which might bar the future

entry of Catholics into the Imperial Parliament; and the

fourth article of the Union accordingly stated, that the

present oaths and declaration were retained only ' until

the Parliament of the United Kingdom shall otherwise

provide.'

"

The actual hopes held out were these. Castlereagh

on returning from London in 1799, where he had gone

to gather the sentiments of the Cabinet on the Catholic

question, had written to Cornwallis that he was authorised

to say that the opinion of the Cabinet was favourable to

the principle of relief, though they did not think it

expedient to make any public promise or declaration to

the Catholics, or any direct assurance to the Catholics

;

but that Cornwallis would be justified, so far as the

sentiments of the Cabinet were concerned, in soliciting

their support. And, in his speech of the 5th of February

Q
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1800, Castlereagh had further said that "an arrangement

for the clergy, both Catholic and Protestant Dissenters,

had long been in the contemplation of His Majesty's

ministers," These were the pledges—what was the per-

formance *? That at the very first Cabinet, held after the

passing of the Union Bill, Pitt produced his policy, whicli

more than embodied them; that he urged it on his

colleagues with all his influence ; that the King learned

it surreptitiously, and opposed his veto to it ; and that

Pitt thereupon promptly and peremptorily resigned.

It is difficult for the most acute critic to perceive

what more he could have done. It was impossible

to convince or compel the King ; his mind was too fixed

and his position too strong. But, it is ui'ged that,

had Pitt insisted, the King, who had given way to him

before, would have given way to him again. The answer

is simple ; he did insist, and the King did not give way,

and would never have given way. For in this case, unlike

the others, George III. was convinced that he would incur

the personal guilt of perjury under his Coronation oath
;

and he knew that he would be supported in his resist-

ance b}^ the great mass of his subjects.

Under the strain of this agony, for it was no less,

torn by the separation from Pitt and by the pangs of

his conscience, his mind once more gave way. The

new ministry was already formed ; and so, clear

of all suspicion of interest, Pitt allowed the King's

physician to soothe his old master's shattered mind

by the assurance that the Catholic question should

never more be raised by him in the King's lifetime.

The promise was natural ; George III. was old and

brea,kiiig fast (two years later he was in fact at
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the point of death) ; the promise would probably not

long be operative. But it has been insinuated that this

was a mere renunciation on Pitt's part of a high principle

in order to retain office ; and that he was only too glad

to be rid of an embarrassing pledge by a resignation

which he hoped in this way to recall. Those who take

this somewhat paltry view omit to state that Pitt's

successor was appointed, that he himself declined to lift

his finger to return to office, and promoted in every

way the strength and efficiency of the Government that

replaced him.

Facts of this kind can of course be always dismissed

by a knowing wink or a sarcastic smile. But it is not

possible even thus to dismiss the letter written, late in

December 1801, by Bishop Tomline. The Bishop tells

his correspondent, with a groan, that he had just had a

long conversation with Pitt ; who had told him that he

looked forward to the time when he might carry Catholic

Emancipation, and that he did not wish to take office

again unless he could bring it forward. "Upon the

Catholic question our conversation was less satisfactory.

He certainly looks forward to the time when he may
carry that point, and I fear he does not wish to take

office again, unless he could be permitted to bring it

forward and to be properly supported."

This, the striking testimony of a most reluctant

witness with regard to Pitt's innermost views, ten

months after he had resigned and given his pledge

to the King, must convince all those who are capable

of conviction, that Pitt's Catholic policy and consequent

resignation were not less steadfast and straightforward

than the rest of his career. It seems also clear from
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this significant narrative that Pitt's promise to the

King was given under the persuasion that the King

had not long to live, though George III. survived

his great minister just fourteen years. So much
for human computation. On the other hand, if the

King's death or madness could be attributed to the

Catholic question, that reform would be indefinitely

postponed. If the mooting of the question renewed the

Regency discussions or produced a Regency, it would

be too dearly bought. Compassion, nature, and policy

pointed in the same direction.

So obvious was the necessity of the pledge that Fox

gave it at once and spontaneously on assuming office

in 1806; though he had ten months before pressed the

Catholic petition in a long speech, raising a fierce debate

and division. "I am determined," he said, "not to

annoy my sovereign by bringing it forward." This

promise on the part of Fox, after harassing his rival with

the question a short time previously, has always been held

to be venial, and perhaps chivalrous ; but, given by Pitt,

it forms an item in this inscrutable impeachment.

Another is this. The resignation was a sham, because

Pitt urged his friends to join and support the new

ministry. The reason, however, is obvious enough.

We were at war, and the first necessity of that state of

things was to form the strongest possible government. It

could not be strong, for the best men of Pitt's Govern-

ment were out of it, and the area of choice was in no wise

extended. But it was the only possible Government

;

and as it was by Pitt's act that the Government of the

country was so weakened, a heavy responsibility lay

on him. His critics appear to think it was his duty to
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have declared war on the new Administration ; to have

harassed it with Catholic resolutions ; to have bidden his

friends hold aloof ; and to have presented to France the

spectacle of a political chaos, of fierce faction fights for

power at the moment of vital struggle with a foreign

enemy. Fox was impossible. No sane minister could

have recommended as his successor in the midst of a

war the fiercest opponent of that war, a leader of some

fifty or sixty followers at the moment when the most

powerful Administration available was required, to a

monarch who less than two years before had struck him

off the Privy Council Math his own hand. Pitt could

only be followed by a Government formed out of his own

party ; one which he could support, putting the Catholic

question aside. The choice lay between making his

successors strong or weak. His paramount duty was to

the war, and he preferred to make them strong. It

surely requires a lively prejudice to blame him for this,

and the mere formulation of the charge implies con-

siderable ingenuity. As for Catholic Emancipation, that

did not enter into the calculation ; for, if Pitt could not

carry it at that time, it would have been mere folly

for any one else to attempt it. We may leave the whole

transaction with the words in which Sir James Graham

admirably summed it up :
" Mr. Pitt was prepared to do

the right thing at the right moment : but genius gave

way to madness; and two generations have in vain

deplored the loss of an opportunity which will never

return."

Addington, the new Prime Minister, was a friend of

the King's, and a sort of foster brother of Pitt's. The

son of the respected family physician, who had prescribed
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colchicum to the elder and port to the younger Pitt,

Addington carried into politics the indefinable air of a

village apothecary inspecting the tongue of the State.

His parts were slender, and his vanity prodigious. A
month after Pitt's resignation, but before he had given

up the seals, some of his ardent followers, cognisant of

his pledge to the King on the Catholic question,

attempted a negotiation to keep him in office. Among
them was Canning, who sang

—

Pitt is to Addington

As London is to Paddington.

This was true, and the minimum of truth; but Addington

did not see the matter in that light. The emissaries

found him happy and immovable. After a short tenure

of high office, the holder almost invariably thinks himself

admirably fitted for it. But this was a strong case.

Addington had never held political office at all, not an

Under Secretaryship, not a Lordship of the Treasury;

and yet, before he had even received the seals, he felt him-

self a meet successor for Pitt. To counterbalance this

deficiency in modesty, he had a handsome presence and

warm family affections. It must also in fairness be laid

to his credit that he was, Heaven knows why, the favourite

minister of Nelson. All that can be advanced on his be-

half has been forcibly urged in the valuable vindication

which Dean Milman addressed to Sir George Lewis.

But it amounts mainly to this, that many country gentle-

men preferred him to Pitt, because he had bland manners,

and because they were not oppressed by his intellectual

superiority. It is lamentable to think that, if Pitt had

to resign his power, it should devolve on Addington and
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not on Fox to succeed him. It is, however, pleasant to

know that Loughborough received his due reward. The

seals were taken from him. Still the wretched man

hung on. He continued to attend the Cabinet, until

Addington was forced to tell him plainly to begone.

He continued to haunt the Court, with the result that

on his death George III. composed this epitaph for

him : "He has not left a greater knave behind him in

my dominions."

Pitt's retirement from office lasted three years. His

first duty, like that of most ex-ministers, was to examine

his private affairs ; and, like most ex-ministers, with a

distressing result. He was heavily in debt. He had to

sell HoUwood. That Tusculum was heavily mortgaged,

and realised little surplus. His distress became known
;

for he was in danger of arrest. It was proposed to ask

Parliament for a grant. The merchants of London

offered him a free gift of £100,000. Pitt instantly put

an end to such projects. He could not hold office again

with the consciousness of such obligations. The King

begged him to accept £30,000 from his Privy Purse.

Pitt, with some emotion, declined this offer also. Finally,

he condescended to take a loan of some <£1 2,000 from a

few personal friends. This discharged the most clamant

and petty creditors. But it left a heavy balance, and

the loan was never paid off; for nearly all the con-

tributors refused to include it in the debts paid by

Parliament at Pitt's death. And to the last day of his

life executions were threatened and even le\ded in his

house.

This is not altogether a pleasant picture. He had

enjoyed fully £10,000 a year for many years from
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his various offices ;
^ although it is only fair to remember

that at his death his salary as First Lord of the

Treasury was no less than seven quarters in arrear. He
had no expenses except those of homely hospitality. But

his ideas of public and private finance differed "\\'idely.

We are told that, when he could not pay his coachmaker,

he would order a new carriage, as an emollient measure.

And so with the other tradesmen. His household was a

den of thieves. While he watched over the Treasury

like Sully, he conducted his own affairs like Charles

Surface.

In other respects, this year redounded greatly to his

credit. He not merely gave an ardent support to

Addington, but conducted the negotiations for a peace.

By this he pledged himself to the preparation and de-

fence of a treaty, any honour' from which would entirely

benefit his successor, and of which the blame only could

devolve on himself : an episode surely rare in the

annals of ex-ministers.

The preliminary articles were signed on the 1st of

October 1801. We restored all the colonies that we had

taken, except Trinidad and Ceylon. We agreed to give up

Malta to the Knights of St. John. The fisheries in New-

foundland and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence were to be

replaced on the same footing as before the war. Egypt,

from which an expedition, despatched by Pitt, had driven

the French just after his resignation, M^as given back to

Tui'key. In return, the French did little more than

withdraw from Southern Italy. It was a treaty which

could only be justified on the plea of imperious necessity.

Much was conceded, for it was necessary to concede

^ See Appendix C
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much. A prolonged armistice,—for with Napoleon it

could be little more,—was absolutely needed. At any

rate, it was hailed by the public with raptiu-e, and it

greatly strengthened Addington's Administration.

Grenville and Windham were, however, furious. They

were joined by Spencer. Pitt's follomng was rapidly

breaking up. Already Auckland, who was under every

conceivable obligation to Pitt, and whose daughter Pitt

had nearly married, had snapped and yelped at the heels

of the departing minister. The new Government had suc-

ceeded to Pitt's majority, which they maintained at a

general election in 1802 ; he had, indeed, pressed all those

whom he could influence to join or support the Adminis-

tration. Consequently, his personal following consisted

only of those adherents, such as Rose and Canning, who

would not take his advice.

The years of Pitt's retirement were mainly spent at

Walmer, with occasional excursions to London and Bath.

From April 1802 to May 1803 he does not appear to

have entered the House of Commons. In May 1802, he

received the greatest compliment that has ever been paid

to an English statesman. Sir Francis Burdett had moved

an indirect, and Nicholls, the author of some paltry Recol-

lections, a direct vote of censure on the late Government.

Both were rejected by immense majorities. But such

rejection did not satisfy the House ; a mere negative was

insufficient. By an overwhelming majority, against a

minority of 52, it was carried :
" That the Right Hon.

William Pitt has rendered great and important services

to his country, and especially deserved the gratitude of

this House." And immediately afterwards, there took

place that spontaneous celebration of his birthday, which
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was repeated for a full generation afterwards. It was

for that first banquet that Canning composed the exqui-

site verses, " The Pilot that weathered the Storm."

Under honours so unparalleled, Pitt could well remain

in contented quiet at Walmer. That repose was greatly

needed for his health, which, as has been seen, gave way

in 1798, and now continued slowly declining to the end.

He who had been at work by nine had become a late

riser ; he had ceased to answer letters ; and the visits to

Bath, commenced in October 1802, became a frequent

and periodical necessity. In September 1802 he was

again seriously ill. But his enjoyment of Walmer was

intense. No " disencumbered Atlas of the State " ever

returned to country life with a keener relish. Shooting,

and laying out his grounds, and the society of a very

few old friends were his main amusements, and perhaps

he was equal to no more. But, in the summer of 1803,

the apprehensions of a French invasion gave a novel

emploj^ment to his active mind; for he construed his

office of Lord Warden in its ancient and most literal

sense. In August of that year he raised and drilled a

volunteer corps of 3000 men. Amid the derision of

his enemies and the apprehensions of his friends, he

spent his days in feverish activity, riding and reviewing

and manoeuvring along the coast committed officially

to his charge. He would not even go to London, unless

the wind was in a quarter that prohibited a hostile

landing.

Meanwhile, Addington and his colleagues drew their

salaries with regularity, and, so long as peace lasted,

there was no objection to the process. Pitt, indeed,

pricked his ears at Addington's budgets; but he had
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promised support as long as possible, and remained

silent rather than disapprove. It was not, however, in

the nature of things that these relations could continue.

Both men were surrounded by friends, whose interest

it was to set them against each other. Addington's

followers saw that they could only keep their places,

under his Administration, and by the exclusion of Pitt.

Pitt's followers were indignant that his post should be

80 inadequately filled. There were, moreover, little

causes of irritation; want of zeal in defence, inspired

pamphlets, the petty political smarts so easily in-

flamed into blisters by the timely assistance of toadies.

The Whigs of course stimulated Addington with extrava-

gant eulogy to prevent his thinking of making way for

Pitt ; and the minister piu-red under the process.

When, however, it became clear that there was no

possibility of preserving peace with Napoleon, all eyes,

even Addington's, instinctively turned to Pitt. Men,

so different as the Eussian Ambassador and Wilberforce,

spoke of ministers with undisguised contempt. " Their

weakness is lamentable," wrote the philanthropist. " Si

ce minist^re diu-e, la Grande Bretagne ne durera pas,"

remarked the more caustic W^oronzow. In March 1803,

Addington sent Dundas (become Lord Melville) to Pitt,

to propose that he should enter the ministry. Lord

Chatham was to be Prime Minister,—a recognition of

primogeniture which may fairly be called extravagant

;

Addington and Pitt joint Secretaries of State. Pitt,

however, never learned the post destined for himself,

for Melville never got so far. Already, no doubt,

sufficiently conscious of the absurdity of the proposition,

he broke down at the beginning. "ReaUy," said Pitt
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with good-natured irony, "I had not the curiosity to

ask what I was to be."

It was profoundly galling to Addington to admit

that Pitt could be more than his equal, and might

possibly be his superior. But under stress of circum-

stance he went that length. In the ensuing month

(April 1803) he renewed the negotiations in person.

He offered the Premiership to Pitt ; who in exchange

requested Addington, with cruel ignorance or heedlessness

of the Prime Minister's opinion of his own qualifications,

to return to the Speakership, the duties of which he

had so admirably discharged ; but, as the Speakership of

the House of Commons was filled, he proposed to create a

similar position for him in the House of Lords. Addington

concealed his mortification ; but begged that Grenville,

Spencer, and Windham should not be included in the

new Cabinet, as they had spoken disrespectfully of

himself. Pitt declined all exclusions. On this the

negotiation broke off, and with it all friendly relations

between the principals.

In the succeeding month, war was declared against

France, and a few days later Pitt resumed his attendance

in the House of Commons to defend that measure. His

reappearance created a unique sensation. There were

some 200 new members in the House of Commons who

had never heard him; many of whom had never seen him.

As he walked up to his seat, the feeling was irrepressible,

and there was a cry of " Pitt, Pitt," as if proceeding from

the very helplessness of showing emotion in any other

way. Whitbread and Erskine were heard with im-

patience, and then he rose, gi-eeted with a renewed

storm of acclamation.
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He spoke for two hours and a half, and the

termination of his speech was received with round

upon round of enthusiastic applause. But keen ob-

servers noted with pain his altered appearance and

the sensible signs of his weakened health. The House

immediately adjourned. On the succeeding night, Fox

delivered a speech of three hours in reply, of which he

says simply, " The truth is, it was my best." Thei-e is

little doubt that Pitt was at his best also, and that the

fortunate members who sat in the House of Commons
on the 23d and 24th of May 1803 heard the highest

expression of English eloquence. During Pitt's speech,

however, the reporters were unluckily excluded, and we
have only a jejune abstract of Fox's. Our regret must

be for ourselves and not for the orators : as few speeches

which have produced an electrical effect on an audience

can bear the uncoloured photography of a printed record.

Some days afterwards, a vote of censure was moved

on the ministry. Pitt interposed, and proposed that the

House should proceed to the Orders of the Day, for he

would not censure and could not defend. He found

himself in a mortifying minority of 34 against 275, a

curious contrast to his triumph less than a fortnight

before. The same motion was defeated in the House of

Lords by 106 to 18. Such was the influence of the

King ; for, in truth, Addington represented nothing else.

The strange contrast was between the moral and the

voting power. A few days before this last division.

Fox had proposed to accept the mediation of Russia.

Hawkesbury, the Foreign Secretary, followed him and

warmly opposed the proposition. Then Pitt rose and

supported it. On which Hawkesbury at once assured
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the House that the Government would readily agree to

it. A month later, Addington brought forward a

plan for a renewal of the income tax, which he had

abolished on the conclusion of peace. On this Pitt

moved an instruction, aimed at a distinction that Ad-

dington had dra^vn between landed and funded property

on the one hand, and all other forms of property on the

other. Addington resisted this instruction with vigour

;

sharp words passed between the minister and his prede-

cessor ; Pitt was beaten on a division by three to one. But

the next day Addington came down to the House and

accepted Pitt's suggestion. " His influence and authority

in the House of Commons," Avrites Romilly, a strong

opponent, "exceed all belief. The Ministry seems in

the House of Commons, in comparison with him, to be

persons of no account."

In the session which began in November 1803, the

predominance of Pitt was equally apparent. On the

question of the Volunteers he made some drastic pro-

posals ; and, the next evening, the Secretary at War
brought in a Bill embodying them. But his relations

to the Government were becoming more and more tense.

He declined, however, to ally himself with others in

opposition ; for he felt that his position was unique and

must be maintained free from unnecessary complications.

Grenville, always more extreme in hostility, and anxious,

some thought, to be independent of his late leader,

entered into a definite alliance with Fox, and pressed

Pitt to do the same. Pitt steadily refused. This was in

January 1804, and was in fact the last confidential com-

munication that passed between them ; for the inter-

change of letters in May was of a very different character.
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In February 1804 the King's mind once more gave

way. Meanwhile, Addington's Ministry was drawing

steadily to an unlamented end. He became peevish

and irritable ; his majority began to waver ; the Whigs,

formerly so friendly, openly ridiculed him; and his

Chancellor, with the prescience then inherent in the

woolsack, prepared for a change. In March, Eldon

sent a communication to Pitt, and they met. In the

ensuing month Addington himself sent a message to

Pitt, begging him to state through a common friend

what could be done. Pitt haughtily leplied that to the

King alone, or to any person deputed by the King, would

he make such a communication. This was Addington's

last signal of distress; it occurred on the 17th or 18th

of April (1804). He now agreed to advise the Sovereign

to commission Eldon to see Pitt. On the 21st of April

Pitt sent a long letter to the King, which was put into

the royal hands on the 27th. By that time the division

had taken place, which was to end the Ministry. On the

26th of April their majority had shrunk to 37—

a

majority, which many administrations would hail with

pious rapture, but which betrayed so great a shrinkage

as to convince Addington that his position was imtenable.

On the 26th of April he communicated this decision to the

King, and on the 29th to his colleagues. They concurred
;

and on the 30th Eldon called on Pitt, by the King's

orders, to furnish a written scheme for a new Govern-

ment.

In reply, Pitt urged the claims of Fox. He had

drawn up the scheme of a cabinet on a broad basis,

which still exists in his autograph. He was to hold

the Treasury; but two out of the three Secretaryships of
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State were to be made over to Fox and Fitzwilliam, and

Grey was to become Secretary at War, while for Gren-

ville he reserved the significant sinecure of Lord President.

But he had also formally stated in a letter to Melville,

dated on the 29th of March 1804, that he could not force

the King, recovering from an almost mortal malady,

mental and bodily, to take as ministers persons he had so

long proscribed. "From various considerations, how-

ever," he wrote, "and still more from this last illness, I

feel that a proposal to take into a share of his councils

persons against whom he has long entertained such

strong and natural objections ought never to be made

to him, but in such a manner as to leave him a free

option, and to convince him that if he cannot be sincerely

convinced of its expediency there is not a wish to force

it on him. I should therefore at the same time, let His

Majesty understand distinctly, that if after considering

the subject, he resolved to exclude the friends both

of Mr. Fox and Lord Grenville, but wished to call upon

me to form a government without them, I should be

ready to do so, as well as I could, from among my
own immediate friends, united with the most capable

and unexceptionable persons of the present Government

;

but of course excluding many of them, and above all,

Addington himself, and Lord St. Vincent."

This passage has been given at length; because it

succinctly defines Pitt's position in Pitt's own words.

Once more his kindness for the aged King, slowly sinking

into permanent darkening of sight and mind, was to

prove a cruel obstacle in his path. The monarch him-

self received Pitt's letter with cold displeasure; he

answered it in a note which betrayed the lingering
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influence of mental disease, in its violence and want of

courtesy. He at once saw the weak joint in Pitt's

armour—the tenderness for himself ; and loudly refused

to have anything to do with Fox or Grenville ; the mere

proposal of their names was an insult. He even ignored

Pitt's request for a personal interview. He could not

get over the separation from Addington; poignant

indeed must have been the parting between those

congenial mediocrities.

At last, by the intervention of Eldon, a meeting

with the King was arranged. The Sovereign, who had

passed his former minister without notice the year before,

now received him with astute cordiality. But, when

they came to discuss the formation of the new Govern-

ment, they were both put on their mettle. The contest

raged for three hours. Never was Pitt more urgent;

he seems to have forgotten in the heat of argument the

limitations which he had set himself in his letter to

Dundas. But never was the Iving more stubborn. The

contest ended in a compromise, which was in reality a

victory for the sovereign. Grenville was admitted, but

Fox excluded, though it was conceded that Fox might

receive a foreign embassy. The monarch afterwards

went so far as to say that he should prefer civil war to

Mr. Fox. But the exclusion of the one confederate

entailed the exclusion of the other, and so the King

carried both points.

The new Minister at once communicated the result to

Fox and Grenville. Their answers were characteristic.

The lifelong enemy said that he did not care for office,

but he hoped that his friends would join Pitt. The

Ufelong friend, colleague, and kinsman, persuaded Fox's

R
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friends to stand aloof, and stood aloof himself. It

was the finest moment of Fox's life, and not the most

auspicious of Grenvi lie's.

It is fair to say that Grenville might well be

sensitive to the charge that would have been brought

against him of having used Fox as a ladder to return

to power. But from this imputation he was released

by Fox himself. The very objection urged against

Addington's Administration was that the crisis re-

quired the strongest possible Administration. Gren-

ville's action rendered the new one deplorably weak.

Had he entered it with Fox's friends, it would have been

exceptionally powerful,—a ministry of all the talents

save one;—and the admission of Fox himself must soon

have followed. These considerations would make Gren-

ville's action difficult to explain ; but there is another cir-

cumstance which makes it wholly inexplicable. Exactly

a year before, he had urged upon Pitt precisely the course

which he now resented, and which Pitt now proposed to

adopt. At the end of March, or the beginning of April,

1803, he went down to see his former chief at Walmer;

and had a conversation or negotiation so elaborate that

he himself wrote out and preserved an account of it.

"After this," he says, "I suggested to Mr. Pitt the

great advantage which, in my view of the state of the

country, he would derive from endeavouring to form a

government on a still more extensive foundation than

that of which he had spoken, and from trying the

experiment of uniting in the public service, under cir-

cumstances of extreme public danger as the present, the

leading members, not of the three parties who had been

in his view, but of all the four into which public men
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were now divided. I stated the reasons I had for

believing that, with regard to the old Opposition, this

might be done by including in his arrangement only

Lord Moira and Grey, and perhaps Tierney (the latter

in some office subordinate to the Cabinet), and that Fox

would be contented not to take any personal share in the govern-

ment so formed; and on a subsequent day ... I took

occasion from that circumstance to renew this sugges-

tion." It is clear, then, that the plan of forming a

Cabinet of all parties, excluding Fox, was so far from

being repugnant to Grenville that it was his own pro-

posal. It was supported by Fox's own wishes ; it was

at the moment the only practicable method of forming

an efficient Administration. Grenville, however, threw

over his own plan, and put every possible obstacle in the

path of his old chief, who the year before had refused

the Premiership at the price of Grenville's exclusion.

In this gloomy crisis of the fortunes of his country, he

thought that the proper course was to hunt down the

new Ministry with inveterate hostility, so that he might

succeed it at the head of a mongrel, dubious assortment of

all the extremes of politics, and with the public men whom
he had most bitterly denounced. But Pitt was not to

be cowed. "I wiU teach that proud man," he said,

"that in the service and with the confidence of the

King I can do without him, though I think my health

such that it may cost me my life." As indeed it did.

It must also be borne in mind as one of Pitt's greatest

difficulties that the inclusion of Fox would have been

profoundly repugnant to his own followers both in

Parliament and in the country. It would have been

a coalition enough to try any faith. In Scotland this
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feeling was strangely strong. Nothing less than Pitt's

authority could have restrained it. Nevertheless, he

persevered again and again in attempting to persuade

the King to receive Fox.

To all such efforts, however, if politics be indeed an

affair of principle and not a game to be played, there

is an obvious limit. There is, moreover, a point of

honour involved. A minister may find it necessary to

yield to political forces beyond his control, and to change

his policy. In doing so, he may ask for the admission

to office of the representatives of that policy. It is a

very different matter, however, for a minister pursuing

consistently the policy which he has carried out for

years, to demand, as an administrative necessity, the

inclusion of his principal opponent in a Cabinet of which

that opponent has been the inveterate enemy during its

entire duration; who has criticised and resisted its every

measure, tooth and nail, in letter and substance, in sum

and in detail. Such a proceeding is lacking in common

dignity and common sense; it is a surrender in the

present and a reproach to the past ; no hostile vote can

carry a deeper condemnation than so self-inflicted a

blow. In an acute crisis, and for the pressing purpose

of some supreme juncture, such a sacrifice may be made.

But Pitt, who had administered Government for eight-

teen years, not merely without Fox, but under the un-

relenting fire of Fox's opposition, could hardly say in

the nineteenth that he could not and would not enter

office without him. Such a declaration, carried to

extremes, would have been a confession of previous

error and present impotence that would have gone far to

prove he was not fit to be a minister at all.
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THE END

So began Pitt's Hundred Days ; for his second Adminis-

tration can only be compared to that second impotent

reign of Napoleon's, after their triumphant dictatorships.

His new Cabinet was deplorable. So null was it that

it was called "the new Administration composed of

William and Pitt"; for, though some of its members

afterwards attained eminence under the shade of Pitt,

they displayed no such promise. There was Melville

indeed, but Melville was in the House of Lords; and

his intimacy with Pitt was much less close than in the

former Cabinet, presumably since he had accepted a

peerage from Addington and undertaken to be his

emissary to Walmer. He was, moreover, to be the

means of inflicting on his chief a mortal wound.

There was Harrowby, who twice afterwards refused

the Premiership; and Hawkesbury, who held it for

fifteen years as Lord Liverpool ; but the first soon

retired from illness, while the other had so far dis-

played little promise, and was indeed something of a

butt. Castlereagh was Pitt's only Cabinet colleague
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in the House of Commons, and he in debate was

disastrous. And there was of course the ordinary

domestic furniture of Pitt's cabinets ; the Portlands

and Montroses and Westmorlands, the Camdens and

the Mulgraves.

There was also Pitt's brother, Chatham, an underrated

figure. He was, no doubt, indolent and extravagant ; as

a general, he was a conspicuous failure ; he was useless

as the head of a department; he had no trace of the

oratorical abilities of his father or his brother ; but,

as a minister in Cabinet, he was of singular value.

Eldon, who was shrewd, and in such a matter neither

paradoxical nor biassed, gave it as his deliberate opinion

that " the ablest man I ever knew in the Cabinet was

Lord Chatham. He sat apparently inattentive to what

was going on, but when his turn came to deliver his

opinion, he toppled over all the others." As a wretched

general, a wretched administrator, a mute senator, and

yet a Cabinet minister, Chatham represented to the

world a glaring example of Pitt's partiality. They

could not know those qualities of counsel that preserved

him, as they have many indifferent orators, in the

Cabinet. Men forget that judgment is at least as much

wanted in a government as agile fence; that the pos-

session of eloquence by no means implies the possession

of the other requisites of government; and that, for

instance, any minister would prefer as a Cabinet col-

league Godolphin to St. John, or Althorp to Brougham.

There have been orators like Pulteney, who have

shrivelled at the first contact with power. There have

been statesmen like Cromwell, who could not frame

an intelligible sentence. Pitt's second Government
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was endowed with neither a Cromwell nor a Pul-

teney ; but, curiously enough, although so universally

derided, it contained no less than four future Prime

Ministers— Portland, Perceval, Liverpool, and Canning

— while Harrowby might, had he chosen, have made

a fifth.

Pitt took his seat in the House of Commons as Prime

Minister on the 18th of May 1804. That same day his

supreme foe, the First Consul, was proclaimed Emperor

of the French. Shortly afterwards Livingston, the

American minister in Paris, escorted by Fox and Grey,

brought Pitt a vague and dubious overture for peace,

which came to nothing. This was the last of the rare occa-

sions on which Pitt and Fox met in the same room. The

Minister's military and financial measures (the latter

including, as usual, another of the shocking demands of

£500,000 to pay off debt on the civil list) he carried by

majorities, varying from forty to fifty, in the same House

which had furnished him in the previous session with the

modest contingent of thirty-three followers. The session

closed without incident on the 31st of July. In the recess

he continued to discharge his military duties; and, in view

of the army that Napoleon had assembled at Boulogne

for the invasion of England, no precaution could be

superfluous.

His political preoccupations were scarcely less urgent.

He resolved to gratify the King and increase his

parliamentary support by the admission of Addington.

Their mutual feelings were softened, and they returned

to something of their early intimacy. Addington became

Viscount Sidmouth and President of the Council. A
place was also found in the Cabinet for his principal
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adherent, that Earl of Buckinghamshire who had married

Eleanor Eden, Pitt's only love. Another domestic

incident occurred, which was curious if not important.

The Archbishop of Canterbury had long been dying,

and Pitt was determined that his tutor, secretary, and

friend. Bishop Tomline of Lincoln, should be the next

Primate. The King was equally determined that the

succession should not fall to that too acquisitive prelate.

Having received early news of the Archbishop's deaths

George III. hurried across to the Deanery at Windsor, the

residence of Bishop Manners Sutton. The Bishop was at

dinner; and was informed that there was a person outside,

who wished to see him and would not take a denial. He
went out and found the King, who had come to offer him

the Primac^' The business was settled in a moment,

and at the front door ; the Sovereign went off chuckling

at having outwitted Pitt. It is said, however, that,

when they met, language of unprecedented strength

passed between King and Minister. It cannot, though,

be doubted that the King was right.

The royal speech, at the opening of the session in

January 1805, announced that we were at war with

Spain : one of those measures, founded rather on secret

knowledge than on open rupture, which were then not

uncommon, and which were rendered necessary by the

multiplicity of occult policies and subterranean agree-

ments then prevalent in Europe. The British Ministry

were aware that a secret alliance had been concluded

between Spain and France, and determined to strike the

first blow. Fox, who had been silent for the last four

years, and was to be silent ever afterwards on the

question, thought fit now to urge complete Catholic Eman-
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cipation as pressing and indispensable; but was easily

defeated. The Budget provided for enormous expenses.

It became necessary to find forty-four millions for the

current year. The army figured for eighteen millions

and a half, the navy for fourteen millions and a half,

the Ordnance for close on five millions ; and five millions

were taken for probable subsidies, though little or

none of this last sum was spent. To meet these war

estimates, Pitt proposed a new loan of twenty millions.

Besides, therefore, continuing the existing war taxes,

he had to find another million for interest. For this

he principally relied, in the spirit of modern finance,

on an increase in the death duties.

The supreme event of the session was the success-

ful attack upon Lord Melville. That statesman was

now first Lord of the Admiralty, where he displayed

his wonted vigour and ability. But he had previously

held for many years the ofiice of Treasurer to the Navy,

to which, it was afterwards remarked, he had always

clung with strange persistence. A commission of naval

inquiry had been sitting for three years, and now pre-

sented a report on Lord Melville's conduct as Treasurer.

It showed that his paymaster had used the public

balances for his private purposes. Although the public

had not thereby sustained any loss, the Commissioners

rightly visited this proceeding with the severest censure.

It was also admitted by Lord Melville that he had

sometimes, as a confidential minister of the Crown,

advanced monies from these balances for the purposes

of secret service. The Opposition alleged that he had

used these sums to his own profit ; but of this charge

there was never the slightest proof, nor indeed any
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probability. Still, he had shown blamable laxity in a

matter which requires the nicest precision of scruple.

Whitbread brought forward in the House a series of

resolutions condemning Melville's conduct. Pitt would

have wished to meet them with a negative. But Ad-

dington hated Melville, and would consent to no stronger

amendment than a reference to a Select Committee.

Even that motion was not carried. It was a case in

which the House of Commons vindicated its inde-

pendence. It passed beyond party leaders and party

considerations, and sought unbiassed guidance. The

speech of Wilberforce was, therefore, eagerly looked

for ; he was one of Pitt's dearest friends, but one also

whom, in a matter of public morals, friendship could

not sway. As he rose, Pitt bent forward and fixed an

eagle glance of inquiry upon him. Wilberforce felt

all that that mute appeal implied, but did not waver.

He declared that he must vote for Whitbread. Not

in his Slave Trade triumph did he hold a prouder

position.

The numbers were equal. The Speaker, as he

announced them, turned white as ashes, for the re-

sponsibility of decision devolved upon him. After a

painful silence of many minutes, he gave the casting

vote against the Government. Then arose a shout and

turbulence of victory such as this generation has once

at least witnessed, when senators behaved like school-

boys, and passion ran uncontrolled. There were view-

halloas. " We have killed the fox," shouted one sturdy

sportsman with some confusion of idea. Pitt pressed

his hat on his head, and it was seen that this was to

conceal the tears trickling down his cheeks. Some
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unmannerly Whigs pressed up to see how he bore his

friend's political death. But a little band of his younger

followers rallied round him, and thus unconsciously

encompassed he moved out of the House. It was the

greatest blow that he had ever received. Some have

ascribed his death to Ulm, and some to Austerlitz ; but,

if the mortal wound was triple, the first stab was the

fall of Dundas. "We can get over Austerlitz," he said

to Huskisson at Bath, " but we can never get over the

Tenth Report."

Melville of coui-se resigned at once. He was suc-

ceeded by an octogenarian member of his board, Sir

Charles Middleton. Addington, who wanted the place

for one of his followers, retired in dudgeon ; and, though

this difference was patched up, his secession was only

deferred. After the Easter recess, the attack was re-

newed. The report was referred to a Select Committee.

A\Tiitbread moved an address to the Crown, praying that

Melville should be removed from the Privy Council. Pitt

at first resisted ; but at the request of Melville himself

erased his name before the motion could be put. As

he made this announcement to the House he almost

broke down. Traces of this emotion, hitherto so rare in

him, were not, indeed, uncommon during the short re-

mainder of his life. The report of the Committee was un-

favourable, and, after Melville had addressed the House

of Commons from the bar, an impeachment was resolved

upon. He was ultimately acquitted, but the divisions

on the question of impeachment, in which Addington's

friends voted strenuously against Pitt, produced Sid-

mouth's final resignation. An ex-premier is usually

found, by any Cabinet in which he may serve as an
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ordinary member, to be a fleeting and dangerous luxury

Addington was no exception to the rule.

The fall of Melville was chiefly felt in Scotland.

There he had long reigned supreme, with general popu-

larity and good-nature, by the exercise of a double

patronage. While he had Scotticised India, he had

orientalised Scotland. He had imported into India a

splendid staff of Scottish adminstrators ; he had im-

ported into Scotland the absolutism of a Guicowar or a

Nizam. When he fell, the air was cleared, and men,

who had sat in darkness under his shadow, saw the light

once more.

The Prime Minister's arrangements to supply the

places of Sidmouth, Buckinghamshire, and Melville were

only temporary. He still clung to the hope of inducing

the King to consent to the admission of Fox and Gren-

ville and their friends. With that object he set out for

Weymouth, where for hours he urged upon his sovereign

every plea and argument for such an arrangement. But

the King was obstinate. It was not necessary, he said

;

Pitt could do well enough without them. He knew,

in fact, that in the last resort he could always rely on

Pitt's pride ; that Pitt would never resign on account of

gathering difficulties or hostile coalitions. But, had he

yielded now, he might have saved Pitt's life. With a

melancholy foreboding, the Minister said, afortnightbefore

his death : "I wish the King may not live to repent, and

sooner than he thinks, the rejection of the advice which

I pressed on him at Weymouth." For the burden fell

now solely on the enfeebled shoulders of the dying

Premier : the brilliant chiefs of opposition might have

relieved him of much. As it was, " if Pitt has the
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gout for a fortnight," said Rose, " there is an end of us."

And so it proved.

The Minister was thus at bay, but never had he

shown a richer conception or a greater energy of resource.

He had determined to oppose to Napoleon the solid

barrier of the European concert. For that purpose he

had been maturing a gigantic alliance, which should em-

ploy the fleets and treasure of England, and the vastest

armies that Eussia, Prussia, and Austria could put into

the field. He commenced with Eussia. On the 11th

of April 1804, a treaty was concluded at St. Petersburg.

Five hundred thousand men were to be arrayed against

France. Great Britain was to contribute ships and men

and money. On the 9th of August, Austria signified her

adherence. This was the Third Coalition. Prussia, ruled

by covetous incapacities, wavered; and was wavering

when the Coalition was crushed. So she escaped that

fall ; but a worse fate awaited her.

At this moment (August 1805), Napoleon was still

bent on striking a mortal blow at England. He only

awaited the fleet which was to give him command

of the Channel for the fatal twelve hours. Daily he

gazed intensely at the horizon, till the tidings came

that his admiral had retreated into Cadiz. There

was no time to be lost, for he was well aware of the

new league. He instantly moved his collected legions

to Germany. The Empire which possessed the Arch-

duke Charles preferred to oppose to him General Mack
;

a strategist of unalloyed incompetency, and imvaried

failure. In a few marches Napoleon cut off" Mack from

Austria, and surrounded him at Ulm; and the first

event in the history of the Third Coalition was the
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absolute surrender of thirty thousand of their choicest

troops.

This was on the 19th of October. At the end of

October, and in the first days of November, there were

rumours of it in London. Pitt almost peevishly con-

tradicted them. But on Sunday, the 3d of Novembei,

came a Dutch paper, which Pitt brought to Malmesbury

to translate, and which told the worst. He went away

with a look in his face which never again left it. But

his spirit did not quail. On the 5th of November a

despatch was on its way to Vienna, in which Pitt made a

supreme appeal to Austria not to flinch. He had already,

he said, sent Lord Harrowby to Berlin "to ui-ge the early

activity of the Prussian armies. There seems at present

every reason to hope that this mission will be effectual.

. . Great as have been the pecuniary efforts which His

Majesty has made for the common cause, he is ready still

to extend them to such a farther amount as may enable

those Powers to bring an active force of from two hundred

to two hundred and fifty thousand men; and His Majesty

has no doubt of being enabled himself to augment his own

active force ... to not less than sixty thousand men."

With objects so paramount in view, with such vast

means in reserve, these efforts could not fail. And in a

glowing sentence, so like one of Pitt's perorations that

one can almost hear his voice in it, he says that, even

should the enemy plant his standards on the walls of

Vienna, he is sure "that the antient spirit of Austria

would still remain unshaken and undismayed " ; and

that Napoleon would still " have to encounter the con-

centrated energy of a great and loyal nation and the

united efforts of powerful allies,"
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A few days afterwards, the news was eclipsed by the

tidings of Trafalgar. Nelson had attacked with an

inferior force the combined French and Spanish fleets,

consisting of thirty -three ships of the line and seven

frigates. Of these no less than twenty struck their

flag. But even this consummate achievement was over-

bought by the death of England's greatest warrior. It

is for this reason, perhaps, that Trafalgar is inscribed as a

victory in the Museum of Arms at Madrid unto this day

The nation was profoundly moved by the double

intelligence, but triumph predominated. The Minister

himself, once so equable, when roused at night to read

the despatches so full of joy and sorrow, could not

resume his rest. The day afterwards, he was present

at the annual dinner of the Lord Mayor. The populace

had forgotten Ulm, and could think only of Trafalgar.

Once more, and for the last time, they received him with

acclamations, and drew his chariot in triumph to the

Guildhall. There his health was drunk as the saviour

of Europe. Pitt replied in the noblest, the tersest, and

the last of all of his speeches. It can here be given in its

entirety. "I return you many thanks for the honour

you have done me. But Europe is not to be saved by

any single man. England has saved herself by her

exertions, and will, as I trust, save Europe by her

example." That pageant was in some sort a State

funeral, for he was never seen in public again.

A month afterwards (December 7) he set out for

Bath. Austerlitz, the battle of the Emperors, had been

fought on the 2d. One Emperor was in flight, the other

sullenly sustained defeat ; their armies were scattered
;

a peace was being negotiated ; amid the shattered ruins
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of the Coalition, Pitt alone remained. But even in the

wreck of his life, his intrepid foresight survived.

Nothing, he said, but a war of patriotism, a national

war, could now save Europe, and that war should begin

in Spain. Melville and Ulm had borne heavily on Pitt

;

Austerlitz killed him.

He was at Bath when he received the news. Tradi-

tion says that he was looking at a picture gallery when

he heard the furious gallop of a horse. "That must be

a coiu*ier," he exclaimed, "with news for me." When
he had opened the packet he said, " Heavy news indeed,"

and asked for brandy. He hurriedly swallowed one or

two drams; had he not, says an eye-witness, he must

have fainted. He then asked for a map, and desired to

be left alone.

He had gout flying about ; the shock of the tidings

threw it back on some vital organ. From this day he

shrank visibly. His weakness and emaciation were

painful to witness. Still, he did not abate his high

hopes, or his unconquerable spirit. He wrote cheerfully

to his friends. He was better, but wanted strength;

Bath was of no further use ; he would return to the

house which he had hired at Putney—a mansion still

existing, and locally known as "Bowling Green House."

There, in a spacious and sunny room, from which one may
still look out on Pitt's green lawns and avenue of limes,

he was destined to die. On the 9th of January he set out

home. So feeble was he, that it took three days to compass

the journey. He arrived at his villa on the 12th. As he

entered it, his eye rested on the map of Europe. " Roll

up that map," he said; "it will not be wanted these

ten years."
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On the 14th Wellesley, just returned from his great

proconsulate, had a long interview : the last, for no one

again saw Pitt but his immediate family, among whom
Rose and Tomline may be included, and his physicians.

He fainted indeed, while Wellesley was in the room.

That old friend felt it his duty on leaving Putney to go

to Lord Grenville, and warn him that Pitt was at the

point of death. Wellesley found him drafting resolu-

tions of censure, and concerting the fiercest opposition

to the Minister. On learning the news Grenville broke

into a passion of grief. It is difficult to test the tempera-

ture of tears, but it is easy to believe that these were

both bitter and sincere.

Party hostilities were at once suspended. There

was, indeed, nothing left to fight against. Fox dis-

played a generous emotion :
" Mentem mortalia tangunt,"

he said. The address to the Crown was agreed to, and

the House adjourned. As the Speaker and members

were proceeding with this address to the palace on the

23d (January 1806), they learned that Pitt had died early

that morning.

From the time that he saw Wellesley, he had

gradually declined. He could take little or no nourish-

ment. Early on the morning of Wednesday the 2 2d,

Tomline had thought it his duty to warn his old

pupil that death was imminent, and to oflfer the last

sacrament. Pitt declined, as he had not strength ; but

he joined earnestly in prayer. He threw himself, he

said, on the mercy of God, and trusted that the innocence

of his life might plead for him : the same thought which

had solaced the last moments of the Emperor Juliaa
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He then bade a solemn farewell to Hester Stanhope, the

niece who had kept house for him, and who was to

develop so fierce an eccentricity. To her he gave his

blessing; "Dear soul," he said, "I know she loves me."

All Wednesday night he was delirious. His wandering

mind revolved round the mission of Harrowby, whom
he had sent, as has been said, to fix the fickle energies

of the Court of Berlin, the last hope of Europe. He
constantly asked the direction of the wind. " East,

that will do, that will bring him quick," he murmured.

At midnight the end was near; at half-past four it

came. A short time previously, with that strange

recovery which so often precedes death, he said with a

clear voice, " my country ! how I leave my country
!

" ^

After that last note of anguish he neither spoke nor

moved again.

A motion was at once brought forward to provide a

State funeral, and a public monument in Westminster

Abbey ; it was agreed to by 258 to 89 votes. Fox, in

spite of a personaLappeal-^rom Grenville, deemed it his

duty to oppose it. Such an opposition was in the highest

degree distasteful to a nature eminently generous. But,

after a parliamentary opposition of twenty years, he

could not stultify himself by paying honour to Pitt as

an " excellent statesman." No one can blame such a

course, though abstention had been perhaps less painful

and more dignified.

He had, however, an opportunity of showing the

purity of the principle on which he proceeded. It was

proposed to vote £40,000 to pay Pitt's debts, to award

1 See Appendix D,
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life pensions of twelve hundred a year to Lady Hester

Stanhope, and of six hundred a year to each of her two

sisters. "Never in my life," said Fox, "did I give a

vote with more satisfaction than I shall do this night

in support of this motion." No wonder such a man

had such friends.

A month after his death Pitt was laid in the Abbey

by his father's side, amid a splendid pomp of public

grief. " The statue of the father," said Wilberforce with

fine feeling, " seemed to look with consternation at the

vault that was opening to receive his favourite son."

"What sepulchre," exclaimed Wellesley, who was also

present, " embosoms the remains of so much excellence

and so much glory ^

"

The Ministry, as Rose had predicted, crumbled

instantly to pieces. Hawkesbury was content with the

Cinque Ports as his share of the great inheritance. Port-

land was not thought of. Castlereagh had the courage,

but neither weight, nor standing, nor speaking power.

The Sovereign appealed to them in vain; they were

unanimously of opinion that their headless body con-

tained no principle of vitality. The King, without

hope or resource, succumbed helplessly to fate. So

was formed the ministry of "all the Talents," and, it

may be added, all the incongruities. Fox and Addington,

Grenville and the Lord Chief Justice of England, were

the strange chiefs of this dubious fellowship. It is

not now possible to discover the burning principles

which had impelled these eminent men to fight Pitt

to the death ; for they at once abandoned the Catholics,

and proceeded with the war. In any case, their
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Administration, after an inglorious year, came to a

guileless end. Then succeeded a long government

of which Portland was the first nominal head; and

twenty years of much glory without, and utter dark-

ness within.



CHAPTER XV

CHARACTER AND POSITION OF PITT

So passed Pitt. Cromwell and Napoleon yielded

their breath amidst storms and tempests ; but no natural

convulsion could equal the political cyclone that raged

round that lonely bed at Putney. All Eutope lay at

the feet of the enemy. The monarchs whom Pitt had

leagued together in a supreme alliance were engaged

either in negotiation or in retreat. The Prussian minister,

ready for either event, had also hurried to the con-

queror's tent to secure his friendship and a share of the

spoil. There was not the vestige of a barrier to oppose

the universal domination of Napoleon, but the snows of

Russia and the British Channel. Well might Pitt, in a

moment of despair, roll up the map of Europe.

At home his prospects were no brighter. He had

to meet Parliament, with Trafalgar indeed to his

credit, but with Nelson dead ; with Ulm and Austerlitz

as the result of his continental combinations ; with a

scanty and disheartened following. Arrayed against

him, and thirsting for his overthrow, were the legions

ofFox and Grenville, and the domestic circle of Adding-

toh. His friends had no conception of any resource
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that could save him. Rose and Long competed in

dismay. Pitt, however, did not seem greatly to trouble

himself. He had defeated a more formidable coalition

before, and he believed in himself. His calculation

was probably right. With health he would have

maintained himself. His last reception in the city

showed that he had preserved or regained his popularity

jvith the people at large. He had a working majority

in_ Parliament. And though his colleagues of the

Cabinet were flaccid and null, he had a boundless

resource in Canning, his political son and political

heir. Fox was not to live long ; and, after his death,

even had Pitt once more failed to induce the King to

receive him as a minister, the long desired Administra-

tion of all the capacities must have been formed.

Of the private life of Pitt there is not much to be

said. There are constant attestations of his personal

fascination in that intimate and familiar intercourse

which was the only kind of society that he enjoyed.

He seems to have liked that country house life, which is

the special grace of England ; we find him visiting at

Longleat and Stowe, at Wycombe and Dropmore, at

Cirencester and Wilderness, at Buckden and Short

Grove, at the villas of Hawkesbury, and Rose, and Long,

and Dundas, and Addington. Here we find him indulg-

ing

—

proh pudor— in a game of cards ; " Pope Joan "

and Speculation or Commerce, now relegated to children.

In all these societies he seems to have left but one un-

favourable impression. A high-born spinster, who met

him at Dropmore, says: "I was disappointed in that

turned-up nose, and in that countenance in which it was

impossible to find any indication of the mind, and in
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that person which was so deficient in dignity that he

had hardly the air of a gentleman. If not tropes, I fully

expected the dictums of wisdom each time that he

opened his mouth. From what I then heard and saw I

should say that mouth was made for eating." This is a

harsh judgment. On the other hand, one of the choicest

ladies of the French aristocracy, who met him during the

Revolution, expressed her delight in his grave and lofty

courtesy, and long recalled the patient pleasure with

which he heard French books read aloud. To the purity of

his French she also paid a tribute. Butler records that

his talk was fascinating, full of animation and playfulness.

Pitt said of Buckingham that he possessed the condescen-

sion of pride. It was said of his own manners in society

that he possessed the talent of condescension ; than

which, if it means that he made condescension tolerable,

there is perhaps none more rare.

Curiously enough, he seems to have preserved his

boyish spirits to the end. Miss Wynn when she met

him at Dropmore, and drew the crude portrait just quoted,

records the competition of unearthly howls raised by Pitt

and the other assembled statesmen chasing a bird out of

the drawing-room, which disturbed her rest and possibly

gave her an unfavourable bias. And Sir William

Napier, who as a young ensign first knew Pitt in 1804,

has recorded the romp when he and the young Stan-

hopes and Lady Hester succeeded in blacking the Prime

Minister's face with a burned cork. The struggle was

interrupted by the arrival of Hawkesbury and Castle-

reagh ; and Napier graphically records the change that

came over their playfellow as he received them; how

the "tall, ungainly, bony figure seemed to grow to the

cciliig," while the Secretaries of State bent like willows
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before him. Few, without these testimonies, would

have suspected Pitt qf being addicted to those sports

known to the present generation as "bear-fights." But

it is certain that nothing could be more easy and

familiar than the footing of that little set of people with

whom he habitually lived, and who seem to have been

known among themselves as "the firm" or "the gang."

His friendship, although, like all worthy friendship,

noflavishly given, was singularly warm and was enthusi-

astically returned. Nothing in history is more creditable

and interesting than his affectionate and lifelong intimacy

with Wilberforce, so widely difiering from him in his views

of life. Hardened politicians such as Rose and Farn-

borough were softened by their intercourse with him,

and cherished his memory to the end of their lives with

something of religious adoration. This indeed was the

posthumous feeling which he seems to have inspired more

than any other person in history. Even Sidmouth, who

had loved him little during the last lustre of his life,

shared this, and boasted that he had destroyed every

letter of Pitt's which could cause the slightest detriment

to Pitt's reputation. Canning, Pitt loved as a son. There

is nothing more human in Pitt's life than the account of

his affectionate solicitude and absorption at Canning's

marriage. Canning's love for Pitt was something com-

bined of the sentiments of a son, a friend, and a disciple.

The usual epithet applied to him is "haughty." A
truer light is thrown by the conversation which is

recorded to have taken place as to the quality most

required in a Prime Minister. While one said Elo-

quence, another Knowledge, and another Toil, Pitt

sai'd Patience. Rose in a close intimacy, private and

oflicial, of twenty years, never once saw him out of temper.
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His family affections were warm and constant. His

letters to his mother are pleasant to read ; he was indeed

the most dutiful of sons. His grief at the death of his

favourite sister, Lady Harriet, and her husband, Mr. Eliot,

was beyond description. His kindness to his oppressed

nephews and nieces, the Stanhopes, was constant and ex-

treme ; the father who harassed them had long quarrelled'

with him. It was truly remarked that he unselfishly made

a great sacrifice and cheerfully ran a great risk, when, after

a life of bachelorhood, he took his niece Hester to keep

house for him. She led him an uneasy life with her terrible

frankness of speech ; but he bore all with composure, and

she repaid himwith the rare devotion of that vain, petulant

nature, which fretted off into something like insanity.

Once, and once only, he formed an attachment which

might have led to marriage ; though he liked women's

society, and is even said to have drunk a toast out of the

shoe of a famous Devonshire beauty. But in 1796 his

feeling for Eleanor Eden, the eldest daughter of Lord

Auckland, went so far that he wrote to her father to

declare his aff'ection, but to avow that circumstances,

which, however, he did not specify, made it necessary for

him to renounce any idea of marriage. The obstacles, he

declared, were decisive and insurmountable. Auckland

reluctantly concurred, but urged that as a mark of good

feeling he should receive the Privy Seal. To this sugges-

tion Pitt did not listen. He broke off his relations with

the Eden family ; a privation which he sensibly felt.

Two years afterwards the young lady married Lord

Hobart, afterwards Lord Buckinghamshire. Lady Hester

said that this nearly broke Pitt's heart ; but Lady Hester's

statements do not impress one with conviction. Lord

Holland, also an indifferent authority on this subject,
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says that Pitt paid attentions to Miss Duncan, who was

afterwards Lady Dalrymple Hamilton. But there

seems no further confirmation of this statement. How-

ever, though we cannot imagine a married Pitt more

than a married Pope, it is clear that he did seriously

contemplate the married state ; and cynics may remark

with a smile that he afterwards showed a certain dislike

of Lord Buckinghamshire, and a reluctance to admit

him to the Cabinet; though other reasons might well

account for that.

His life was pure ; in an age of eager scandal it was

beyond reproach. There was, indeed, within living

recollection a doorkeeper of the House of Commons

who from some chance resemblance was said to be his

son; but Pitt's features, without the intellect and majesty

which gave them life, lend themselves easily to chance

resemblance and ignoble comparison. Wraxall hints

at a licentious amour ; but even Wraxall expresses his

scepticism. The austerity of his morals inspired many

indecorous epigrams, but also a real reverence.

His one weakness, it is said, was for port "wine.

We have seen that he was reared on port from his

childhood; and, when he arrived at man's estate, he

was accustomed to consume a quantity surprising in

those days, and incredible in these. The habits of that

time were convivial ; but it is not till Pitt's health was

broken that the wine which he took seems to have had

more effect on him than a like measure of lemonade.

Bishop Tomline has left a memorandum stating that never

before 1798 did he see Pitt the least aff'ected by wine.

Addington, when questioned on this point, declared

that Mr. Pitt liked a glass of port very well, and a
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bottle better. Sometimes, indeed, the Speaker, who

himseK was decorously convivial, had to stop the sup-

plies and say, " Now, Pitt, you shall not have another

drop
;
" though Pitt's eloquence would usually extract

another bottle. Addington, however, averred that

never had he seen Pitt take too much when he had any-

thing to do, except once when he was called from table

to answer an unexpected attack in the House of Com-

mons. It was then so clear that he was under the

influence of wine as to distress his friends. One of

the clerks of the House was, indeed, made ill by it ; he

had a violent headache. "An excellent arrangement,"

remarked Pitt ; "I have the wine, and he has the

headache."

We read of hard drinking at the Duchess of Gordon's;

of Thurlow, Pitt, and Dundas galloping home, after a

dinner at old Jenkinson's, through a turnpike, the keeper

of which, in default of payment, discharged his blunder-

buss at them ; and of Stothard, the painter, being told

by an innkeeper, as Pitt and Dundas rode off, "I don't

care who they are, but one of those gentlemen drank four,

and the other three bottles of port last night." But all

this must be judged by the habits of that time and not of

ours ;—when Scottish judges sat on the bench with their

stoup beside them ; when at least one Viceroy of Ireland

could die of drink ; when Fox and Norfolk would after a

debate get through a great deal of wine, (and what this

last meant by a great deal it is scarcely possible to com-

pute) ; when the English clergy are said to have considered

their cellars more than their churches; when a great

Scottish patron only stipulated that the ministers whom
he chose should be *' good-natured in their drink " ; when
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a university common room could only be faced by a

seasoned toper ; when Lord Eldon and his brother could

drink any given quantity of port. It is hardly con-

ceivable, if Pitt had been guilty of habitual excess,

that Wilberforce should have been his constant host or

guest at dinner. There is, however, little doubt that,

if he dined with a party now, it would be thought that

he drank a good deal ; and, while the Tories said that he

died of a patriot's broken heart, the Whigs averred

that he died of port. But in this, as in so much else,

it must be constantly reiterated that he must be

judged by the temper of his own times and not of ours.

He was tall and slender in appearance. The early

portraits by Gainsborough represent a face of singular

sweetness and charm; the last portrait by Lawrence,

who only saw him a few weeks or months before his

death, represents a figure of rare majesty, with powdered

hair. His hair, however, was untouched by time ; it re-

mained to the last of a chestnut hue, without a suspicion of

gray. So much one gathers from a lock cut off by Bishop

Tomline on the day of Pitt's death, which survives in an

envelope which still contains the powder. Of this picture

a replica was painted for the King, and hangs in the great

Gallery at Windsor. One who had sat with him in Parlia-

ment, and who survived until this generation, said that

" he had a port-wine complexion, but the most brilliant

eye ever seen in a human face "
: much the same descrip-

tion as is given of Sheridan's appearance. Hoppner, who

painted Pitt from the life for his colleague Mulgrave in

1805, gives him tints of this kind; as Wilberforce said, on

seeing Hoppner's portrait, "His face anxious, diseased,

reddened with wine, and soured and irritated by dis-

appointments. Poor fellow, how unlike my youthful
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Pitt
!

" Fox said that he could see no indications even

of sense in Pitt's face— "did you not know what

he is you would not discover any," Grey thought

otherwise; but Wraxall agrees with Fox. "It was

not till Pitt's eye lent animation to his other features,

which were in themselves tame," says Wraxall, "that

they lighted up and became strongly intelligent.

... In his manners, Pitt, if not repulsive, was cold,

stiffj^ and without sincerity and amenity. He never

seemed to invite approach, or to encourage acquaintance.

. . . From the instant that Pitt entered the doorway

of the House of Commons he advanced up the floor with

a quick and firm step, his head erect and thrown back,

looking neither to the right nor to the left; nor favouring

vrith a nod or a glance any of the individuals seated

on either side, among whom many who possessed five

thousand pounds a year would have been gratified even

by so slight a mark of attention. It was not thus that

Lord North or Fox treated Parliament." His nose,

said Eomney, was turned up at aU mankind. How
many a vote he and Peel and Lord John Kussell may

have lost by this shy self-concentration of demeanour, or

how many have been gained by the sunny manner

of Palmerston, or the genial face -memory of Henry

Clay, must remain a permanent problem for the student

of politics and man.

His action as a speaker, that might have been sup-

posed to resemble the majestic stateliness which a

later generation admired in Lord Grey, was vehement

and ungraceful, sawing the air with windmill arms,

sometimes almost touching the ground. Unfriendly

critics said that his voice sounded as if he had worsted

in his mouth ; but the general testimony is that it was
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rich and sonorous. Fox never used notes, and Pitt

rarely ; a specimen of these is given by Lord Stanhope.

His eloquence must have greatly resembled that with

which Mr. Gladstone has fascinated two generations, not

merely in pellucid and sparkling statement, but in those

rolling and interminable sentences, which come thunder-

ing in mighty succession like the Atlantic waves on the

Biscayan coast,—sentences, which other men have

" neither the understanding to form nor the vigour to

utter." It seems, however, to have lacked the variety

and the melody; the modulation of mood, expression,

and tone, which lend such enchantment to the longest

efforts on the least attractive subjects of his great

successor.

"To Pitt's speeches," says a contemporary by no

means prejudiced in his favour, "nothing seemed

wanting, yet there was no redundancy. He seemed as

by intuition to hit the precise point, where, having

attained his object as far as eloquence could effect it, he

sat down." This is high praise, indeed; but it can

hardly be believed that Pitt was never open to the

charge of diffuseness. In those days the leader stood

forth as the champion of his party, and stated every

argument in a speech of exhaustive length; private

members had little to do but to cheer. It was, how-

ever, calculated as an almost certain matter of propor-

tion that, if Fox were three hours on his legs, the reply

of Pitt would not exceed two. Butler says, not untruly,

that, as Fox was verbose by his repetitions, so was Pitt

by his amplifications. Neither had before him the terror

of the verbatim report, and the coming spectre of that

daily paper in which the evening's speaking bears so ill

the morning's reading. Had it been otherwise, they
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must have condescended to compression ; and probably

bo those notes which guide and restrain argument.

Sheridan, indeed, said of Pitt that his brain only worked

when his tongue was set agoing, like some machines

that are set in motion by a pendulum or some such

thing; but this opinion bears the stamp of a certain

envy of Pitt's ready and spontaneous flow of speech,

felt by one to whom laborious and even verbal prepara-

tion was necessary.

Lord Aberdeen, who was Pitt's ward and had heard all

three, preferred the oratory of Canning to that of either

Pitt or Fox. Sheridan made a more famous speech than

either. But no criticism can now affect Pitt's place as an

orator. Wilberforce, himself no mean orator, writing in

1825 spoke of the brilliancy of the speaking at that time,

when Brougham and Canning and Plunket were at their

best, but said also that it was on a distinctly lower

level than that of Pitt and Fox. The stupefaction

produced by Pitt's Slave Trade speech on the greatest

minds of the Opposition has already been recorded;

Dudley, the most fastidious of judges, breaks into

enthusiasm in speaking of him. Fox did not seek

to disguise his admiration. He said that, although he

himself was never in want of words, Pitt was never

without the best words possible. His diction, indeed,

was his strongest point. His power of clear logical

statement, so built up as to be an argument in itseK,

was another. And as a constant weapon, too often

used, he had an endless command of freezing, bitter,

scornful sarcasm, "which tortured to madness." This

gave him a curious ascendancy over the warm and bril-

liant natures of Erskine and Sheridan, over whom he

seemed to exercise a sort of fascination of terror. We
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can scarcely conceive an assembly in which there were

greater orators than Erskine, Windham, Sheridan, Grey,

and even Burke. But all contemporaries placed Pitt and

Fox on a level apart. This alone enables us to compute

their genius. And when we consider their generation and

those that preceded, we cannot but arrive at the belief

that eloquence and stenography are not of congenial

growth ; and that in an inverse ratio, as the art of report-

ing improves, the art of oratory declines.

It is said that Pitt did not read much or care to talk

about books. It is probable that he had no time to

keep abreast of modern literature, though we know that

he delighted in Scott. But we possess a graphic account

of the little sitting-dining-room at HoUwood, \vith the

long easy chair on which the weary minister would

throw himself, below the hanging shelf of volumes,

among which a thumbed and dog-eared Virgil was

specially paramount. His rooms at Hollwood and

Walmer, says one of his friends, were strewn with

Latin and Greek classics. Lord Grenville, a consum-

mate judge, declared that Pitt was the best Greek scholar

he ever conversed with. He was, adds Wellesley,

as complete a master of all English literature as he

undoubtedly was of the English language. He es-

pecially loved Shakespeare and Milton, and recited

with exquisite feeling the finer passages of Paradise

Lost. It is unnecessary to multiply testimony of this

kind. But it is also, somewhat unexpectedly, recorded

that he relished the Adventures of Telemadius, and

especially enjoyed the speeches of the dreary Mentor

in that too didactic tale. His well-known anxiety to

possess a speech of Bolingbroke's seems to have arisen.
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rather from curiosity as to an orator so renowned, than

from any peculiar admirati?)n of his style. He considered,

we are told, Gil Bias the best of all novels.

All this does not amount to much. Few Prime

Ministers are able to give much time to literature, when

in office ; especially at a period when an interminable

dinner took up all the leisure that could be snatched from

work. As an author he did little ; his collected works

would scarcely fill a pamphlet. During his last stay at

Bath two of his colleagues committed a crime worthy of

the lowest circle of the Inferno by sending him their poems

to correct. What, perhaps, was venial in Canning was

unpardonable in Mulgrave ; but it shows that he was con-

sidered as great an authority in literature as in politics.

Of his own poetic faculty nothing remains but the dubious

reputation of having contributed a verse to the " Uni-

versity of Gottingen"; two couplets which he bestowed

on Mulgrave, and of which it suffices to say that they

are not to be distinguished from Mulgrave's own; a

translation of an ode of Horace; and some lines not

less insignificant. They are on the same level as the

stanzas which we unluckily possess of Chatham's. In

prose we have only the political articles which he wrote

for the Anti-Jacobin, of which those on Finance in

Numbers II., III., XII., XXV., as well as the Review

of the Session in XXXV., are by him. At least Canning

has so ascribed them, in his own handwriting, in his own
copy.

He has been loudly blamed for his insensibility to

literary merit; so far, at least, as such sensibility is

shown by distribution of the funds and patronage of

the Crown. We do not know what were his principles

T
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as to such matters, for during his twenty years of govern*

ment he was, though assailed by Mathias and Montagu,

never taken to task in Parliament on that subject.

This fact, while it deprives us of his explanation, throws

so remarkable a light on contemporary opinion as

possibly to illustrate his own. If he was convinced that

literature, like war, thrived best upon subsidy, he was

culpable indeed. But it is conceivably possible that he

may have thought differently. He may have believed

that money does not brace but relax the energies of

literature ; that more Miltons have remained mute and

inglorious under the suffocation of wealth, than under

the frosts of penury; that, in a word, half the best

literature of the world has been produced by duns.

Pensionless poetry may at least bear comparison with

that which has flourished upon bounties. Under the

chill rays of Pitt, we had Burns, Wordsworth, Cowper,

Southey, Scott, Coleridge, Canning, Crabbe, Joanna

Baillie, Rogers ; and even under the tropical effusion of

twelve hundred a year, dispensed in heat-drops of fifty

or a hundred pounds apiece, we have had nothing con-

spicuously superior. It is not easy at any rate to cite

the names of many eminent men of letters, who have

received material assistance from the State since the

time of Pitt. Hook and Moore had reason even to

curse the ill-judged bounty of their country, and yet

they were provided with lucrative offices. Nothing,

Pitt may have thought, is so difficult as for a Parlia-

mentary Government to encourage literature. It may

begin by encouraging a Shakespeare, but it is far more

likely to discover a Pye. You start with a genius

and end with a job. Apart from these arguments, a
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more practical and pressing plea can be urged for Pitt.

Government then rested largely on patronage—he lived

in that respect from hand to mouth ; and, when he had

but half satisfied the demands of politics, there was no

surplus for literature.

His exercise of patronage has been attacked on

another point. He is said to have advised the creation

of too "many" peers. He did, indeed, ennoble with

unsparing hands. During the first five years of his

ministry, he bestowed forty-eight peerages ; in two sub-

sequent years (1796 and 1797) he created and promoted

thirty-five ; and when he resigned in 1801 he had created

or promoted a hundred and forty. He nearly, in fact,

doubled the peerage as it stood at the accession of

George III. This profusion had the strange result that

the Eeform BiU of 1831 was, it is said, rejected by Mr.

Pitt's peerages against those of older creation.

Pitt had a triple reason for this excessive bounty.

In the first place, the economic measure of reform in

the civil list, which had been passed in 1782, had so

crippled and confined the patronage of ministers, that a

profuse creation of peerages was almost the only resource

of government, as carried on in those days. But his

own reductions of this kind were enormous, and with

this special distinction. Burke had reduced the patron-

age of the Crown and of ministers. Pitt as Prime

Minister laboured faithfulty and indefatigably to reduce

his own. Between 1784 and 1799 he abolished eighty-

five absolute sinecures in the Customs with salaries of

from £2000 a year downwards. He collected a revenue

of twelve millions with 747 fewer oflacials than it had

taken under previous governments to collect a revenue
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of six. All this was done in the service of the public

to make enemies for himself, and diminish the oppor-

tunities of rewarding his followers and strengthening

his government. Conduct of this kind was unique in

those days, and has not been too common since.

He desired, secondly, to recruit and refresh the House

by large additions from various classes—from the old

landed gentry and the commercial, banking aristocracy.

And, thirdly, it was necessary for the security of his own

and any future governments to render impossible com-

binations of great peers to overset the Government.

He had to destroy the Whig oligarchy, which had so long

wielded a perilous and selfish power. It was on this

ground that he secured the cordial co-operation of

the Crown in the creation of peers ; though to the end

of life he called himself a Whig ; a term which it must

be remembered was then the only one to describe every

shade of what we call Liberalism—the Eadicalism of

Chatham, or the selfish oligarchy of the Eevolution

families.

One thing more must be said on this head, which is

essential to a right understanding of the subject. The

main reason which prevailed, consciously or uncon-

sciously, with Pitt in his creation of peers was his disdain

of the aristocracy. His sympathies, his views, his poKcy

were all with those middle classes, which then represented

the idea of the people. By a strange accident, he became

the leader of the nobility ; but they supported him on

their necks, for his foot was there. They were the

puppets through which he conducted the administration

of the country ; but he scorned them, and snubbed them,

and flooded their blue blood with a plentiful adulteration
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of an inferior element, Eead, for example, the anguish

of the Duke of Leeds under his treatment; read his

letters to the brother of Cornwallis and the son of

Chichester, both noble bishops, discreetly ready for

the enlargement of their spiritual opportunities. Pitt

and the aristocracy had not an idea or a sentiment in

common; his attitude to them resembled the earlier

relations of the late Lord Beaconsfield to the magnates

of the party. He was willing to give a peerage to any

decent possessor of ten thousand a year; as for his

baronets, their name was legion, and his knights were

as the sand of the sea. But he had no sympathy

with their sympathies, and regarded their aspirations

with a sort of puzzled scorn. His mission to appease

Buckingham, when that potentate was raging over a

distribution of Garters from which he was excluded,

must have been one of the most solemn farces on record,

for he could not understand the feelings that he had to

soothe. He considered the peers as his election agents

;

therefore the more the better. And as regards their

further objects of promotion or decoration he would, had

he had the power, have satisfied them all. A minister

of this temper may gratify, but he is not likely to

strengthen, an aristocracy.

To estimate Pitt as a statesman, to sum up his career,

to strike his account with history, one must take adequate

means and scales. Jauntily to dismiss him as a super-

annuated prodigy, with an account of the reforms he

projected and abandoned, with a summary record of his

loans and gagging acts, with a severe gaze at the corrup-

tion of the Union and the horrors of the Irish Eebellion,

with an oblique glance at port wine ; to consider him as
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a trained liberal who became one of the King's tools,

and then held power by prerogative in some form or

another ; to regard him as a man infirm of purpose and

tenacious only of office ; is to take a view, justified by

passages and aspects and incidents of his career, but

one neither adequate nor comprehensive.

Men will long canvass his claims and merits as a

minister, for the subject matter is so unparalleled. Lord

Beaconsfield, for example, who delighted in political

paradox, wrote a letter in 1873 to Sir William Harcourt,

(whose kindness affords me the opportunity of printing

it), which contains his view of Pitt

:

" I do not at all agree with you in your estimate of

Pitt's career. It is the first half of it which I select as

his title deed to be looked upon as a Tory Minister.

Hostility to boroughmongering, economy, French Alli-

ance, and commercial treaties, borrowed from the admir-

able negotiations of Utrecht— the latter half is pure

Whiggism, close parliaments, war with France, national

debt and commercial restriction—all prompted and in-

spired by the Arch-Whig Trumpeter, Mr. Burke."

These sentences express perhaps rather the light scoff

of a bantering spirit than the cold results of historical

research. But they represent an opinion always worth

reading, even when given partly in jest ; and one which

derives colour from the confusion caused by the neces-

sary change between Whiggism and Toryism before

and after the sure establishment of the Protestant Suc-

cession.

The various classes of opinion have crystallised,

roughly speaking, into two schools of thought. The

first—the most common and the least informed—is that
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which honours Pitt as one who became Prime Minister

at the age of an ensign, who achieved the Union with

Ireland, and who was the great antagonist of the French

Revolution. The other—the more recent and scientific

school—is that which severely divides the life of Pitt

into two parts ; the first embracing his Administration

up to 1793, which was entirely praiseworthy, and which

might from its character deserve the commendation

of Peel or Cobden ; the second the remainder, which

was entirely and conspicuously blameworthy.

It may be permitted to hold aloof from both parties

;

the one does not go sufficiently into detail, the other

draws a distinction which is not natural. If you take

two portraits of a man, one at the age of three, and

the other at threescore and ten, you will trace no re-

semblance whatever between the faces depicted. And
yet the change from the one to the other is so gradual,

that there is no one day of his life at which you could

say that a man was unlike what he was the day before.

As with the natural, so it is with the political man.

A politician may make a sudden and complete retracta-

tion, and so abruptly change his historical aspect
;
just

as an individual may meet with an accident that entirely

changes his personal appearance. But, putting such

catastrophes on one side, it is not possible to draw a line

across the life of a statesman with the declaration that

all is white on one side and all is black on the other.

With Pitt, at any rate, it was the circumstances that

changed, and not the man. And the circumstances

resolve themselves mainly into one—the French Revolu-

tion.

No man can understand Pitt without saturating
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himself with the French Revolution, and endeavour-

ing to consider it as it must have seemed at its first

appearance. In the first five years he had not to deal

with it, and they were fruitful years for England.

He found our average imports in 1784 £11,690,000;

in 1793 they had risen by seven millions. In the

same period our exports of British merchandise had

risen from ten to eighteen millions, and of foreign

merchandise from £4,330,000 to £6,560,000. In

December 1783 the Three per Cents stood at 74; in

1792 they stood at over 96. But the new element

clouded the whole firmament. It is safe to say that

there was not a sane human being then living in Europe

so exalted or so obscure or so dull as not to be affected

by the French Revolution ; except perhaps that tradi-

tional Marquis de I'Aigle, who snapped his fingers at it,

and went on hunting at Compiegne without interruption.

Was it possible that Pitt, and Pitt alone, should remain

heedless and insensible 1 Was it desirable 1

We are now able to fix epochs in the French

Revolution, to fancy that we can measure its forces, to

point out exactly what, in our philosophical opinions,

might have modified, or turned, or arrested it
;

just

as we calculate what would have happened if Hannibal

had captured Rome; or as men of powerful imagi-

nation have composed eloquent dialogues showing Avhat

eminent personages would have said to each other, had

they happened to meet. It is all cut and dried ; a

delicate speculation of infinite science and interest,

though critical minds may differ as to its value. But

Pitt could only perceive the heavens darkened, and the

sound of a rushing mighty wind that filled all Europe.
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Seeing and hearing that, he formed perhaps a juster

judgment than those who discussed the matter as an

elegant question of political balance. He saw that un-

controlled it was overwhelming, and he did not pause to

reason as to what might be its eventual effect when

another century had passed. An earthquake, or the

movement of snows surcharged, or the overflow of some

swollen river, may cause absolute ruin for the moment,

and great subsequent benefit. But the philosopher who

is speculating on the fifth act will disappear in the first.

Pitt faced the cataclysm, and made everything subser-

vient to the task of averting it. All reforms were put

on one side, till the barometer should rise to a more

promising level. It is impossible, said Windham, to

repair one's house in the hurricane season. It is impos-

sible, it may be added, to put Pitt's French Eevolution

policy in a form more terse and more true. Many may
profess to regret that we did not allow full play to the

agitation, that we did not sit still to receive what

should be prescribed from Paris. They may be right.

But those may also be right who, without dogmatising

one way or the other, feel unable to estimate the result

of the sudden flow of so fermenting a vintage into the

venerable vessel of the British constitution.

It is probable that most people wall think that Pitt

was right in his forecast of the Eevolution, and in his

inability to accept it as a boon for a country of such

diff'erent conditions. For there was no middle course

;

the Revolution had to be accepted or repelled. But

if his view be right, a large latitude must be given

for his acts of repression, and suspensions of Habeas

Corpus ; for the enemy he had to fight was as much
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subterranean as external. The French fought not less

by emissaries than by armies ; and so, Pitt would say,

if the thing had to be done at all, it had to be done with

all possible might and main ; there could be no refine-

ment as to means, any more than in a storm mth much

mutiny on board. His case for his repressive acts

depends on the reality and extent of the alleged con-

spiracy. It is common now to think that it was exagger-

ated. That is always the case with regard to such efforts

when they have been baffled. It was so said in the case

of Catiline, and so in the case of Thistlewood. What
has been rendered abortive it is common to think would

never have possessed vitality. But it must be remem-

bered that what Pitt did was not a vain imagination

of his own, but founded on the solemn, anxious inquisi-

tion and report of Parliament itself. It was Parliament

that instructed the Executive : it was Parliament that

ordered repressive measures. It is impossible to carry

the matter further than this, and there it must be

left.

Had he lived now, his career would of course have

been different. Instead of being a majestic and secluded

figure, supreme in the House of Commons and supported

by the direct, incalculable influence of the Crown, he must

have looked outside to great democratic constituencies

with his finger on their pulse. He would have ad-

dressed mass meetings all over the country ; he must have

lived not so much in Parliament, as -svith a nation outside,

and a nation vastly larger than that with which he

had to deal. That, however, was not his position, or the

position of any minister then, or for long afterwards.

He had to deal with powers which we neither know
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nor understand ; on the throne, an active and ardent

politician, buying boroughs by the dozen, and con-

tributing .£12,000 at each dissolution to the election

fund of every minister whom he approved, besides what

he might spend at bye elections ; whose personal party in

the House of Commons numbered perhaps a third of

that assembly, and whose party in the House of Lords

controlled that body. Secondly, he had to deal with

the boroughmongers, who required to be fed as regu-

larly as the lions at the Tower.

These are the vanished factors of Government. But

because he was supported by them, it is not to be supposed

that he was not supported by the people. The people

were then, politically speaking, the middle classes, and he

was the man of the middle classes. When he took office

he did so by the act of the King, but the King was clearly

the interpreter of the national will. The petitions, the

municipal resolutions, the general election clearly proved

this. And the nation seem, so far as we can judge by

the limited but sole expressions of their will, by elec-

tions and by acclamations, to have followed Pitt to the

end of his long administration. Wilkes, who was him-

self no bad test of popular feeling, followed him from

the beginning. He had, it is true, the King and the

aristocracy with him ; but he truckled to neither the One

nor the other. Indeed, it is one of his singular merits

that he managed to combine into a solid array of sup-

port king, lords, and people. But it is no real charge

against him that he utilised as an aid the King and the

aristocracy, for there was no possible Government with-

out them. Nor, when the Whigs succeeded him, did

they dream of introducing any other system. They
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only complained that the King withheld his election con-

tribution from them.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say more of the circum-

stances and surroundings of Pitt. But it is impos-

sible to complete any sketch of his career, or indeed

to form an adequate estimate of his character, with-

out setting him, if only for a moment, by the

side of Chatham. Not merely are they father and

son ; not merely are they the most conspicuous English

Ministers of the eighteenth century ; but their characters

illustrate each other. And yet it is impossible for men to

be more different. Pitt was endowed with mental powers

of the first order; his readiness, his apprehension,

his resource were extraordinary ; the daily parliamentary

demand on his brain and nerve power he met with

serene and inexhaustible affluence; his industry, adminis-

trative activity, and public spirit were unrivalled ; it was

perhaps impossible to carry the force of sheer ability

further ; he was a portent. Chatham in most of these

respects was inferior to his son. He was a political

mystic; sometimes sublime, sometimes impossible, and

sometimes insane. But he had genius. It was that

fitful and undefinable inspiration that gave to his

eloquence a piercing and terrible note which no other

English eloquence has touched ; that made him the idol

of his countrymen, though they could scarcely be said to

have seen his face or heard his voice or read his speeches

;

that made him a watchword among those distant in-

surgents whose wish for independence he yet ardently

opposed ; that made each remotest soldier and blue-

jacket feel when he was in office that there was a man in

Downing Street, and a man whose eye penetrated every-
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where ; that made his name at once an inspiration and

a dread ; that cowed the tumultuous Commons at his

frown. Each Pitt possessed in an eminent degree the

qualities which the other most lacked : one was formed

by nature for peace, the other for war. Chatham

could not have filled Pitt's place in the ten years which

followed 1783 : but, from the time that war was declared,

the guidance of Chatham would have been worth an

army. No country could have too many Pitts : the

more she has the greater will she be. But no country

could afford the costly and splendid luxury of many

Chathams.

To sum up : it is not claimed that Pitt was a perfect

character or a perfect statesman. Such monsters do not

exist. But it may be confidently asserted that few

statesmen and few characters could bear so close a

scrutiny. He erred, of course ; but it is difficult to find

any act of his career which cannot be justified by solid and

in most cases by convincing reasons. It may be said that

his party acted more on him than he on them; but the rela-

tions of a successful leader with his party are so subtle that

it is difficult to distinguish how much he gives and how

much he receives. It is, no doubt, true that the changed

conditions of the world compelled him to give up his

first task of educating his followers, and to appeal rather

to their natural instincts or prejudices. It may be

alleged that he clung to office. This is said of every

minister who remains long in power. Office is, indeed,

an acquired taste, though by habit persons may learn

to relish it
;
just as men learn to love absinthe or opium

or cod-liver oil. But the three years which Pitt spent

out of place and almost out of Parliament seem to have
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been the happiest of his life ; and his resignation

was generally condemned as groundless and wanton.

It may, however, be conceded that unconsciously he

may have become inured to office, and that as leaving

it implies at any rate a momentary defeat, he may
have been unwilling to face this. Men who pine for

unofficial repose dread the painful process of quitting

office—the triumph of enemies and the discomfiture

of friends and the wrench of habit—as men weary of

life fear the actual process of death. It may also be

said that, though he generally saw what was right,

he did not always ensue it. What minister has or can ?

He has to deal not with angels but with men; with

passions, prejudices, and interests, often sordid or

misguided. He must, therefore, compromise the ideal,

and do, not the best, but the nearest practicable to

the best. But let us remember what is indisputable.

No one suspected his honesty; no one doubted his

capacity; no one impeached his aims. He had, as

Canning said, qualities rare in their separate ex-

cellence, wonderful in their combination. And these

qualities were inspired by a single purpose. " I am no

worshipper of Mr. Pitt," said Wilberforce in the House

of Commons, long after Pitt's death, "but, if I know

anything of that great man, I am sure of this, that every

other consideration was absorbed in one great ruling

passion—the love of his country." It was this that

sustained him through aU. For he ruled during

the convulsion of a new birth at the greatest epoch in

history since the coming of Christ, and was on the

whole not unequal to it. There let us leave him;

let others quarrel over the details. From the dead
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eighteenth century his figure still faces us with a

majesty of loneliness and courage. There may have

been men both abler and greater than he, though it is

not easy to cite them; but in all history there is no

more patriotic spirit, none more intrepid, and none

more pure.
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Year. 1

Foreign State or
1

Potentate.

1

Amount of Subsidy.

1793 Hanover £492,650 17 11

Hesse Cassel 190,622 16 5

(Sardinia 150,000

1794 Prussia 1,226,495
Sardinia 200,000
Hesse Cassel 437,105 1 9

Hesse Darmstadt 102,073
Baden 25,196 5 7

Hanover 559,375 11 3

1795 Baden 1,793 15 3

Brunswick 97,721 13 9

Hesse Cassel 317,492 11 2

Hesse Darmstadt 79,605 5 6

Hanover 478,347 17 6

Sardinia 150,000

1796 Hesse Darmstadt 20,075 13 8

Brunswick 12,794 9 5

1797 Hesse Darmstadt 57,015 3 4

Brunswick 7,570 11 6

1798 Brunswick 7,000
Portugal 120,013 13

1799 Prince of Orange 20,000
Hesse Darmstadt 4,812 10

Russia 825,000
1800 Germany- 1,066,666 13 4

German Princes 500,000
Bavaria 501,017 6

Russia 545,494
1801 Portugal 200,113 15- 4

Sardinia 40,000
Hesse Cassel 100,000
Germany 150,000
German Princes 200,000

1804 Sweden 20,119 4 11

Hesse Cassel 83,303 19 5

1805 Hanover

Total .

35,340 14 6

£9,024,817 10 6

u
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APPENI

III.—ACCOUNT showing the Estimated Capital Yali

(Note.—Bate of hit

GRI

Financial

ANNl

Year.
;

£62,791 13 4 £85,500

1

£58,500 £20,582 7

£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

1794-5 1,205,663 18 5
!

1795-6 1,203,155 7 10 1,638,271 9 8

1796-7 1,200,521 5 8 : 1.634,684 15 o 1,118,468 10 5 392,610 9
1797-8 1,197,755 18 9

j

1,630,919 6 10 1,115,892 3 7 391,658 10
1798-9 1,194,851 16 6 1 1,626,964 19 4 1,113,186 11 1 390,659

1799-1800 1,191,802 13 2
!
1,622,813 1 8 1,110,345 15 11 389,609 14

1800-1 1,188,601 10 10
i
1,618,454 5 8 1,107,363 9 4 388,507 15

1801-2 1,185,239 13 6 i 1,613,876 12 6 1,104,231 7 6 387,350 16
1802-3 1,181.710 3 2 : 1,609,070 13 5 1,100,943 1 10 386,136 1

1803-4 1,178,004 3 10 1,604,024 9 2 1,097,490 8 5 384,860 7
1804-5 1,174,112 7 4 : 1,598,725 3 5 1,093,864 11 10 383,521 1

1805-6 1,170,026 10 3 1,593,161 13 8 1.090,057 19 11 382,114 13

ANNl

Year.
£4500 £4916 13 4 £9504 £16,670

£ s. (/. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s.

1794-5 98,648 5 9

1795-6 94,076 13 8 173,028 18

1796-7 89,276 10 4 165,010 6

1797-8 85,837 17 2 84,236 6 11 156,590 17

1798-9 85,629 14 8 93,558 5 9 78,944 3 2 147,750 8

1799-1800 85,411 4 4 93,319 10 8 73,387 / 5 138,467 18

1800-1 85,181 16 1 93,068 17 8 67,552 14 5 128,72] 6

1801-2 84,940 17 6 92,805 12 11 61,426 7 6 118,487 7

1802-3 84,687 18 / 92,529 5 / 54,993 13 9 107,741 15

1803-4 84,422 6 7 92,239 2 48,239 7 6 96,458 16

1804-5 84,143 8 7 91,934 7 3 41,147 / 84,611 15

1805-6 83,850 12 4 91,614 8 9 33,700 14 4 72,172 7



li-contimied

minable Annuities created during j\Ir. Pitt's Administrations

m at 5 iier cent.)

tilAm

£39,000 £36,875 £75,000 £230,000

s. d. d. I s. d.

701,688 2 1

699,897 9 1

698,017 11 4

696,043 5 7

693,970 10 9

691,794 3 6

689,508 13 3

687,109 4 2
! 1,397,510

3,241,606 4

3,173,687 4

3,102,371 2

3,027,490

2,948,864 10

2,866,308 6

2,779,623 12

2,688,605 14

2,593,036 2

2,492,687 2

2,387,321 16

Total Estimated
Capital Value of
Annuities set up
IN Great Britain,
AT THE END OF
EACH Year.

£
1,205,663

6,083,033

7,519,972
8,182,525

8,796,964

8,703,563

8,605,495
8,502,519

8,394,398

8,280,869

8,161,662

9,434,007

£7385 £14,250

133,858 8

126,301 6

118,366 8

110,034 14
101,286 9

92,100 15

82,455 16

72,328 12
61,695

50,529 1

£16,731

10
! 202,199 9

I 195,578 10
6 188,626 9

181,326 14

173,662
165,614
157,163
148.291

138,974 12 3

Total Estimated
j

Total Estimated
Capital Value i Capital Value of
OF Annuities set Annuities set up in
UP in Ireland,

|

Great Britain and
AT the end of I Ireland, at the
EACH Year. ! end of each Year.

£
98,648

267,105
464,799
728,267
789,199
754,702
718,480
680,448
640,513 18

598,582 19

554,555 8

508,325 16

s. d.

4

4

2

1

9

3 6

8

1
1*

£ s. d.

1.304,312 4 2

6,350,138 13 10

7,984,771 5 7

8,910,792 11

9,586,163 18

9,458,266 2

9,323,976

9,182,967 16

9,034,912 3

8,879,452 18

8,716,217 8

9,942,333
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APPENDIX C

For this Appendix, and nmcli ])esides, I am indebted to

my friend Mr. E. W. Hamilton of the Treasmy.

Mr. Pitt's income derived from official sources is generally

stated to have been about £10,000 a year. It may be inter-

esting to show how these emoluments, somewhat under-

stated, can be arrived at :—

1. First Lord of the Treasury.

(1) Salary as a Lord of the Treasury, charged on Civil

List . . . . \

Less deductions on account of Land
Tax and other duties

Making net salary

(2) Salary as First Lord, likewise charged

on Civil List ....
Less deductions amounting to

Making net salary

So as to bring total receipts of First Lord to

* Cf. Fifteenth Report from Select Committee on Finance, ordered

to be printed 19th July 1797 ; and other House of Commons Papers,

No. 147 of 1803, No. 309 of 1806, No. 17 of 1830, and No. 366 of

1869 (pp. 586-90).

+ Cf. Fifteenth Report from Select Committee, on Finance, ordered

to be printed 19th July 1797, etc.

XI 600^

380

£1220

4022t
242

3780

^ord to £5000
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2. Chancellor of the Exchequer for Great Britain.

(1) Salary as Chancellor of tli.e Ex-
chequer charged on Civil List . £1800;}:

Less deductions on account of duties 148
£1652

(2) Exchequer fees, amounting to about 800+

Total receipts of Chancellor of the Exchequer £2452

3. Warden of the Cinque Ports (or Constable of Dover Castle).

(1) Salary as Warden, charged on Civil

List £4100
Less deductions on account of duties

and salaries to subordinate officers,

amounting to (about) . . 1300

Making net salary . £2800§
(2) Further salary, charged on Army

Votes, amounting to (about) . 280§

Total receipts as Warden of the Cinque Ports £3080

4. Summary of Mr. Pitt's Emoluments.

(1) First Lord of the Treasury .... £5000
(2) Chancellor of the Exchequer for Great Britain 2452
(3) Warden of the Cinque Ports . . 3080

Total emoluments . £10,532

Note.—Prior to 1797, the First Lord and Chancellor of

the Exchequer had a share in (Avhat was called) " New Year's

Gifts," of varying but trifling amounts, which may be put at

X House of Commons Paper, No. 322 of 1831.

§ Cf. Appendix to Pteport on Select Committee of Finance, ordered
to be printed 19th July 1797.
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about .£40 and £80 a year respectively."^ These casual

receipts were abolished that year by Mr. Pitt himself, on the

recommendation of a Select Committee.

While Mr. Pitt held the Wardenship of the Cinque Ports

there were also occasional receipts, which, arising from lost

anchors, cables, and other droits, were attached to the office,

but which must have been of insignificant as well as uncer-

tain amount.

APPENDIX D

Mr. Disraeli, in the more genial and less majestic days

before 1874, used to tell a sardonic story of this time. When
he first entered Parliament, he used often to dine at the

House of Commons, where he was generally served by a grim

old waiter of prehistoric reputation, who was supposed to

possess a secret treasure of political tradition. The young
member sought by every gracious art to win his confidence

and partake of these stores. One day the venerable domestic

relented. " You hear many lies told as history, sir," he said

;

" do you know what Mr. Pitt's last words were ? "—" Of
course," said Mr. Disraeli, "they are well known. . . .

' my
country ! how I love my country !

'

" for that was then the

authorised version. " Nonsense," said the old man. " I'll

tell you how it was. Late one night I was called out of bed

by a messenger in a postchaise, shouting to me outside the

window. ' What is it ?
' I said. ' You're to get up and dress

and bring some of your veal pies down to Mr. Pitt at Putney.'

So I went ; and as we drove along he told me that Mr. Pitt

had not been able to take any food, but had suddenly said,

* Cf. Report from Select Committee on Finance, ordered to be

printed 19tli July 1797 ; and House of Commons Paper, No. 309 of

1806.
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' I think I could eat one of Bellamy's veal pies.' And so I

was sent for post-haste. When we arrived Mr. Pitt was dead.

Them was his last words ;
' I think I could eat one of

Bellamy's veal pies.'"



INDEX

Acre, repulse of Bonaparte at,

142
Addington, 12, 230 ; endeavours

to recall Pitt, 236 ; rupture

between them, 236 ; his fall,

239
American war, 11, 17, 59

Austerlitz, 255
Austria, defeat of, 129, 130;

receives subsidies from Pitt,

132 ; makes peace with Bona-
parte, 133

Barr^e, 35 ; receives office from
Pitt, 55

Bentham on Shelburne, 50 ; on
Pitt's Bill for relief of the

poor, 170
Birmingham riots, 166
Budget, Pitt's, 68
Burke opposes Pitt, 21 ; his in-

vective against Shelburne, 36 ;

opposes the French Treaty,

87 ; votes against Hastings,

87 ;
political views, 112 ; on

Irish affairs, 177

Camden joins the Ministry, 69
Camperdown, battle of, 137
Catholic Question, 173, 182
Chatham, illness of Lord, 93

;

estimate of his character, 246
Coalition, formation of the, 40

;

its fall, 45
Commercial crisis, 118

Cornwallis becomes Viceroy of

Ireland, 188

DuMOURiEZ, defection of, 129
Dundas, 21, 46, 79, 85, 109, 146,

250, 251
Dunkirk, York evacuates, 129

East India Company, 54, 6Q
Egj'pt, the French in, 137, 141,

146

Fitzwilliam is made Viceroy of

Ireland, 174 ; his indiscretions,

175 ; dismisses supporters of

Pitt, 179 ; his recall, 181
;

character, 182 ; sequel to his

dismissal, 186
Foreign policy of Pitt, 100-104,

109, 117-121

Fox—early opinions of Pitt, 16,

20, 21 ; his resignation, 23
;

quarrel with Pitt, 24 ; char-

acter and private life, 28-32
;

opposition of Pitt, 37 ; recon-

ciliation with North, 38, 41
;

accused of instigating an assault

on Pitt, 54 ; supported in the

elections by the Duchess of

Devonshire, 57 ; speech on the

Westminster scrutiny, 65
;

attacks the French Treaty, 86

;

supports the claims of the

Kegent, 90 ; rupture with

Burke, 96 ; opposes the Rus-
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sian war, 106 ; on the French
Revolution, 119 ; on the French
war, 144, 145, 237

;
proposes

Russian mediation, 237 ; his

nomination to office advocated

by Pitt, 240 ; votes against

Pitt's State funeral, 259 ; but

supports the grant to pay-

Pitt's debts, 259
France, commercial treaty with,

85, 87 ; declares war, 126
;

successful campaign, 130,

131 ; alliance with Spain and
Prussia, 132; coalition against,

141, 253
French Revolution, 94 ; Pitt's

attitude towards it, 119, 122
;

Fox's speech, 119, 156

George III., 10, 13, 33, 70;
mental infirmity, 89 ; recovery,

92, 127, 241, 248, 252, 283
Gibbon, 16

Gibraltar, 37

Grattan denounces Pitt's policy,

74 ; supports Fitzwilliam, 174

Grenville, 13, 111, 115, 122,

143, 176, 242, 243, 257

Habeas Corpus, suspension of,

164
Hastings, Pitt votes against, 84

;

his probable reasons, 85
Holland, complicated affairs of,

100 ; alliance with Great Britain

and Prussia, 104 ; reoccupied

by the French, 130
Hollwood, Pitt at, 79 ; sale of,

231
Howe, victory of, 131

India Bill, 44 ; its rejection,

45 ; Pitt's new, 67

Ireland, unsuccessful French in-

vasion of, 133 ; rebellion in,

136, 138, 172 - 200 ; Fitz-

william becomes Viceroy, 174
;

dismissal of Pitt's supporters,

179 ; the Union, 190 - 199,

222
Irish policy, Pitt's, 70-76, 99

Leeds, resignation of, 107, 111
Leoben, Treaty of, 133
Loans, 68
Loughborough, treachery of, 222,

223 ; disgrace, 231
Lowther, 9

Luneville, Peace of, 147

Malta taken by the English,

147
Melville, attack on, 249-251
Mornington, Pitt's letters to, 201-

221
Mutiny Bill, 36

National Debt, Pitt plans the

redemption of the, 81 - 83
;

great increase of, 135, 151
Navy, cost of, 103 ; mutiny, 134,

135 ; superiority of, 158, 159
North, character of Lord, 14

OczAKOW incident, 104, 110

Parliamentary Government, 77
Portland Ministry, 40

QuiBBUON Bay disaster, 131

Rayneval on Shelburne's char-

acter, 51

Regency, 89-92

Rheims, Pitt at, 42

Richmond, Lord, 34

Rockingham, death of, 22 ; its

effects, 26

Russia, Triple Alliance against,

104 ; encroachments of, 105
;

unsuccessful mission of Faw-
kener to, 107 ; alliance with

Great Britain, 140

Scheldt, the French navigate

the, 125
Scotland, affairs in, 163, 164
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Scrutiny on the Westminster

election, 65, 69

Seringapatam, Wellesley's victory

at, 142
Shelburne, 21, 23, 33 ; resigna-

tion of, 39 ; character of, 48-

52

Sheridan, 20, 87

Sinking Fund, 82, 154

Slave trade, Pitt on the, 97, 98
;

Fox on the, 98

Smuggling, 67

Spain, condition of, 101 ; con-

vention with Great Britain,

102 ; war, 248
Speeches, Pitt's, 270, 271 ; maiden

speech, 14 ; on Parliamentary

reform, 18, 20, 69 ; on the

Peace censure, 38, 39 ; on

Ireland, 73, 74 ; on the slave

trade, 98 ; on the French

Revolution, 120, 121; on Poor

relief, 169 ; on the French

war, 237 ; after news of

Trafalgar, 255
Subsidies, 149-151

Temple, resignation of, 45
Thurlow, 21, 46 ; dismissal of,

95, 109
Tierney, Pitt's duel with, 139
Toulon, fall of, 129
Trafalgar, 255

Ulm, 253

Versailles, Pitt at, 43

War, Pitt's detestation of, 121,

124, 132, 137 ; declared by
France, 126, 129-147 ; Pitt's

policy, 148-160
Wilberforce, illness of, 97 ; on

Pitt, 286
Window-tax, 68

THE END
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GEORGE ELIOT. By Sir Leslie Stephen, K.C.B.

HAZLITT. By Augustine Birrell, K.C.

MATTHEW ARNOLD. By Herbert W. Paul.

RUSKIN. By Frederic Harrison.

TENNYSON. By Sir Alfred Lyall.

RICHARDSON. By Austin Dobson.

BROWNING. By G. K. Chesterton.

ORABBE. By Alfred Ainger.

FANNY BURNEY. By Austin Dobson.

JEREMY TAYLOR. By Edmund Gosse.

ROSSETTI. By A. C. Benson.

MARIA EDGEWORTH. By the Hon. Emily
Lawless.

HOBBES. By Sir LESLIE Stephen, K.C.B.

ADAM SMITH. By Francis W. Hirst.

THOMAS MOORE. By Stephen Gvvynn.

SYDNEY SMITH. By George W. E. Russell.

EDWARD FITZGERALD. By A. C. Benson.

SIR THOMAS BROWNE. By Edmund Gosse.

ANDREW MARVELL. By Augustine Birrell,

K.C.

MRS. GASKELL. By Clement Shortbr.

CHARLES KINGSLEY. By G. K. Chesterton.

SHAKESPEARE. By Walter Raleigh.

JAMES THOMSON. By G. C. Macaulay.

WALTER PATER. By A. C. Benson.
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